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F EWORD

This is the complete set of papers on the Swedish micro-to-macro model

presented at the conference on micro simulation modeis, arranged jointly

by the IUI and IBM Sweden, September 19-22,1977. To our knowledge

this is the first international seminar devoted to micro based models of

entire economic systems. The papers on the Swedish model have been in

print for more than a year (IUI Conference Report 1978: 1). They appear

again in this book with some technical parts excluded.

We believe that this publication gives a fairly representative picture of

the state of the art at the time of the conference. Micro simulation as an

empirical method is fairly new to economics. Micro theory and macro

theory with applications have always coexisted in economics but

systematic integration of the two branches through explicit market

modelling has been attempted only recently. It is a mathematically and

technically difficult area and the approaches still ditler considerably. It

offers new and promising possibilities in developing theory and empirical

testing in a much more paraBel fashion than has been the case earlier.

We are happy to present this volume on a theme that we believe will be

of rapidly growing importance in the future.

Stockholm, May 1980

Gunnar Eliasson

The Industrial Institute

for Economic and Social Research

Lars Arosenius

IBM Sweden
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B. Bergmann - G. Eliasson - G. Orcutt

Economic theory lTIUst always embody the particular approach that makes

it most efficient for handling the chosen decision problem. The all purpose

theory is probably impossible by definition and without a decisian

problem at the back of his (or her) mind the researcher should be at a loss

about what to do. It should therefore be considered natural to find - as we

do - a multitude of nl0dels or theories designed to interpret the same

economic phenomena. The particular decision problem chasen determi

nes what is important and what should be deemphasized.

There is, however, one clear restriction that limits the number of

possible approaches to economic reality , namely experience and syste

matic observation. Aspects of a theory that do not pass the test against

observation are not allowed to survive in a true scientific environment. In

a complex world one should consider it natural to live with many

conflicting interpretations of economic reality ; but in a world of scientific

progress the interpretations should change, old erroneous doctrine should

be unloaded and new theory allowed to enter.

The need exists to integrate theory and measurement, in particular by

developing theories that incorporate and predict relevant economic

behavior and that allow for the most efficient and thorough confrontatian

with available experience. The basic scientific principle must be to keep

ridding the set of suggested explanations of erroneous hypotheses, while

simultaneously forming new hypotheses to constantly upgrade our vision

of economic reality . This places the requirement on any theoretician in an

applied science like economics to add specifications about how to measure

his variables. There is no way for the theoretician and the empiricist to live

meaningful, separate lives. They should be one and the same person.

This is where the micro sifnulation method enters as a potentially

efficient device for organizing scattered versions of theorizing in a

consistent manner and on a format that makes efficient confrontation with

measurement necessary and feasible as not before, albeit in a somewhat

new and unconventional garbo

We believe that micro simulation opens up new possibilities for

estimation and analysis based on direct access to the wealth of data that

exist at the micro level. The basis rules of elnpirical inference can be more

efficiently put to use. This is why several papers and much comment in this
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volume are devoted to measurement and observation techniques in micro

simulation modeis. This was originally the desire of the conference

organizers, and even though we recognize that much further work is

needed here - not in the least pedagogical-, we think we have made some

modest contributions. In fact, the way the distinction between theory and

empiricism is blurred is perhaps one of the most useful aspects of

economics that are illustrated in this conference volume. Some of the

papers and rnodels presented should be regarded as theoretical contribu

tions by conventionai standards. All models presented here are, however,

based on a much more solid and relevant empirical footing than what is

common in theoretical papers in economics. By this we reemphasize again

one theme of the conference, namely that a criterion of good theory in

economics can only be how well grounded in relevant, empirical facts it

is.

The main purpose of the conference, however, was to organize a

meeting around the technique of large scale (economy wide) micro based

modelling. At the time of organizing the conference three more or less

complete model systems were in existence - the Urban Institute - Yale

model project headed by Guy Orcutt, the U. S. Transactions model headed

by Barbara Bergmann, and the IUI-IBM Swedish model project headed

by Gunnar Eliasson. These modeIs are all presented in this volume. 1 They

illustrate the multitude of approaches that can be taken to economy-wide

modelling and how emphasis on different kinds of problems gives rise to

different methodologies.

Most questions asked of economists are addressed to typical macro

economic phenomena. Macro economic modelling using Keynesian

concepts was a first efficient answer that allowed economists to cut

through the analytically impossible maze of partiai theory existing at the

time. The Keynesian revolution was the first true systelTIS approach in

economics. It provided the rationale for several grand steps forward in

combining theory with measurement (=models) encompassing entire

economic systems.

1) Demand driven, national income based business cycle macro models

have turned out to be quite successful over the last two decades.

1 At the conference several special reports were given on other micro simulation projects in
progress. Brief presentations of same of these projects are given in a separate section at the
end of this conference volume.
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2) Demand dri~en input-output, macro sector models of the Leontief

Keynesian type represent a second major step forward in applied

economic theory and several successful models of that type have become

operational during the last ten years.

There are at least three serious draw backs associated with these

modeIs,

a) a major "element" in economic thinking simply is not allowed to figure

explicitly, namely the market process l

b) macro modelling deprives us of the efficient use of existing, high quaiity

micro information,

c) it makes it formally and technically difficult to model true dynamic

macro economic behavior that is essentially a micro market-macro income

determination process over time.

The new methodological development in economic systems modelling,

3) micro simulation, solves these three problems simultaneously and also

relieves us of the unsound practice of deliberate misspecification to

achieve solutions and answers. This is, of course, at the expense of

something, most notably easy intelligibility of results. This is, however,

largely a beginner's dilemma. Understanding comes with experience.

New, sometimes surprising results, and complex problems should not

necessarily be easily and immediately comprehended. The black box

dilemma of the micro simulation model should always be viewed against

the back drop of the full fledged multi-sector macro models currently in

use in many institutions, where transparency is no typical virtue.

The micro simulation model in fact offers itself as a great didactic

instrument if one understands how to use it properly. Assumptions not

only can be stated correctly but also more intelligibly, whereas macro

theory forces us to a high level of abstraction in this respect. Dynamic

processes can be described one at a time in quite easy language and we

never have to resort to traditionaI but awkward constructs like forcing the

economic world to be in perpetual equilibrium - an absurd construct to say

the least. The problem is understanding the whole economic machinery at

work simultaneously, but it is not altogether clear that a human brain (and

eye) should be capable of seeing through such a system at a glance. On the

other hand one can learn and become familiar with the properties of a

theory (a model) and learn to put it to efficient use to enhance one's

understanding of empirical phenomena. This is something that has long
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been recognizcd in natural sciences.

The many uses of the term micro simulation often confuse more than

they reveal. Before we proceed it is appropriate to state what we think the

term means.

Micro simulation represents a numerical method of dealing with more

complex versions of conventionaI theoretical structures. It represents a

method of coordinating large volumes of numerical information.

lt takes testing and estimatian do\vn to basic behavioral assumptions at

the micro level and relieves the researcher of an unsound overreliance on

goodness of fit criteria at the macro level.

It represents, by freeing one of the confines of the "analytical

paradigm" of economics, a new and extremely rich language of theoretical

expression. This is no longer new in many other sciences.

It offers a new "cognitive" way of handling more realistic, and hence

more complex, thought about the ways society works, much in the same

way that various branches of mathematics have done a lot of good to many

applied sciences. One example is the possibility of integrating market

price theory with income determination theory in an empirically relevant

fashion.

In fact, the listing above simply describes a method of integrating theory

and measurement, and any theory pretending to be relevant should have

that aspect weIl developed.

The description given also emphasizes that micro simulation is a

theoretical and empirical method combined, as it should be. The set of

papers presented in this conference volume illustrates this weIl. The

papers represent various theories on how a national economy works,

shaped in a micro simulation framework. The common denominators are

two, namely, that they all deal with behavior (decision) units at the micro

(firm, household, etc.) levels and that they all aggregate up to large parts

or all of the national economy.

THE THREE MODELS

The Urban Institute - Yale (Orcutt) model is primarily concerned with

behavior in the household sector, which is enclosed in an outline of a

production system with few feedbacks. The U .S. Transactions (Berg

mann) model places more emphasis on the production system, which is a

semi-macro construct with each cell in the input-output matrix represent

ing one firm. The firm behaves on the basis of expectations drawn from
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past experience and is guided by a mark-up pricing system. The household

sector has a full micro presentation in a reduced scale U .S. economy

consisting of 800 households of different wealth, income, marital,

occupational, etc. status. The overriding emphasis, however, is on the

financial side where all volume transactions are traced financially from

week to week.

The IUI-IBM (Eliasson) modelon the other hand places nzost emphasis

on the production and supply side, where a large number of individual

firms (most of them being representations of real Swedish firms) appear as

decision makers in an explicit market process. An explicit feedback at the

micro market leveI from profits via investment and capacity growth to the

supply decision in effect means that market price theory has been n1erged

with income determination theory.

The U.S. Transactions model works by having each of the actors

represented in the model follow a weekly schedule of economic decisions

and consequent activities, in the course of which interactions with the

other actors occur. The major decisions for households (job search, home

and auto acquisition, other expenditure, debt and portfolio management)

for the non-financial firms (production, employment and hours setting,

price and wage setting, acquisition of capital goods, debt and portfolio

management) and of the non-financial firms (interest rate setting, loan

rationing, port-folio management) are all based on the position of the

variables at the moment the decision is contempIated. The weekly periqd

is short enough so that no simultaneity need be allowed for, which greatly

simplifies the task of running the model and modifying it to reflect policy

changes whose impacts are being evaluated. The structure allows for

policies to be represented in a great deal of naturalistic detail, with such

elements as "triggers" and other nonlinearities easily incorporated.

The Urban Institute - Yale model described in this volume is a member

of the Urban institute DYNASIM class of microanalytic modeIs. It is

implemented in a new microanalytic simulation system called MASS.

The DYNASIM models have been and are being developed for use in

the analyses of United States public welfare and social security policies

and so are strongly focused on individual and family behavior, income,

and income maintenance. They represent a useful step toward develop

ment of models which successfully relate outcomes to policies concerned

with unemployment, inflation and inequality as weIl as income mainte

nance and poverty.
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The core of the model presented consists of program modules which

determine the probabilities that various events will occur to an individual

or family, and which assign quantitative values to person and family

characteristics. In addition to the micromodel a simple macromodel of the

economy is also included. The key steps involved in using the model for

policy analysis are:

1. i\.n initial population is specified. Currently, samples of ten to tVJenty

thousand drawn from the 1960 or 1970 decennial census are used.

2. For each person and family unit in the population the probability of

occurrence of an event that would change an individual or family

characteristic of concern (e.g., marriage, death, entrance to the labor

force, unemployment) is computed.

3. Assignment of changes in status to some of the individuals in the

population are made to provide a fully specified set of attributes for

each individual and family which will generate the simulated popula

tion sample for the next year.

4. For some events, a quantitative amount is assigned, such as hours in the

labor force, wage rate, or amount of social security benefits. In the case

of transfer payment income, the quantities are calculated by applying

administrative rules.

5. In conducting policyanalyses, changes in government programs are

introduced. Their impact is then predicted taking into account

predicted induced effects as weIl as direct effects.

The Swedish model is complete, in the sense of covering the entire

economic system and being equipped with all the necessary feedbacks on a

quarterly basis. For the time being, everything outside the manufacturing

sector is a conventionaI Leontief-Keynesian macro model. Micro to

macro contact is established through (explicity modelled) labor, product

and money market processes. Interaction runs across markets as weIl as

over time through price-quantity adjustments. As in the U .S. Transac

tions model, expectations figure importantly in the decision machinery.

Wage income by individuals working in the production system are added

and transformed into taxes, savings and various consumption items in the

household sector, represented by a nonlinear expenditure system with

saving and durable goods stock demand being determined simuItaneously

with other spending categories.
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The money and financial system is explicit but much more crude. An

important link is the quarterly feedback through market price-quantity

determination via profit formation and investment decisions in individual

firms to capacity growth. Growth may be said to be endogenous under an

exogenous upper technology constraint. In this sense the IUI-IBM

Swedish model combines market price theory with income generation

theory in a dynamic fashion not often found in current theorizing. It

makes the model very market-oriented and capable of investigating the

allocative efficiency-market stability trade off pattern of an economic

system which was one of the ambitions of the model venture to begin

with.

The micro simulation approach thus allows us to break the analytical

confines of equilibrium theory and develop a true numerical disequilibri

um framework of analysis. The explicit feedback loops at the micro level

between market pricing, profit generation, investment, capacity growth

and the supply decisions of each firm gives the total model system a

spectrum of "new" properties that so far have received strong support in

empirical testing of the model. Several papers on this are included in this

conference volume. It has been demonstrated throughout the hundreds of

experiments performed so far that micro market disturbances that cannot

easily and rapidly be learned and adjusted for by decision makers

invariably tip the economy on to a lower, long-term growth path.

The disequilibrium approach is carried further in the Nichols micro

simulation model that is exclusively concerned with the labor market. In

fact, a positive, frictional unemployment rate that is efficient in the sense

of maximizing output probably needs the disequilibrium characteristics of

the microsimulation approach to be established.

The more complete full economy model of Yndgaard. on the other

hand, is designed in the Arrow-Debreu tradition. in the sense t~at the

system, when disturbed from an equilibrium position if.stable. is forced to

return it to the same fix point by some- time path.

Nichols' results are particularly interesting to compare with the

IUI-IBM model. He begins with a random distribution of variously

talented workers on jobs requiring various talents. He then al10ws the

model market to reallocate the workers on new jobs. Over some ranges he

finds that misallocated labor is such a severe handicap that GNP actual1y

increases from a reallocation even if unemployment also increases. There

seems to exist a particular rate of turnover in the labor market that is
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efficient in a macro economic sense. An interesting collary would be to see

if the reallocation mechanism itself is so fast that it disturbs the market

signalling func!ion and hence hampers growth in the longer run through

profit and investment feedback, as in the Swedish model.

In all three full economy models rigid distributed lag specifications from

econometric models are replaced by a sequential decision machinery and

frequent feedback loops through the entire economic system. Some would

argue that this way of reducing the number and importance of fixed

coefficients in the model system and making the hierachical ordering of

decisions more important is the true and relevant way of representing an

economy. From a qualitative time ordering of decisions and a period

specification that conforms approximately with decision times, a quanti

fied time pattern of responses can be derived. As illustrated in the price

transmission study on the Swedish model (see p. 281 ff) distributed lags

will appear as expected. They will, however, often not be invariant to the

impulse being transmitted and more perilious, even if invariant, the

traditional inertia interpretation of the distributed lag will be errone

ous.

By this we want to emphasize again that there is no meaningful dividing

line between theory and empiricism. All econometric modeIs used for,

say, forecasting are a mix of assumption and measurement. So are all the

models presented in this volume. There is no basic difference between

Yndgaard's and Nichols' truly "principles" modelon the one hand and the

Orcutt model, based on very extensive measurements on the other. They

all tell us something about an economy in a particular decision context.

They differ with respect to the extent and character of quantitative

measurement entered.

As stated by both Orcutt and Klevmarken in their methodological

papers the micro simulation method allows efficient partiai testing and

estimation of the model and the piecewise integration of more empirical

information into a relevant theoretical system. In principle this makes the

micro simulation approach potentially very useful for comparing different

economic systems. The micro simulation modelling technique is still too

new for this to have been done at an empirical level. However Albrecht

has loaded the Swedish model with "synthetic data" adding up to a closed
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U .S ...like economy allowing him to study the effects of inflationary

expectations on two differently structured economies.

College Park, Stockholm and New Haven in February 1980

Barbara Bergmann Gunnar Eliasson Guy Orcutt

University of Maryland IUI Yale University

/
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A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF A MICROS MU
LATED MACROECONOMIC MODEL:

THE TRANSACTIONS MODEL OF THE U.S.
ECONOMY

Barbara R. Bergmann

The Transactions Model consists entirely of explicit
descriptions of decision making and the consequent
simulated actions of individual decision makers. The
model' s "action" on t.he macroeconomic level is built
up exclusively from the record of the "action" on the
microeconomic results into the macroeconomic results
numerically by computer.

The Transactions Model has the following character
istics:

l. The model has been designed primarily to elucidate
phenomena and policy options in macroeconomics.
Production, employment and unemployment, inflation,
productivity, investment in capital goods, money
markets, portfolio management are among the subjects
of interest.

2. Not only decisions, but also interactions among in
dividual decision makers in the economy are ex
plicitly represented. The interaction of individual
decision makers takes the form of transactions be
tween individual buyers and sellers in which goods,
services or claims are exchanged against money.
Thus, the monetary and "real" sides are integrated
in the modells simulated economy precisely as they
are in the actual economy.

3. Each time a transaction occurs, the effect of that
transaction on all simulated macroeconomic variables
-- nominal GNP accounts, flow-of-funds accounts,
price indexes, etc. -- is recorded. Values of en
dogenous macrovariables are changed in no other way.
All of the usual macroeconomic variables are thus
simulated by the modelon a basis consistent with
the portrayed action on" the microeconomic level.

4. All of the decision makers represented in the model
-- firms producing different kinds of goods and
services, financial firms, governments, the monetary
authority, and workers who are also consumers and
asset holders -- are subject to constraints on their
behavior deriving from technological requirements,
and the finiteness of real and financial stock
piles which are honored at all times.
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Constraints imposed by governmental policies
(such as unemployment insurance requirements,
interest rate maxima and the like) are also
observed. Each individual decision maker's
"experience" and situation in the simulated
economy are kept track of by means of numerous
microeconomic variables whose values enter
into the decision making process and effect
the constraints on behavior. Where the appli
cation of policy instruments to individuals
depends on that individual's history (such
as the dependence of unemployment insurance
eligibility on employment history), this can
be portrayed in a simple manner.

5. The model is cast in a form designed to be
useful for purposes of discussions of economic
policy in the United States. In all of its
magnitudes, it is a "scale model n of the
United States economy. Parameters have been
set so that the simulated macroeconomic time
$eries output of the model tracks the macro
economic time series generated by the United
States economy for the seventies. Policy
instruments -- taxes, subsidies, open market
operations, interest rate and price regula
tions, unemployment insurance, opportunities
for training -- appear in the model as im
pinging on the actions of individual decision
makers, and affect the outcomes they indi
vidually experience.

The Transactions Model is written down in the
form of a computer program and associated files
of data on the U.S. economy. The program controls
the creation of the initial microeconomic and
macroeconomic conditions, it schedules and regu
lates the behavior of the decision makers, and
it produces as output time series of simulated
macroeconomic results. Decision makers in the
model "know" what to do in each contingency, be
cause the computer program schedules their de
cision making and provides them with decision
making procedures whose nature will be disc~ssed

below. The data files serve three purposes:

(l) they provide information on the basis of which
the initial microeconomic conditions are set up;

(2) they contain macroeconomic time series data on
events which are taken to be exogenous to the
model, but which influence the course of events
in the simulated economy;

(3) they provide a basis for comparing the simulated
rnacroeconornic time series produced by a run of the



model with actual time series macrodata and thus
for computing errors of simulation.

All of the data currently used by the model are
from published sourees, and are either macroeeon
omic magnitudes or distributions. Unfortunately,
deseasonalized data have had to be used.

The first step in a run of the model is the as
signment to eaeh individual decison maker of
characteristics and attributes which will remain
fixed in the course of the rune For a firm, an
example of a fixed attribute is the type of prod
uct produced; for a worker-consumer, the most
important fixed attribute is broad oecupational
group. Next, we assign the initial values of
attributes associated with deciiion makers which
will varyas the action proceeds. A firm's variables
include the average of its past sales, current
priee of its output amount of inventory heId,
number of employees by type, quantity and input
output charaeteristics of "capital goods" by
vintage, and a eomplete aecounting of assets
and liabilities by type, including money. A worker
consumer's variables include financial assets
and liabilities by type, ear ownership, home
ownership, employment status, average past ex
penditures. The initial eonditions on the micro
eeonomic level are set so as to conform to u.s.
macroeconomic data for the calendar quarter in
which the run is to start. U.S. data on distribu
tion of assets and on persons by oecupation have
also been used.

Af ter the creation of the initial conditions, a
seheduling program takes over, which arranges for
economic events to occur in a fixed sequence. The
economie events inelude deeision making and actions
based on the decisions which have been taken. Most
of the events involve two actors in an interaction
whose results must be in accord with the wishes of
both. An example of a set of events depicted in
the model is the consumption decisions of a con
sumer, followed by interactions between that
eon sumer and a firm during which the eon sumer
makes purchases from the firm and money flows
from the consumer's cash account to the firm's.
Another example of a set of events is a decision
by a firm to increase its liquidity, followed
by an interaction between the firm and a bank,
in which a loan might be granted and rnoney created
and credited to the firm's cash account.

25
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A full set of all of the actions within the reper
toire of the decision makers occurring in a pre
scribed sequence is called a "round." All of the
usual kinds of activities which bear on the macro
economic performance of the economy in the short
and medium run are represented in a round: pro
duction and hiring, wage and price setting, govern
ment procurement, the creation and sale of financial
claims by business firms, the government and
worker-consumers, the payment to worker-consumers
for their services as factors of production, the
makinq of transfer pavments and sales of consumer
and i~vestment good~,-as weil as intermediate
goods.

A quarter of a year of calendar time in the United
States economy is represented in the Transactions
Model by twelve complete rounds of events. As the
rounds proceed, macroeconomic magnitudes affected
by the events which occur are changed appropri
ately. National income accounts are continually
built up in this way, and at the end of each cycle
of twelve rounds the program arranges for the
printing out of simulated quarterly national
accounts, brought up to the scale of the United
States economy by an unchanging multiplicative
factor.

Decision-Making in the Transactions Model

The delineation of decision making in the present
version of our model derives in an eclectic manner
from the economic and business literature. Consumers
(af ter the payment of taxes and installment debt)
follow a Stone-Geary linear expenditure system.
The parameters which controi consumers' consumption
behavior are set by finding those values which best
track the U.S. macrodata. Although all consumers
are assumed to have the same tastes, they spend
differing amounts because of their differing
assets, differing incomes and differing past ex
penditures. In their portfolio management, con
sumers compare rates of return to the various
available assets, as economic theory says they
should, and they vary the mix of assets they
hold according to relative rates of return. The
size of the porfolio each consumer has to manage
depends, of course, on the sum of his previous
savings decisions.



Business firms set prices at the beginning of each
round on a cost-plus basis, and sell to all cus
tomers at that price. They set output for each
round so as to allow inventory to approach a de
sired ratio to recent sales. They set desired
employment by a lagged adjustment to production,
making weekly hours adjustments to achieve manhour
targets for the current round. Business firms'
portfolio management and borrowing activities
depend on their cash inflow from sales, cash out
flow for purchases and dividend payments, and
on investment plans. Like consumers, they are
pictured as being sensitive to relative rates of
return. In making decisions about investment in
capital goods, firms forecast future sales and
compare the costs of operation of their older
equipment with the purchase price and operation
cost of newly available equipment.

Expectations of the future are shown as entering
into those decisions from which considerable damage
is possible if the future is very different from
the present, such as decisions to invest (or not
to invest) in long-lived financial and real assets
which may prove costly, according to how economic
conditions materialize after the decision is made.
In such cases, forecasts of future conditions
become an ingredient in decision making. The actors
in the present version of the model are represented
as using very simple forecasting techniques. Firms
considering capital outlays make forecasts of
demand for their output at current prices using
the rate of growth they have experienced in the
recent past, if it has been positive. The expected
future rate of inflation which enters into portfolio
management in terms of willingness to keep assets
in cash and willingness to borrow, is forecast as
a moving average of past rates or the current rate,
whichever is higher.

At this pant, it is worth emphasizing that any
piece of decisian making machinery currently in
the model can easily be entirely replaced by
another piece of machinery which makes the decision
in question in a qualitatively different way. The
ease of doing this is derived from the recursive
structure of the model, which eliminates simul
taneous solution processes.
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Simultaneity in the Actual Economy and the Simulated

Economy

Analyses of the macroeconomy have traditionally
represented the economy by a system of simultaneous
equations. Originally, simultaneous equation for
mulations were developed for use in describing
static systems, where the only movement contemplated
was a shift of unspecified rapidity from one more
or-less long-lasting equilibrium to another. The
time periods involved were generally left vague.

When empirical macromodels based on time series
data began to be estimated, the simultaneous
equations formulation was carried over, but with
the time dimension of the analysis more explicitly
specified. The basic period of the analysis gener
ally was taken to be identical with the shortest
period for which all the data were available (the
"data period"), and the system was solved anew for
each data period. This use of the simultaneous
equations formulation can be thought of as an
adaptation to the fact that available data on
economic activity are averaged out or aggregated
over time periods which are so long that the actors
must be seen as reacting more than once within
a data period to actions of others which occur
within the same period. Within a calendar quarter,
for example, there is time for a fall in produc
tion to cause a reduction in consumption which will
in turn react back on production. The simultaneous
solution of a set of behavioral equations which
specify such reactions purports to represent the
stable situation af ter all of these actions and
reactions have taken place, and behavior has
settled down into a pattern in which all actions
are mutually consistent in the sense that they
can remain at constant leveis. If we were to try
to think concretely (perhaps some might say, to
the point of mistaken concreteness) of what kind
of an actual economic system might be exactly
represented by an empirical quarterly simultaneous
equations model, it would have to be an economy
where the law requires that a "tatonnement" takes
place before ordinary business hours on the first
day of each quarter and further requires that
activity proceed at the steady pace thus determined
for all the rest of the days of the quarter.



In the Transactions Model, the fact that within a
data period there can be multiple interactions
among the actors is dealt with in a different way,
which we believe to provide somewhat greater
realism. We have done away with the identity of
the data period and the bas~c period of analysis,
and have disaggregated the data period inta
shorter periods, taking as the basic period of
analysis a time interval so short that it is
plausible to represent each actor as revising
each type of decision only once each basic period.
We have chosen to represent each calendar quarter
as being made up of 12 such basi~ periods; the
basic period thus corresponds approximately to a
week of real time. Within each basic period, a
complete "round" of economic events is scheduled.

The construction of an entirely recursive model
(with respect to the basic operation periods
rather than the data periods) does more than
advance somewhat the cause of realism. It also
saves us from the surely tedious and perhaps
infeasible chore of simultaneously solving all
the behavioral equations. Put another way, the
elimination of simultaneity (in the sense of
multiple intra-period reactions) frees us to
postulate realistic behavioral rules for the
actors (if we knowany) without having to worry
that the mathematics of the solution process will
be too difficult. While this latter consideration
rnay seem to some readers to be mere self-indulgence
on the part of the authors, there is little evidence
that actors in the actual economy consider the
effect of their choice of behavioral rules on
the solvability of the system when they formulate
sucn rules for themselves.

The one form of simultaneity which is actually
observed in economic life is, of coQrse, the
coincidence in time of economic events -- rnany
acts of production, consurnption and exchange all
go on at the same time and some go on continuously.
In depicting the actions of individual actors on
the computer one is constrained to represent all
actions by computations which are bound to occur
sequentially. Regarded retrospectively, it does
not matter whether two economic events are re
presented as occurring simultaneously or in irnmedi
ate sequence if the occurrence of one event does
not affect the-likelihood, feasibility or charac
teristics of the other. The adoption of a short
basic period reduces the implausibility of re
moving all coincidence in time, and reduces the
implausibility of representing activities which are
continuous in the real world. by action concentrated
at particular instants.
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In the operation of the Transactions Model, the
ability of an actor to carry out a decision is
usually not affected by whether he is first or
last in line to implement his decision, since
in the real world and the simulated world which
mimics it, there is usually ample excess capacity.
In the rare case of temporary shortages, however,
the ability of individuals to carry out decisions
would be affected by whether they are early or
late within a round to try to engage in a trans
action. In such a case, the model prescribes
procedures for the rationing of gaods in short
supply, so that latecomers are not closed out
in favor of complete fulfillment of orders by
earlier customers. This occurs most importantly
in the allocation of labor among firms when the
unemployment rate is very low.

Workers-Consumers-Asset Rolders

The Transactions Model represents the United
States economy by a much smaller-scaled simulated
economy. The labor force in the model consists
of 800 persons, divided into four occupational
groups. The scale of the simulated economy is the
ratio of the simulated labor force to the actual
labor force in the base period.

Members of the labor force of the simulated econ
omy are ~ssigned to one of four broad occupational
groups whose relative sizes are derived from U.S.
Labor Department data: (l) Professional, Technical,
Manageriai and Administrative Workers, (2) Clerical
and Sales Workers, (3) Crafts Workers and Operat
ives, and (4) Service Workers and Laborers. In
the present version, an individual cannot change
his occupational group. When new individuals
enter the labor force they are assigned to an
occupational group and have no assets. Persons
not in the U.S. labor force who are in families
which include labor force members are not directly
represented in the Model; consumer expenditures
are made and assets held by labor force members
on their behalf. However, families with no labor
force members are represented and receive transfer
payments, which they use exclusively for purchasing
consumption goods.

Figure l gives the items of information available
for each individual in the model. Some character
istics of individuals which irnportantly influence
their economic functioning are not represented in
the model as it now stands. The most important are
a person's age and educational attainment. Two of
the major decisions made by consumers concern saving
and portfolio management, illustrated in Figures 2
and 3 respectively.
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Figure l. Information Continually Updated and Available

Concerning Each Fictional Person during aRun

of the Transactions Model

Unchanging Personal Characteristics

ISEX

ISPOUS

ICASTE

IDIS

ISTIG

OWNCAR

Sex

Identity of spouse (=0 if unmarried, = -l if
married, but spouse not in labor force, "address'
of spouse if latter is in labor force)

Occupation (1-4)

Skill level within occupation

= l if at a disadvantage in being hired when
unemployed; O otherwise

l if person has possibility of car ownership,
O otherwise

Labor Force Status

LF

UI

IUDAT

lEMPST

IELIGW

l·if in labor force, = O otherwise

identity of ernployer if person is ernployed,
O otherwise

Date of last~accession or separation

Unemployment insurance eligibility, in weeks

= l if currently receiving unemployrnent
insurance, = O otherwise

Financial Status~

HCASH

SAVACC

HBONDS

AMORT

ISTART

AMORTG

INMORT

Other~

IDGAGE

EXP

Money held in checking account

Value of savings account deposits

Maturity value of bonds held

Weekly payment due on consumer loans

Starting date of current consumer loan
arrangements

Weekly payrnent due on horne rnortgage

Starting date of rnortgage

Date of last new car purchase

Moving average of consumer expenditures
(geometric weights)

~ In the case of two labor force participants who are
married to each other, the variables representing their
financial status are consolidated into one account.
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Figure 2. Decisian Making on Spending ~nd Saving

ENTER

!
YOIS = spendable income = income-obligatory payments

l" eost of subsistanee bundle
I SUBSIS = LP (IFIRM) "A(IFIRM+l0Q)

Oesired expenditures
EXPO = A(63) "EXP = (l-A(63)) "I (YOIS - SUBSIS) " (l-SRATE) + SUBSlSj

has
unemployment

been consistently
high?

no

yes

yes

no

no

is
no
~

yes

min{SUBSIS

Reset r
EXPO = max1 A(58) '" EXPO ....- ---..,

SUBSIS/2

reset
EXPO =
SUBSIS

is EXPO
"ASSETS?

yes

'--- ~ no

buy goods & services
valued at EXPO

save YOIS - EXPO

RETURN



ASSETS

MAXSAV

MAXCASH

Figure 3. Scheme of Portfolio Allocation

for Households

open market securities
(HBONDS) -

- - ... - - - - - - - - - p'" """" I'

savings deposi ts
(SAVACC)

- - - - - _..------------------------

demand deposi ts
(HCASH)

ASSETS

MAXCASH is a function of weekly outlays and interest rates on savings
accounts.

MAXSAVE is a function of weekly outlays and interest rates on savings
accounts and ODen market securities.

UJ
VJ
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The F irms

Private production in the simulated economy has
been divided into twelve industries l and one
firm assigned to each industry. Figure 4 gives
a list of the items of information concerning
each firm which is represented in the model.
A physical unit of output of each industry is
defined as the amount of that product which
could have been bought in the base period with
one dollar. Units of capital goods called "ma
chines" are alsa defined on a physical basis"
A machine is specialized to the iridustry in which
it is used, and for each using industry is de-
fined as an appropriately weighted combination
of physical quantities of the outputs of eight
of the twelve industries costing one dollar in
the base period. The physical quantities of the
goods which make up a machine used by a particular
industry are assurned not to change through time,
although the cost does, as prices of the output
of the eight industries change. Each machine is
assumed to be "born" with a particular labor re
quirement and a particular rated output associated
with it. As the machine ages these characteristics
do not change unti~ the machine goes out of service,
which occurs at the end of a fixed period.

A firm's capital goods are differentiated by quar
terly acquisition date; the more recently produced
physical units of capital goods are assumed to
have better output-labor rat ios than the older
units, with a higher rated output per machine and
a lower amount of labor required for a machine to
produce its' rated output. The rates of change of
the output capabilities and labor input require
ments for physical units of newly produced capital
gaods are among the basic paiameters of the model,
since they are an important component of productivi
ty change.

l
The industries are: Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries;
Mining; Contract Construction; Automobile Manufacturing;
Other Durable Manufacturing; Non-Durable Manufacturing;
Transportation; Communication; Electric; Gas and
Sanitary Services; Wholesale and Retail Trade;
Other Services; Real Estate; Banks & Savings
Institutions; and Other Finance & Insurance.



Purchases by one firm of· the outputs of others for
non-capital inputs to current productian (so-ca1led
flow inputs) are governed by the 1967 Input-Output
Table, and are taken to be unchanging over the time
period of the simulation, and unaffected by capital
goods purchases.

The firms' short-run average cost curves are in
fluenced by two familiar factors: the presence of
substantia1 fixed costs and rising marginal costs.
Larger outputs cause the firm to bring inta pro
duction successively older vintages of capital
goods with smaller output/labor ratios. A firm's
simulated cost curves shifts whenever the prices
of labor and flow inputs change; they also shift
when investment resu1ts in the acquisition of new
capital goods, which are a1ways more 1abor-saving
than the average of the old capital stock.

Figure Sa illustrates the firm's decision procedure
with respect to price setting. Figure Sb illustrates
investment decision making.
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Figure 4. InformationContinually Updated and Available

Concerning Each Fictional Firm During aRun

of the Transactions Model

Materials Requirements

AIO (KFIRM, IFIRM)

AIOCAP(KFIRM,IFIRM)

Capital Stock

OPUT(IFIRM,JVIN)

OPUTS(IFIRM,JVIN)

CAPCY(IFIRM)

ONEW ( IF IRM)

ONEWS(IFIRM)

STARTC(IFIRM)

STARTM (IFIRM)

VIN (IFIRM)

VINS (IFIRM)

Physical units of the product
of firm KFIRM required as input
for the production of one unit
of the product of firm IFIRM.

Units of output of KFIRM re
quired to put in place a new
"machine" for the use of IFIRM.

Maximum output producible on
all of the machines of vintage
JVIN in a week if workers are
on a standard workweek.

Maximum output producible in
all of t~e structures of win
tage JVIN in a week if workers
are on a standard workweek.

Maximum currently available
capacity for output in a
standard workweek.

Output producible with one unit
of new machine.

Output producible with one unit
of new structures.

Backlag of firm's orders to the
constructian industry.

Backlag of firm's orders for
machines.

Marginal vintage of machines
currently used.

Marginal structure vintage.
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Figure 4. (continued)

Labor Requirernents and Usage

EMPFIX(IFIRM)

RLAB(IFIRM,JVIN)

RLABS(IFIRM,JVIN)

FLABOR(LCASTE,IFIRM) ,
RLABOR(LCASTE,IFIRM)

HRS (IFIRM)

WAGEF(LCASTE,IFIRM)

DESEMP(IFIRM)

EMP(IFIRM)

XLNEW( IFIRM)

XLNEWS ( IF I RM )

Nurnber of ernployees on the "fixed"
staff.

Nurnber of ernployees required to
cooperate with all machines of
vintage JVIN.

Number of ernployees required to
cooperate with all structures
of vintage JVIN.

Proportion of ernployees of the
fixed and variable staffs
respectively who are required
to be of occupation LCASTE.

Ratio of wee~ly hours to standard
workweek.

Weekly wage paid by IFIRM to
average worker in occupation
LCÄSTE, adjusted for weekly hours.

Current period's payroll tax
liability.

Desired employrnent of "variable"
ernployees.

Total current ernployrnent.

Labor required to cooperate with
one unit of new machines.

Labor required to cooperate with
one unit of new structures.
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Figure 4. (continued)

Sales, Production and Inventories

SALE ( IF IRM)

AVSALE(IFIRM)

EXPORT (IFIRM)

GOVBUY ( IF IRM)

GOVBYL (IFIRM)

ORDERS (KFIRM,IFIRM)

DPROD (IFIRM)

XPROD (IFIRM)

XINV(JFIRM,IFIRM)

PINV(JFIRM,IFIRM)

INVEN (IF IRM)

SHPROD(IFIRM)

SHORT (IFIRM)

CAPSHT(IFIRM)

Current weekly sale, in
physieal units.

Moving average (with geometrie
weights) of weekly salese

Firm's share of total U.S.
eonstant dollar exports.

Firm's share of eonstant dollar
sales to the Federal Governrnent.

Firm's share of eonstant dollar
sales to state and loeal govern
ments.

IFIRM's order backlog of KFIRM's
produet.

Current desired weekly produetion.

Aetual weekly produetion.

Quantity of output of produet of
JFIRM held as inventory by IFIRM.

Inventory of JFIRM's produet held
at end of last period by IFIRM.

= l if IFIRM's product is held as
inventory; O otherwise.

Additional quantity firm desired
to produee, but eould not because
of eapacity, labor or input short
age.

Quantity of product dernanded but
not sold because of inventory
deficiency.

Output whieh was not produced
beeause of eapaeity shortage.
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Figure 4. (continued)

Other Cost, Price and Profit Information

CAPCO(IFIRM)

TAXIND (IFIRM)

CORP (IFIRM)

XINTER(IFIRM)

ACOST(IFIRM)

XMCOST(IFIRM)

P(IFIRM)

PLAST (IFIRM)

PI(lFIRM)

PO (lFIRM)

PROF l'r (lFIRM)

PMARG(IFIRM)

Financial Assets

CASH(IFIRM)

BBONDS (IFIRM)

Financial Liabilities

BLOANS(IFlRM,IMAT)

BO.NDS (IFIRM, IMAT)

BONSEL (IFIRM)

Depreciation allowance, weekly.

Rate of indirect taxes on value
of firm's output.

Proportion of firm's computed
profit subjeet to eorporate
income tax.

Interest payments weekly on
firm's debt.

Average eost of units of output
currently produeed.

Marignal eost at current level
of output.

Current priee of firm's output.

Price of firm's output in last
period.

Aequisition priee of the average
unit of IFIRM's eurrent inventory.

Average price of unfilled orders
for IFIRM's produet.

Profits on eurrent week's output.

Customary profit margin over
average eost.

Size of firm's demand deposits.

Maturity value of open market
sec·uri ties held.

Bank loans maturing in period lMAT.

Maturity value of bonds outstanding
maturing in period lMAT.

Desired weekly sale of the firm's
bands.
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Figure Sa. Flow Chart Illustrating the Sequence

of Decision Making Concerning Prices
ENTER

Ooes the firm
produce farm
. products?

yes
RETURN

no Ooes the firm
maintain inventories
of its own produet?

yes

Are sales
Are inventories yes

declining yes

signifieantly?
too high?

no

Has desired
produetion yes

exceeded
aetual?

no

Ooes marginal Are profit marginsyes no
eost exeeed greater than

priee? eustomary?

no
yes

Is profit margin

---1 REDUCE PRICES Iless than
yes

RAISE PRICES
customary?

no

RETURN
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Figure Sb. Flow Chart Illustrating the Sequence of

Decisian Making with Respect to Investment

ENTER

j
establish

marginal capital
vintage

consider
nex t you nger

vintage

are this
vintage's running
costs> running +

acquisition cost of new
capital goods

producing that
volume of

output
?

no

has there
been a shortage of

production
capacity

?

no

RETURN

yes

yes

yes

add to orders
for capital goods

do new orders
take care of equipment

shortfall
?

add te
orders f

capital ge
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The Scheduling of Microeconomic Activity

Twelve times each calendar quarter a round of
microeconomic events occurs -- all of the actors
go through their entire repertoire of decisian
making and activity in a regularly scheduled order.
A summary of the sequence of scheduled events in
a round is listed in Figure 6, together with the
name of the computer subroutine which controls
each event. A particular event will influence
other events which occur later in the same round;
for example, wage setting decisions will influence
consumer expenditures, which occur subsequently,
which in turn will influence the demand for
financial assets still later.

Business inventories (maintained in physical
units separately for each product), which a·re
built up by productian and drawn down by purchases
of all types play a central röle in the simu
lated econorny. The decision made by each firm
concerning how much of its product it would like
to produce is based on its inventory position and
on sales in the recent past. A business firm knows
the physical quantity it has sold in the previous
round because it can compare the size of its in
ventory position along with their costs and profit
margin when making decisions about changing the
prices they charge for their products. These
price changes also have a central role in the
model, since they affect q~antities purchased,
wages and, in subsequent rounds, profits.

Portfolio Adjustments by Firms, Worker-Consumers,

the Financial Firms and the Government

All of the various economic units attend to the
servicing of their debt obligations and make
decisions about their portfolio of assets each
round. They accomplish the desired transactions
in financial assets and liabilities to the extent
that they are feasible. Households keep track of
the maturation schedule of their existing debts,
and roll them over or make repayments of interest
and the maturing principal of existing debts on
schedule. Households also adjust their stocks of
debt liabilities and distribute their assets among
cash, savings accounts, open market securities and
equities in homes.



As decisions by firms are made on the purchases of
current inputs and capital equipment, decisions on
bond and mortgage issues are made and bank loans
under lines-of-credit are planned to meet cash
deficiencies. The non-financial firms also make
their decisions with respect to the distribution
of their financial assets among 8ash, consumer
debt and open-market securities, The two govern
ment sectors and the rest-of-the-world issue the
amount of short-term and long-term debts they
desire and allocate their financial assets among
cash and open-market securities.

Next the commercial bank calculates its excess
or deficient reserves and makes its decisions
to increase or decrease its holdings of open
market securities. It will have made loans at
business and consumer loan rates announced at
the end of the last round and its loan inventory
may have undergone (within limits) involuntary
changes which reflect excess loan demand at current
rates.

The Federal Reserve D0W makes its open-market
purchases or sales of foreign exchange and do
mestic securities to bring actual bank reserves
to the desired level, in 'accordance with open
market policy, which is set every fourth round.

At this point in the round all portfolios have
been adjusted insofar as is feasible to the
quantities desired, given the yields which pre
vailon each asset during the round, with the
exception of the bank and the financial inter
mediary. The latter makes the market in open
market securities, and will have purchased or
sold all that were offered or demanded at yields
announced at the beginning of the round. On the
basis of the sign and magnitude of the excess
demands for bank loans, at the end ~f the round
the bank will adjust the savings account rate,
business loan rate, and consumer loan rate. The
financial intermediary, on the basis of excess
demand or supply for open market securities,
will adjust rates for treasury bills, treasure
bonds, state and local bonds, private bonds, and
home mortgages.
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Figure 6. Sumn1ary of Seguence of Events in a Round

of the Transactions Model

Sub
routine

Event name

tentative production decisions by firms PROD

hiring and weekly hours decision by firms PROD

search by firms & governments for workers, and
by workers for jobs; quits, layoffs and hirings EMPLOY

wage rate setting by firms for each occupation WAGES

production occurs, affecting firms i inventories eOST

cost accounting by firrns, computation of taxes
owed eOST

price setting by each firm for its product PRICE

inter-industry purchases by firms of flow
inputs INPUT

payment of payroll, sales and profits taxes by
firms to governments INPUT

investment decisions & capital goods purchases
by firms from those firms producing capital
goods INVEST

decisions concerning housing stock by real
estate firm HOMES

events which give rise to inputed items in
GNP but no flow of funds IMPUTE

payment of wages by firms & governments CONSUM

government transfer payrnents to unemployed
and other beneficiaries CONSUM

receipt by workers of prcperty income from
financial intermediary CONSUM
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Figure 6. (continued)

Sub
routine

Event name

Payment of income & social security taxes by
workers to government CONSUM

workers make payments on mortgage-s & bank loans CONSUM

consumption decisions & purchases of goods &
services other than housing CONSUM

portfolio management decisions &. activities by
consumers CONSUM

government purchases of goods & services from
f irms GOVERN

purchases by rest of the world from firms GOVERN

finance & liquidity decisions by nonfinancial
firms; actions through bank & financial inter-
rnediary FINANC

government debt management decisions & actions FINANC

monetary authority decisions & actions on open
market FEDRES

banks set loan policy & discount with rnonetary
authority BANK

setting of current consumer loan rate, business
Ioan rate, mortgage & savings accounts interest
rates by banks . INTER

current bill & bond rate set by financial
intermediary INTER

government & firrns pay interest on existing
obligations at original rate to financial
intermediary INTER

payment of interest to firms on their holdings
of bonds and bills by financial intermediary' INTER
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Next the financial intermediary and bank announce
the cornmitments they are willing to make to pur
chase home mortgages in the future, which will
affect the decisions of the construction industry
to begin construction of homes.

Finally, the government and Federal Reserve
financial policies for the next round are announced.
The federal government decides its level of mort
gage purchases for the coming round by such
agencies as the Government National Mortgage
Association, which will affect new commitments
for the following round by the private financial
institutions. The Federal Reserve sets the dis
count rate, the maximum savings account rate, and
the required reserve ratios for demand and savings
deposits.

"Markets" in the Transactions Model

Market participation by the actors in the Trans
actions Model are summarized in Figure 7, where
each horizontal line represents participation of
each type of actor as buyer and/or seller in each
of the markets for a good or financial claim. Prices
in each of these markets are set once in a round,
and all transactions for an entire round proceed
at that price. Inventories serve as buffer stocks,

,allowing for differences in supply and demand in
the short rune

For goods and services produced by nonfinancial
firms, prices are normally set by producers on a
eost-plus basis, and firms then sell all they can
at that price. An exogenous shift upward in average
costs is followed by a price adjustment which leads
in turn to a reduction in quantity demanded, de
pending on the priee elasticity for the product,
and what ehanges in other prices have been oecur
ring. Changes in costs in the simulated economy
also affeet the demand for goods and services
through their effects on incomes.

Wage ehanges are made by firms, and vary directly
with quit rates, profit rates, and cost of living
change and inversely with unemployment rates. The
demand for labor in the present version of this
model is only in the medium run affected by wages.



In the very shortest run, the demand for labor is
based on the labor necessary to produce.desired
output using the existing stock of capital equip
ment, with desired output being based on sales
and inventory leveis. However, higher labor costs
affect prices, which affect total demand and the
distribution of demand among products. In the
longer run, higher wages encourage the purchase
of larger quantities of the new,more labor-saving
capital'equipment which, when it is put in place,
has the effect of reducing the amount of labor
required to meet a given production target.

The markets for financial claims are run along
lines perhaps rnore congeniai to neoclassical
theory. For each type of claim' the financial
intermediary IImakes" the market by buying and
selling to all comers at a price set by itself.
If it finds itself accumulating inventory of an
item beyond what it desires,on its own account,
it reduces the price in the next round and in
crea~~s it in the opposite case.

Transactions and the Flow of Funds

Every sale of goods and services engaged in by
individuals in the simulated economy involves
the passing of merchandise from one decisian
maker to another and the passing of demand de
posits in the opposite direction. l Each trans
action is accomplished by a subroutine named
TRANS, which is called into action whenever any
decision maker wants to buy anything from any
other decision maker. TRANS is the principal
means by which the interactions of decision
makers are depicted, and it is also the prin
cipal means by which "action" on the micro level
is made to contribute to the GNP and the flow
of-funds accounting.

l
Currency is not used by the actors in the pre
sent version of the rnodel.
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Figure 7. Market Participatian in TRANSACTIONS, by Sector. S and D indicate participatian on the +:-.

supply and demand side, respectively. For financial claims, those on the demand side 00

may sell already existing claims in their posession, but only those on the supply side
may create new ones.
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Figure 7. (continued)
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TRANS is used whenever money changes hands --
for the purchase of commodities, labor, financial
assets, as weIl as for the payment of taxes, and
the making of government transfer payments. It
is the consistent use of this " naturalistic"
mechanism that makes possible the automatic
integration of real and nominal GNP accounts
and the flow-of-funds accounts. TRANS also in
sures that all stocks (of money, financial claims,
or of goods) are built up or drawn down in ac
cordance with the flows which the micro-units
decide shall occur.

Figure 8 contains a sumrnary list of all events
in the model which trigger cash flows by source
and destination of the flow. It includes flows
on both current and capital account. Since every
actor in the model has a cash account and each
cash flow (with the exception of those in which
the monetary authority is an actor) is ac
complished by the building up of one cash account
at the expense of another, the distribution of
cash stocks at any moment in time is kept track
of, and may be printed out at will.

We have chosen to maintain the fiction that all
of the open-market financial assets of households
and businesses are held for safekeepinq in the
firm "other financial institutions", which col1ects
the income due to owners of these assets and
disburses it to the owners. This firm a1so buys
and sells these assets for customers' accounts,
and makes the market in them.

Assigning Parameter Value in the Transactions Model

Builders of large-scale microsirnulated models which
purport to represent the past and future operations
of actual economic processes are presently in need
of two kinds of development:

l) We need to develop more knowledge of and ex
perience with computation procedures which
will conduct an efficient search for parameter
values that will optimize whatever objective
function(s) we choose, and which are within our
expense and time constraints.

2) We need the development 'of methods for associa
ting a chosen objective function with the
stochastic characteristics of the estimates
we make.



The following are some of the methodological issues
relating to the choice of"a parameter search routine.

l) One might choose to fit the parameters of each
piece of a system separately, using for each
piece a separate loss function which has as
arguments the simulation errors of that piece
alone. Alternatively one might try to fit all
of the parameters using a sirigle loss function
in which all of the system's errors enter as
arguments. The former would be analogous to
the single equation, ordinary least squares
methodology used with conventionaI models: the
latter would be analogous to a simultaneous
equations approach'.

2) One might fit parameters using runs of the
model in which errors of simulation in a par
ticular period were or were not allowed to in
fluence the "action" in subsequent periods. The
former is usually termed a "dynamic" approach.

3) There is a wide variety of loss functions one
might adopt.

4) There is a wide variety of techniques for de
ciding which parameter vectors to try: conjugate
gradient rnethods, random search, pattern search,
"etc. l

The parameter values currently being used in the
Transactions Model were selected by a two-stage
process.- Corresponing to each of the important
subroutines an "exogenous" version was developed,
which forced the actors to behave so as to generate
simulated results identical to the time series
data relating to the activities described. For
example, in the endogenous version of subroutine
INVEST, business firms are represented as taking
account of interest rates, wage rates, business
activity and the like in deciding how much capital
equipment to purchase In the exogenous version,
firms are constrained to order in a particular
time period the amount of fixed capital the National
Income Accounts series on fixed investment indicates
they actually ordered.

l
See Goldfeld and Quandt, Nonlinear Methods in

Econometrics, North-Holland, 1972, Ch. l.
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Figure 8. Cash Flow between Seclors Occurring in the Transactions Model
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In searching for parameter values for a particular
subroutine, the "endogenous" version'of that sub
routine was first run in conjunetion with the
"exogenous" version of all the other subroutines.
Af ter tentative values had thus been given to all
the parameters, additional runs were made to adjust
the parameter values to produce an improved per
formance for the systern when it was run with the
endogenous versions of all of the subroutines.

All runs were dynamic, in the sense above, and
were based on the twelve quarters of National Income
Accounts and Flow of Funds data and the 36 rnonths
of unernployment and interest rate data in the period
1973-75. The loss funetions used were sums of
squares of pereentage errors of simulation. The
method of bringing in new veetors of values was
"judgrnental" rather than automated.

We are eurrently working on an automated rnethod of
ehoosing new veetars by eomputer. The major diffi
cu1ty in doing this derives from the fact that a
single run of the fu11y endogenous version of the
model eovering three years takes 20 minutes of real
time under optimal conditions on a time-shared
Univac 1108 and most of the standard programs for
parameter seareh would require hundreds or thousands
of runs. We are working to adapt a nurnber of sueh
programs so as to eut the number of runs required
by ~ large factor.
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BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMED A E
TIIE'MICROSIMULATED TRANSAC ONS

MODEL OF THE U.S. ECO OMY
Robert L. Bennett

This paper is a description in some detail of the
markets for financial assets and the force s affecting
interest rates in the Transactions Model. l )

There are five basic interest rates in the model:

(l) the three-month bank loan rate
(2) the three-mopth treasury bill rate
(3) the fifteen year federal government

bond rate (which also governs the
municipal and private bond rates)

(4) the twenty-five year home mortgage rate,
and

(5) the savings deposit rate.

These rates are adjusted each round in response to excess
demands in the market for the specific financial asset.
Excess dernand for a financial asset may result in the
model from the issuer of the security changing the out
standing stock or from owners of the outstanding stock
changing their holdings. Transactions by all of the
actors in the model take place at yields which are
announced at the beginning of the round by the actor
which "makes a market" in the particular security. For
bank loans and savings deposits this is the bank, industry
IBANK; for treasury bills, bonds and home mortgages this
is the Dther financial institution, industry rOFI. The
bank and financial intermediary accomodate all transac
tions desired by other actors to the extent that the se
curities are available (and in some cases sell unavail
able securities short) .

The decisions which most significantly affect interest
rates are made by the individual actors in the process
of adjusting their outstanding liabilities and their port
folios of financial assets each round. This paper dis~

cusses in turn the portfolio decisions of households, non
financial business, governments, the bank, the other finan
cial institution and the monetary authority.2 The order of
presentation is almost wi thout exception the' order in whicr
the decisions are made during the course of a round.

l Unfortunately it has as yet not been possible to completE
dynamic runs of the model for 1973-75 period which we arE
currently using to set parameters.

2 The financial activities of governments and the Rest-of
World sector are exogenous in our model and are not.de
scribed in detail here.
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FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF HOUSEHOLDS

Home Mortgage Issues

Our households are the sole issuers of horne
rnortgages; these are issued on the occasion
of a consumer's first horne purchase, or on the
occasion of a step up from one house to alarger
one. The major determinants of the quantity of
new issues of mortgages are the quantity of
new hornes available for sale in the round, the
price of a unit of new housing, the current
mortgage interest rate, the policy of financial
institutions with respect to down payment
requirements, and government policy with respect
to down payment requirements. 1

Consumer Debt Issues

Households also issue both installment and non
installment consumer debt. Currently in the model
the rate charged on these loans is exogenously
determined, so only a cursory description of .
this "market" appears here. Installment 10ans
are made when automobiles are purchased or when
the consumer attempts a transaction for which
he has insufficient cash. Non-instal1ment
consumer loans, representing charge accounts
primarily, are made under lines of credit related
to the consumer's income and current credit
conditions. The household maintains these non
installment debts at the desired multiple of
weekly expenditures, subject to a cushioned
adjustment to substantial changes in expenditures.
For computational convenience these loans are
made by the bank to the household and later
apportioned to other firms in exogenously
determined shares.

l An extended discussion of the decision on the
part of households to purchase homes and the
conditions under which homes are ordered and
constructed is found in Bennett and Bergmann,
A Microsimulated Transactions Model of the U.S.
Economy, Chs. 3 and 4. (Forthcorning.)
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Adjusting the Portfolio of Assets

We have assumed that consumers wish to end the
round with their assets allocated among cash,
savings accounts and open market securities
according to a simple scheme, illustrated in
Figure l. Consumers with very low assets keep
them entirely in cash. After a certain accumu
lation has been reached, additional assets will
be allocated half to the cash account and half
to the savings account until the cash account is
of size MAXCASH. As accumulation proceeds, a
point will be reached at which half of additional
assets are allocated to open market securities.
Af ter the savings account has reached size MAXSAVE,
all additions to assets are put into open market
securities.

We have set the ceiling on desired cash as a
proportion of all cash outlays made in the current
round by the consumer.

(1) ( RCAS-RSAC-AVRCAS+AVRSAC) (A(l53)
MAXCASH = A (68) :f{OUTLAY*, l + AVRSAC .'

where OUTLAY is taxes, debt service, and commodities
purchasesi RSAC is the current yield on savings
accounts; RCAS is the current yield, if any~· on
cash; AVRSAC is a moving average if RSAC and AVRCAS
is a moving average of RCAS. l

The ceiling on desired savings accounts will
depend on the previous round's ceiling on OUTLAY
and on the degree of advantage which open market
securities have over savings accounts. This
advantage will depend part1y on the rates of
return on savings accounts (RSAVAC) and on open
market securities (R) and partly on risk and
transactions costs.

The consumer evaluates

(2) ADV A(56)~R-A(66) - RSAVAC

l
Moving averages are computed with geometric
weights and are consistently designated with AV
in this paper.
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which gives the interest rate advantage of open
market securities over savings accounts. The
quantity l-A (56) may be thought of as an annual
risk premium for securities over savings accounts,
and A(66) represents the transaction eost of
entering the securities market expressed as a
fraetion of the price of the security. This
amounts to the assumption that the transaction
cost is amortized fully in the first year of
ownership.

We then compute
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( 3)
, 'ADV'

SIGN = IADVI

which takes the value +1 or -l and set

(4) MAXSAV l = MAXSAV - SIGN*A(55) ~OUTLAY
o

Consumers start to aecumulate savings accounts
when their cash is at one half of MAXCASH, and
they start to aeeumulate open market securities
when their savings accounts are one half of MAXSAV.

In the course of adjusting the eomposition of his
portfolio, the eonsumer may realize some capital
gains oi losses, which will affect his tax lia
bility. If bond holdings are redueed, the amount
realized will depend on PBOND, the current ratio
of the market to the maturity value of the average
security owned by household~, ealculated as

(5) PBOND = RETAVG~DISFAC + DISMAT

where RETAVG is the coupon rate of the average
security in the householdts portfolio calculated
on the assumption that the distribution among
maturities and specifie types of securities is
uniform aeross households. DISFAC and DISMAT are
discount factors for interest and principal,
respeetively, based on current seeurities yields, R,

(6 ) DISFAC

l -

1-

l

(l+R)AVMAT+l
l

l+R
-l
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(7) DISI~T = l
(l+R) AVMAT+l

where AVMAT is the number of months to maturity for
the average security in the householdt: s portfolio.

In the decisions of individual households, open
rnarket securities are not differentiated. However,
af ter the total stock of household securities hold
ings, HBONDT, is determined, we allocate it between
treasury bills and bonds on the basis of the spread
between the bill and bond rates; relative to the
usual spread. Thus:

(8) HBILLS = A(20l) x HBONDT %

(
1- RBIL-RBON-AVRBIL+AVRBON) A(202)

AVRBON

and

(9) HBONDS HBONDT-HBILLS.

FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF NONFINANCIAL FIRMS

The activity of the firm during a round, and the
activities of its customers, debtors, and creditors
and of the government result in a change in the
quantity and composition of the assets and lia
bilities of the firm from what they were at the start
of the round:

l) Money has flowed in through sales of its product
and through the receipt of interest payments on
the bonds it owns: money has flowed out because
of purchases of the output of other firms, because
of wage, tax, and dividend payments, and because
of the firmts payrnents of interest on its bank
loans and bonded indebtedness.

2) The firm's inventory position will have changed,
and it has probably enlarged its holdings of the
fixed capital it uses in production.

3) New bank loans may have been taken out if the
firm found itself wishing to make a transaction
but without the ready cash on hand to pay.
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The last action of the firm during the round is
to pay off those of its obligations which are due,
collect payment on obligations of others which it
owns, and to adjust the composition and quantities
of its assets and liabilities so as to bring itself
inta a "comfortable" liquidity position for the
start of the next round.

The first item of business is the flotation of new
long-term bond issues. The firm will wish to issue
new bands with a maturity of 15 years in an amount
which is pr0portional to the fixed capital purchases
it has made in the round. However, the firm will
reduce the ratio of new bond issues to new fixed
capital when there is an unusually high bond rate
relative to its own history and conversely, The
former takes inta consideration the relative costs
of the two forms of debt, while the latter represents
expectations with' respect to the future bond rate.
The firm will float bands in an amount

(10) BONSEL = RFACTOR* L CAPBUY(JFIRM t IFIRH) *P (JFIRM)
JFIRM

where

(11) RFACTOR A(28)~(1- RBON-RBLO-AVRBON+AVRBLO) A(lBl)
AVRBON

~(l- RBON-AVRBON) A(182)
AVRBON

and RBON, RBLO, AVRBON, AVRBLO are the current bond
and business loan rate and their respective moving
averages.

Next the firm pays off those of its long term bands
and its bank loans which have come due, BONDS(IFIRM, 1)
and BLOANS(IFIRM, l) respective1y, and receives cash
for a proportion of its holdings of otherfs obligations
BBONDS(IFIRM) and BILLS (IFIRM), equal at the share of
all such obligations coming due in the current round.

The firm next makes a simultaneous decision on its
desired stock of cash, DESCAS, treasury bills, DESBIL,
and bonds issued by governments and other firms, DESBON,
and its desired outstanding stock of indebtedness to
the bank, DESBLO. With its decisions already made re
garding other assets (such as real assets and consumer
10an) and 1iabilities (such as bond issues) in the
round, the firm can only change a particular one of
these assets by chartging another in the opposite
direction or by changing its bank debt in the same
direction.
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The firm makes a tentative decision on each of the
assets without considering the possibility of sub
stitution among them~ then it adjusts for desired
substitutions. The initial demand for the assets
is as function of a moving average of the firm's
sales, AVSALE(IFIRM)~P(IFIRM) and of the cost of
borrowing. Thus:

(12) DESCAS =A(221) ~VSALE(IFIRM)~P(IFIRM)o
*(1 RBLO-RCAS-AVRBLO+AVRCAS\ A(226)

\ - AVRBLO )

(13) DESBIL = A(222)XAVSALE(IFIRM)xP(IFIRM)o
*(1 _ RBLO-RBIL-AVRBLO+AVRBIL) A(227)

AVRBLO

(14) DESBON = A(223)%AVSALE(IFIRM)~P(IFIRM)o
*( l _ RBLO-RBON-AVRBLO+AVRBON) A (228)

\ AVRBLO

Then desired substitutions among assets are com
puted; the necessary computations are substitutions
of bills by cash (BILCAS), bonds by cash (BONCAS)
and bonds by bills (BONDBIL) . These substitutions
are a function of the current spread between the
yields on the assets, relative to the customary
spread.

(15) BILCAS

(16) BONCAS

(17) BONBIL

DESCAS
O
* [(1+

DESCAS o* [(1+
DESBILo*[(1+

RCAS-BRBIL-AVRCAS+AVRBIL) A (231) -l]
AVRBIL

RCAS-RBON-AVRCAS+AVRBON) A(232) -l]
AVRBON

RBIL-RBON-AVRBIL+AVRBON) A(233) -l]
AVRBON .

The desired stocks of assets then become

(18) DESCAS

(19) DESBIL

(20) DESBON

DESCAS +BILCAS+BONCASo

DESBIL -BILCAS+BONBILo

DESBON -BONCAS-BONBILo
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The firm is now in a position to compute the
desired changeJin its bank loans DLOAN as the
sum of the des1red changes in its assets, subject
to the maximum of its current line of credit

A(21)%AVSALE(IFIRM)~RATION, l

min(21) DLOAN

and subject to the restriction that only loans
made during the current round BLOANS(IFI~,12)

can be paid off before they are due.

{
A(21)~VSALE(IFIRM)*RATION-ACTBLO

{

BLOANS(IFIRM' 12)
max

DESCAS-ACTCAS+DESBIL-ACTBIL
+DESBON-ACTBON

Finally the firm makes the necessary adjustments
by calls to Subroutine Trans, with the effects of
the constraints felt first in the cash account and
then in the loans.

THE OPERATIONS OF THE BANK

Deposits and Required Reserves

'The firm IBANK in the Transactions Model represents
the activities of all commercial banks and all
entities designated as savings institutions in the
Flow of Funds accounts. All of the actors in the
model, with the exception of the monetary authority
but including the bank itself and the financial
intermediary, keep money in the form of demand
deposits at the bank. No currency is represented
in the current version of the model.

Money in the form of demand deposits is created in
the model whenever the bank makes a payment to an
economic agent other than the rnonetary authority.
This occurs when the bank grants a bank Ioan, pur
chases securities in the open market, or pays wages,
rents or dividends in the course of running its
business. Money is destroyed whenever an economic
agent other than the monetary authority makes a
payment to the bank.

l
RATION is an availability factor which rises and
falls with excess bank reserves. (See the discussion
of the bank, below.)
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Savings accounts at the bank are created or
destroyed in the amourits desired by households,
as explained above.

Against its deposit liabilities the bank is re
quired to hold reserves, RESREQ, in the form of
a deposit at the Federal Reserve,

(22) RESREQ = POL(21)xTCASH + POL(22)xTOTSAC,

where POL(2l) and POL(22) are policy variables
set by the Federal Reserve, TCASH is all demand
deposits except those owned by the bank itself
and TOTSAC is the sum of all of the households i

savings deposits.

LOAN ACTIVITIES OF THE BANK

In the course of a round of activity of a run of
the Transactions Model, the bank will be approached
by households, firms and by the financial inter
mediary for new loans. For each customer, the bank
has a rule of thumb which it uses to decide on an
appropriate line of credit. The rule will depend
on both the customer's and the bankis financial
situation. For business firms, bank loans repay
able in one lump sum 12 rounds (one quarter)
later are made upon application of the firm as
long as the stock of the firmfs bank loans does
not exceed

(23) SLOANS = A(2l)xAVSALE(IFIRM)*P(IFIRM)~RATION,

where AVSALE(IFIRM) and P(IFIRM) are a moving
average of sales in physical units of the firm's
product, and the firmis current price for its
output, respectively. RATION is a variable set
by the bank in response to its reserve situation
and its desire to affect the proportion of bank loans
in its portfolio of assets (see below).

Consumers have a line of credit for non-installment
bank loans to a total stock of

(24) A(62)xEXPxRATION,

where EXP is a moving average of a certain portion
of consumer expenditures. Such a loan is amortized
only when the consumer wishes to reduce his or her
indebtedness. Consumers also have access to install
ment loans and mortgage credit from the bank on
certain set occasions.



The bankls customers are programmed to make
installment payments and to extinguish their
loans on schedule. However, if they are unable
to do so, they are not required to depart from
their usual rules of behavior and the bank will
refinance them.

The bank influences the amount of bank loans
which are demanded by the other actors through
its setting of the interest rates for the busi
ness loans it grants, RBLO.

It also constrains the supply of new loans by
enlarging or contraeting the size of the line of
credit it considers appropriate for each actor in
the model. These matters are dealt with in detail
below, but the general idea is that lines of credit
are contracted when the bank finds itself short of
reserves and loan rates are raised when the value
of loans in its portfolio is greater than allowed
for its own rules of thumb, and conversely.

The Bankis Commitment to Purchase of Home Mortgages

A portion of the home mortgages in the model is
purchased by the bank for its portfolio. The real
estate industry will not order new housing starts
without a commitment that the necessary mortgage
money will be fortheoming 30 rounds into the
future, when it is assumed that houses started
in the current round will be ready for occupancy.
These commitments will come from the bank and the
financial intermediary.

The bank determines its commitment by computing
its desired holdings of home mortgages 30 periods
ahead. This is the sum of desired holding by commer
cial banks, DMORTB, and by savings institutions,
DMORTS. Both demands are fractions of the current
level of savings accounts for which the institutions
are liable:

(25) DMORTS = (A(72)+POL(30VXTOTSAC*SAVRAT

(26) DMORTB = A(73)xTOTSACx(1-SAVRAT)
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where SAVRAT is the fraction of total savings
accounts which are liabilities of savings institu
tions, set exogenously from the Flow of Funds
accounts, and POL(30) is a policy variable
representing advances by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board to savings and loan associations.

The bankls excess demand for home mortgages,
XDMORB, is

(27) XDMORB = DMORTS+DMORTS-(BMORTB+CMORTB)*(l-AMORZ)

where BMORTB is the bankls current holdings of
home mortgages, CMORTB its commitments to buy
rnortgages, and AMORZ is the proportion of the
maturity value of currently held or committed
home mortgages which will be amortized over the
next 30 rounds.

The value of mortgages the bank acquires in the
current round will depend on housing starts made
30 rounds previously, and may be less than the
bank I s conuni tmen t if demand ·for new dwelling
units was not sufficient to induce holders to
start as many dwelling units as could have been
financed by the financial community's commitment
of mortgage money at that time.

REACTION TO RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The bank holds reserves, RESERV, soley in the
form of a deposit at the Fed. Reserves are
created whenever the Fed makes a payment -
which occurs in the model only through open
market operations and discounting. Reserves are
destroyed whenever a payment is made to the Fed
-- which occurs only through open market opera
tions and repayment of discounts. Thus, except
for discoun~ing, the bank cannot through its own
actions change the quantity of reserves which it
owns. This conforms relatively closely with the
conditions of the banking system in the United
States, but not with the options open to an .
individual bank (which can engage in transactlons
which will transfer reserves from or to other
banks) .



At the end of each round after all of its
customers for bank loans have been dealt with,
the bank in the model reviews its reserve
situation. The activity of the bank in granting
new loans, the interest payments it has received,
the repayments which its customers have made of
the principal of loans which have become due,
and the activity of households in increasing or
decreasing their savings deposits will all affect
the amount of reserves required. Actual reserves
will have been affected by open market operations
which have taken place since the bankls last
review of the reserve situation in the previous
round.

The constraints on the supply of new loans in
the form of maximum lines of credit for each
customer are loose enough to permit a rise in
bank loans during the round sufficient to cause
required reserves to rise above actual reserves.
The rationale we have used here is that bank Ioans
are the bankls most lucrative investment, and it
is willing to meet a surge in demand for them in
part by discounting and in part by disposing of
other assets.

In the case where the bank's end-of-the-round
review discloses a reserve deficiency, it must
dec ide on a course of action which will move it
towards meeting the deficiency.

The bank with' deficient reserves will employ four
measures in combination:

l. increasing its discounts at the monetary
authority,

2. selling open market securities from its port
folio to the financial intermediary for cash,

3. planning to restrict the supply of bank loans
in the next round,

4. setting the interest rate for bank loans higher.
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In theory, the bank must do enough to get required
reserves to be less than or equal to actual reserves
by a combination of steps l and 2. In the real world,
the banking system has same Iatitude and can move
toward the mandated position rather than achieving
it continually.
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We have reflected this situation in the model
by allowing the bank to employ steps l and 2
above to move towards meeting reserve require
ments but allowing it to stop short of achieving
equality of actual and desired reserves. The bank
must decide what fraction of reserve deficiency
will be met by discounting at the Fed. In the
model, we have made the fraction depend on the
Fed's discount policy and inversely on the spread
between· the interest rate the Fed charges for
discounts, RDIS, and the current Treasury Bill
rate RBIL relative to the customary spread AVRDIS
AVRBIL. New discounts are made in rounds in which
reserves are deficient in the amount BORROW.

(28) BORROW = POL(28)x(RESERVE-RESREQ)*

(l _ RDIS-RBIL-AVRDIS+AVRBIL)A(93)
AVRDIS

in which POL(28) is a policy variable representing
the ease or difficulty of obtaining discounts from
the Fed. The reserve deficiency r~maining after
the discounting will partially be taken care of
by sales of open market securities by the bank to
the financial intermediary for cash in the amount
of the remaining reserve deficiency, which will
extinguish demand deposits and reduce required
reserves.

This sale will result in the financial inter
mediary for cash in ·the amount of the remaining
reserve deficiency, which will extinguish demand
deposits and reduce required reserves.

This sale will result in the financial interme
~:3ryts having to end the round with alarger
inventory of securities and this will tend to
raise the interest rate it will set for them.
The bank' s portfolio, as a result of this trans
actions will have a reduced ratio of securities
to loans. Since the bank has a rule of thumb which
sets desired proportions of loans and securities in
its portfolio, and adjusts the business Ioan rate
in an attempt to move towards these proportions,
a reserve deficiency will result in a higher
business loan rate than otherwise would have
prevailed (see below).



(29) ASSETS = RESREQ+ACTBIL+ACTBON+ACTMOR+ACTBLO

Next the bank calculates its tentatively desired
holdings of each of these five assets, i.e.(
those desired before allowing for any substitu
tion arnong them:
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(30) DESRES RESREQo

(31) DESBIL (1.-RESREQ/ASSETS-A(263)-A(264)-A(265))o
*ASSETS

(32) DESBON A(263)xASSETSo

(33) DESMOR A(264)xASSETSo

(34) DESBLO A(265)xASSETSo

where RESREQ is reserves required by the mone
tary authority plus any desired excess reserves,
before considering the possibility of substitu
tion arnong the above assets.

Desired substitution between loans and each of
the other assets is now computed. It depends on
the current spread between the yield on loans
and the yield on the other asset relative to the
customary spread between those yields. Thus the
desired substi tution· of loans by reserves , BLORES,
loans by treasury bills, BLOBIL, loans by bands.
BLOBON, and laans by horne mortgages, BLOMOR are
calculated.

(35) BLORES DESRESoX [(1+
RRES-RBLO-AVRRES+AVRBLO )A(274) _

AVRBLO

(36) BLOBIL DESBILox [ (1+ RBIL-RBLO-AVRBIL+AVRBLO) A (277) _
AVRBLO .

(37) BLOSON DESBONoX [(1+
RBON-RBLO-AVRBON+AVRBLO \ A(279)_

ABRBLO )

(38) BLOMOR DESMORoX [(1+
RMOR-RBLO-AVRMOR+AVRBLO\ A(280)_

AVRBLO )

The bank now determines its final desired stock
of loans by adjusting the initial estimate for
substitutions.
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In addition to discounting and selling securities
when it finds itself with deficient reserves, the
bank also reduces TARlON, which reduces the con
sumer and business loan requests that it will
accommodate in the next round. RATION is permitted
to vary between .9 and 1.05 and by no more than
.005 per round. This change in RATION can be
interpreted as a change in the non-price condi
tions under which consumer and business loans are
made; it will put a tighter constraint on the
quantity of such loans in the bankls portfolio,
and, concomitantly, on the supply of money in
future rounds.

We have traced through in detail the response of
bank to a reserve deficiency. If the end-of-the
round review of the reserve situation reveals a
reserve excess, the bank will follow a course
which is the reverse of the one outlined above:
it will increase RATION, reduce discounts (using
equation (28)) and make purchases of open market
securities equal to the reserve excess with result
ing lower interest rates for bank loans and open
market securities.

THE BANKlS PORTFOLIO ADJUSTMENTS, AND THE ADJUSTMENT

OF BANK LOAN INTEREST RATES

The modelis bank has a portfolio of financial
assets consisting of

l. A reserve account at the monetary authority,
whose size is controlled by open market
operations of the latter and discounting
activity of the bank.

2. Mortgages, whose commitments are determined
as explained above.

3. Consumer installment credit. The bank will
hold an exogenously determined share of
total consumer installment credit outstanding,
with the financial intermediary and some of the
non-financial firms holding the rest.

4. Bank loan instruments, whose genesis is
described above.
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5. Bands, consisting of Treasury bands, bands of
the-rocal governments, and bonds of all the
other .firms, in exogenously determined shares.

6. Treasury bills.

The bank's liabilities consist of

l. Demand, and savings deposits

2. Debt and equity instruments issued by the bank
such as bonds, stocks and large certificates
of deposit, all consolidated under avector
BONDS(IBANK,IMAT), where the instruments have
maturities IMAT of up to 180 months inta the
future. In the present version of the model,
the stock of the bankls own debt instruments
is exogenous.

The description given so far of the banks' behavior
in the present version of the model adds up to
saying that the bank's major instruments for influ
encing the size and compos~tion of its assets
are the variables which it manipulates to controI
the volume of bank loans.

As explained above, the ease or stringency of the
bankis credit rationing will depend on its reserve
position. Changing the degree of credit rationing
can be seen as a device to controI both the size
of the bank I s asset portfolio and its compositian.
In addition, the bank manipulates the bank loan
rate each round if the compositian of its assets
is out of line with its desires.

In setting the business loan rate for the next
round, the bank takes as given the sum of its
holdings of reserves (ACTRES), treasury bills
(ACTBIL), bands (ACTBON), home mortgages (ACTMOR)
and business loans (ACTBLO). The bank also has
con sumer loans as earning assets which, in the
current version of the model, do not enter directly
inta 1ecisions with respect to the business loan
rate.

l
The symbols in this sectian end in RES for reserves,
DIS for discounts, BIL for treasury bills, BON for
bonds, MOR for home mortgages and BLO for business
loans. The beginning of the symbols is ACT for
actual, DES for desired, R for current interest rate
and AVR for geornetrically weighted rnaving average of
past interest rates.
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(39) DESLON = DESLONO-BLORES-BLOBIL-~LOBON-BLOMOR;

and computes its excess holdings of loans as
ACTBLO-DESBLO. The business loan rate is raised
by A(13) if ACTBLO-DESBLO is positive, and is
lowered by that amount if it is negative.

Each round the bank sets the current interest
rate on consumer loans, RCONS. This is done
exogenously in the current version.

Setting the Interest Rate on Savings Accounts

The bankis decisions with respect to the rate
paid on savings accounts comprise a decision by
the cornrnercial bank part of the modelis bank
sector setting the rate, RSAVAB, on its savings
accounts and a decision by the savings institu
tions part to set RSAVAS. The rate which is
considered by households, in their portfolio
decisions RSAVAC, is a weighted average of the
two rates. Thus,

(40) RSAVAC = RSAVAS*SAVRAT+RSAVAB%(l-SAVRAT)

in which SAVRAT is the proportion of total savings
accounts owed by savings institutions, set ex
ogenausly as indicated in the Flow of Funds
accounts. RSAVAS is set at a fixed spread, A(97)
below RETS, the weighted average current yield
on securities held by savings institutions,
subject to a maximum rate which is a percentage,
A(16), of the maximum rate permitted by the
Federal Reserve, POL(23):

(41) RSAVAS
. {A(16)*POL(23)

mln
RETS-A(97)

RSAVAB is set similarlyas:

(42) RSAVAB
. {A(16)%POL(23)

mln
RETB-A(llB)

in which RETB is the weighted average current
yield on securities held by commercial bank and
A(llB) is the customary margin of interest re
ceived on securities over that paid on savings
accounts.



THE OPERATIONS OF THE FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY

The financial intermediary, firm IOFI in the
model, is composed primarily of the insurance
industry and securities brokers and dealers.
In the National Accounts it corresponds to the
portion of the Finance, Insurance and Real
Estate industry that remains af ter excluding
the Banking industry and the Real Estate in
dustry.

The financial intermediary' s primary function
in the model is to make a market in allopen
market securities by announcing a yield to
maturity for each type of security at the
beginning of each round and purchasing all
securities offered and selling all securities
demanded at these yields. It also acts in be
half of all non-governmental asset holders,
holding for them all of their financial claims
(except deposits and bank loan instruments)
collecting the flows of interest and dividend
payments which accrue on them and disbursing
the approporiate share to each individual asset
holder represented in the model.

Portfolio

The financial intermediary holds a portfolio of
assets on its own account, partiyas a buffer
stock in connection with its market-making ac
tivities, partly on account of its insurance
function and partlyas an investment.

When the orders to sell a particular debt in
strument which come to the financial intermedi
ary from the other actors in the model do not
match the orders to buy, the amount of that
instrument held in the portfolio of the financial
intermediary expands or contracts accordingly.
An undesired expansion of the amb'unt (measured
in terms of maturity value) of a particular type
of financial instrument in its portfolio will
cause the financial intermediary to raise the
interest rate it announces in the next round
for that type of instrument, while an undesired
contraction will cause it to lower the interest
rate.
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The open market instruments in which the finan
cial intermediary makes a market are:

l. Mortgages: HMORTG(IMAT), (IMAT)=MON, MON+299

2. Longer term federal government bonds: BONDS (IGOVF, lMAT) ,
IMAT = 13, 180

3. Treasury bills: BLOANS(IGOVF,IMAT) and BONDS
(IGOVF,IMAT), lMAT = l, 12

4. Municipal bonds: BONDS(IGOVO,IMAT), lMAT = l, 180

5. Private business bonds: BONDS(IFIRM,IMAT), IFIRM
l, 12; lMAT = l, 180

Mortgages originate in loans made by the financial
intermediary to home-buying households and are held
only by the bank (BMORTB), the federal government
(BMORTG) and by the financial intermediary (BMORTIN).
All of the other assets in the list above are poten
tially held by all of the actors represented in the
model. The financial intermediary buys a particular
type of open market security from its issuer but
when it sells non-mortage assets to investors (or
buys them back) it does so by selling or buying
either treasury bills or tlshares" in all of the
other non-mortgage assets ("bonds") which are in
existence (all of which are held in the "street
name ll of the financial intermediary in"any case).
When it comes time to make interest, dividend or
capital gains payments to individual investors,
we exogenously determine by reference to the
Flow of Funds data the compositian of each
sector's "bonds" .

The financial intermediary is assumed to desire
a total portfolio of cash, bills, bands and
mortgages, DESASS, that is a linear function of
(l) a geometrically weighted average, AVSALE(IOFI),
of its weekly sales, evaluated at currentprices,
P(IOFI) and (2) the cost of borrowing, RBLO,
relative to the usual cost, AVRBLO.

Thus, befare considering the possibility of
substitution among assets the demanded stocks
are

(43) DESASS DESCAS +DESBIL +DESBON +DESMORoo o o
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(44) DESCAS = A(24l)xAVSALE(IOFI)*P(IOFI)*
o

(1- RBLO-RCAS-AVRBLO+AVRCAS)A(246)
AVRBLO

and similarly for DESBIL , DESBON ·AND DESMOR
with their returns subst~tuted fo~ the returno

on cash in (44).

Next the desired substitutions between pairs of
these assets are calculated. The necessary cal
culatians are substitutions of bills by cash,
BILCAS, bands by cash, BONCAS,HMOCAS, 'BONBIL,
HMOBIL, and HMOBON. For example,

(45) BILCAS = DESCASoX

(1+ RCAS-RBIL-AVRCAS+AVRBIL)A(251)_1
AVRBIL

and similarly for the others, substituting the
appropriate tentative desired stocks and interest
rates.

The stocks of these assets desired by the finan
cial institution for lts own account are then
camputed as:

(46) DESCAS DESCAS +BILCA~+BONCAS+HMOCAS
o

(47) DESBIL DESBIL -BILCAS+BONBIL+HMOBILo

(48) DESBON DESBON -BONCAS-BONBIL-HMOBONo

(49) DESMOR DESMORo-HMOCAS-HMOBIL-HMOBON

The financial institution finally adjusts the
interest rates for which it is responsible as
follows:

(50) RBIL RBIL ±A(22) as ACTBIL DESBILo

(51) RBON RBON ±A(23) as ACTBON DESBONo

(52) RMOR RMORo ±A (24) as ACTMOR DESMOR

The current private business bond rate is now set
at A(17)xRBON, where A(17) is an average risk pre
mium for private business bonds over federal govern
ment bands. The municipal bond rate, RMUNI(180) is
set exogenously.
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THE OPERATIONS OF THE MONETARY AUTHORITY

Monetary and credit policy are determined in
the model by the monetary authority. The policy
instruments at its disposal are the following
(listed in the order in which they are discussed
below, rather than in the order of their import
ance) :

(l) Required reserve ratios for savings accounts
at commercial banks, POL(22) and at savings
institutions; POL(30);

(2) Maximum savings account interest rate, POL(23);

(3) Down payment requirement on home purchases, POL(IS);

(4) Required reserve ratio for demand desposits, POL(21);

(5) Discount rate, ROIS;

(6) Discount policy, POL(2S);

(7) Open market operations.

Required Reserve Ratios for Savings Accounts

In the United States some savings accounts are
liabilities of commercial banks and some of saving
institutions, primarily savings and loan associa
tions. The Federal Reserve sets the required
reserve percentages for member banks while the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board sets it for federal
savings and loan associations. In the model all
savings accounts are the liability of the single
bank, and the monetary authority sets both reserve
rates.

In actual practice the reserves for savings ac
counts held at commercial banks are required to
be held in the form of a deposit at the Federal
Reserve, while the reserves required of savings
institutions are not.

In running the model to replicate the policies
that were in fact in effect in historical periods,
all savings accounts require reserves held at the
monetary authority and the required ration, POL(22)
is set as the 30 day deposit rate set historically
by the Federal Reserve, reduced by the percentage
that savings institution accounts were of commer
cial bank savings accounts.



(POL) is set by the monetary authority and controls
the fraction of savings institution deposits in
vested in home mortgages, thus performing the
function of Federal Home Loan Bank Board advances
to savings and loan associations.

The major direct impact of raising POL(22) or
POL(30) would be to leave a smaller quantity of
reserves available to satisfy req~irements for
demand deposits, thus inducing the bank to curtail
lending and investing in securities. This could
have the effect of raising interest rates on loans
and securities.

Maximum Savings Account Interest Rate

Currently in the United States the Federal Reserve
and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board set maximum
interest rates on various categories of savings
accounts, including the rates permitted for savings
institutions. Usually the rate permitted for sav
ings institutions is somewhat higher than for
commercial banks. In the model the monetary au
thority sets one maximum rate, POL(23), for all
savings accounts, and this is set to approximate
the average maximum permitted historically. This
is a relatively powerful policy variable in periods
of high interest rates in affecting the level of
investment in residence. When yields on open market
securities continue to rise while the rate on
savings accounts is at a maximum, the mod~l's

actors shift more and more funds out of savings
accounts and into open market securities. This
reduces the ability of the savings institutions
to commit funds for horne mortgages, thus reducing
housing starts.

Down Payment Reguirement on Home Purchases

In the model, POL(18) is a policy variable which
controls the fraction of the cost of a horne which
can be financed with a given quantity of funds
available to the financial system. At the same
time it may prevent a prospective purchaser with
a given stock of assets for the down payment from
acquiring ahome.
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Reguired Reserve Ratio for Demand Deposits

In the model, the monetary authority sets a uni
form required reserve ratio, POL(21), for demand
deposits. The setup in the model differs from
the one in the U.S. economy in a number of re
spects:

(l) In the model, there is no currency; all
money is treated as a deposit liablity of
the bank, whereas in fact some money is a
currency liability of the Federal Reserve
and the Treasury;

(2) In the model all required reserves must be
held as a deposit at the monetary authority,
whereas vault cash is counted in the real
world;

(3) In the model no distinction is made among
banks' in their reserve requirements, since
we have only one bank, whereas the Federal
Reserve actually has smaller percentage
requirements for smaller banks.

In correcting for these simplicities of the model,
the "historic" values of POL(21) are set each
quarter by taking actual bank reserves reported
by the Flow of Funds accounts, TF(IQQ,31) adjusted
by a parameter A(95) fitted to take care of
estimated excess reserves desired by the bank-
ing system, less the quantity of reserves re
quired for actual savings accounts. POL(22)~

TF(IQQ,9,2). This is divided by the actual stock
of money (MI) reported in the Flow of Funds
accounts, with minor adjustments for other Federal
Reserve liabilities.

The Discount Rate and Discount Policy

In attempting to simulate the historical past,
the discount rate which prevailed in the real
world was used in the model. However, for simula
tions of alternative policies it is more reasonable
to have the discount rate determined as nearly as
possible in response to the behavior of variables
on which the Federal Reserve actually sets it.
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Thus, in the model the monetary authority monthly
sets the rate charged on loans of reserves to the
bank, RDIS, as a lagged adjustment to a moving
average of the treasury bill rate, ARVBIL, subject
to a maximum POL(29):

RDIS
o

(53)

(54)

(55)

RDIS = RDIS o -A(120), if RDIS
o

> AVRBIL+POL(27)

r-RDISo +A(120), if RDIS o "' AVRBIL
min .{

POL(29)

RDIS = RDIS o ' otherwise.

8194

The extent of discounting in the model is influ
enced not only by the relation between the treasury
bill rate and the discount rate, but also by dis
count policy with respect to the ease or difficulty
of obtaining funds from the Federal Reserve. In the
model this policy is represented by POL(28) which
governs the maximum fraction of the bankls reserve
deficiency which can be covered by discounting.

A higher discount rate and/or a lower POL(28) will
reduce the quantity of reserves borrowed to meet
at reserve deficiency. This, in turn, will reduce
the bankls loans and investments, which will lead
to a rise in interest rates on bank loans and open
market securities.

Open Market Operations

The heart of the short run operation of monetary
policy in the model, as in the real world, is open
market operations. These are conducted in each
round by the monetary authority af ter all sectors
have completed their transactions on goods and
services markets and af ter all sectors except the
bank have fully adjusted their portfolios for the
round. The Federal Reserve camputes the reserves
which it desires for the bank to have DRESER and
engages in apen market operations. BUY, to bring
actual reserves, RESERV, to the desired quantity.

The Federal Reserve can formulate its desired
reserves in three different manners in the model,
depending on the purpose for which the model is
being used. The simplest formulation is for the
Federal Reserve to set DRESER at the level which
prevailed in the real world:
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(56) DRESER = TF(IQQ,3,1)xSSCALE

in which SSCALE is the scale factor for stocks in
the model. This formulation of DRESER, representing
a fully exogenous monetary authority, is appropriate
for fitting parameters of the model and to some
extent for computing "ceteris paribus" multipliers.

An alternative decisian on DRESER is also useful
primarily in calibrating the model. This forrnulation
initially equates DRESER with the quantity of re
serves required by the bank in the model, RESREQ.
DRESER is increased if the simulated values of the
narrowly defined money supply, MI, and the broadly
defined money supply, M2, are lower than the actual
values or if the simulated value of the treasury
bill rate is lower than the actual value.

A third, more fully endogenous, method of setting
the level of desired reserves is for the Federal
Reserve to establish each fourth round (rnonthly)
the desired annual rate of growth of reserves,
POL(25). This is determined as its previous rate
adjusted for the change in prices and unemployment
during the previous four rounds. Specifically,

(57) DRESER = POL(24)1/48%DRESER , where
o

(58) POL(24) = POL(24) * l_(PINDEX-PINDEL )POL(2S)
o PINDEL

*(1+ URATE-URATEL) POL(26)
\ URATEL

where PINDEX, and PINCEL are the GNP deflators
of the current and fourth previous rounds, respect
ively, and URATE and URATEL are the civilian un
employrnent rates for the current and fourth pre
vious rounds, respectively.



MODELING ALTERNATIVE MONETARY POLICIES

The financial aspects of the Transactions Model
which are described above give a rich assortment
of realistic avenues through which actions of the
rnonetary authority affect the economy. We would,
of course, be receptive to suggestions for includ
ing response paths which have been excluded, im
proving those which are modeled inadequately, and
eliminating those which are erroneous or otiose.

The process of modeling alternative policies is
relatively inexpensive with the Transactions Model,
both in terms of camputer time and the programmers
time. To simulate one year of calendar time requires
approximately ten minutes of computer time on our
UNIVAC 1108 at the University of Maryland. Many
financial policies are represented by one vari-
able (for instance the discount or r~quired reserve
rate) which can be changed quite simply. It is
also relatively easy to add same new instruments
by revising the program appropriately.

An expecially advantageous feature of the Trans
actions Model is the rich detail of the data which
can be made available in measuring responses to
policy. At any point in any round we c~n take a
reading on any of the micro or macro variables.
This is especially useful in identifyingthe
avenues of respanses and in measuring the lags
in respanses, which are so important for monetary
policy.
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Table l. Symbols Used in this Paper

I. Financial Assets

CAS = Cash
RES = Bank Reserves
BIL = Treasury Bills
BON = Treasury, Other Government and Private Bonds
HMO = Home Mortgages
BlO = Business Loans
eLD = Consumer Loans
SAC = Sav~ngs Accounts and Time Deposits other than

large denomination CD's.

II. Interest Rates
RCAS = Yield, if any, on cash
RRES = yteld, if any, on bank reserves
RBIl = Treasury Bill Rate
RBON = U.5. Government Bond Rate
RMOR = Home Mortgage Rate
RBlO = Business Bank Loan Rate
RClO - Consumer Loan Rate
RSAC = Rate paid on Savings Accounts and Time Deposits
ROrS = Discount Rate.

III. Sectors lused as subscripts)

IREAL= Real Estate Rental Firm
lOFT = Non-Bank Finance and Insurance
IBANK = Banking, including Savings Institutions
IGOVF = Federal Government
IGOVO = Other Governments
IROW = Rest of World
IFED = Federal Reserve.



Appendix

PERFO MANCE OF THE TRANSACTIONS
MODEL: 1973-1975

Barbara R. Bergmann and Robert L. Bennett

The parameters of the Model are set so as to mini
mize the square roat of the sum of squared percen
tage errors (hereafter the standard percentage error
or SPE) during the 1973-75 period. This period wit
nessed very large f1uctuations in most of the macro
economic variables that are of interest, and turning
points for same of them, and tracking the relevant
variables during such a period is more stringent a
test than during a period in which there were either
small or monotonic changes. The procedure for set
ting the parameters was to run the Model for the en
tire period af ter setting up the initial conditions,
and to make no mid-course corrections. Thus, the
Modells errors in a particular quarter incorporate
the cumulative effects of simulation errors in pre
vious quarters. Most of the data which we used for
tracking were available only quarterly: to track
flow variables we cumulated the simulated data over
the quarters and for stock variables we used the
end-af-period figures. Several variables wer~ avail
able monthly, and for same of these - particu1arly
interest rates - we tracked the monthly series.

The National Accounts

Table l shows the simulated and actual values for
the gross national product and its major components.
The mean values of the simulated and actual GNP se
ries for government expenditures in Table l includes
net exports. Both government expenditures and net
exports are set exogenously in the real values and
the errors noted in Table l result largely from er~

rors in the price series. For personal consumption
expenditures the mean value of the simulat~d.series

is a little low, while the SPE is arespectable
1.6 %.

Fixed investment is simulated quite closely to the"
actual series, with the mean values almost identi
cal and a SPE of 2 %. The two components of fixed
investment - investment in plant and equipment and
investment in residences - had somewhat greater
variance. ResidentiaI investmentls simulated mean
was 5 % below the actual mean and the SPE was 8.4 %.
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TABLE l. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT ( BILLION OF roLLARS AT ANNUAL RATE)

GNP PCE CH INVY FIX INVT GOV EXP GNP DFF
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 1280.1265 800 787 12 12 202 199 267 267 104 103
73 2 1312.1288 814 801 22 15 206 203 271 269 106 105
73 3 1332.1317 824 818 20 15 206 205 282 279 109 107
73 4 1344.1355 834 833 10 29 205 202 295 290 111 109
74 l 1375.1373 852 853 8 13 205 204 309 303 113 112
74 2 1396.1399 876 879 11 13 204 206 306 302 116 115
74 3 1427.1432 895 907 18 7 202 206 313 311 118 118
74 4 1428.1449 894 911 12 10 199 2"'"' 324 327 120 122VL.

75 l 1460.1446 931 '933 -6 -22 197 195 338 341 123 125
75 2 1531.1482 969 960 5 -30 195 194 361 358 125 126
75 3 1560.1549 975 987 17 -2 196 199 372 365 127 128
75 4 1550.1588 972 1012 9 -4 194 206 376 375 129 130
MEAN 1416.1412 886 890 Il 5 201 202 318 316 117 117
SE (PCT) .0151 .0156 2.9741 .0207 .0118 .0120

TABLE 2. NATIONAL INCOME (BILLION OF roLLARS AT ANNUAL RATE)

NAT INC COMP EMP RENT PROP INC CORP PRO NET INT
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 1058.1027 769 771 24 22 107 86 114 101 44 47
73 2 1069.1048 786 790 24 21 103 91 109 98 47 47
73 3 1091.1070 810 807 22 21 102 95 104 98 54 49
73 4 1101.1099 829 828 19 22 98 98 99 99 55 51
74 l 1104.1110 854 846 18 21 87 91 90 96 56 55
74 2 1114.1122 875 867 17 21 81 85 84 88 57 62
74 3 1118.1145 893 890 17 21 78 86 71 82 60 66
74 4 1128.1152 904 902 16 21 78 86 67 74 62 69
75 l 1176.1145 920 904 18 22 96 81 78 69 65 69
75 2 1250.1178 941 913 20 22 113 87 107 87 67 70
75 3 1265.1229 956 935 21 22 105 95 114 105 69 70
75 4 1255.1260 966 963. 19 23 96 97 103 105 71 72
MEAN 1144.1132 875 868 20 22 95 90 95 92 59 61
SE (PCT) .0260 .0129 .1508 .1410 .1093 .0656

TABLE 3. PERSONAL INCOME AND OUTLAY (BILLIONS OF roLLARS AT ANNUAL RATE)

PERS INC PERS TAX DIS PER INC PCE PERS INT PER SAVE
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACr;r SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 1 1028.1012 146 145 882 867 800 787 21 19 61 60
73 2 1054.1038 151 147 904 891 814 801 21 20 68 70
73 3 1080.1064 155 153 925 912 824 818 21 21 81 73
73 4 1097.1095 157 158 940 938 834 833 21 21 86 83
74 l 1108.1110 158 161 950 948 852 853 20 21 78 74
74 2 1133.1137 161 167 973 969 876 879 20 22 77 69
74 3 1156.1173 164 174 992 998 895 907 20 23 77 69
74 4 1174.1194 165 178 · 1009.1016 894 911 20 23 95 82
75 l 1223.1203 170 179 .1053.1024 931 933 20 22 102 68
75 2 1278.1230 145 142 · 1133.1088 969 960 20 22 144 106
75 3 1284.1265 184 174 · 1100.1091 975 987 20 23 104 81
75 4 1286.1300 183 180 · 1103.1120 972.1012 20 23 111 85
MEAN 1158.1152 162 163 997 988 886 890 20 22 90 77
SE (PCT) .0167 .0385 .0174 .0156 .0952 .2277



Investment in plant and Equipment, on the other hand,
had an error of the mean of only 1.5 % and a SPE of
2.6 %.

Most of the varianee in GNP is explained by errors
in traeking changes in inventories. The pattern of
changes in inventory is reasonably aeeurate - the
turning points are traeked rather well. But the mag
nitudes of the swings are sornewhat erratie - indi
eating an area for improvement of the Model in the
future.

On the ineorne side of the national aeeounts (Table
2), the Model does very well in traeking eornpensa
tion of ernployees and reasonably weIl in traeking
net interest, but in traeking the other property in
eome series there is eonsiderable room for improve
ment. Some of the errors in the property ineome ae
eounts may result from the Modells failure to depiet
the business praetiee of shifting ineorne among pe
riods for tax purposes in the way in whieh this is
done in reality.

This weakness earries over from the business ineorne
series to the personal ineorne series shown in Table
3. The errors in the pattern of personal ineorne and
personal taxes probably result in large part from
the faulty pattern of property ineome and again may
be exaeerbated by the failure of the Modells indi
viduals to shift ineomes among time periods. Even
with this problem of timing ineome receipts and,
henee, tax payments, the series shown in Table 3
for the household sector are evidenee of reasonably
good traeking - partieularly prior to 1975. The se
ries on personal saving has a distressingly large
SPE of 23 %, and one ean see that the bulk of this
error oeeurs in 1975. Obviously this is an area in
whieh improvement needs to be made.

Priees

The last two eolumns of Table l show the Modells
performanee with respeet to the GNP deflator - an
identieal mean and a standard pereentage error of
1.2 %. In sirnulating price behavior it seemed best
to try to traek individual industry priees rather
than the GNP deflator, even at the saerifiee of
larger SPE for the latter. Summary statisties for
the Model's performanee in traeking industry priees
are presented in Table 4. Farm and automobile
priees are set exogenously in our Model, but in
eounterfaetual runs we adjust the exogenous values
to refleet divergenees between the simulated and
aetual GNP deflator. A major problem was posed by
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TABLE 4

Prices by Iridustry in the Period 1973-75 (1967 100)

Industry
Sirnulated
Mean

Actua1
Mean

Standard
Percentage
Error

Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (exogenous)

Mining (exogenous after
1973.111)

Construction

Autornobile

Other Durable Manufacturing

Non-durable Manufacturing

Transportation and utilities

Wholesale and Retail Trade

Services, n.e.c.

Real Estate

Banking

Other Finance

190 190 .015

206 203 .026

136 137 .024

126 127 .024

133 133 .019

148 146 .022

154 153 .008

135 137 .019

135 137 .037

136 137 .022



the substantial change in oil prices beginning toward
the end of 1973. The brunt of the impact was on our
"mining industry" and we have set that industry's
price exogenausly after 1973. For the other indus
tries simulated means are within 2 % of the actual
and standard percentage errors are under 3 %, except
for the banking industry's 3.7 %.

Unemployment Ra te's

Table 5 shows the Model's performance with respect
to unemployment rates for the civilian labor and
each of our four occupations. These rates are, of
course, computed as the difference between simu
lated employment and simulated labor force, and a
small error in either produces a relatively large
error in their difference. However, the civilian un
employment raters simulated and actual means are al
most identical and the standard percentage error is
7.6 %. As one would expect, there is somewhat less
accuracy in tracking the unemployment rates of the
different occupations, but the SPE is large (17 %)
only for the craft workers. This large error for
craft workers is due to the larger fraction of that
occupation which is subject to dismissal or hiring
as production is varied - a fraction which varies
from .9 for craft workers to zero for professional,
managerial and technical workers, with sales and
clerical workers at .2 and laborers at .4.

Interest Rates

The Modells performance with respect to major in
terest rates is shown in Table 6. One can see at a
glance that tracking is much better for the long
term (bond and mortgage) rates than for the short
term (treasury bill and bank loan) rates. Each of
these interest rates is changed each round in pro
portion to the excess stock of the respective asset
held by the institution which sets the rate - the
bank in the case of the bank loan rate and the fi
nancial intermediary for the others. (Some idea of
the variations in these excess stocks can be seen
in Tables 11 and 12, below.) A major reason for the
large errors in the short-term rates may be our
smoothing the exogenous series on bank reserves on
which our Federal Reserve's policy is based. The
basic data on member bank reserves is monthly and
we have converted this into a synthetic series
which spreads the between-month changes evenly over
rounds - with the end of month stocks coinciding
with those of the basic data. This procedure is
probably superior to using the unrefined data, but
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TABLE 5

UNEMPLOYMENT· RAT~§ (PERCENT)

CIVILIAN PROFESS CLERICAL CRAFT LABORER HOURS
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 4.9 4.9 2.5 2.5 4.6 4.6 5.4 5.5 6.6 6.5 1.0 1.0
73 2 4.9 4.9 2.5 2.6 4.6 4.6 5.4 5.4 6.6 6.4 1.0 1.0
73 3 4.8 4.8 2.5 2.4 4.8 4.6 5.2 5.5 6.3 6.3 1.0 1.0
73 4 5.2 4.8 2.5 2.5 4.7 4.4 6.2 5.5 6.7 6.4 1.0 1.0
74 l 5.7 5.0 2 .. 5 2.5 5.1 4.7 7.5 5.9 6.9 6.5 1.0 1.0
74 2 5.8 5.1 2.5 2.5 5.0 4.6 7.8 5.9 7.3 6.8 1.0 1.0
74 3 5.7 5.6 2.7 2.7 5.9 5.1 5.6 6.7 8.3 7.3 1.0 1.0
74 4 6.3 6.7 3.0 3.2 6.2 5.7 6.8 8.8 8.7 8.1 1.0 1.0
75 l 7.5 8.1 3.4 3.8 6.6 6.7 9.7 11.2 9.2 9.6 1.0 1.0
75 2 7.9 8.7 3.4 3.9 7.0 7.1 10.4 12.5 9.6 10.1 1.0 1.0
75 3 7.9 8.6 3.5 3.9 7.0 6.9 10.2 12.0 10.1 10.2 1.0 1.0
75 4 8.2 8.5 3.5 4.0 7.2 7.1 10.3 11.2 10.7 10.5 1.0 1.0
MEAN 6.2 6.3 2.9 3.0 5.7 5.5 7.6 8.0 8.1 7.9 1.0 1.0
SE (PCT) .0760 .0719 .0638 .1672 .0572 .0270

TABLE 6

INTEREST RATE~ (PERCENT)

GOV BOND MORTGAGE TREAS BILL
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

BUS LOAN
SIM ACT

73 l 6.0 6.2 8.8 8.7 5.6 6.1 8.5 8.8
73 2 6.2 6.3 9.2 9.0 6.5 7.2 9.5 10.5
73 3 6.4 6.4 9.7 10.4 7.5 8.5 11.6 13.8
73 4 6.7 6.4 10.4 10.0 8.5 7.4 13.5 13.6
74 l 6.9 6.8 11.5 9.9 9.2 8.0 14.8 12.4
74 2 7.1 7.0 11.9 10.8 8.6 8.1 14.5 16.2
74 3 7.0 7.3 11.6 11.8 7.8 8.4 12.9 16.8
74 4 6.9 6.8 10.9 10.8 7.9 7.2 11.9 14.7
75 l 6.9 6.7 11.0 9.9 7.4 5.5 10.5 11.1
75 2 6.7 6.9 10.8 10.3 6.4 5.2 9.2 9.9
75 3 6.5 7.3 10.7 11.1 6.3 6.4 8.7 11.0
75 4 6.4 7.2 10.7 10.6 6.0 5.5 8.5 10.2
MEAN 6.6 6.8 10.6 10.3 7.3 6.9 11.2 12.4
SE (PCT) .0497 .0728 .1491 .1451
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is ineffective in capturing the weekly variations in
actual bank reserves and, hence, the large short-run
fluctuations in the treasury bill and bank loan rates.

The only really large and persistent discrepancy be
tween simulated and actual interest rates occurs for
the treasury bill rate.during the first part of 1973
- the simulated values are substantially below the
actual series even though they coincide at the start
of the rune A search for the cause of this discrep
ancy has as yet been unsuccessfull, except to point
to some problem in the initial conditions.

Stocks of Assets and Liabilities

Selected balance sheet information for the household
sector is presented in Table 7. This sector's cash,
savings accounts and mortgage debt are tracked close
ly, but bonds, bills and loans are quite wide of the
mark. The bond and bill holdings of consurners are in
a sense residual accounts which feel the effect of
most of the errors in the Model's' savings function
and the functions which allocate those savings among
assets and liabilities. In brief, the households al
locate their current receipts af ter all spending for
debt repayments and comrnodities acquisition among
cash, savings accounts, treasury bills and bonds.
The demands for cash and savings accounts are frac
tions of usual' spending adjusted for interest rates.
Any surplus of a household's funds over desired cash
and savings accounts is automatically invested in
bonds and bills in proportions affected by relative
interest rates. The large and systematic errors in
the loan account are evidence of the necessity of
more work on this part of the Model, based on the
incorporation of data on the initial distribution
among households of various types of assets. The er
ror in consurner debt is rather a serious matter
since it affects consumer expenditures in an import
ant way, and hence employment. This is another area
in which structural improvements in the Model are
called for.

Table 8, selected accounts from the consolidated
balance sheet of the ten nonfinancial firms, indi
cates that the Model performs quite well in track
ing their major financial assets and liabilities.
Bond liabilities, which depend largely on invest
ment and interest rates, show simulated and actual
means quite close and the SPE is arespectable .9 %.
The error in nonfinancial firm holdings of consumer
debt is determined by errors in consurner debt issues
that were discussed above. Bank loans, which are
governed by interest rates and firms' demand for
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TABLE 7

110USJ;;HOLD BALli~_CE_SH,g;~~

(END OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

CASH SAVACC BONDS HILLS LOANS MORTG
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 158 150 603 591 209 229 14 13 236 224 340 338
73 2 159 156 612 610 215 236 19 14 233 234 350 350
73 3 160 156 627 623 224 245 23 17 230 238 363 363
73 4 162 170 639 636 232 248 28 18 226 247 374 372
74 l 164 162 651 657 244 248 32 24 225 242 377 378
74 2 167 168 664 673 261 252 30 24 226 248 379 389
74 3 170 166 678 680 278 265 27 26 228 251 385 397
74 4 172 179 693 695 286 267 29 24 223 256 395 403
75 l 175 165 712 725 300 272 27 20 225 250 405 409
75 2 182 181 742 748 314 274 23 18 230 255 415 418
75 3 184 180 759 765 332 284 24 21 230 257 424 429
75 4 184 187 771 787 356 293 24 19 227 266 434 439
MEAN 170 168 679 682 271 259 25 20 228 247 387 390
SE (PCT) .0327 .0116 .1091 .2992 .0918 .0143

TABLE 8

NONFINAN9IAL FIRMS BALAN~E ~~,-HEET

(ENDS OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

CASH CON CRED BILLS BONDS A LOANS BONDS L
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 51 54 36 34 2 3 171 175 149 158 512 510
73 2 52 54 35 35 2 3 178 182 155 168 526 519
73 3 51 54 34 35 2 2 182 185 157 174 539 534
73 4 51 55 35 39 2 2 187 189 162 180 554 549
74 l 52 54 34 37 2 -l 197 204 168 187 568 568
74 2 54 53 '35 38 2 -l 205 213 176 201 582 582
74 3 56 53 35 39 2 -l 214 215 183 205 596 601
74 4 56 56 36 41 2 2 218 223 184 210 610 618
75 l 58 55 36 41 2 3 226 228 186 201 623 632
75 2 62 54 37 41 2 5 239 233 200 199 636 635
75 3 63 55 37 41 2 3 246 233 206 196 649 643
75 4 62 58 38 44 2 3 251 243 208 197 661 658
MEAN 56 55 36 39 2 2 209 210 178 190 588 587
SE (PCT) .0756 .0938 1.5252 .0280 .0878 .0087
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financial assets, track less weIl than bands, but
the difference in the means is only ~.3 % and the
SPE is 8.8 %. For nonfinancial firms the bank loans
and bond asset accounts share all of the errors in
the flow of funds associated with nonfinancial busi
nesses - dividend payouts too small, bond issue "too
large; profits too large, and cash or bond demand too
small, etc. This is because a firm with excess cash uses
it to bring current borrowing to zero, after which the
rernainder is invested in bonds. Thus, the SPEls of
bank loans and bond holdings are evidence that the
cumulated errors associated with nonfinancial firms
are moderate.

Tables 9 and 10 give actual and sirn~lated balance
sheets of the federal and other governments, respec
tively. Most of the government accounts are exoge
nous in the Model. However, governrnent expenditures
have been set exogenously in the real values, so er
rors in prices and governrnent wages result in simu
lated values of same government series different
than those of the real world. Similarly the errors
of various tax payments result in errors in govern
ment rec~iptso In the case of the federal government
all of these errors affect the quantity of its bond
and treasury bill issues. The errors in those series
are seen to be moderate, and to indicate that the
Modells federal government receipts are somewhat
small and/or its expenditures are somewhat large
compared with the real world. All of the errors of
the state and local governmentls transactions cumu
late in its bond issues, and they are seen to be
somewhat low - indicating that its receipts are too
high and/or its expenditures too low.

Selected series from the bankls balans sheet are
shown in Table 11. The bankls stocks of financial
assets and liabilities can be divided conveniently
inta the following three types depending on the
source of errors in the simulated series: (l) series
which depend for their errors largely on the errors
in one equation for some sector other than the bank,
(2) series whose errors depend largely on the errors
in one equation for the bank, and (3) series whose
errors compound those of several other series. Each
of these types will be discussed in turn.

There are three bank series whose errors are largely
those of one equation for another sector: (l) re
serves, (2) consumer credit, and (3) savings ac
counts. Bank reserves are set at their exogenous
level, subject to the constraint that excess or de
ficient reserves may be no more than 5 % of required
reserves. This constraint explains the relatively
small error in this series. The error in the bankls
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TABLE 9

FED~JYiL GOVERNME~.1'__Bli~AN_~~.~_HEET
(END OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

CASH BONDS A MORTG BILLS L BONDS L
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 15 15 101 101 29 29 145 146 263 264
73 2 15 15 102 102 30 30 139 139 271 271
73 3 10 10 111 111 32 32 141 141 276 276
73 4 13 13 116 116 34 "')/1 152 153 277 277.J~

74 l 11 11 120 120 36 36 160 160 276 275
74 2 12 12 120 120 39 39 157 155 286 281
74 3 11 11 132 132 42 42 160 155 303 294
74 4 8 8 140 140 45 45 170 164 312 302
75 l 8 8 138 138 48 48 175 171 320 313
75 2 9 9 130 130 51 51 183 179 330 323
75 3 11 11 135 135 55 55 181 179 353 350
75 4 Il Il 140 140 59 59 179 179 379 380
MEAN 11 Il 124 124 42 42 162 160 304 300
SE (PCT) .0000 .0000 .0000 .0178 .0169

TABLE 10

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BALANCE SHEET
(END OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

CASH BILLS BONDS A BONDS L
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT S:M ACT

73 l 14 13 18 18 107 107 168 173 124 131 41 41
73 2 15 14 16 16 110 110 166 176 127 126 40 40
73 3 13 13 17 17 113 113 166 180 130 129 40 40
73 4 15 15 17 17 117 117 170 184 133 131 40 40
74 l 13 13 19 19 119 119 173 188 137 135 42 42
74 2 15 15 15 15 125 125 177 194 140 139 43 43
74 3 13 13 16 16 128 128 178 198 143 143 44 44
74 4 15 15 15 15 134 134 187 202 146 146 46 46
75 l 13 - 13 18 18 134 134 191 205 149 150 50 50
75 2 15 15 17 17 136 136 195 210 152 153 53 53
75 3 13 13 17 17 138 138 197 214 154 156 57 57
75 4 15 15 17 17 145 145 207 217 157 158 58 58
MEAN 14 14 17 17 125 125 181 195 141 141 46 46
SE (PCT) .0303 .0000 .0000 .0730 .0177 .0000



consumer loans is due entirely to the error in the
tracking of consumer loans by households discussed
earlier. (The aggregate consumer loan issues are di
vided among the various sectors of the Model in exo
genously determined proportions.) Since the bank sup
plies all savings accounts demanded by households at
the rate of return determined by the bank, the error
in this series, which is quite small, depends on
that demand equation whieh, in turn depends on the
equation setting the rate of return. The simulated
mean for savings accounts is .4 % smaller than the
actual mean and the SPE is only 1.2 %.
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Three of the bank's series depend largely on one of
the bank's equations: (l) bond assets, (2) mortgage
assets, and (3) other liabilities. The mortgage se
ries is simulated very weIl - the simulated mean is
quite elose to the actual mean and the SPE is only
1.2 %. The bankls bond liabilities are not simulated
very weIl - the simulated mean is 8.3 % below the
actual and the SPE is 10.4 %. This large error is
due primarily to our including a diverse group of
short-term bank obligations like bankers I accept
ances and large negotiable certifieates of deposit
in this series. We then simulate the bankls other
liabilities issues as depending on its investment
and relative interest rates in the same manner as
for other firms l bond issues. This procedure obvious
ly can and should be improved. The bankls bond as
set track rather well with the mean 1.4 % too low
and and an SPE of 3.4 %.

Three of the bankls series cumulate errors from sev
eral sources: (l) bank loans, (2) treasury bill
holdings, and (3) demand deposit liabilities. Bank
loans are in a sense a residual account for the
businesses. The firms l transactions during a round
leave them with cash and other financial asset po
sitions which are adjusted to the desired level
through borrowing/or repaying bank loans. Thus,
while the error of the mean and SPE for this series
are large compared to most others, they are not
surprisingly large. The bankls holdings of treasury
bills are in a sense a residual aceount for the
bank. All of its transactions during a round affect
the relation of the bankls reserve holdings to
those required. When all of the bankls transactions
are completed for the round, it invests any excess
reserves in treasury bills or sells treasury bills
to meet reserve deficieneies. Thus, it is not sur
prising to see the very large SPE in this aceount.
Finally, the demand deposit liabilities of the bank
are affected byevery transaction in which the bank
engages. Money is created whenever the bank makes a
payment to someone other than the Federal Reserve
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in the Model, and is destroyed whenever a payment is
made to the bank by someone other than the Federal
Reserve. (Transactions between the bank and Federal
Reserve create and destroy reserves, not money.) The
very small error in the mean and the small SPE of
this money series indicate that the process of money
creation and destruction in the Model works quite
weIl.

Table 12 is a presentation of the financial assets
and liabilities of the financial intermediary. It
controls three of its accounts to some extent (cash,
bank loans, and bond liabilities) , but since it acts
as dealer for treasury bills, bonds and mortgages,
the other sectors controI the financial intermedi
ary's holdings of these assets. The financial inter
mediary issues its bonds on the same basis as nonfi
nancial firms and this series is tracked fairly weIl
in the Model. The same is true for the cash account,
which is moved to the desired level each round by
paying off bank loans to the extent that such loans
are outstanding. Thus the bank loans account (and
the cash account if there are no bank loans) is a
residual account for the financial intermediary
which has a relatively large error because it catch
es all of the errors in the other accounts.

One can see from Table 12 that the errors of the
means and SPEls for the financial intermediary's
holdings of bills, bonds and mortgages are rather
large. This is due to the accumulation in these sim
ulated accounts of all errors in issues of these fi
nancial assets as weIl as errors in other firms' and
individuals' demands for them. For bands the errors
appear more moderate than for the others, but this
is due to the fact that the financial intermediary's
desired holdings (approximately equal to the actual
series) are large relative to the outstanding stock
of bonds while the same is not true for the bills
and mortgages ..
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TABLE Il

BANK ASSETS (END OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

RESERV CON CRED LOANS BILLS BONDS MORTG
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 32 32 127 120 203 205 22 32 368 361 274 269
73 2 32 32 127 126 215 221 5 31 352 370 285 280
73 3 34 34 126 130 217 227 3 28 355 376 294 290
73 4 35 35 123 134 223 240 7 32 366 384 299 297
74 l 35 35 122 131 219 243 21 33 387 402 301 302
74 2 37 36 122 134 207 266 29 27 403 414 310 310
74 3 37 37 123 135 210 268 33 26 418 417 318 316
74 4 36 37 119 137 212 278 34 31 425 428 323 319
75 l 35 35 119 133 213 265 57 34 462 443 317 321
75 2 35 35 122 135 229 266 50 41 472 461 328 328
75 3 35 35 121 135 236 259 46 41 473 476 334 336
75 4 35 35 119 140 240 267 48 42 480 495 336 344
MEAN 35 35 122 132 219 250 30 33 413 419 310 309
SE (PCT) .0112 .0925 .1432 .4974 .0336 .0124

BANK LIABILITIES

MONEY SAV ACCT BONDS DISCOUNTS
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 262 256 603 591 151 161 2 2
73 2 265 265 612 610 157 169 2 2
73 3 259 259 627 623 163 188 5 5
73 4 268 283 639 636 169 188 l l
74 l 268 270 651 657 176 203 2 2
74 2 276 278 664 673 183 216 3 3
74 3 293 274 678 680 190 229 5 5
74 4 287 292 693 695 197 224 O O
75 l 295 273 712 725 203 222 l l
75 2 321 291 742 748 210 214 l l
75 3 312 291 759 765 218 220 l l
75 4 305 305 771 787 225 217 O O
MEAN 284 278 679 682 187 204 2 2
SE (PCT) .0507 .0116 .1043 .0000
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TABLE 12

FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARY BALANCE SHEET
(END OF PERIOD FIGURES IN BILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

CASH BILLS BONDS A MORTG LOANS BONDS L
SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT SIM ACT

73 l 16 17 11 3 280 283 37 39 38 31 133 133
73 2 16 18 11 3 295 289 34 40 41 33 135 136
73 3 16 18 11 3 300 294 37 41 41 34 137 139
73 4 16 19 Il 3 302 301 40 41 40 ')Q 139 144..JU

74 l 16 19 7 3 292 307 40 41 28 34 141 145
74 2 17 19 O 3 282 313 30 41 5 38 143 146
74 3 32 19 3 3 266 321 25 40 O 36 145 147
74 4 23 22 7 3 277 330 27 40 O 39 147 150
75 l 29 21 O 3 272 338 40 40 O 37 148 152
75 2 41 21 3 4 269 343 35 39 O 38 150 156
75 3 30 20 4 4 285 349 34 37 O 34 152 158
75 4 20 21 O 4 302 359 38 36 O 38 154 163
MEAN 23 19 6 3 285 319 35 40 16 36 144 147
SE (PCT) .3941 1.7093 .1329 .1766 .7605 .0287
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HYPQT ESIS FORMATION, TESTI G ND
ESTIMATlON FOR MICROANALYTICAL

MODELING
I Guy H. Orcutt

l. THE SCIENTIFIC METHOn - A STRATEGY FOR LEARNING
FROM EXPERIENCE

Fundamental Operations
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The hope behind the scientific method considered as
a strategy for learning from experience is that
it is possible to do so. Acceptance of experience
as a guide to the unknown is the prime element of
this strategy and is refIected in the three
fundamental operations which characterize it. They
are:

(l) accumulation of experience,

(2) hypotheses making and

(3) testing or confrontation of hypotheses by experi
ence.

Pursuit of Generality

As the number of accepted and rejected hypotheses
increases, man is faced with a difficult problem
of handling the store of knowledge. The problem
of retaining and of finding appropriate parts
of the knowledge when needed could be reduced by
constructing a sort of well-indexed cookbook.
However, the cookbook would soon run to hundreds
of volumes, and it would frequently be necessary
to scan many volurnes to find what was relevant
in particular situations. In order to avoid these
difficulties, as weIl as for other reasons,
considerable importance is attached to the dis
covery of a small number of hypotheses of broad
generality which by their mutual application will
yield as special cases the whole or at least
substantial parts of the enormous body of specific
hypotheses.

Now if the invented hypotheses of broad generality
should turn out to yield as special cases of their
mutual application accepted specific hypotheses,
and no more, then this operation could be looked
upon as of great practical importance but only
dealing with the organization of existing knowledge.
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However, there is more to it than this, for it
is almost inevitably found that the mutual appli
cation of a set of hypotheses of broad generality
will yield many specific hypotheses that have not
been tested and perhaps have not been imagined.
This process of seeking hypotheses of broad
generality which are meant to be applied in
combination with each other, is thus seen to be
of importance, not only in systematizing our
knowledge, but also in driving a science ahead
by the generation of new hypotheses. These new
hypotheses often demand testing. This testing,
in turn, often requires and leads to the enlarge
ment of experience in new directions.

Af ter a body of accepted and rejected hypotheses
has been built up, hypotheses are formulated which
are meant to be applied in conjunction with other
hypotheses. Their testing involves confronting
implications of the hypotheses to be tested, plus
the hypotheses already aceepted. If a test is
unfavorable to compound hypotheses, that component
whieh has not previously been accepted is likely
to be rejected. However, some suspieion may thereby
be east on the previously accepted components of
the compound hypotheses.

Axioms, Models and Theorems

One of the most important funetions of mathematics
and statistics in the scientific method is in
furnishing models composed of relations between
undefined variables. The equation X = a + bY ,
is a relationship between two undefined variables.
As such, it is not a hypothesis, but it may
~urnish the form for many hypotheses. For example,
if X is taken to indicate consumption expenditures
of same group of families and Y is taken to indicate
their incomes, then the above relation between two
undefined variables may become a hypothesis of linear
relation between two economic magnitudes. A relation
between undefined variables mayassert a mathematical
axiom but no hypothesis is involved, and there is
nothing to test. However, as soon as the undefined
variables are given physical meaning, a hypothesis
is created, and testing is in order. Mathematics
and statistics furnish a large storehouse of rela
tions and modeIs, many of which have proved useful
when given physical content. When faced with new
situations, this storehouse of mathematical relations
and models is of ten drawn on in forming new hypotheses.
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In addition to assisting in providing the form of
new hypotheses, this storehouse of relations and
models plays an important role in the testing of
hypotheses in at least .two different ways., In
the first place, testing involves comparing
implications of hypotheses with experience. The
labor of working out implications of hypotheses
would frequently be prohibitive if it had to be
done afresh each time. Mathematics and statistics
not only provide a storehouse of models with
undefined variables, they also provide considerable
knowledge, of ten called theorems, about the
formal 'implications of these modeis. This renders

-unnecessary the separate working out of implications
each time a mathematical or statistical model is
transformed into a hypothesis. The second way in
which models with undefined variables playan
important' role in testing is in providing effective
models for the collection of data. Thus, many very
powerful statistical tests are possible and appropri
ate if data are collected in certain ways such as
by random sampling, etc.

Diagram l presents our attempt at describing the
broad outlines of the scientific method. Of course,
many difficult problems of strategy have been
glossed over. But while more detailed questions
of strategy must be faced and answered, it is
perhaps more fruitful to do this in a more specific
context. Also, no matter how specific the context,
it seems,clear that the role of trial and error
will be, unavoidably large. For example, in the
matter of: picking hypotheses for testing , the great
experimenter,. Faraday, is reported to have said
that he considered himself fortunate if but a
small percentage of his experiments were successfu1.
The central thrust of the scientific method is
that we: (l) keep making hypotheses; (2) keep
seeking data about which our hypotheses say some
thing; and (3) keep confronting our hypotheses
with accumulated data. Of course, we should try
to choose fruitfu1 hypotheses, and of course we
should try to correct1y reject or accept hypotheses
on the basis of testing. However, these are oper
ations which cannot be carried out without error,
and it is only a sustained effort involving
testing on a very broad base of experience that
gives us much hope for success.
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2. STATISTICAL MODELS

The foeus of, this section is on statistical models
used in specifying models of ecoriomie systems.
Statistieal models are probability models and as
sueh are mathematieal 'models with variables defined
only in terms of their formal characteristics.
Interest in them stemsfrom their u'sefulness in
expressing economie models of relations, ~entities,

and eeonomie systems." Int.erest" also stems from
the faet that, if a statistieal model c'an' b'e
regarded as appropriate in a given.eontext" t~en

quite a, b~t may ~e known about the proper~ies pf
various ~stimating procedures.

There are innumerable ways in which statistical
models may be differentiated and manyways of
usefully grouping them into broad classes. However,
the most basic distinction to be made is between
models involving ~u~ one of "eaeh kind of ~ntity
and models involving many entities of each kind.
(Of course in between and mixed types df models are
eoneeivable but will not be qonsidered here) .

The seeond most important distinetion to be made
is a eross-cutting one. It is between models in
which all variables except one in each equation
may be regarded as predetermined at the time of
application of eaeh equation,and mod~l~ which, may
involve more than one dependent variable in indi
vidual equations. In the first case equations may
be developed and applied separately and recursively.
In the second case equations must be estimated
and applied using simultaneous equation techniques.

The charaeteristic equation sets of each of the
four basic types of statistical models obtained
by using the above two class~ficatory prineipies
are given below, followed by an explanation of the
notation used.

A. One of each kind of entity models.

In both classifications Al and A2 shown
below, i is always l since there is but
'one ~ntity ,of each type. r,asswnes e
,suceessivelythe values l through R, for
each value of" e whieh ,:in turn takes-on
the values l through E, the number of
entity types. Re i~ the number of re
lations used to model the output gener
ation of the e'th entity type.
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Al. Recursive Equations Sub9ategory

y = F (YR ,YL,Z) + Ue,l,r e,r e,l,r e,l,r

A2. Simultaneous Equations Subcategory.

y l = Fe r(YS l ,YL,Z) + U l re"r I e, ,r e, I

B. Many of each kind of entity modeis.

In both classifications Bl and B2 shown
below, i assumes successively the values
l through N for each of the R relations
for each ofethe E entity types:

Bl. Recursive Equations Subcategory

y . = F (YR . , YL, Z) + U .e,1,r e,r e,1,r e,1,r

B2. ~imultaneous Equation Subcat~~EY

Y . = F (YS . I YL I Z) + U .e,1,r e,r e,1,r e , 1,r

Notation

Y .e,1,r

YR .e,1,r

YS .e,1,r

YL

Z

is the dependent variable of the r'th
relation used to describe the behavior
of the i th entity of the e'th type.

is the vector of all current dependent
variables which can be regarded as
determined by relations activated prior
to the one used to generate Ye,i,r

is the vector of all current dependent
variables exclusive of Y .e,1,r

is the vector of all lagged dependent
variables

is the vector of all other variables
which may be regarded as predetermined

is the unobserved error term in the r'th
relation used to describe the behavior
of the i tn entity of the e'th type



3. THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION APPROACH WITH ONE OF
A KIND ENTITIES

This elegant approach was developed with a view
to estimating structural equations using only macro
time series data relating to an economic system
composed of one-of-a-kind entities. It was devel
oped after Elmer Working (1927), Trygve Haavelmo
(1943), and Tjalling Koopmans (1945) succeeded in
educating the economics profession that standard
single equation estimation techniques, applied to
data for one-of-a-kind entities, would not in
general yield unbiased estimates of structural
parameters. They and others also showed that
except under favorable identifying conditions it
would be impossible, even with infinite sample
sizes, to sort out structural equations.
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Unfortunately, despite the work of many gifted
econometricians with the resulting output of
scores of books and many hundreds of articles,
this approach to model building and estimation of
type A2 models has proved disappointing to
economists because it has not led to effective
testing of hypotheses about consequences of actions.
The basic difficulty is that too much must be
known before it is appropriate to use it. With
respect to the systematic part of a simultaneous
set of equations, it is first necessary to know:

(l) Variables that need to be included.

(2) Number of equations.

(3) Form of each equation.

(4) Variables to be included in each equation and
variables to be excluded.

(5) Lags with which each variable is included in
each equation.

(6) Which variables are exogenous to the system
as a whole.

With respect to the stochastic part of a simul
taneous equation set of equations it is, in
general, necessary to assume that:

(l) Errors of observation are negligible.

(2) That the disturbances in each equation are
uncorrelated with lagged values of themselves
and of each other.

(3) That the disturbances in each equation may be
considered as randorn drawings from a normal
joint probability distribut~on.
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(4) That the disturbances in the system that deter
mines the exogenous variables must be distributed
independently of disturbances in the model under
consideration.

In practice, neither econometricians nor economic
theorists are even in a position to make intelligent
guesses on many of the above items. The upshot is
that, after areasonably complete and weIl validated
system model has been arrived at by other means,
simultaneous equation estimation methods may be
helpful in improving its overall consistency with
respect to available macro time series data. The
fact that methods have been developed which could
extract any information from macro time series .
about one-of-a-kind entities is in itself a great
achievement. Unfortunately it is a fact that macro
time series data do not themselves contain adequate
information for much in the way of economic hypoth
eses testing. Complicated statistical techniques
are made necessary by poor and inadequate data,
but are not a satisfactory substitute for appropriate
data.

If economic systems are modeled in terms of the
behavior and interaction of one of each kind of
entity then the need for simultaneous equation
estimation seems apparent. But even without simul
taneous equation complications, it is in the nature
of things, as pointed out in the next section,
that testing possibilities are extremely limited
with respect to hypotheses about entities that
must be treated as unique.

4. ON THE TESTABILITY OF HYPOTHESES ABOUT UNIQUE
ENTITIES

Tinbergen type national income models and Leontief
type, inter~industry models are all A type models
in our classificatory scheme. That is, they are
articulated in terms of the behavior and inter
action of entities each of which is conceived of
and treated as one of a kind. The development of
the national income and product accounts and of
the inter-industry accounts reflects the focus of
model builders on one-of-a-kind entities. The
dominant stream of econometrics during the last
thirty years has focussed on developing estimation
techniques suitable for estimating structural
equations for models about systems of one-of-a
kind entities given time series data about such
entities.

Models are ernbodiments of sets of hypotheses and
hypotheses can be conceived about unique entities.
But are they testable in any meaningful sense?
And if not, of what use will they be? Our thesis
is that hypotheses about entities that must be



treated as- unique are so close to being untestable
as to be useless or even dangerous for prediction
of policy responses.

By taking advantage of autocorrelation and inertial
properties of our system, by taking advantage of
observed ,expectations, intentions and plans, by
taking ådvantage of leading indicators and
extensive multicollinearity, and by use of fre
quently observed and up-to~date measurements, it
has proved possible to develop Tinbergen type
national income models which are useful for short
run forecasting. But how useful are the embodied
insights about behaviorally induced consequences
of policy even in such worked over areas as
policies thought to bear on inflation, unemploy
ment and ineome and wealth distribution? And
even if the reader is more generous in attributing
success in these matters than we are, how much
of the believed success stems from testing and
estimation of hypotheses about one-of-a-kind
entities and how much stems from some kind of
carry over from what we think we know about micro
entities sueh as ourselves or firms?

One basia difficulty with testing hypotheses
about one-of-a-kind entities can be seen by
considering the most favorable possible circum
stances for carrying out sueh testing. Thus
suppose it were possible to earry out whatever
planned experiments one might devise but they
could only be carried out on but a single
experimental animal, say a dog. The problem is
that with but a single dog it would be impossible
to simultaneously apply different levels of
treatment to different dags thought to be roughly
similar and in roughly similar conditions except
for the differential application of the treatment.
Tt would thus be impossible to hold a myriad of
things approximately equal while relating hypo
thesized differential respanses to applied
differential treatrnents.

Of course it would still be possible to apply
different levels of treatrnent of interest at
different points in time and seek to relate
hypothesized differential respanses over time
to applied differential treatments. Nevertheless,
the prospect for successful learning would be
dim. Many things change over time in ways which
cannot be controlled and their effects might
easily be inadvertently attributed to the treat
ment. The experimental animal may be permanently
affected by the treatment so that effective
replication of the experiment might be impossible,
etc. Also consider how hard it is to learn about
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the effect of diet, smoking, or exercise on
health. Under favorable experimental conditions,
it seerns obvious that trying to test hypotheses
about one of a kind entities is unpromising, to
say the least.

For evidence of additional damage done to the
possibility of effective testing by the pre
va1ence of highly autocorre1ated economic time
series, the reader is referred to the Monte Carlo
studies by Orcutt and James (1948) and by
A. Nakamura, M. Nakamura, and Orcutt (1976).
These studies, taken in conjunction with what
is known about the nature of most economic time
series, indicate that the evidence availab1e in
national accounts data for testing hypotheses is
much less than even the fewness of observations
suggests. It also is worth noting that while
transformations designed to randomize error terms,
such as suggested by Cochrane and Orcutt (1949)
and Orcutt and Cochrane (1949), may be useful in
estimation, they cannot undo the basic damage
done to the possibi1ity of effective testing by
the ubiquity of high autocorrelations among
macroeconomic time series. For evidence of the
loss of estimation precision with aggregation
of micro-unit data before estimation see Orcutt
(1968), Orcutt, Watts and Edwards (1968), and
Orcutt and Edwards (1969).

5. ON THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF RECURSIVE EQUATIONS
WITH MANY-OF-EACH-KIND-OF ENTITY MODELING

Microanalytic models were devised to improve
estimation and testing possibilities. The central
reason why they do this is that although many
microunits are introduced, all of these units
are treated as members of one or another of a
small number of populations of sirnilar entities.
A single model of a household and its component
units can be used for every household. The number
of observational points that can be brought to
bear in estimation of such a household model can
be thousands of times as large as the number of
parameters to be estimated. Furthermore, at the
microleve1 it is possib1e to relate differential
responses to differential treatment as ameans
of eliminating the biasing effect of major feed
backs and as a means of identifying casual
relations.



Obviously, the ratio of observational points to
parameters that must be estimated is not the only
thing that matters. It is essentiai to work with
the right variables for the same components for
approximately the same points or intervals in
time. Multicollinearity, autocorrelated errors,
rapid feedbacks and errors of observation are
problems associated with microdata sets as weIl
as with macro time series. Nevertheless, all of
these problems are more treatable with a high
ratio of observational points to parameters.
Furthermore the need for special simultaneous
equation techniques in estimation is greatly
reduced or eliminated.

The need for sirnultaneous equation estimation
arises in models of the economy with one-of-a
kind entities becau~e the existence of multiple
equations linking the dependent variables ensures
that error terms will be correlated with variables
that a single regression equation approach would
treat as explanatory or predictor variables.
Consider the following simple two-equation system:

It is easy to see that by virtue of the first
equation Yt will be correlated with Et. But since
Yt enters into the second equation Xt will be
correlated with Yt and so Xt will become corre
lated with Et in the first equation by virtue
of the second equation.

Because aggregate sales in every market are
exactly equal to aggregate purchases in the
market, it is easy to see how the above situation
might well characterize economic system models
with one-of-a-kind entities. But with many of
each kind of entity the above situation need
not arise or if it does might be handled by
relating, when estimating, differential responses
to differential treatment of similar entities.
Aggregate spending does directly influence
aggregate income but spending by an individual
consumer does not feedback in any substantial
and immediate way to influence the income of the
individual consumeri of course covariance of error
terms as between individual components might
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create simultaneous equqtion type problems. But
even these could be dealt with using single
equation estimation teehniques by working with
differential responses instead of absolute
responses.

Joint outputs of individual entities are likely
to be a feature of models of either one-of-a
kind entities or of many-of-a-kind entities.
However, it seems reasonable to model such
situations in terms of a joint conditional prob
ability distribution which is expected to remain
invariant with respect to governmental actions of
interest. If so it is weIl known that such a
joint eonditionai probability distribution can
be exactIy expressed by a set of single dependent
variable recursive equations with error terms
which are uncorrelated with variables on the
right hand side of the equation in which they
oecur and which are uncorrelated with each other.

Goldberger (1964, pp. 278-281), introduces what
he refers to as the contemporaneously uncorrelated
linear regression model. This statistical model
is general enough to inelude the recursive form
representation of joint determination models. In
a development based on Chernoff and Rubin (1953),
Goldberger shows that, if the assumptions of
this model are satisfied, the classical least
squares estimators are consistent and henee
asymptotically unbiased.

The importance of these findings is obvious for
estimation of joint determination models which
either already are or may conveniently be put in
a recursive form. In addition, it should be
noted that the attractiveness of carrying out
estimation in a recursive form has been further
increased by the fact that Wold and Jureen
(1953, pp. 200-215) have shown that the classical
least square estimators remain consistent under
fairly general assumptions, even if successive
disturbances are correlated with each other. For
still further generalizations the reader should
see Wold (1961) and Lyttkens (1964) and Orcutt
and Winokur (1969) for Monte Carlo evidence on
small sample properties of autoregressive
estimators and predictors.



·Obviously, the same economic model may be re
presented in any one of a number of alternative
forms. These forms differ from each other in several
significant respects including the specification
of stochastic terms. Because of this, estimation
of the parameters of the same model in different
forms will call for the use of different estimation
procedures. Of all the possible forms of which a
model might be put, those which leave as little
information as possible concentrated in the
stochastic part of the model specification.have
an obvious attraction. Thus there is some point
in trying to formulate an equation set such that
errors in different equations may be conceived of
as essentially uncorrelated with each other.

The use of a iecursive form, along with provision
for an autoregressive transformation if needed,
makes it possible to leave as little information
as possible in the stochastic specification of a
model. If such an approach to model specification
does not result in unmanageable problems due to
non-linearities or unduly inhibits a reasonable
use of prior information, it would seem to be the
obvious choice since it would perrnit the use of
single equation least square methods. Furthermore,
with such an approach, it would be reasonable to
give some credence to standard tests of signifi
cance. The possibility of conveniently using a
recursive form as the original form in which a
model is stated is greatly enhanced if monthly
time series data and panel data are available.
Such data would be useful on many accounts but
among other things they would greatly enhance the
possibility of finding a recursive form in which
individual equations could be associated with
recognizable components. l)

6. ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TREATMENT-RESPONSE
RESEARCH APPROACH FOR SOCIAL SYSTEM MODELING

The central research focus of most econometric
research has been on accounting for and pre
dicting the variation of one or more variables
given current and lagged values of other
variables. The " expl a ined" or predicted vari
ables are referred to as dependent variables
or endogenous variables and the variables used

l) This and the preceding three paragraphs appear
in substantially the same form in Orcutt (1967).
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in explaining or predicting the dependent variables
are referred to as predetermined variables con
sisting of already determined dependent current
or lagged dependent variables and exogenous
variables. In fact the focus of econometric
research has been on reduction of unexplained
variance of seleeted dependent variables whether
or not a single equation or a simultaneous
equation approach has been used and whether or
not the objective has been unconditional fore
casting or the building of models for use in
predicting policy implieations.

In our view this mainstream preoccupation with
reduetion of unexplained variance reduction of
selected variables is indeed valuable but needs
to be more systematically preceded by and comple
mented by a treatment-response research foeus and
methodology. The need arises not because single
equation and simultaneous equation statistical
techniques don't do what is claimed for them. They
do. The need arises because they presume much more
than can reasonably be presumed and because they
do not serve to focus research attention on the
recognition, classification, and discovery of
consequences of actions. They do not lead by
themselves to the building of models which clearly
serve to trace out the importance primary,
secondary, and tertiary effects of recognizable
and possible human actions, policy or otherwise.

Although our choice of name for the treatment
response research approach may be unfamiliar to
some it will easily be recognized that the
approach itself goes back to the dawn of recorded
history. In areas in which controlled experimen
tation is possible it would be referred to as
the experimental research approach. We have
chosen a broader term because although greatly
facilitated by the possibility of planned
experimentation the approach can be and is used
to good advantage in trying to learn from
situations in which unplanned variations of
treatments that could be applied are in fact
applied. In any case let us now consider same
of the elements that make up this approach and
which we think should play a role in developing
models which successfully model social system
responses to recognizable public and private
actions. 2 )

2) Planned experimentation, when feasible, can
result in more readily interpreted evidence than
is possible with any other approach. See G. Orcutt
and A Orcutt (1968) for arguments supporting
negative ineome tax experimentation. In this
chapter we are primarily concerned with naturally
oecurring treatments.



Actions of interest Need To Be Specified So As To
Be Recognizable in Practice

Models are expressed in terms of relations between
variables but policy makers need to know about
consequences of actions they might take. Policy
makers are likely to have an operational under
standing of actions they might or might not take;
but do they know how such actions may be specified
in terms of statements about input variables of
supposedly relevant models? And for that matter do
model builders have a clear idea of how policy
actions of interest should be expressed in terms
of input variables of the models they buildin
supposed service of policy makers?

Experimentalists frequently use the value ot a
variable as a measure of the level of application
of some treatment but this does not prevent them
from recognizing that actions are almost always
complex and multidimensional physical phenomena.
The value of a single variable such as weight,
voltage, income, price, etc. may indeed serve to
measure the level of application of an action but
clearly does not fully describe it. Indeed is it
not obvious that a given variable such as income
or income change could serve as a measure of many
different actions or even of many combinations
of many actions?

Since the experimentalist is likely to have an
operationally satisfactory idea of when an action
of interest is taken and when it is' not, the
relating of outcomes to an action as measured
by a single variable poses only manageable dif
ficulty. The experimentalist knows, and users of
the experimentalist's results are expected to
know, that clairned relations between outcomes
and the value of an action indicator variable are
only meant to apply with respect to changes in
the level of the indicator variable in response
to the action. Nothing is asserted by the exper
imentally derived relation about movements of the
indicator variable in association with other
actions or in association with any of a variety
of naturally occurring developments.
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But what can we say about the non-experimentally
oriented econometrician or statistician, or about
the statistician who limits his attention to
relations between variables but never clearly
relates the movements of variables used as inputs
to the occurrence or non-occurrenee of actions
of interest? For example it seems reasonable to
believe that a person's disposable ineome might
change because the person is fired. But it also
might change because of a temporary layoff. Or it
might change because the person decides to go
back to school. Still another possibility is that
it changes because the person takes on a job or
aseeond job in order to finance the purchase of
a house, the education of a chiId, or the payment
of medical expenses. All of these actions or
events might be associated with an income change.
But will it be satisfactory to prediet that all
of these actions will have the same implications
for expenditures, savings, etc. just as long as
they are associated with the same change in
disposable income? Clearly this is a matter for
investigation and the user needs to be told the
range of physically recognizable actions for
which asserted relations between variables are
expected to hold.

Movements of macro time series variables can
seldom be clearly identified with specific
actions since they represent agqregates of
enormous numbers of varied and time-wise over
lapping actions occurring at less aggregative
leveIs. At the level of the person, family or
firm it is possible to unambiguously determine
when actions of interest are taken, by whom they
are taken, where they are taken and so on. Thus
it is possible to distinguish an income change
due to a firing from one due to a wage rate
ehange from one due to a temporary overtime
employment. All of these treatments of persons,
with their possible different implications for
the relation of, say, expenditures to income,
could be differentiated from each other and from
actions taken by individuals to modify their own
incemes. Possibly the first step in a treatment
response research approach would be specification,
in an operationally satisfactory way, of one or
mere actions or treatments of central interest
för the research in hand.



Sample Points Should Be Seleeted with A View to
Learning Irnplications of Treatments of Interest

Econometricians used to working with macro time
series have learned to use every possible
observation in estimating any relation because
they have so few effective degrees of freedom
relative to parameters to be estimated. They
also look with justifiable cancern on the
selection of sample points to be used in esti
mation by the elimination of apparently non
conforming sample points. They thus tend to try
and use all sample points involving a set of
variables hypothesized to be related in
same way or other. But what experimentalist
tries to pool data, even before estimation and
testing, from quite different experiments? Just
because the same or an overlapping set of
variables happens to be involved is not enough.
Clearly in trying to learn from naturally
occurring treatrnents of persons families, or
firms it is essential to at least recognize
when treatments of interest were taken and when
they were not. Clearly it is worth recognizing
changes in the sales of a firm due to consumer
actions from changes in the sales of a firm due
to a teamsters' strike or due to a planned
withdrawal from or entry into a given market.

In planned experimentation an attempt is made
to apply an action of interest at at least
three or more widely separated levels of appli
cation. If implications of two or more actions
are being explored then an attempt is made to
avoid or minimize covariation between assigned
treatment levels. In an effort to avoid mis
takenly attributing outcomes to treatrnents
experimentalists make use of observations on
carefully selected control groups. These groups
of entities are selected so as to be as similar
as possible to treatment groups in nature and
with respect to environment. However they either
do not receive the treatments of interest or
receive different levels of the treatments of
interest.

The experimentalist is thus extremely selective
with respect to sample points. He or she selects,
not on the basis of outcomes, but in such away
as to ease the problem of interpreting and
learning from observed outcomes of seleeted
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application of treatments. The researcher who
wishes to learn from naturally occurring
applications of treatments of interest has
every reason to be equally highly selective of
sample points. If we knew enough about a social
system all data points might be of some value.
But when very little is known great selectivity
is required in order to focus on situations and
comparisons simple enough to be learned from.

Variable Transformations Could Be Useful In
Isolating Treatment Effects

Variable transformations are widely used to
obtain error terms that are more nearly
homoscedastic and random in time. The objective
is greater precision in estimation of parameters
given that the underlying systematic and
stochastic specification is correct. The auto
regressive transformation suggested by Cochrane
and Orcutt referred to in section 4 falls into
this class.

The use of autoregressive transformation to
improve precision of parameter estimation is
based on the notion that the error term could
be regarded as generated by a single auto
regressive process. If this is true then, except
for sampling variability, all regression para
meters, save for the constant term, should
have the same value no matter what autoregressive
transformation is used. But if, as seems plausible,
the error term was the sum of omitted variables
with different autoregressive properties then
autoregressive transformation of all included
variables would serve to differentially suppress
or amplify certain error components relative to
others. Thus the underlying correlation between
the error term and a treatment variable of
interest could weIl be different when estimation
is carried out with different autoregressive
transformations. In this case estimated values
of parameters would vary systematically with
choice of autoregressive transformation. If this
variation could be detected it would be good
evidence of a significant structural misspecifi
cation, and would thus be useful in testing
underlying assumptions.



A related but probably more important possibility
is that by relating differential responses to
differential treatment applications to closely
matched entities, a variety of possible but
unknown sources of response variable variation
could be balanced out. The alternative way of
handling this with a conventio~å"-l single equation,
unexplained variance reduction approach would
be to include observations on all subjects in a
regression of the response variable,'of interest
on treatment and other variables.

Two things are involved here. One is the search
for- numerous small sets of entities which are
closely matched except with respect to the level
of treatments of interest. For same purposes,
pairs of identical lwins might be ideal. In other
areas, neighbors matched in terms of personal,
family, and job characteristics but working for
different firms might provide matching except
with respect to treatments of interest. The
second thing over and above elose matching within
pairs or small groups is the transformation of
variables so that differential respanses are
regressed on differential treatments-and other
variables. The number of sample points used in
a regression equation will be greatly reduced
since each small clasely matched group will
provide just one sample point for each point in
time instead of several. However skillful
matching of entities experiencing different
levels of treatrnent can effectively balance
out possibly large disturbing effects of vari
ables which are not even measured, or which
if they are measured might have non-linear and
interactive effects which would make inter
pretation of typical regression results difficult
and hazardous.
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MICROA ALYTICAL MO EL NG A
SIMULATION

Guy H. Orcutt and Amihai Glazer

FOREWORD*

Human beings have created representations of that which
interests them from time immemorial. Our objective is
to facilitate and encourage such activity.

Our interests focus on social systems and their repre
sentation. We hope to contribute to social system im
provement by encouraging the development and facili
tating the use of microanalytic models of social systerns.

Modeling or representation of something is done for
extremely diverse reasons. However, when it comes to
the modeling of social systems, utilitarian objectives
may weil be dominant. This is so since a useful model
of our social systern might perrnit a useful consolida
tion, integration and retention of understanding. It
might facilitate imaginative thought processes, assist
in educating the uneducated and give guidance to the
collection of information and the testing of hypotheses.
It might even contribute to wisdom in efforts to help
shape our destiny by molding and controlling facets of
our economy or of our social life.

In our view the microanalytic modeling paradigm is the
most promising paradigm available for modeling of social
systerns given developments which have and are taking
place with respect to computers and data.

Monte Carlo simulation is the particular approach to
solution and use of microanalytic models presented and
illustrated in this paper. It is not the only approach
to solution and use of models of social systems but it
remains the only tractable approach yet developed for
solution and use of social system, microanalytic models
of more than illustrative realism.

* Arnihai Glazer was the key individual in conceptualizing
MASS, the microanalytic simulation system presented in
Section 3 of this paper. Development work on the MASS
simulation system and on the model presented in this
paper was greatly assisted by Helena Jaramillo and
Phil Nelson. Financial support for the initial phases
of this work was received from the National Science
Foundation under Project Number SOC 73-0S420-AOl.
Substantiai support in the form of computer time, staff
time, housing and secretarial services was supplied by
the Institution for Social and Policy-Studies and by
the Economics De~artment of Yale University.
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l. MODELING PARADIGMS l

1.1 Introduction

Modeling are at the very hart of basic and applied
economic research. A model of something is merely
an embodiment of understanding about the thing in
question and how it behaves. Whether models
should be expressed verbally, graphically, in
mathematical symbolism, or as computer programs
is a matter of convenienee and, to some extent,
of audience. Whether models of the economy
should be national ineome modeis, interindustry
modeis, mieroanalytic modeis, or some other
kind of model is a matter of argument and may
depend on availability of data and speeifie
objeetives. These and many other questions
about the kind of modeling that should be
emphasized are debatable. However, unless one
believes in oracles or believes that policy
decisions should be made without regard to
likely consequences, the use of models is
unavoidable.

Predictions derived from arealistic model of
the ecanomy are needed as a basis for selection
of governmental policies relating to taxation,
spending, debt management, and so forth. If
policy-makers are considering one tax law as
compared to some other tax law, or one spending
policy as compared to some other spending
policy, they should know what the consequences
are of the policies under consideration. One way
to find out would be to try out the policies on
the economy but it would not be very satisfactory
from the standpoint of the participants. Policies
should be selected on the basis of their fruit;
but it would be preferable to saMple the fruit be
fore applying policies to the real world. If a
sufficiently accurate model of the economy were
available, it would make such sampling possible.

l This and Section 2 draw upon and use passages
from Policy Exploration Through Microanalytic
Simulation by Guy H. Orcutt, Steven B. Caldwell,
Richard Wertheimer II, and Stephen D. Franklin,
Gary Hendrieks, Gerald E. Peabody, James D. Smith,
Sheila R. Zedlewski. Urban Institute, Sept. 1976,
Washington, D.C. and from Microanalysis of
Socioeconomic Systems: ~ Simulation Study, by
G. Orcutt, M. Greenberger, J. Korbel, and
A. Rivlin, Harper and Row, New York, 1961.



1.2 Approaches to Modeling Economic Systems

At the present time there are three quite
different approaches to modeling economic
systems; l) the national income approach,
2) the interindustry approach, and 3) the micro
analytic approach.

Attempts to quantitatively implement the
national income approach date back to the
pathbreak~ng work of Tinbergen in the 1930's
(for example Tinbergen, 1939). In this approach,
major sectors such as the household and business
sectors, are used as basic components. Macro
economic relationships for these components are,
estimated and tested on the basis of annualar
quarterly time series data of such variables '
as aggregate consumption and income of the
household sector. The relationships developed
have been finite difference equations of a
stochastic nature. Both recursive and simul~

taneous equation systems have been developed.
Examples of models of this general type include
those constructed by Tinbergen, 1939; Clark, 1949;
Klein, 1947, 1950; Klein and Go~dberger, 1955;
Duesenberry, Eckstein and Fromm, 1960; Smithies,
1957; and Suits, 1962, to name only a few. The
Social Science Research Council-Brookings
econometric model building effort (see Duesenberry,
Fromm, Klein, Kuh, eds., 1965) represent·a very
ambitious attempt in this general direction,
involving several hundred equations and an
industrial sector with several subsectors. The
Federal Reserve-MIT-Modigliani model is a
significant current model of this general type
which relates to the Flow-of-Funds Accounts.

The second oldest and the second most widely
utilized approach to construction of models of
the United States stems from Leontief's highly
important work (1951,.1953). Industries are
used as basic components in these models.
Emphasis is placed on the cross-sectional
structure of the economy rather than on its
dynamie features. Physical outputs of indus·
tries are assumed to be strictly proportional
to physical inputs c1assified by industry of
origin. Models of this type have been stated in
a nonprobabilistic form. Solution of such
models with as manyas one hundred industries
has been achieved by the numerical inversion of
a matrix of the same order. Richard Stone
(1966) among others has contributed substan
tially to the extension of this modeling
paradigm to social accounting.
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The newest and least developed approach to the
construction of models of socioeconomic systems
is the microanalytic approach, developed by
Orcutt (1957) and Orcutt, Greenberger, Korbel,
and Rivlin (1961). While being of the same
general statistical type as other models of
national economies, microanalytic models are,
nevertheless, the most general in terms of
their statistical structure. Each major type
of model of a national economy may include
stochastic or random elements, each may use
previous values of variables as part of what
is treated as given, and each may be expressed
as a system of equations. However, microanalytic
models are more general in that they may contain
one or more populations of microunits such as
individuals, families and firms instead of but
a single case of each kind of unit, as is true
with both Leontief-type and aggregate-type
national income modeis.

1.3 Potential Advantages of Microanalytic Models

The potential advantages arise because of the
following considerations:

l. While much of social science theory,
theorizing and research relate to the
behavior of individuals, families, and
firms we do not know how to aggregate
nonlinear rnicro-relations into macro
relations. For example, if family
saving depends on family income, wealth
and life cycle variables, then aggregate
saving will depend on the joint distri
bution of family incomes, family wealths,
and family life cycle attributes. Not
only would such a macro saving function
be difficult or impossible to specify
and estimate directly, but it would not
be used appropriately in a macromodel
without the availability of the joint
distribution of all of these micro
variables. With microanalytic modeis,
relations for microunits are used
without aggregation. Instead, outputs
of micro-relations are aggregated as
desired and without difficulty.



2. Satisfactory estimation and t~sting of
highly aggregative models cannat be
achieved because of the relatively few
macra time series observations 'avail
able for testing implications of such
models against actual developments,
and because of the limited ,possibilities
for effective use of contrals in
isolating effects of actions of interest.
Multicollinearity, autocorrelation,
feedbacks, anderrors of observation
only serve to complicate and worsen
what is already a very precarious
situation insofar as·satisfactory
testing is cancerned. The information
available for estimation and testing
can be enormously increased by appro
priate use of the data relating to
microcomponents. In addition, the
danger of inappropriately treating
different actions as equivalent, just
because they are associated with
variation of a common variable, is
reduced.

3. Models built only in terms of the
interaction of major s~ctors cannot
yield several important kinds of
predictions. For example, not only is
it important to predict how unemploy
ment or incorne would be affected by
alternative policies, but it also is
important to predict how unernployment
and incorne would be distributed among
individuals and families by various
characteristics. Such characteristics
might weIl include previous unemploy
ment, age, sex, race, and family size.

1.4 Conceptualization of a Microanalytic Model
of an Economy

For research p~rposes, for structuring and pro
gramming of a simulation system, and for con
venienee of presentation, it is important and
perhaps even essenti~l to consider an overall
model of an economy as an ensemble of inter
acting building blocks. Each type of block be
carnes a focus of research activity, and presen
tation of the overall model is facilitated by
presentation of submodels of each type of block
along with a description of the way in which
interaction between blocks is to take place.
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Alternative ways of breaking an overall model
inte blocks are possible, but some ways seem
definitely preferable. In general, the ob
jective is to select blocks in such away that
each block or type of block may be studied with
a minimum of concern about interrelationships
with other blocks.

The major building blocks are called "components".
In microanalytic models of an economy the
components represent recognizable entities met
in everyday experienceo The type of component
occupying center stage is called a decision
unit. Decision units include such components
as individuals, nuclear families, spending
units, household units, manufacturing plants,
retail establishments, banks, insurance companies,
labour unions, and local, ~tate, and federal
government units. Individuals are regarded as
imbedded within more extensive family or house
hold units. Plants and establishments are
thought of as being imbedded within geographi
cal areas such as counties or county groups.

The decision units in microanalytic models
interact with each other either directly or
indirectly through a second major type of
component called a market. The markets in a
model represent markets in the economy, and it
is through them that the third type of component
flows from decision unit to decision unit. For
brevity, components of this last type will be
referred to as "goods". But it must be noted
that such components include money, bonds,
shares of stock, deeds, mortgages, and various
other things which may be produced, held, sold,
bought, or consumed by decision units.

Variables used in the submodei of a component
but given over time from outside of the component
are referred to as "input variables for that
component". Variables that flow from or are
emitted by a component are called "output
variables of that component". Variables that
describe the state of a component are called
"status variables of that cornponent". Input,
status, and output variables may refer to
either stocks or flows, and of course all
variables appearing in a dynamie model are
dateO.



A description of any component would include a
listing of its own input~ ·status, and o~tput

variables along with those relationships which
are used in updating status variables and in
generating output vari~blei~ .~he behavioral
relationships used to generate values of the
updated status variables and of the outp~t

variables, given the predetermined status
variables and the input variables, ~aie called
"operating characteristics of that component".
Other relations of a definitional·or tauto
logical character may be used as convenienee
dietates.

Finally, any variables lised by an operating
characteristic may be referred to as an "input
of that operating charactertistic" and any
variable determined by an operating character
istic may be referred to as an "output of that
operating characteristic".

Let us now consider interactions between
decision units. Some outputs of operating
characteristics are end products and only
require aggregation. Most outputs of operating
characteristics, however, update status vari
ables, and are directly used as inputs inta
other operating characteristics of the same
component, and/or are outputs of the component.
As will be recalled, the second major class of
cernponents in microanalytic models are markets,
and the specific function of these components
is to transmit the outputs of decision units
and to distribute them as inputs to other
decisian units.

The information received by potential buyers is
used as inputs into their operating charac
teristics, and in same cases orders to buy are
the resulting outputs. These orders enter as
inputs inte the appropriate markets. Operating
characteristics of each market summarize and
classify the orders by region of origin, price
accepted, etc. Other operating characteristics
of the market then use this sumrnarized inform
ation about orders, along with information
about each potential seller considered in turn,
to distribute the orders among potential sellers.
Decision units respond to the orders which they
receive as inputs and generate various outputs,
among which in due course will usually be
deliveries. These deliveries show up as inputs
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inta an appropriate market, are transmitted and
distributed by the market, appear as outputs of
the market and as inputs into the appropriate
decisian units, These decision units then make
payments or promises to pay which are again
distributed through the market to the appro
priate sellers.

Figure l illustrates how decision units such
as persons might be conceptualized as imbedded
in a more extensive decision unit such as a
family. Figure 2 shows how the outputs of an
entire set of N decision units may be visualized
as transmitted and distributed by the M markets.
The outputs of the decision units become inputs
into the markets. After being surnmarized and
distributed they appear as outputs of the rnarkets.
These market outputs then become inputs into
the decision units again.

1.5 Probabilistic Operating Characteristics

Selection of a probabilistic approach to pre
dicting the behavior of rnicrocomponents does
not reflect any particular philosophical
position about the nature of causation or about
the meaning or existence of free will. The
problem is how to represent available under
standing about the behavior of micro-components.
No matter how many variables are'taken into
account in predicting the behavior of persons
or other micro-components, a variety of actual
behavior always occurs even for identical
values of all input variables. What shall be
done about unexplained variation which must
be expected? A deterministic operating charac
teristic merely ignores it and at best yields
something like an expected or average value
for the output. A probabilistic operating
characteristic goes a little further and states
what is thought to be known about how, in a
large number of trials, observed behavior will
be distributed around the predicted average
behavior. This provides a fuller prediction
and of ten a much more useful and meaningful
one. This is particularly the case when what
we are really trying to prediet are distri
butions of the behavior of micro-components.
But even when the behavior to be predicted
relates only to individuals or small numbers,
it is still true that probabilistic operating
characteristics are rnore appropriate because
they give some reflection and treatrnent of
real uncertainty.
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1.6 Treatment of Joint Outputs

In various p1aces we have extolled the merits
of recursiveness in system modeling. ··Neverthe
less; introspection and personal observation
~t~on~ly ~u~gest that, even with microanalytic
models 'operated on a month1y basis, it still is
desirable to consiqer some variables as jointly
determined. Thus it may seern reasonable to
build models in which micro-components such as
.i;pdividuals, families, and firms' respond only
with~a lag to output behavior of other components.
However, when we come to different" aspects of
the same cornponent's behavior, it no longer
seemf? reasonable to do so. Tl1us,'" if a family
b-q,y's ,'a house during'a period; it is 'also likely

.~- t~ incur mortgage debt during that period.

re may be that one family would first: consider
wliether: or ncYt to buy a house and then how rnuch

'mortg?ge' debt to incur. But another family, or
the same' f'am1"ly' at a different time,' 'niight '.
easily rollow a'different sequence' in arriving
at a deqisio~ to purchase a ho~se and to ~ncur

mortgag'e d$bt.· Thus even" in theease of an'
individual'fu~cro~component,and everi using
short time periods, 'it may happen that same
outputs are truly jointly determined or that it
is more practical and fully satisfactory to
treat them as jointly determined.

Faced with a situation in which a set of output
variables o_f a component' '~r~ to be rega"rded as
jointly determined, how should one proceed? The
most familiar procedure wou1d be to treat this
situation as similar to the ope ,which received
so much, attehtion from econom~tricians ·during
the 194~~s and 1950's.

The economic system is treated as composed of a
re1atively small number of major components
such'as ,the household sector,' the'government
sector, or' the firm sector. The behavior or
output bf eäch sector is .viewed' as determined
by one or more'equations, each containing ~~

error term which iS treated as a rando~ vari~

able of some kind. The set of equations used to
generate or prediet the behavior of the components
of the model are terrned structural equations.
These equat}orts:~re distinguished by the fact
that several cu~rent endogenous variables may
appear in eaqhequation and :the expect~d'yalues

for endogenous variables may be found only by
solution of the set of simultaneous equations.



If the set of structural equations could be
regarded as invariant over time, and if the
exogenous variables and the variance-covariance
matrix'of the error terms could be regarded ~s

invariant over time, then a much simpler proce-
dure would be to regard the simultaneous set
of equations as solved and to treat each endo
genous variable as a function of exogenous
variables and lagged endogenous variables.
This procedure is not regarded as appropriate
precisely because the anticipated use of the
model includes predictions of what will' happen
if the government alters one or more of the
structural equations or alters one or more of
the endogenous variables in the model. For
successful prediction of what will happen if
the government controls total demand of a
product, it is necessary to have the structural
supply function. Some unknown mixture of the
supply and demand functions will not do.

Now it may be that situations calling for
simultaneous equation estimatian procedures
will arise in the construction of microanalytic
models. Nevertheless, it is important to recog
nize that, while we may have to deal with joint
outputs, the situation is drastically altered
by the fact that in the typical case these will
be joint outputs of micro-components taken in
dividually. Typically, in this situation, it
would seem reasonable to assume that the range
of contempIated governmental actions would ~ot

actually alter the interna l structure of
micro-components. If the interna l structure
of micro-components cbuld be regarded as rela
tively invariant over the range of contemplated
actions, the following statement of the problem
would be appropriate.

Given a set of simultaneously determined output
variables, Xl' ... , XK ' the values of these K

variables may be regarded as specifying a point
in a K-dimensio~al output space. The multivariate
probability distribution over the output space
of such points is regarded as conditional on
input variables of the operating characteristics
used in specifying them but as otherwise in
variant with respect to intended uses of the
overall model. Treatment variables, if any, are
included among the input variables.
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1.7 MAM a MicroAnalytic Model

The microanalytic model briefly described in
this section is one which has been implemented
using MASS, the microanalytic simulation system
described in Section 3 of this-paper. BasIcally
MAM is the DYNASIM model with minor modifi
cations and a few additions. (For a description
of the development, specification, and several
uses of the Urban Institute DYNASIM model see
Orcutt et al, 1976.)

MAM is a yearly probabilistic microanalytic
model of the United States. The variables on
which MAM can operate refer to either one of
two types of units -- families, and persons who
are members of families. Each individualar
family unit is characterized by a set of
attributes, such as age, marital status, income
level, educational attainment, and so forth.

For each family or individual we are interested
in the conditionaI joint distribution of a set
of variables.

(l) G(X1,t,X2,t""'XU,tIX~-1,Zt)
~

where Xt - l is the vector of variables (Xlt,X2t, ... ,Xut)

lagged one or more periods and Zt is a vector of

exogenous variables. This joint probability dis
tribution, G, can be written as a product of
conditional probability distributions

'. U ~ ~
(2) G = n g (X t\X t,Xt-l,Zt)

u=l u u, . u,

~

where Xu,t = (Xl,tX2,t' ... 'Xu-l,t) · To be more

explicit, the gu functions appear as



Each gu function is thus the conditionai pro
bability density function of a single variable
and is a function of the value of that variable
and of the variables on which the density. is
conditional. Equations slich as these in MAM are
used as operating characteristics./These oper
ating characteristics specify for each entity,
given its previous state and the new influences
operating on it, the probabilities or probability
density functions that a particular variable
equals same values.

In addition to the family/person micromodel
just described, MAM includes a marriage union
model and a macromodel. The marriage union
model determines the probability that a male
and a female who wish to get married marry eaeh
other. In addition, the marriage union model
determines the characteristics of a new family
formed by marriage given that persons are
getting married, and given their charaeter
istics.

The macromodel is an auxiliary model of the
macroeconomy operating in eonjunction with the
micromodel. The inclusion of such a model
permits maeroeconomic conditions to be inputs
in the operating characteristies sueh as elements
of Z in equation 3. It also allows an examin
ation of the impaet of behavior at the micro
levelon the macroeeonomy. The maeromodel
determines the GNP, gross private domestic
investment, the unemployment rate, and the
priee level given total family ineome, total
family transfer ineome, 'total labour force
hours, total hours worked, and population from
the mieromodel. The mieromodel in turn deter
mines the probability distribution for eaeh
individualar family of sueh variables as wage
ineome, transfer ineome, wealth ineome, hours
in the labour force and hours worked given the
variables determined by the maeromodel.

Figure 3 sehematically describes the family/person
mieromodel. Listed along the lefthand side are
the operating characteristies and the variables
whose values they determine in the MASS im
plementation of MAM. Aeross the top are all the
variables which are inputs to the operating
eharaeteristies. By reading aeross the row for
an operating eharaeteristie, the reader ean see
whieh variables are used as inputs to that
operating eharacteristi~$~
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Figure 3. An Overview of the Family!Person Model
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Below we present a brief description of each
operating characteristic in the order in which
they are applied.

INCAGE determines the ~ge for each individual
and for each family det~rmines the age
of the youngest person in the family
and whether there is a child under six
years old in the -family.,

BIRTH determines the probability that each
individual gives birth. It also deter
mines the probability distribution of
the nurnber of children born, the sex
of the children and the characteristics
of the childrert~conditionalup9n the~e

being a birth.

DEATH determines the probability'that a
person dies.

DISAB determines the probability that a
persori is disabled.

EDUCATE determines the probability that a
person has attained a particular
education level.

WAGE deterrnines the probability density
function of a person 1 s wage rate.

PART determines theprobability that a
person'is in the labour force.

HOURS determines the probability density
function for the number of hours
during the year a person is in the
labour force.

HRSEARN determines the probability density
function for the fraction of labour
force hours a person is unemployed.
Given this unemployment fraction
HRSEARN also determines an individual's
earnings and total family earnings.

MARRIAGE determines the probability that an in
dividual wishes to be married.

135

LEAVE deterrnines the probability the persons
leave horne for reasons other than
marriage or divorce.
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TRANSF deterrnines the probability that a
family receives AFDC incorne~ food,
stamps, pension incorne, and social
security incorne. TRANSF also deter
rnines the amount of such transfers
given that a family receives transfer
incorne.

FAMINC deterrnines the probability density
function for a farnily's incorne from
its assets. FAMINC also deterrnines
total family income given its components.

HOME deterrnines the probability that a
family owns a horne. Given that a
family does or does not own a horne,
HOME also determines the value of the
horne and rent for the horne.

TAXES determines the annual tax bill of a
family.

WEALTH deterrnines the probability density
function for a family's level of
consurnption. Given a consurnption
level, WEALTH also determines the
farnily's wealth.

DIVORCE deterrnines the probability that a
rnarried couple gets divoreed.

MOVE deterrnines the probability that a
family will change its place of
residence.
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2. SOLUTION OF MICRDANALYTIC MODELS

'Solution of a model consists of deriving implications
from or with it. Although there are a wide variety
of ways of solving a model, it seems convenient to
group them into three broad classes, l) the analytic
approach, 2) the transitional matrix approach, and
3) the simulation approach. Each of these will be
discussed in turn, but first let us consider
alternative ways of representing the initial and
subsequent stages of a population of entities.
This is important to do since it turns out that
the choice of representational mode ties in
closely with the choice of solution method.

2.1 Representing t~e State of a Population

There are three widely used methods of representing
information about the status or state of a set of
entities such as families and their members. They
are:

a. Use of an analytically specified multi
variate distribution such as the multi
variate normal or log-normal distributions.

b. Use of a cell frequency representation
achieved by specification of cross
classification categories or cells into
which entities may be elassified along
with the nurnber or proportion of entities
in eaeh cell.

e. Fulllisting of attribute values for each
entity.

Eaeh of the above methods of deseribing the initial
or subsequent states of a population of entities
sueh as families and their members eould be used
in solving or using mieroanalytie models of
socioeconomic systems. They differ, however, with
respect to the precision with which detailed
information is represented, the eost effectiveness
and feasibility of representing the states of
entities described by more than a very small
number of attributes, and the flexibility and
adaptability which they offer in use.
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A major drawback associated with both analytically
specified distributions and cell frequency
representations is that when used for real popu-

, lations they may introduce substantial amounts
of degradatian of available information. A second
difficulty in this connection is that quanti
fication and evaluation of introduced approximations
may be extrernely difficult even if possible. For
small and modest sized sets of entities, full
listing of attribute values for all members of
such sets is the ideal approach unless questions
of computational cost are of overriding concern.
Fortunately, given the computer developments which
have taken place, the cost of handling fulllisting
of attributes for all members of a set of entities
has become quite manageable even with fairly large
sets with many attributes per entity.

There may be no necessary connection between the
approach used to solve a model and the mode used
in representation of initial and subsequent
states of the set of entities being modeled. In
practice, however, it does turn out that: the
analytically specified multivariate distribution
mode is used when an analytic approach is used in
model solution; the cell frequency mode of
representation is used with the transitional
matrix approach to solution; and the fulllisting
mode is used with the simulation approach to
solution. Now let us consider alternative
approaches to model solution and some of their
advantages and disadvantages.

2.2 The Analytic Approach

In the analytic approach an attempt is made to
deduce a relationship for each endogenous or
output variable of a model that will express it
explicitlyas a function of initial conditions
and exogenous or input variables of the model.
The set of suah relationships is the general
solution of the model. Specific solutions of a
model are obtained by evaluating these functions
for specific sets of endogenous variables for
specific time periods, and for given values of
initial conditions and exogenous variables.



When feasible, the analytic approach has much to
commend it and is usually preferred by mathema
ticiåns. However, this approach has not been
successfully applied to social systern models of
moderate complexity and realism. Either it has
proved impossible to deduce general solutions,
or solutions ·deduced in a formal way are too
complicated to understand or even to use as a
basis for calculating specific numerical solutions,
or unacceptable simplifying assumptions have been
introduced to make solution possible.

In some cases in which a full analytic solution
cannot be obtained, researchers lower their
objectives and instead seek to analytically
determine the dependence of expected or mean
values of dependent variables on initial
conditions and exogenous variables. Conditionai
probability functions are replaced by conditionaI
expected value functibns, and expected values of
endogerious variables are sought instead of their
probability distributions.

For some.purposes approximation of probability
distributions by their means is a sensible idea
for arriving at a first approximation. And, if
expected values of endogenous variables are all
that are needed, then it may be ideal for single
period prediction. The major practical difficulty
with this approach is that for many purposes
policy 'interest centers on distributional questions
as weIl as on mean value questions. A potential
user of a model will be upset to discover that,
while he or she may have started with a model
which was potentially capable of predicting the
effect of policy on income distribution, the
capability was lost in solving the model by
replacement of distributions by rnean values.

2.3 Transitionai Matrix Approach

A numerical approach, which has been used
effectively in obtaining specific solutions for
some models, is the transitional matrix approach.
It has been used by demographers, among others,
and is the computational technique used by the
United States Bureau of the Census in making
population projections.
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A transitionaI matrix is a rectangular array of
transitionaI probabilities which, when multiplied
by a vector (a one dimensional array) of
frequencies representing the state of population
at a point in time, yields the vector of fre
quencies specifying the state of the population
one period later. There would be one transitionaI
probability for each combination of initial and
final values of the variables by which components
are classified.

The following diagram may help in seeing how this
technique might be used to update the state of
the model population from t to t+l. X is the
single variable. The P .. are the transitionaI

1J
probabilities. ml,t is the number of components

at time t that have the first of the three values
of Xt . ml,t+l is the number of components at time

t+l that have the first of the three values of
Xt +l · ml,t+l is the sum of products, Pllml,t+P2Im2,t

+P 31ffi 3 ,t' and similarly for m2 ,t+1 and m3 ,t+l. The

state of the model population at time t+l is thus
obtained as the product ofa vector of frequencies
times a matrix of transitionai probabilities.

Matrix o~ rransitional Probabilities

Xt
F(X

t
) Xt+l=l Xt +1=2 Xt +1=3

l ml,t PlI P12
Pl3

2 m2 ,t P
21 P

22 P23

3 m3 ,t P
31

P
32

P
33

m1,t+l m2 ,t+1 m3 ,t+l f(Xt +1 )



With restricted models the transitionai matrix
approach may be an attractive approach to their
solution and use. In the first place, it is
easily specified in terms of, repetitions of simple
matrix operations. Secondly, if the number of
components is very large relative to the number
of cells into which components are classified,
this technique groups components to minimize
computation costs. The difficulty which prevents
this method of solution from being satisfactory
for solution of large-scale, socioeconomic,
microanalytic models arises because the number of
cells essential for a suitable specification of
the state of a population of decision units
would be many times larger than the number of
decision units in the United States economy.

The transitionai matrix technique seems attractive
because it appears to avoid unnecessary repetition
of calculations by grouping those components
which are to be similarly treated. However, this
grouping and regrouping becomes less and less
attractive as the number of groups into which a
population must be classified becomes large
relative to the size·of the population.

Even an extremely modest microanalytic model of
the economy would involve substantially more
than ten endogenous variables per family since
even specifying ages and educational levels would
take two variables for each family member. And,
even if only ten values were permitted for each
variable; the number of cells needed to classify
families without loss of information would be
1010 or ten billion. The full matrix of transitional
probabilities would then have ten billion squared
elements! No doubt, if one were determined to use
the transitional matrix technique, one would look
for methods of avoiding the handling of empty
cells and the calculation of transitionai
probabilities which would apply only to empty
cells. Of course, any notion of direct estimation
of each transitional probability from any
conceivable body of data no matter how large
would have to be abandoned. The computational
problem would be increased by the fact that while
most of the cells would be empty at any point of
time, it would not be the same set which would
be empty in successive time periods. Even if one
were able, without great cost, to reduce the
number of cells used at a point in time to
one-millionth of ten billion, one would still
have ten thousand cell frequencies and the matrix
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of transitionaI probabilities would have one
hundred million elements. Since current micro
analytic attempts to model the economy involve
several times as many variables per family as
used in the above example, and since one-digit
specification of variables would be highly
unsatisfactory, it seems clear that the transitional
matrix technique will not provide a satisfactory
technique for solution of microanalytic models
involving any serious attempt at realism. It
seems equally clear that explicit estimation and
testing of hypotheses relating to individual
transition probabilities would not be a very
attractive general approach to microanalytic
modeling of social systems.

2.4 The Simulation Approach

Simulation, a general approach to the study and
use of models, furnishes an alternative approach
to that offered by conventional mathematical
techniques. In using conventional mathematical
techniques to solve a model the objective is to
determine, deductively and with generality, the
way in which the mode1 relates endogenous
variables to initial conditions and time paths
of exogenous variables. l By contrast in any
single simulation run the solution obtained is
highly specific and consists of on1y a single
set of time paths. of endogenous variables. To
determine how behavior of the endogenous variables
is more genera1ly dependent on initial conditions,
parameters, and exogenous variables may require
many simulation runs; and even then induction
from specific results to general solutions will
be required.

An individua1 simulation run may be thought of
as an experiment performed upon a model. A given
experiment involves operating a model af ter first
completely specifying a set of initial conditions
appropriate to the model, a set of va1ues of the
parameters used in specifying relations contained

l There are many areas in which simulation is of
importance to social scientists and to policy
makers and the interested reader is referred
to such useful starting points as provided by
Adelman (1968), Clarkson and Simon (l960) ,
Guetzkow (1962), Orcutt (1960), Shubik (1960a,
196Gb) .
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in the model, and the time paths of those variables
used in the mode~ and treated as exogenous.
Additional experiments would involve operating
the model after respecifying the initial conditions,
the parameters, and/or the exogenous variables. The
problem of inferring general relationships from
specific results obtained in individual experiments
performed on a model is the same as that of inferring
general relationships from specific experimental
results in the inductive sciences. The scientist
studying natural phenomena has no alternative. In
principle the research worker, studying or using
a model, could conceivably use a purely deductive
approach, but with many modeis, this alternative has
not proved feasible with known mathematical methods.

The simulation approach does permit, in principle
at least, the solution of microanalytic models of
economic systerns. However, two methodological
difficulties must be dealt with.

2.5 Monte-Carlo Simulation

The first is that the operating characteristics
of the microanalytic.models we wish to develop do
not produce events suah as death, but rather the
probabilities of such events. For. purposes of
within period tabulations, having the probability
of each event for each microunit is ideal .. However,
it is not a substitute for updating the initial
population so that it may be used as an initial
population for the following year's simulation.
This need is met by use, along with simulation,
of what is widely known as the Monte Carlo
technique. For example, the occurrence of death
is determined, in effect, by arandom draw from
a container of black and white balls containing
the same proportion of black balls as the
predicted probability of death. If a black ball
is drawn, as it were, the person is simulated to
die. In actual practice this is done by assigning
death if the predicted probability of death is
greater than arandom number drawn from a uniform
distribution running from zero through one. A
similar procedure is used with other predicted
probabilities. This method of dealing with
probabilities is an unsophisticated yet powerful
method which has come inta wide use as a result
of the development of the modern computer. This
method capitalizes on two facts: first, it is
possible to empirically approximate a multivariate

10
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, probability distribution as closely as desired
on the basis of an adequate number of random
drawings from the distribution; secondly, it
is frequently a great deal easier to obtain
random drawings from a distribution than it is
to analytically deduce the form of the distribution.

The following very simple exarnple may be of help
in seeing the potentialities of the Monte Carlo
method in solving microanalytic-type modeIs.

~xample

Suppose that the density function, or some moment
of the density function, of x/y is desired. Let
this density function be denoted by: g(x/y).
Also, let the following two single variate
density funetions be known:

fl (x) and f 2 (y/x).

By the usual rules relating to density funetions
it is obvious that the joint density function
of x and y may be expressed as the produet of
these two density funetions. Thus,

f(x,y)=f
l

(x) .f
2

(y/x).

A 'Monte Carlo proeedure for obtaining an empirieal
approximation of g(x/y) would be as follows:

l. Draw random samples of x from the
distribution specified by fl(x).

2. Use eaeh such sample x to obtain arandom
drawing of y from the conditionaI
distribution speeified by f

2
(y/x).

3. Eaeh x and associated y obtained in this
way will be the coordinates of a point
drawn at random from the bivariate
distribution speeified by f(x,y).

4. For eaeh point drawn from the bivariate
distribution, calculat~ the ratio x/y.

5. Form a relative frequency distribution
of values of x/y and use it as an
empirieally derived approximation of
g(x/y). The approximation may be made
as elose as desired, in a statistieal
sense, by use of a sufficiently large
number of random drawings.
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2."6 Sample Representation

The second rernaining diffic,ul ty to be deal t
with is that we wish to simulate the behavior of
very large populations composed of entities
characterized by many attributes. But as a
practical matter how can the state of a
population be specified or updated if it involves,
say, ten or more variables for each of, say,
200 million components?

The solution is as simple as it is obvious. Any
current or updated population may be represented
by a random sample drawn from it. Means,
variance, covariance, and other functions of
the sample will be estimates of the corresponding
functions of the population sampled. Fortunately,
sampling variability of probability samples is
a weIl understood function of sample size and
has almost nothing to do with population size.
Sample sizes of 10,000 or more families can be
handled easily with modern computing equipment
and are large enough to provide fully satisfactory
accuracy of population representation for a
very large variety of applications. In addition
full accuracy of representation at the individual
microunit level is retained.

2.7' Output Possibilities

In microanalytic simulation, as in the' Ruggles & Ruggles
(1973) approach to national accounting, samples of
microunits are conceived of as representing
corresponding populations. One convenience of this
in national accounting is that any possible
aggregation or tabulation of the microdata can
be done on request at low or moderate east. This
is not generally feasible with a cell frequency
approach to representation of a multivariate
population since, as pointed out in discussing
the transitional matrix approach to solution, even
a ten-way, single-digit classification scheme would
require ten billion cells if loss of flexibility
and information is to be avoided.

Projections. In MASS the population of families
and component individuals is represented at every
stage in a simulation by a probability sample
which can be made available to users on request
for any analysis and tabulation which could be
made of a corresponding sample of a real population
of families and component individuals. Since a
microanalytic simulation uses abehavioral model
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which advances a sample representation of a popu
lation in time, future states of a population can
be projected by carrying out a simulation. Thus,
it is possible to analyze, tabulate, or otherwise
aggregate th~ sample representation of a projected
population in any way which was feasible with the
initial sample of an actual population.

Microunit Histories. A second possibility, which
is distinct, but follows closely on the first, also
emerges. A microanalytic model, such as ours, can
be used to advance an initial sample based on, say,
the 1960 Census Public Use Sample, year by year
until the present. Time series outputs can be com
pared with available national accounts time series,
and cross-sectional outputs can be compared with
sample and census data over the years since 1960.
The model can then be aligned so as to yield results
in agreement with actual developments, the actual
initial state of the real population in 1960, and
what is known about accounting and behavioral re
lations. When this has been achieved, running the
aligned modelover the historical period since 1960
would yield a pieced together microunit data bank
of a historical period in terms of time paths of a
sample of microunits.

This way of merging and molding rnany disparate
bodies of data and of available understanding could
be regarded as yielding an augmented census-type
public use sample of individuals and families for
each year starting with 1960 up to the present. Such
generated samples could be used in ways similar to
the ways actual public use samples are used. The
advantages would lie (l) in having such samples
for years not otherwise possible, (2) in having
samples for successive years actually linked between
years at the individual and family level, which may
be desired for considering tax averaging schemes,
for example, and (3) in having a richer description
of microunits than is possible on the basis of any
single survey. Inclusion of wealth and portfolio
attributes along with income and demographic attri
butes would have obvious advantages for exploring
the burden at th~ family and individuallevei of
different approaches to taxation.
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Policy Experiments. A third class of output capa
bilities which is- inherent in our microanalytic
simulation approach is that of carrying out policy
experimentatian by altering the time paths of input
variables of the model or by altering the parameters
or other specifications of the model. Tax laws,
social security laws, or income rnaintenance arrange
ments might then be si~ulated - both with and without
changes tha~ are being considered - so that the likely
consequences of proposed policy changes could be
estimated.

Sensitivity Experiments. The capability of predicting
implications of policy changes also means that sensi
tivity studies can be made of the dependencies of
simulation outputs on parameter specification. Results
from such studies can help guide subsequent behavioral
research studies in fruitful directions by showing
where improved precision in estimation would really
matter.

2.8 Holding Monte-Carlo Variation Constant
in Experiments

For a number of reasons, it is desirable in policy
experiments to control the Monte Carlo variability
of the microanalytic simulation. The variability
results from the use of pseudo-random numbers to
decide which events are simulated to occur and which
are not. We use a technique of dispensing random
numbers which causes the same decisions to be made
with the same' random numbers from run to run. This
procedure yields three related but distinct advan
tages.

The most important advantage is the separation of
the Monte Carlo variability of the simulation from
the effects of a treatment or experiment. This allows
the social scientist to approximate the method used
by a physical scientist, whose experiments consist
of a control group and a treatment group. The only
difference between the two groups is the fact of the
treatment. The environments, including the random
numbers, are the same for both groups. Our technique
means that an observed change between a control run
and an experiment run can be attributed to the effect
of the treatment with more certainty.
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A second advantage is that alignment. of the model
with historical data is easier and more precise.
With Monte Carlo variation controlled from run to
run on identical populations, a changed probability
for an event such as a marriage or death will reduce
the number of occurrences of that event proportion
ally. Thus, if we find that the model simulates too
many births in a particular year, we can reduce the
birth probabilities by the proper percentages to
align the model as closely as desired to historical
marginal distributions or cross-tabulations.

The third advantage of the method is that it perrnits
smaller sample sizes. Since the total Monte Carlo
variation declines with increasing sample size, we
might normally desire to run with as large a sample
as possible. But when we are looking at differences
between control and treatment runs, the Monte Carlo
variability will be replicated in the two runs. l

l In mathematical terms, we have taken two pre
viously uncorrelated random variables (the control
run determination being X and the experimental value
being Y), and correlated them by using the same ran
dom numbers to make the stochastic decisions. For
uncorrelated X and Y, the variance of the difference
is the sum of the variances:

Var (X-Y) is given by Var(X) + Var (Y)

For correlated random variables, however, the vari
ance of the difference is the sum of the variance
minus the covariance:

Var (X-y) is given by Var(X) + Var (Y) - Cov(X,Y)

The covariance of X and Y is almost equal to the sum
of the variances because the random numbers used to
determine X and Y are the same. (It is not quite
equal because a treatment might result in different
people dying or being born, but that effect is small
for most treatments.)

For an excellent review of the literature and a
discussion of random number assignment in simulation
and distribution sampling experiments see Schruben
and Margolin (1976). The two simulation variance
reduction techniques which they find to be very
helpful and which they focus on are the use of common
pseudo-random numbers, and the use of antithetic
pseudo-random numbers for different experimental
points. Our procedure seems to be an example of the
first of these. The second could easily be used if
desired.
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'The random number technique described above may be
implemented by giving each population member (person,
family, and interview unit) arandom number strearn
of its own. Random nurnbers are taken from this strearn
at the same rate whether or not events are simulated
to occur. The stream is defined by a kernel or seed
that is used to gener~te subsequent random numbers.
When an operating characteristic requires one or
more random numbers, it uses the current value of
the appropriate seed to generate them and then stores
the seed associated with the last random number drawn
as an attribute of the population entity for use by
the next operating characteristic.

2.9 Solving MAM

It is now easy to see howamodeI such as MAM can be
solved. First a sample population for year t is ob
tained. The operating characteristics are then ,applied
to the families and individuals of the sample to ob
tain the probabilities of events. These probabilities
are compared to random numbers, and if the probability
is greater than the random number drawn the event is
simulated to occur. In this way, a sample population
for year t+l is obtained and the process can be iter
ated.

In addition, the marriage union model and the macro
model can interact with the operating characteristics
of the micro model through common data bases. For
example, the aggregate unemployment rate can affect
the probability of a person's being unemployed, as
calculated by ~n operating characteristic.

The relationship of these models and the data is
schematically shown in Figure 4. MASS, a microanalytic
simulation for the computer execution of microanalytic
models is described in the next section.
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Figure 4. Relation of Major Program Sectors to

Updating of Micro and Macro Data Files
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3. MASS - A MICROANALYTIC SIMULATION SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction

MASS (MicroAnalytic Simulation System) is a set
of computer programs designed to execute micro
analytic models. In particular, MASS can execute
MAM, a version of DYNASIM which is a microanalytic
model developed at the Urban Institute and de
scribed by Orcutt et al.

MASS has several attractive features.

Low east of execution. A ten year
simulation of the eomplete MAM model,
with an initial population of about ten
thousand persons costs under one hundred
dollars. Indeed, if smaller populations
and a subset of the model are used, MASS
is inexpensive enough to be used for
student exercises .

• Ease of modifieation. MASS was designed
with the idea that most researchers will
want to modify or expand it. Sueh
modification is both simple to conceive,
and inexpensive to program.

o Mödular organization. MASS is highly
modular. Program modules can be added
or deleted with little need for modifi
cation of other modules. The user need
only run those modules he wants, and
need not pay added execution and storage
eosts for those modules he does not use.

G. Orcutt et al., Policy Explorations through
Microanalytic Simulation (Washington, D.C.: The
Urban Institute, 1976). Blit MASS is a general
systern, and with some modification can support
models other than MAM as weIl.

The initial simulation system developed to
execute DYNASIM is a powerful but eostly system
named MASH. It is described in George Sadowsky,
MASH: ~ Computer Systern for Microanalytic
Simulation for PoliSZ Exploration (Washington,
D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1977).



e Simplicity. Although by necessity a
moderately long program, each MASS module
is short and simple. No convoluted
programming "tricks" are used and the
precepts of good structured programming
are followed throughout. Aided by the
documentation provided, a programrner
should be able to read and understand
MASS's inner workings.

o Standard language. MASS is written solely
ih PL/I. There is no need to learn any
new language peculiar to MASS.

o Portability. MASS can be run on any
IBM 360/370 computer which has the PL/I
optimizing'compiler and about 300K of
memory available .

• Interaction with other modeIs. MASS not
only executes a microanalytic model, but
can also couple this micro model with
models at a higher level of aggregation.
DYNASIM's macro model is one example of
such an interaction between a macro model
and the microanalytic model.

e Simultaneous use of different bodies of
data. By having available in care different
bodies of data, all these data can be
used simultaneously. For example, data
on health statistics organized on the
country level can be brought to bear on
data from the Census Public Use Sample
for individuals from the same county.

The basic idea of executing a microanalytic simu
lation is simple. Each micro unit in a population
(e.g., a family, an individual, a firm, a neighbor
hood) is sequentially read into memory. The
variables pertaining to the micro unit are then
updated by_the application of various modules. A
new population has thus been created after all the
micro units have been processed. This new popu
lation can then serve as an input for the next
year's simulation. In addition to the model
incorporated in the operating characteristics,
MASS implements two other modeIs. The marriage
union model is executed at the end of a year's
simulation (af ter the operating characteristics
have been applied to all individuals) to form new
families from individuals who were selected to be
married. The macro model, also executed at the
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end of the year's simulation, imputes values to
such variables as aggregate unemployment and the
price level based on statistics gathered at the
micro level during the course of the simulation.

3.2 Care Environment

The interface between the operating characteristics,
and between the micro model and other modeIs, is
performed by the storage of variables in care.

The updating of variables by operating character
istics is also performed in care. This makes an
understanding of the core environment essentiaI for
comprehension of how MASS works, and of how MASS
can be extended. Each core area described here is
illustrated in Figure 5.

The MACRO TIME SERIES area of care stores historical
and generated macro time series data required by
the OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC modules and by the
MACROMODEL module. MACRO TIME SERIES data for the
current year and for two past years are present
in core. At the end of each pass, data are brought
into and taken out of core to maintain the
appropriate values.

Parameters used by operating characteristics are
stored in the OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS.

User contral variables, which permit the user to
adjust the probabilities associated with operating
characteristics, are allocated an area of care
entitled ADJUSTMENT FACTORS in Figure 5.

Records of females and males to be married at
the end of the year are stored in AMARRY. CHILD
is a separate list of children whose parents are
to be married.

Other areas of core store new and old attribute
data for a family and its members. The data
belonging to a family are read from the input
file into the OLD core storage area. The data
are then copied into the NEW area of care.

When operating cparacteristics are applied to a
family, the data in the OLD area are not changed.
Updated values of variables are entered in the
NEW area. Thus, any operating characteristic can
refer to data in either the OLD or NEW areas.
At any point in the simulation, the values in the
NEW area depend on which operating characteristics
have been previously applied to the family.
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If any splits occur in the family (for example
divorce, or a child leaving home) , the fragments
of the family are written sequentially into PRE.
Data for the original family are left intact in
the OLD and NEW areas. SPLITID (a substructure
of OC) and CASPLIT are used in implementing splits.

Af ter the family is processed, the PRE or NEW
structure, whichever is applicable, is written
out on tape.

The OLD, NEW and PRE areas are PL/I structures.

The number of individuals per family stored in
core is limited to 10. This limitation is un
important in practice, because it is rarely
exceeded.

OC stores variables generated by the operating
characteristicso These variables are temporary
ones and are not written out on the output filea

3.3 Area Specific Data and Macro Time Series

Researchers may find it useful to run models other
than a microanalytic one in interaction with the
person and family data generated by the micromodel.
MASS in fact does this in the case of the macro
model. The macromodel and the micromodel interact
through the availability in care of data generated
by one model while the other model is being
executed.

The same approach can be used with a county-SMSA
state model. During the execution of the micro
model, area specific data can be made available
which serve as inputs to the micromodel. Similarly,
summary statistics generated by the micromodel
can be used as inputs to the county-SMSA-state
model.

Figure 6 schematically shows this arrangement.
At any one time only one model can be executed.
But this model can interact with the other models
by data links. (Nate that in the present version
of MASS there is no county-SMSA-state model) .
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Figure 6. Gross Features of Care Memory Structure
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3.4 User Modification of MASS

Program Control

MASS is unadorned, almost to the point of being
primitive. An unskilled user cannot operate MASS
without the assistance of a programmer.

ControI of MASS execution rests with simple controI
moduleso The specification of a simulation run
consists of the user writing some control modules
(in the programming language PL/I) , compiling
(translating the program written in PL/I into
machine language) , and link editing with other
modules (resolving the cross references between
modules) . For example, to specify the order in
which operating characteristics are to be applied
the user writes an appropriate EXECUTIVE MICRO
EQUATIONS module.

MASS runs only under batch and does not at present
support interactive use. Therefore, a user oriented
command language, al10wing contra l specification
during execution of the simulation, is not provided.
At a later date, however, these features could
be introduced with little modification of the
bulk of MASS.

The provision of a user oriented command language
could make use of MASS more convenient in some
cases. But, there are some advantages to our
system.

l. Ease of development. The implementation
of an elaborate command structure can
be an expensive and time consurning
process.

2. Flexibility. By having the user write
his own command routines, MASS does not
limit the user to any predetermined
command types nor to those types of
changes that we could have thought of.
MASS permits the simple introduction of
new operating characteristics, almost
unIimited reordering of these operating
characteristics, and easy implementation
of interaction between subroutines.
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This approach means that a programrner is needed
to install or modify MASS. Such a programmer should
know PL/I and Job Control Language. This knowledge
need not be at the systems programrner level, but
it should be above the level of an introductory
computer course. Because we were aware that changes
will be made in the program, MASS was written to
allow modification in a simple and error-free way.
The Programmer's Reference Manual discusses in
detail how modifications and extensions can be made.

Modularity

MASS is highly modular. Indeed, rathe~ than viewing
MASS as one massive program, it should be seen as
a collection of modules. The modules are relatively
independent of each otHer, so that modules can be
added, deleted or rnodified with ease.

The advantage of modular programming are weIl known
and will only be reviewed briefly.

l. Efficiency and Flexibility. A simulation
run uses only those subroutines it
actually needs. By proper link-editing
and loading of the modules into core, no
core storage is wasted on subroutines
that are not called during the simulation.

Modularity. permits the user to substitute
a module of his own making for one which
he finds' less satisfactory, while still
employing the other modules 'of MASS. Such
flexibility adds to the overall efficiency
of the MASS system;

2. Program developrnent. Modular programming
gr~atly eases the problem of developing
a system. Not only is it simpler to write
any one module, but several programmers
can work on different modules simultaneously.

3. Overlaying. Although MASS does not overlay
modules, by using modules, program segments
can be overlaid in core, thus conserving
storage. For example, the output routine
for printing could be loaded into care
only when it is called, rather than
residing in core during the entire course
of the simulation rune In addition, if
overlaying is used in MASS the system
could fit on small computers.

11
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3.5 Microdata Sequencing

One Pass System

MASS uses a one pass per year systern. For any one
year of simulation, only one pass is made through
the data; in a ten year simulation, the family
data are read into core ten times, and written
onto tape ten times. There are two east advantages
to a one pass system compared to a multiple pass
per year system. First, the number of input-output
operations required is reduced. Second, a one pass
system facilitates the retention of both old and
new value of variables in core. In contrast, a
multiple pass scheme requires such operations as
writing out on tape the old as weIl as the new
values of variables, and then rereading this data
on the next pass.

Sequential Processing

MASS stores and processes data sequentially, rather
than using a random access capability. MASS reads
data into care in the same order as it is found on
the input tape. This ordering is preserved during
processing, so that the output tape has the same
ordering as the input tape. An entire family is
proces.sed before proceeding to the next family.

The primary advantage of sequential processing in
the cast reduction of input-output operation for
the rune A second advantage is that sequential
processing allowscthe use of tapes rather than
disks for on-line ·storage; at many computer
installations, disks are less readily available
and more expensive than tapes. A third advantage
is the simplicity of sequential processing ..The
programmer knows at all times where a particular
item of data is, and howexpensive it is to access
that item.

The major disadvantage of the sequential method is
that operations involving interactions between
family ·units are somewhat difficult. For example,
special .. arrangements must be made for .the .tran.sfer
of wealth from one individual to another. One
solution to the problem is a Post Office device
described in section 3.7. The Post Office is a
location in memory where a person can leave
messages for another person. The messages will
be picked up by the individuals on the next pass.



There are same simulation activities, such as
marriage unions, that cannot be implemented in
a strictly sequential manner. Such operations
require the use of a'separate tape, disk, or care,
for the storage of temporary data. This daes not
affect, however, the sequential nature of the
rest of the program.

Multiple Tapes

MASS employs a multiple tape system. As illustrated
in Figure 7 family and person data are read into
core memory from tape A, updated when resident
in core, and then written on tape B. For the
following year, tape B serv~s as the input tape.
Either tape A, or another tape, can serve as the
output tape. For many purposes, it is useful to
save each output tape and not to write over the
data on it. The resulting series of tapes provided
by the simulation contain the data necessary for
a panel study.

One attraction of a multiple tape system is that
it protects the user from many of the losses
associated with computer or program error. In the
event of failure during a simulated year, the
previous year 1 s results are still left intact.

It should be emphasized that the formats used in
the input and output tapes are identical. Any
output tape can be used as an input tape.
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Figure 7
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3.6 Data Organization and Attributes

l. Importance of Data Organization. It is envisaged
that typically MASS will be run with samples of
10,000 - 200,000 individuals, for simulations of
10 years or m~re, and with samples of
200,000 - 2,000,000 for short runs. Because
input-output (I/O) is a significant expense for
runs of this magnitude, the form of data organ
ization is important.

In addition, the data scheme must allow for changes
in family composition such as births, deaths,
divorces, marriages , o,r home-leaving. The essential
features of the MASS' form of data organization
on tape are presented"below.

2. Hierarchical Organization. MASS uses a hierarchical
organization of the population data;,the population
is composed of families; families in turn are
composed of individual members of the family. No
provision is made for interview units, although
MASS can be easily modified to accomodate them.
Mernbers of a family reside sequentially on tape.
Therefore, there is no need for pointers to link
the members of a family, or for random access of
within family members.

3. Modular Data Organization. Data on tape consist of
a series of fixed.- length FAMILY and INDIVIDUAL
records. Schematically, the tape organization is
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

FAMILY lINDIVIDUAL l
DATA RECORD

INDIVIDUAL 2 FAMILY 2 INDIVIDUAL l
DATA RECORD

The data for a family consist of a sequence of
records. There is no physical delimitation of a
family. That is, family data do not constitute a
physical record or block on tape. The first record
belonging to a family is the FAMILY DATA record.
Each FAMILY DATA record is followed by INDIVIDUAL
records, one for each member of the family. The
FAMILY DATA record contains such information as
the family's identification number, a seed for the
random number generator, or the family's income.
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Such data referring to the entire fa~ily will not
be duplicated in the INDIVIDUAL records. The FAMILY
DATA record also contains the number of individuals
belonging to that family. Af ter the FAMILY DATA
record is read into core, a DO loop is set up to
retrieve sequentially the individual records of· all
members of the family. Note that a FAMILY DATA
record need not be of the same length as INDIVIDUAL
records.

Records are blocked for efficient I/O. (A block
is a collection of' records. Blocks are separated
on tape by inter-block gaps.) The blocking is
done automa~ically by PLII, and is transparent to
the prograrnmer. The programmer, however, can controi
the size of records and blocks through the use of
Job Controi Language cards.

Modular data organization is flexible enough to per
mit variable family sizes without wasting space. The
number of INDIVIDUAL records for a family is exactly
equal to the number of members in the family. The
composition of a family can be easily altered. An
individual is removed·from a family by not writing
out the iridividual"s record on the output tape, and
by updating the FAMILY data record ·to reflect the
new number of members in the family. Addition of
an individual to the family is accomplished by the
reversal ~f the deletion process.

Figures 9-llschematically show MASS's sequential
operation. Figure 9 shows the initial situation,
there being two families on the input tape. Assume
that individual B dies, and that E leaves home to
form his own family.

Figures 10 and 11 show that each family is read
into OLD in turn, and the updated families are
written on the output tape.
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3.7 Specialized Facilities

File Restructuring

In addition to implementing simulation modeIs, the
MASS core environment provides an easy method of
restructuring files. Given an initial data tape,
the user can use MASS modules to generate another
tape; the generated tape can then be used as
input for subsequent simulations.

There are three mechanisms which modify input
tapes.

l. MASS can allow the NEW area of core to
be different from the OLD area in content,
length, and structure. For example, values
of NEW attributes can be generated on
the basis of the data in the OLD area.
These new variables can then be stored
in the NEW area of core. Or, variables
coded in one format in the OLD area, can
be coded in a different format in the NEW
area. The data in the NEW area are then
written on the output tape.

2. The data read inta the OLD and NEW areas
can come from different sources. This
allows data from two tapes to be aggregated.

3. Not all the data in the NEW area of care
has to be written out. For example, by
selective writing the user can easily
generate from the input tape a sample of
the population, consisting of,say,all
families with income less than $5,000.
Similarly, a subset of the variables on
the input tape can be selected to be
written on the output tape.

Post Office------
It is of ten convenient to permit communication
between individuals during a simulation. For
example, we want to implement a mechanism for
transferring wealth from parents to their children.

In the sequential operation that MASS uses, it.is
impossible to randomly access an individual. To
overcome this limitation, we use a Post Office
scheme. At each pass, the individual accesses
the Post Office to both receive and send messages.



A Post Office requires an addressing method.
Therefore, each INDIVIDUAL record contains a unique
identification number. This number remains invariant
during the run, no matter where the indivldua1 is
physically ~ocated on tape. ·In addition, each
INDIVIDUAL record contains an address book; the
address book consists of the identification nurnbers
of the parents, children, or former spouses of the
individual.

The Post Office is a two dimensiona1 array, as
shown in Figure 12. To i1lustrate how the Post
Office works, letts assurne that aparent wants to
give $10,000 to a son who has 1eft home. At the pass
for year t, the parent looks up in his address book
the identification number of the son. The parent
then enters in the next available slot in the Post
Office array the identification number of the son
(the addresses), and the message he is sending.

At the end of the pass, MASS sorts the post office
by identification number, from the lowest nurnber
of the addressee to the highest number. The sorted
Post Office permits efficient retrieval of messages
during the next pass. '

During the pass for t + l, each individual accesses
the Post Office. If the individual's identification
number does not appear in the addressee field of
the Post Office array, then that individual
receives no message that year. If the individua1's
identification nurnber does appear, then the
corresponding message is retrieved.

Figure 12
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Same of the limitations and extensions of the Post
Office scheme are:

l. It takes a year (i.e. a pass) for a
message to be transmitted from one family'
to another. This campares favorably with
the performance of the U. S. Postal
Service.

2. Different types of messages can be sent.
For example, a son who had previausly left
home can inform his parents that he has
been married.

3. More than one message can be sent or
received by a family.

Increasing the Population at Negligible east

For some purposes, very large populations are
needed. For example, the top 1% of wealthholders
own same 20% of the country's wealth. To have
an adequate sample of this one percent, a very large
population is needed. This can be quite expensive.
In some cases there is a simple and elegant solution.
For many purposes, individuals in wealthy families
resemble individuals in other families. Thus,
instead of increasing the number of individuals
in the simulated population, we can replicate
families. Each such replicated family has the
identical bharacteristics and individuals as the
other families, except for wealth associated
variables. A family unit, representing n families,
would be depicted as:

FAMILY record

Wealth subrecord l

Wealth subrecord 2

Wealth subrecord n

INDIVIDUAL l

INDIVIDUAL 2

Except for operating characteristics applicable
to wealth, the simulation would be unchanged.



Tracking

The user may want the simulation to track some
exogenously given time series. For example, the
user may want to see what the population would
loök like with different death and birth rates.
A version of MASS easily provides such a tracking
facility. Tracking is performed by having two
passes for each year of simulation. in the first
year a complete simulation is performed and a
tally kept of the. number of events of interest
generated, for example the: number of deaths.
Based on these tallies and the values which are
to be tracked, adjustment factors can be calculated
for the probabilities of events. For example, if
the first pass generates a death rate of 1%, and
the desired death rate is 1.1% then the adjustment
factor is about 1.1. These adjustment factors are
then used in the second pass of a year's simulation.
By replicating Monte Carlo variation, the output
of this second pass can be made to closely tract
the desLred values and the output tape from the
second pass can be used as the input tape for the
following,year's simulation.

Controllihg Monte Carlo Variation

As discussed in Section 2 the researcher may find
it desirable to control the Monte Carlo variability
of the simulation. MASS incorporates a facility
for doing this by providing random number seeds
for each family and individual so that the same
random number stream can be generated on different
runs.

3.8 MASS Hardware and Software

Hardware

Because MASS is written in PL/I, it can run on
virtually all IBM 360/370 computers, but usually
not on other computers. An advantage of using
IBM camputers is their wide availability. For
example, researchers at the universities of
Alberta, Toronto, Cornell, Pennsylvania State,
and Yale have readyaccess to IBM equipment but
not to other manufacturer's computers. Note that
charging algorithms differ widely among computer
centers. Therefore, the east of running the
identical simulation under MASS will vary between
different installations.
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Software

l. PL/I

MASS is written in the programming language PL/I.
We think it desirable to use a general purpose
programming language, rather than a language
special1y designed for simulation. Compared to
simulation languages such as SIMSCRIPT or GPSS,
PL/I offers greater flexibility in programming,
and increased efficiency in execution. The
alternative language considered most seriously
was FORTRAN. FORTRAN has the advantage of being
more widely known and available than PL/I. But,
PL/I does offer some advantages.

(i) Input-output. PL/I has several I/O
options. I/O can be stream oriented
(data stored in EBCDIC form) or record
oriented (data stored in internal machine
form on tape). Buffering is done auto
matically, with the programmer contro1ling
the number and size of buffers. Logical
records need have no re1ationship to
physical records. These features, and
others, make PL/I highly efficient in I/O
operations.

(ii) Data structures. PL/I offers data represen
tation in structures, which is unavailab1e
in FORTRAN. A structure provides convenient
hierarchica1 organization of data. More
over, elements in a structure need not
all have the same attributes. For example,
a person's data cou1d be organized in a
PL/I structure as fo11ows:

l PERSON
2 EDUCATION CHARACTER (l),
2 AGE BINARY FIXED,
2 JOB EXPERIENCE,

3 JOB 1 BIT (1),
3 JOB 2 BIT (1).

All elements of a structure are ca11ed
by name. Also, PL/I permits the construc
tion of an array of structures. This is
usefu1 for storing all the individuals
in a family.



(iii) Manipulation of bit strings. PLII has
language features that simplify the
storage and manipulation of bit strings.

(iv) Management of storage. PLII allows the
core storage for variables to be
automatically allocated and freed upon
entering and leaving blocks or sub
routines. Variables can also be indi
vidually allocated or freed at any
point in the program. For example,
assume that subroutine A uses an array
of length 100 ·wordsi subroutine Buses
an array of length 90 words. With proper
management of storage, only 100 words
of memory are needed by the program,
rather than 190 words which might other
wise be needed.

(v) Structured programrning. PL/I facilitates
structured prograrnrning. Proper prograrnrning
style Gan increase the readability,
efficiency, and maintainability of
programs. In particular, the use of
structured programming can improve the
efficacy of programming, both in the
time needed to program, and in the final
product.

Structured programming emphasizes only
three logical constructs:
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a. sequential (no branching or GOTOs) .
b. selection (if condition a,

then .... , otherwise .... )-
c. repetition

PL/I makes structured programming
convenient, by offering the following
features:

a. Grouping of program statements
by the use of BEGIN blocks or
DO groups.

b. A simple selection syntax - IF
condition THEN group of statements
ELSE group of statements.
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c. The DO WHILE statement which
repetitively executes a group
of statements as long os some
condition is true. The DO WHILE
syntax is rnore flexible than
FORTRAN's iterative DO loop.
Indeed, MASS does not have even
a GO TO statement.

(vi) Debugging facilities. The PL/I cornpiler
provides a listing of all identifiers and
their attributes. This allows misspelled
identifiers to be spotted easily. The
CHECK option allows the prograrnrner to
trace through the changes in values of
a variable. A PL IDUMP provides a count of
executed statements and a listing of
branches executed. Finally, the PL/C
compiler offers a wealth of debugging
aids.

MASS is written with the PL/I Optimizing
compiler. The optirnizing option is
disabled during program development to
increase eompilation speed. For the
production of an efficient object code, the
optimizing option is enabled. The PL/I
Level F eompiler is not used. It is
outdated and produces inefficient code.
Furthermore, object code produced by the
Level F cornpiler cannot be linked with
code produced by the Optirnizing cornpiler.

PL/I is able to link with object code
generated by FaRTRAN, COBOL, or IBM 360/370
ASSEMBLER. Thus subroutines written in
FORTRAN can be incorporated into MASS.

(vii) Assernbler language. The use of any compiler
results in the production of some in
effieient code. But experience has shown
that about 90% of the possible increase
in execution efficiency can be obtained
by improving only 5% of the code. To
ease the prograrnrning eff6rts, MASS does
not contain program segments written in
assernbler language. At a later stage,
however, eri.tical portions of MASS can
be rewritten in IBM 360/370 ASSEMBLER.
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2. TPL%

(i) Introduction. Although the user can
write his own small programs to produce
statistical tables containing MASS
output; it is probably easiest to
produce weIl labeled tables by linking
MASS to an existent statistical päckage.
After some experimentation with different
statistical packages, we concluded that
the Table Producing Language, TPL, was
best for our purposes. In particular,
TPL has the capability of producing
nicely labeled tables, which contain
large numbers of observations and
variables, very cheaply.

(ii) General Use of TPL. TPL has two
components, a codebook and the language
which produces tables. The codebook
contains a description of the physical
characteristics and content of the input
data"file. TPL converts the data, using
the information contained in the codebook,
inta a format used by the second component.
The language which produces tables contains
many formatting cornrnands which give the
user great flexibility in producing tables.
By using NESTING and CONCATENATTING
operators, the user can produce layered
tables. For example, the command REGION,
AGE THEN INCOME BY SEX produces a table
of the form:

AGE=l AGE=2 INCOME=l INCOME=2

SEX=l SEX=2 SEX=l SEX=2 SEX=l SEX=2 SEX=l SEX=2

REGION=l

REGION=2

x

x x

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

~ This statistical package was programmed by the U.S.
Dep~rtment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Office of Systems and Standards, Division of General
Systerns.
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(iii) Linking TPL with MASS. Two types of
tabulations are envisaged. First. TPL
can be run on data provided by the MASS
output tapes. Second, TPL can be used
to format and print tables created in
care when,NEW, OLD, DC, MACROH, MACROG,
and PRE are available. For example, the
average probability of death can be
tabulated by sex and age if the appropriate
tallies are included in INCREMENT REPORT
GENERATOR. After all individuals have
been processed, the cell values can be
written on a disk as a data set, which
can be input inta TPL to produce weIl
forrnatted tables.
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A MICRO SIMULATION MODEL OF A NATIONAL
ECONOMY
Gunnar Eliasson

This micro based maero model has been built with the pri

mary intent to use it asa tool to investigate two problems

in particular, namely

(l) the miero basis for inflation - assuming that this is

a relevant and interesting area of inquiry and

(2) the interaction over time between inflation, profit

ability and economie growth ..

As we will soon find out below a byproduct of this ambition

will be a skeleton theory of an economic system in total

disequilibrium at the micro . (market) level being bounded

upwards each time by ah exogenous technology constraint.

We will find (and especially so in the later application

papers) that we,are particularly interested in the stability

properties of the total system that also define the lower

limits of the activity domain of the entire system.

The model is of the microsimulation kind in the sense of

Bergman (1974), Orcutt (1960, 1976) etc. The major differ

ence is that we study business decision units (= firms) in

an explicit market environment, rather ·than subindustry

aggregates or households, and perhaps that we have allowed

very little detail to enter the model.

The philosophy behind the model is that we need more know

ledge of the interaetion between micro agents (firms, house

holds, etc.) in markets to understand important aspects of

macro behaviour. This is thought to be particularly so when

it comes to studying the mutual influence over time between

changes in the general price level and aggregate economic

activity leveIs.
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The two purposes overlap and general experience is that

the second purpose requires a micro approach to be meaning

ful. The first question requires a complete model covering

all relevant sectors of the economy, however, with limited

detail in specification. As long as we abstain from asking

for numerical estimates or forecasts the empirical require

ments on specification are reasonable.

They are, however, much higher if we want to deal with the

second problem: "inflation, profits and growth" in a rele

vant way, although, this time, demands on economywide cover

age are not so large. Emphasis is on the business sector.

We may reformulate this second problem somewhat as an ana

lysis of the interaction between long-term growth and the

business cycle.

Of course, if we have built a model that can handle the

above problems to our satisfaction it should be capable of

handling several others as weil. In fact, one ambition of

ours is to catch as much as possible of the true market

based economic system at work through being as explicit as·

possible in modelling the market process at the micro level

and how market price information is interpreted by firms.

In order not to take on an overwhelming task we have struck

a convenient compromise in specification that, however,

does not - I believe - reduce the explanatory potential of

the model or subject us to extreme empirical hardships. For

the time being we have constructed a conventional, and in

no way complex, macro model within which a micro (firm)

specified industry sector operates. This approach allows

us to keep our special feature, namelya micro specification

of the behaviour of two types of markets: The labour market

and the product market and to some ex tent also the money

market.

We have to keep in mind that the prime ambition with this

modelling project is to have a richly specified model

structure capable of responding to a spectrum of interest

ing what if questions. The purpose is analysis, not fore-
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casting. The idea, however, is not to model every possible

circumstance of same interest or to forecast minute details.

The potential of this model is 'that it can capture essential

dynamie features of a fully specified market process, never

in equilibrium, and to s~udy what this core-mechanics of

a market based industrial economy means for macro behaviour.

ThiS paper will contain a non-formal overview of the
l)

model.~1 There will also be an account of the estimatian

or calibrating principles involved and a few words on the

empirical philosophy of the method: does it differ from

conventional econometric method? A partial mathematical

specification concludes the paper.

This paper is self-contained for those who are only inter

ested in what the model is all about, without understanding

exactly how it behaves at the macro level.

l) A full description of the model as it stood in November
1976 is found in Eliasson (1976 b). Since then a full
public sector with a tax system and a money sector have
been entered tagether with a number of improvements and
revisions. This overview covers these extensions and a
full repor t is in preparation. See also Eliasson-Heiman
Olavi (1978)".
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2. MODEL OVERVIEW

Table l sums up the main blocks of the model and its connec

tion with the outer world.

It should be noted that besides policy parameters there

are three important sets of exogenous variables; foreign

(export) prices, the interest rate and the rate of change

in productivity of new investment. l )

The model operates by quarter on a set of future quarterly

values on the exogenous input variables. The model will

generate a future of any length, by quarter, on the national

accounts format, excluding certain sectors like agricul

ture, shipping, construction, etc. that we have lumped to

gether as an exogenous dummy sector, that interacts with

the model as a cell in an input output matrix only (see

below) .

The choice of period in the model is stepwise and involves

gradual bindings. In the long ~un firms are seen as planning

the 'r , t t f f' "'1,-)·erl'od 2 ). rr1.-· l d tl lnves men s or a lve year 1115 _ ea 5 _o

l)
There are several, additional exogenous variables that
are not important for the kind of problems we have chosen
for analysis. They are left for the technical ctescription
under preparation. The rates of entry inta and exit out
of the labour force and Government employment, for in
stance, are exogenous.

2) This investment (long term) planning sequence is not yet
in the model program. Il has, however, been presented in
much detail in Eliasson (1976 b, chapter 3). Tt should
also be mentioned that the overall periodization choice
for the model very much adheres to practice at the
Corporate Headquarters level as described in Eliasson
(1976 a). Further breakdown of periods than by quarter
generally do not correspond to centrally coordinated
decisions but are delegated down and sideways, and are
generally buffered centrally, to allow some stability in
the realization of top authorized decisions. This suggest
that " undated tatonnement" within the quarter should be
a fair representation (see below) .
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final decisions for long-term borrowing. Profit targets

and expectations are semi-hardened for the annual budget

period but adjusted partially for outside unexpected in

fluences by quarter - the period for which production deci

sions cannot be changed.

This may seem too long a period for same activities to be

fixed, like buffered supplies out of inventories and short

term market pricing. Such further gradations of the final

ization of decisions can be entered if we so wish. In order

to keep the model structure and computing time within manage

able dimensions we have, however, abstained from further

detail here, for the time being. This means that finaliza

tion of decisions into action takes place through an un

dated and elaborate "tatonnement" process within the short

est time period (the quarteri made explicit in the model.

For all practical purposes the problems we have in mind

mean that the time horizon should be around five·years or

one full business cycle. We will come- back to the horizon

problem later. However, even if our attention is restricted

to a 5 year time span, much of the calibration work that we

will perform, requires that we check model behaviour over

a much longer period (see section 3 below).

The best way to proceed from here is to go through the

central model blocks one by one.

One way of describing the total model would be to associate

it with a so called Leontief-Keynesian (L-K) model, which

is a fairly well known class of models. Let us begin from

the L-K model by:

(l) reducing the Leontief structure to 7 sectors (see
Table l and Figure l).

(2) Adding a Stone-type linear expenditure system on the
Keynesian side together with all the conventionai
national accounts identities.
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From this:

(3) Add saving and some non-linear features to the
consumption system.

(4) Define all manufacturing industry sectors in micro
terms as populated by individual firms.

(5) Make individual firm export ratios (coefficients)
endogenous and responding to relative foreign-domestic
price changes.

(6) Ditto for import side but at macro-sector (market)
level.

(7) ~ntroduce non linear production structure for each
firrn that makes labour coefficients in r/o matrix
variable and endogenous.

(8) Ditto on investment side.

(9) Add buffer stocks of input and output goods for each
firrn in each sector.

(10) Make business expectations forrning, profit targeting
and production and sales planning explicit for each
firrn.

(11) Merge real - price - and rnoney parts of model with:

(a) micro based labour market where wages are deter
mined on the basis of the action taken by all
agents in all sectors

(b) Serni-rnicro, product market where product prices
are deterrnined, and

(c) Macro-rnoney sector that allocates financial flaws
and determines dornestic interest rate.

(12) See to it that (in the process defined by (Il» business
profits are determined endogenously and fed inta
each firm's investment function.

One could also say that the model has been built around a

theory of firm behaviour, partly developed already in

Eliasson (l976a), aggregated to the macro level through

individualized labour, product and credit markets, the

whole thing finally being encased in a Leontief-Keynesian

macro structure.

The industry sector is conceived as the primary generator

of material wealth iri an industrial econorny. Since an ex

planation of growth is a primary ambition of this project
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a relatively heavy emphasis has been plaeed on the industry

sector. This also goes fo~ the miero speeifieation.

The real produetion and delivery structure of the model is

pietured on a maero format in Figure l. In the middle the

four seetors that contain miero units (firms) are seen;

(l) RAW materials production

(2) IMED, intermed~ate goods produetion

(3) INV estment and durable consumption goods produeing
seetors

(4) CON sumer goods "(non durable) produeing seetors.

Each firm relates back~ards, (leftwards) in this strueture

with its own set of input~9utput eoefficients, some of

whieh vary beeause of "non:"'proportional" stock formation.

There is an exoge~ous product{on sector (agrieulture,

housebuilding, etc.) thai interacts with the other sec

tors only in the capacity of being a durmny cell in the

I/O matrix.

The service and government sectQrs are denoted Z and G

respectively in the input o~tput matrix.

Left and vertically a vector of imports feeds into eaeh

produetion sector that includes finished goods for each

sector (eompetitive produets, endogenous I/O coefficients)

and primary eommodities a"s imports that are not produced

in model economy.

Down and horizontally total product in eaeh sector emerges.

Part of each sector output is exported, the export ratio

being endogenously determined. Summing X horizontally

and IMP vertically and taking the difference gives the

trade balance to the left. Correeting total supplies for

the trade balance gives GNP to the right.

In the upper horizontal vector total labour input in each

production sector is shown. Combined with wages determined
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end~genously they give total disposable household income

befo~e all taxes, including the payroll tax (DISP top right) .

Af ter subtraction of taxes that feed into public sector,

the rest is disposable to households and feed back as

demand to producing sectors through product and service

markets. Part of it is saved and deposited in money sector. l )

Figure l gives the static, national accounts structure of

the total model together with the Leontiefan delivery

structure. The dynamic elements enter through the micro

specified business sector and its interaction with all

other sectors. One typical feature of the entire model,

and the business sector in particular, is that its dynamie

properties depend fundamentally on volume responses (within

and between periods) to ex ante and transitory price signals.

Hence, the core of the model is typically classical,

shaped in an ex ante expectatiops framework. The entire

model is a true general disequilibrium systern although not

based on marginalistic decision criteria. There exists no

long run ex ante or ex post equilibrium position independent

of the evolution of the system to the total model or parts

of the model, except by chance. The position point in space

towards which the system tends each point in time moves

with the solution (actual position) of the system each time.

Experiments carried out so far, however, suggest a strong

tendency with the entire systern to stabilize around a long

run steady growth rate if the exogenous input variables are

defined as constant growth rates. When aggregation is made

across and over some time a typical Keynesian systern can be

shown to emerge.

b) ~~~!~~~~-~~~~Qf_:_~hQ~~:!~~_E!Q9~~~!2~_El~~~!~g_Q!

Q~~_f!f~

Figure 2 gives a flow-chart overview of the short-term

decisian system of one firm. For the time being this is

the only micro(firm) section of the model. Figure 3 gives

l) I have not managed to picture firm investment demand and
the ex post savings investment accounting equality in Fig l.
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some detail of the production system. Each production

sector holds a number of such individu~l firm (planning)

modeis.

In Figure 2 an experimental run begins at the left hand

side from a vector (P, W, M, S) of, historie (5 ye-ar

annual) Price, Wage, Profit margin and Sales data respec

tively. These data are transformed into expectations in the

EXP module. Here we use eonventional smoothing formulae. 1 )

The profit margin variable is translated into a profft

target in the TARG block. Here we also use a conventional

smoothing formula. The length of historie time considered

is longer than in EXP seetor.

Growth e~peetations feed into the investment module to

generate long-term plans as explained below. Long-term

expectations are also modified to apply to the next year

and arefed into the production system.

Eaeh period (quarter) each firm is identified by a

production possibility frontier (QFR(L)) defined as a

funetion of labour input as in Figure 3 and a location

within that curve. The distance between A and B measures

the increase in output Q that the firm can achieve during

the current period with no extra labour input than in

dicated by the L coordinate in A. In praetice a vertical

move between A and B eannot be eostiess. For the time

being we will have to abstract from this. Suffice it to

nate that in those experimental runs, where we have in

vestigated this aspect, there seems to be a general tend

ency among firms to be operating in the A to B range,

which is eonstantly shifted outwards by investment. 2 )

l)Applied to the quadratic feed-back learning EXP-funetion
developed in Eliasson (1974,pp.79ff.). See further sectian 4.

2) This obviously is an instance of what Leibenstein (1966)
has ealled X-ineffieiency or a form of slack. Nate here
Carlsson's (1972) measurement of the presence of such slack
in Swedish manufaeturing, especially as regards the degree
of capital utilizatian or (A-B)+(C-D) in Figure 3.
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The distance CD measures (for the same period) the extra

increase that the firm is capable of, with the application

of e~~tra labour, but staying wi thin a commercially viable

ope~:ating range. Approximate data on A, B, C and D were

collected in the annual planning survey for 1976 and 1977

by the Federation of Swedish Industries. 1 )

The production function QFR(L) in Figure 3 is of the putty

clay type. New investment, characterized by a higher labour

productivity than investment from the period before is

completely "embodied" with the average technical performance

rates of the period before through a change in the coeffi

~ient~ of JFR (L) .

The first sales growth expectation from the EXP module

(see Figure 2) now starts up a trial move from A in the

direction indicated by EXP (S). Af ter each step, price and

wage expectations are entered and checks against profit

margin targets are made. As soon as the individual firm

M-taryet is satisfied, search stops and the necessary change

in thc labour force is calculated. If it is a decrease,

people are laid off. There are various checks to prevent a

too fast shrinking of the labor force (see pp.. 244-251). If it

is an increase, the firm enters the labor market to search

for new people (see below). Af ter this search has been ter

rninated the firm can calculate its output for the period.

The wage level has also been determined and feeds back to

update the historic vector (dotted lines in Figure 2).

The firm now checks up ~gainst finished goods stocks to

determine how much to supply in the market. A certain

fraction, determined by the last period's relative domes

tic and foreign price differential is shipped abroad.

The final distribution between sales and inventories for

each market and the price level is determined in a con

frontation with imports and household demand (middle right

l)
See Virin (1976) and Albrecht (1978).
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end of Figure 2 and lower end of Figure 3) to be described

later. Final price, profit and sales data are now deter

mined and also feed back into the historic vector (dotted

lines) .

How rationally are these firms behaving in view of the

fact that they deliberately abstain from moving on to the

location where profits (in expected value terms, margins

or rates of return) are at their highest in each period.

(For details see section 4.5 on pp. 244-249.)

The answer is that corporate headquarter management of each

firm in reality does not know even if the model s~ecification

would say so. Firm management knows, however, that (if nec

essary) better solutions can be found but not exactly how and

where. Such better solutions require an extra management

effort and support from below, which is only forthcorning when

the profit performance s~tuation is deteriorating sufficient

ly rapidly, and more rapidly than the firm adjusts its own

targets. Such behaviour is quite wel~ supported by empirical

evidence (Eliasson 1976a). If one so wishes, one may say that

profit maximizing behaviour is approximated in some long run

dimension or under limited information, which lends an air

of rationality to the use of simplified decision rules.

Part of this limited information eonsists in awareness of the

fact (being an important property of the model) that if firms

start departing from routine planning solutions en masse they

will soon find that their expectations are rnuch more unreli

able than before. 8earch routines in production planning are

geared so that the model firrn strives to find solutions that

allow it to maintain past output levels, when subjected to

profi~ target pressure. However, if we force firrrs to raise

their profit margin targetsI) they will have difficulties

finding a satisfaetory solution without eutting out unprofit

able produetion lines (redueing output). The same thing hap

pens when profit margin targets stay put but price and wage

eost developrnent generate an expected profit squeeze.

l) by raising E or TARGX(M) in (lb) in section 4.
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On the other hand, if we want firms with high profit margins

to produce and sell rnore to earn rnore profits they have ·to

get more people. If rnany firms start searching the labour

rnarket for additional people they very easily push up wages

so that, on the whole and after a while, profits, invest

ment and growth come down. This is the same as to say that

for some nurnerical specifications of the model there exists

no profit maximizing solution to the model at one point

(quarter) in time. And the idea of the model is that this

is a relevant aspect of real life and that it is slightly

irrelevant to be concerned about the problem.

Some might argue that firms should maximize sales under a

profit constraint. First, this is not meaningful in the

short rune Second, there is no good evidence that firms

really are that concerned about their sales. Third, in the

long run it is also a rather empty proposition but the out

come might yet be very similar to what can also be derived

from a profit maximizing or profit satisfying objective. In

fact it is almost impossible to make a meaningful distinction

between profit maximization, profit satisfaction or sales

maximization under a profit constraint over a longer time

period since the rate of return of a firm, as demonstrated

by the targeting formula (la) in section 4 below, relates

directly to the value growth of the firm. If firms want to

raise their value to the stockholder they ·should raise their

rates of return and invest the proceeds at those higher

rates of return. Since that will normally mean to grow

faster also in output or sales, profit maximization, satis

faction or sales maxirnization under a profit constraint

are hypotheses that normally cannot be diseriminated be

tween in empirical tests. As matters stand, satisfying be

havioral rules of the kind modelled here match actual

corporate practice rnuch better than the other, above men

tioned alternatives. Since these behavioral rules are

furthermore much easier to model and since they also give

rise to somewhat different and more realistic behavioral

forecasts in the short run we have used them.
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The labour market process is represented in micro in con

siderable detail. At this level, however, the requirements

on relevant specification are still higher. Hence, the

version now to be described should be consider~d a provi

sionai one. Experiments conducted so far have taught us

that model behaviour is too sensitive to variations in the

random seareh sequences (in combination with a small number

of firms) to be reasonable.

All labour is homogeneous in the present version of the

model.

The first step each period is an adjustment of "natural"

decreases in the labour force of each sector and each firm

unit through retirement etc. This adjustment is applied

proportionally throughout. Then"the unernployment pool is

filled with new entrants to the labour market. Af ter that

the service and Government sectors enter the labour market

in that order. They offer last period's average wage in

crease in the manufacturing seetor and get whatever is

available from the pool of unemployed." This sounds a little

bit arbitrary and it is. We have had to enter this erroneous

specifieation provisionally to allow for the fact that wage

and salary levels differ a lot between sectors despite the

fact that labour is homogeneous. The assumption that in

dustry is the wage leading sector is quit~ conventionai in

maero modelling. Tt is probably not quite true at the micro

level. With no explicit separation of wage levels (because

of skills etc.) and little knowledge as to how the Govern

ment, service and industry sectors interact in the labour

market this macro simplification should do for the time

being.

Af ter the service and Government sectors, firms enter one

by one in the order by which they desire to increase their

labour force. They sean all other iirms inelusive of the

pool of unemployed. The probability of hitting a particular
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location of labour is proportional to its size (labour force

compared to total labour in industry and the number of un

employed). The probability of search leading to the pool of

unemployed can been set higher than the fraction of the

total labour force being unemployed. In fact, this probabil

ity can be interpreted as a measure of the allocative

properties of the labour market. The institution of an

employment agency should tend to increase that probability

and the more so the more efficient this institution is. With

no unemplöyment and/or no efficient search tool for the

firms to find the unemployed the labour market consists only

of people ernployed in other firrns. We have found that rnacro

model behavior is sensitive to specifications here and we

will pay considerable attention to this in our analysis.

The firm offers a fraction of the expected wage increase.

From the pool of unemployed people are forthcoming at the

wage offered if a firm is searching that pool.

If the firm meets a firrn with a wage level that is suffi

ciently below its own, it gets the people it wants up to

a maximum fraction of the other firm's labour force. The

other firrn then adjusts its wage level upwards with a

fraction of the difference observed.

If a firm raids another firm with a higher wage level it

does not get any people, but upgrades its offering wage

for the next trial. Af ter the search is over, firms with

relatively low wages, that have learned about the market

wage levels around them, have had to upgrade their own

wage level by a fractian of the differences observed. This

is the way labour market arbitrage operates in the model.

Firms can be given any predetermined number of trials.

Obviously the size of wage adjustment coefficients and

the number of trials (= intensity ef search) each period

determines the degree of wage differentiation that can

be maintained in the labour market under the homogeneity
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assumption. We have experimented with various impediments

to this adjustment process. We have learned that overall

macro behaviour of the model is very sensitive to the

numerical specifications entered here.

d) ~~~!~~~~_~Y~~~~l_!~y~~~~~~~_[!~~~~!~g_l~~~~Q)

As the model now operates the investment financing l )

tion is quite simple.

sec-

The frame of the investment decision in each firm is the i~

vestment budget. 2 ) Firms, defined as financial units, are

typical plow-backers. Af ter subtraction from profits of

interest payments and dividends (that enter household income)

and taxes part of the residual is set aside for mandatory

financing demands from current asset (inventories, trade

credits~etc.) accumulation associated with growth. What re

mains is what is internally available for spending on capital

account. This financial Hframe ll is increased by borrowing.

The rate of increase in outstanding debt depends on the

difference between current nominal returns to investment and

the nominal (endogenously determined) interest rate.
3

) There

is, however, one constraint that prevents this rate of

l) In Eliasson (1976b, pp.75-l03) a complete long term
planning and financing model has been specified in out
line. Since this sector has not yet been made ready and
prog~ammed we only present the provisional investment
module currenty in use.

2)
The specification rests very much on the capital budqetinq
theory of investment planning developed in Eliasson (1969).
This formulation in turn incorporates several features
from the Meyer & Kuh (1957) "residual funds" theory of
investment. It should be added that despite all good fits
ef the neoclassical investment function reported on over
the last 10 to 15 years evidence strongly suggests that
the above, financially based sequence of decisions best
pietures the investment decision process at the firm level.

3) This is how the rate of borrowing function looks:
DBW F(RR+DP-RI), F' > O (see p.242).
DBW rate of change in outstanding debt
RR real rate of return on total assets
DP rate of change in investment goods prices
RI nominal borrowing rate.
Since both RR and DP figure importantly behind the current
profit inflow, the profit and cashflow (plow back)
hypotheses are merged into one, as they should of course be.
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Table l MODEL BLOCKS

l. Business systern (firm model) - four markets (sectors).
(A) Operations planning (short term)

Production systern
Inventory system
Expectations
Targeting
(Cash management)

(B) Investrnent-Financing (long term)
Investnlent plan
Long term borrowing*

2. Household sector (macro)
Buying
Saving

3. Service sector (macro)

4. Public sector (macro)
-- Employment - exogenous

Tax-systern (value added, payroll and incorne taxes
+ transfers)
Econornic policy - fiscal & monetary parameters.

5. Other production sectors - exogenous

6. Foreign connections
Foreign prices - exogenous
(Exchange rate)

I t t t !foreign - exogenousn eres ra e .romestlc - endogenous

Export volume
Import volume

7. Markets
Labour market
Product market
Money market

8. Exogenous variables (summary)

(a) Foreign prices: one for each of the four markets

(b) Interest rate: foreign

(c) Techno1ogy: The rate of change in labour produc
tivity of new investment, i.e. be
tween vintages.

(d) Government policy parameters, labour force,etc.
~------------------ • -J

*Conceived, but not yet programmed. See pp. 75-103 in
Eliasson (1976b).
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CONSUMPTION SYSTEM AND PROD-MARKETS

HISTORIC CONSUMPTION
STANDARDS

Labour market
situation

MARKET

FOR CONSUMPTION
GOODS and
SERVICES

MANUFACTURING
SUPPLIES

~tANUFACTURING

SECTOR

Note: A somewhat simplified formal presentation is found
on pp. 252-255.



Qgure 5 The Money System
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borrowing from materializing fully. The firm is checking

back at its rate of capacity utilization. The total invest

ment budget calculated as above is corrected for the rate

of capacity utilization of equipment and the rate of borrow

ing is reduced accordingly. Hence if no borrowing takes

~lace and surplus internal funds emerge firms deposit such

funds in the bank (see Figure 5).

e) ~bg_b~~§~b~1~_g2~§~~P~~~~_§Y§~~~_i~§~~~)

The household sector today is only specified in macro.

How<=vC:.t:" , the module as such is prepared for an easy

trunsfer into micro, in the sense that macro behaviour

will b~ assumed to be formally identical for each micro

unil (household), the only difference being the numbers

we place on v(}rious parameters. The prime reason for

stayinq ut the m<J.cro leve1 here is empirical. There are

pc(}clicJlly no cmpirical mict:"o data for Sweden available

on which to bLlse crnpirical estimates. This is in marked

contrdst with the situation in the U.S., where most of

L1H:.' work in this Llrea has been done on the household sector

by Ot-cutt (lnd othcrs. Besides, the author himself does not

hd Vt' t lic S.lmc k ind o f b(}ckg round exper ience for the house-'

ho Id see l ut- oS fot- the business sector.

The; C(~Xt.~\}~1lPt ~_S)_l~.-f_~nction is a Stone type expendi ture

systl.~m wi th some non-linear features. One addi tional

novclly is that saving is treated'as a consurnption

(s p(' nd i ncJ) c () t c SJ o 1- y. Th e r e i s a l s o a d i r e c t i n t e r a c t i o n

(swdppinq) bctwccn saving and spending on household

dlll-l.lU l CS, en te l~ccl as the re la tion between the rate o f

intCt-l\~-:;t (HI), inflution (DCPI) and unemployment changes.

(See (Be) p.254).

The houschold spending decision process is deseribed in

Figllre 4. For the time being we are concerned with macro,

the cntire cconomy. Each period a vector of historie

consllIllption data is transformed into a vector (eVA) of

"Clddictcd" spcnding levels which in turncan be translated

into "desired" spending. This is very simply done through

l incd r t t-ans fal-ma tians. Desired spending is decomposed



into several kinds of nondurable (NON DUR) consumption

(inel. services), durables (DUR) and "saving" (SAVH).

In another end of the model the manufacturing, service

and Government sectors generate income that feeds into

households as disposable income (DI).

There is a residual (positive or negative) between de

sired spending and disposable income. This resldual

is allocated on different spending categories by way

of marginal elasticities that differ from those that

divided up total des~red spending.

The production sectors announee their supplies in each

market and put out price feeler vectors.

Households tell what they will buy at these prices and

there follows a predetermined number of confrontations.

The last price feeler vector is then taken as the price

for the period (quarter) and firms split their available

goods between sales and inventories on the basis of this

price. When firms decide on preliminary supply volumes

to offer in the market they each check back at their

finished goods inventory positions. The guiding prin

ciple is ~o maintain the price level that has entered

the production planning-supply decision and to try to

move inventories towards optimum levels within a prede

termined min-max range.

The real and price determination (market) parts of the

model described so far have recently been integrated

with a money system. l )

l) This block and the input-output system described be
fore was not ready in the full description of the
model reported on in Eliasson (l976b).

201
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The money system is there to handle the interaction be

tween quantities, prices and financial flows, notably

the determination of the absolute price level and the

rate of interest. We do not (as yet) aim at explanatory

detail in the credit market.

Figure 5 gives an overview of the money system. lts core

is called The Bank and is made up of all financial accounts

(debit and credit) that other sectors hold with financial

institutions. The Bank represents all financial institu

tions (commerciai banks, savings banks etc.) ~ Firms borrow

(BBW) from and hold deposits (DEP(B))in the Bank as de-

scribed earlier. The Government does the same (see below) .

One important feature is export and import credits (FASS

and FD respectively). For reasons of simplicity we do not

explicitly allow individual firms to have their own finan

cial ties with the rest of the world. An export transaction

always gives rise to a temporary credit to the rest of the

world. This asset on the part of a firm is always sold to

the Bank for Swedish crowns and the bank holds an aggregate

of not liquidated trade assets vis-a-vis abroad called

FASS in Figure 5. The size of FASS (or rather net changes

in it) depends strongly on the outflow of export deliveries

(X) and (NB~) the difference between the domestic (RI) and

the foreign (RlF) interest rate.

A similar relationship holds on the import side. Before

imp~rts have been paid for there is a temporary debt

called FD vis-a-vis abroad. Also this debt is transferred

to the Bank and the aggregate depends on the inflow of

imports (lMP) and the foreign-domestic interest differen

tial.

Households, finally, also deposit their savings (SAV(H))

in the bank as DEP(H) in Figure 5. Since the household

sector has been treated in aggregate terms we do not

here distinguish between gross depositing and household

bor~owing but rather treat saving net.
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There is, however, one real fact of money life that we

have to account for. Who is going to absorb the effects

of a money constraint, if there is one, and if the

Government chooses to carry out restrictive monetary

policies? As to the size of the total effect on money

supply we let the model decide through the total system.

If the money constraint cannot be accomodated elsewhere

in the system (by an interest rate increase or a reduc

tion of liquidity in the banking systern) households take

the first impact, up to a limit.' To accomodate this we

have a household borrowing variable (HBW) that becomes

negative when such things happen. Beyond a limit the

impact spills over on firms through a reduction in their

investments as definitly planned. This is treated as a

flat rate reduction as the medel now stands and any firm

that then finds itself with liquidity "to spare" automati

cally deposits it iD the Bank.

As is weil known, and quite trivial, the public sector

excercises a monetary policy impact through its spending

and tax decisions that cannot be strictly separated from

other monetary policy measures. We will return to this

in the next section. Except for fiscal policy the

Government can carry out monetary policies (in the model)

in 4 ways.

(l) It can fix the interest rate and adjustments take
place through liquidity flows throughout the money
system.

(2) It can tighten up liquidity requirements (LIQ) of
the Bank.

(3) It can borrow abroad (see Figure 5).

(4) It can (also) impose a trade rnargin requirement on
the Bank.

The reader should note here that the Central Bank as a

separate and semi independent policy agency has not been

made explicit. For this to make economic sense we would

have to have open market operations explicit in the model.
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Since the whole capi tal market and· long term borrowing is

not in the model, open market operations do not figure,

and the Government is the sole policy maker.

Suppose that the Government does not aim at directly

controlling the interest rate (RI)l) but rather uses the

other monetary policy parameters mentioned.

Any change in the model then affects the economy in four

ways.

The first impact is a liquidity effect. Under normal

circumstances the Bank should be able to buffer it through

its own liquidity reserves.

Next, these liquidity effects work themselves into the

interest rate.

Total deposits in the Bank by definition makes up the money

stock (= M). Together with bank liquidity it defines total

money supply. Total demand for money is made up of total

borrowing requirements on the Bank, and the domestic interest

moves in response to the change in total supply and demand

for money (middle of Figure 5). In effect the entire model

operates on the Bank vis-a-vis the in- and outgoing accounts

that make up the supply and demand for rnoney.

There are three important, and unsteady, components, that

allow the rest of the world to affect domestic interest

determination.

l) Our model will not allow us to analyze whether this
is possible or not and to what extent. We can only
study the consequences of a given, below market rate
of interest. This we have to do in our historie runs,
since the Central Bank actually managed to keep the
official interest rate substantially below the market
rate weIl inta the 60ies (see Eliasson (1969». The
sad thing is that the current version of the model
will not be able to catch the market rate of interest
very weIl since we have not entered a "grey" inter
firm credit market.
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The first and most immediate impact comc-::~: through the net

trade credit position (FASS-FD=FNASSi, PNASS reacts

directly on the foreign-domestic inter(:·~·~. differential.

Second comes business borrowing that res~~nds to rates

o f r e t u r fl i n i n d i \/ i d u a .l f i rms a nd t h C: eJ Ofll (.~ s t i c i n t e r e s t

rate. The rate of return - in turn - dE.=;>erlds on foreign

and domestic pr .ices and productivi t~i C~J'l(~ wage change

(unit wage cost cr-JCln(je) in individua ; J '-lns.

Third comes household saving that depends on the cyclical

growth and inflationarl' situation of the entire economy

that in turn, in a very complex wal', falls back on past

profit and investment perfoimance in industrl'.

In fact the mode] will allow us to study the Keynesian 

Monetarist controversy on e.g .. the origin of inflation

in nwch detail. Is therc ~ difference? To what extent

can the policy authorities determine (p~licy) money

stock, and, if they can, do we have to ru~ our analysis

or our explanation in monel' terms rathe~ than using a

mirror terminology of Keynes?

The reader should finally nate that money is now in the

model but not financial behaviour, except in a quite

crude way. Long term expectations on the part of firms,

long term borrowing and financial risk aversion, in

particular caused by negative short term experiences are

not yet there. The missing sector called long term planning

and financing, i.ncluding the capital market, has been in

dicated by two rectangles to the left in Figure 5. 1 )

The public sector (local and central) figures in a rather

simple, aggregate way. The public employment decision is

l) Part of it has been conceived and specified in
Eliasson (1976b, Chapter 3).
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treated exogenously as a policy variable together with

the financing decision; three tax rates (payroll, value

addej (VAL) and income taxes) and total transfer payments

(TRANS) to households or firrns. We are explicitly rnodel

ling the possibility for the Governrnent to hand out tax

money free, or partly free, tö individual (one or several)

firms, for instance those who are experiencing profitabili

ty problems.

The tax and transfer flows are also shown to the right in

Figure 5.

At the bottom of the same diagram, just below the Bank,

the public deficit or surplus is deterrnined. The exogenous

public employment decision combines with endogenous, rnarket

determined public wages and public purchasing l ) into a

total spending (SPG) variable. If more or less than tax

income it has to be cleared through Governrnent borrowing

(GBW) or depositing in (DEP(G)) the Bank or through borrow

ing abroad (bottorn left in Figure 5). Quite naturally the

Government deficit or surplus should be expected to be

the most powerful monetary policy factor on the rnoney side

of the model.

The entire model has been built on a module system. As

long as one sticks to the organization of these modules,

the possibilities of modifying the model are virtually

uniimited. For several modules more or less complex alter

native versions are ready or planned and can be combined

in away that fits both cornputer capacity and research

budget. Before the model is finally estimated, or cali

brated, as we prefer to call it (see next section), there

are three (earlier) stages of completion. First, conceiving

l) A fixed coefficient to employment in real terms, then
spread to our seven sectors according to the Swedish
input output rnatrix and then transformed into rnoney
terms through endogenously determined prices.
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the "economics" of the model module. Second, to get it

systematically coded in away consistent ihternally and

with the rest of the model. Three, to program the code

(with us in APL) and to test the program. For the time

being one simple version of the model (calied the 96 model

version) has been ready for more than half a year. This

model does not include intermediate goods and stocks. There

are no Government or monetary sectors and no exogenous

(dummy) production sectors. This model has been described

in full in Eliasson (1976b); including a cornplete technical

code. This version of the rnodel has been run on an inter

nal IBM Computer in the U.K. and is now installed in the

IBM Computing Center in stockholm. We have also, recently,

managed to get a slightly slimmed version of the 96

version operational in the IBM 5100 desk computer (the

largest version with 64K). The disadvantage is that a

simulation run takes a very long time, about an hour for

a year. An extended version (called the 350 series) with

the full input-output structure is ready and installed in

the IBM Computing Center in stockholm. So is also a further

extended version (the 500 version) with a full Government

sector. Finally the money sector is ready but not yet pro

grammed (September 1977).
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3. ESTIMATlON METHOD

Even though based on a micro foundation this model ad

dresses itself to typical macro economic problems, related

to inflation and the determinants of economic growth.

The advantages of this approach are many. We can move

specification down to typical decision units (the firms)

instead of having to deal with relationships between

statistical artifacts at a more aggregate level, when

it comes to observation and measurement. As always, it

is imperative to get the assumptions correctly specified.

Here the assumptions are defined at the level of micro be

havioral units even though most of our analytical attention

will be paid to the behaviour of macro aggregates and

cross sectional correlation patterns in simulations. To get

at the micro assumptions we can draw upon the wealth of

relatively high quaiity statistical information that exists

at the firrn levelon the business sector. We introduce

measurable concepts that are weIl known and easily under

stood arnong others by business decision makers, and, above

all, we construct a consistent "measurincj grid" by which

known micro information is organized within the framework

of the national accounts. l ) This in itself is worth the

modelling effort, and for sueh statistical organizing

purposes the model is already useful.

If we entertain the higher ambition, as we do, to use the

model eventually for ernpirical analysis of the Swedish

economy, the approach presents us with one large obstaele.

Realism in micro speeifieation in cornbination with explicit

modelling of market processes necessitates that we give up

weil known, standardized econornetric estirnation techniques,

as far as several sections of the model go. In a way this

is no unusual thing today. Praetically all large scale

macro modelling projects in existence have been foreed by

formidable statistical problems to break text-book rules

of clean procedure much in the same way as we do, and rely

l) This is the idea of the synthetic data base method.
See below.
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on extraneous information and intuition to get out of what

would otherwise have been an insoluble task. The problem

is that we may be able to generate time series data by

the model that fit macro time series data of the Swedish

economy to our satisfaction. But the way by which we have

reached the parameter specification that generated these

results makes it difficult for us to describe the stochastic

properties of our parameter estimates and hence to give

conventionai rules for generalizations. This is in no

way unique to us. Most large macro models have the same

problem of generalization. However, we cannot avoid facing

it directly by virtue.of the very method we use. l )

Our model addresses itself to macro problems. This means

that their solution should meet the same requirements as

those of conventionai macro ~odels. This in turn means

that requirements on realism in micro specification are

less demanding than what would have been the case if our

attention had been focussed on some particular micro

problem. We do not have the ambition to explain individual

firm behaviour over time, only cross sectional patterns.

Neither do we aspire to explain actual movements over

time in all variables that the model can be tald to gener

ate. We can nevertheless argue that our model is general

enough so that we can assume, a priori, that it is likely

to contain the correct macro hypotheses, albeit together

with a whole lot of incorrect numerical specifications

or irrelevant features. At least we should be able to

reach agreement for some particular decision problem what

risk we are running of not having the correct specifica

tion within our general model systern, or that the model

does not contain an acceptable approximation to the correct

specification. Our first and fundamental empirical postu

late, hence, is that as we confront the model with new

empirical information we discard irrelevant (incorrect)

alternatives only, at a predetermined acceptable risk of

throwing out the correct alternative.

l) Also see paper by Olavi and myself in this conference
volume.

14
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Alternatively, we could also say that we have a very

general theory with many alternative "structures"'. We

are interested in one öf them. The more diverse the range

of observation or experiments (the more sample variation),

the faster we should ,be able to nairow down the parameter

domain (read: "the more narrow, the ",confidence interva1s").

This is the precision aspect of our est~mation procedure

and it emphasizes the usefulness of ,"shock experiments"

like the "Korean boom" and the more "recent oil crisis"

experience to get the parameters right. With an infinite

number of observations (an infinite sample) we are certain

to get a consistent estimate, i.e. to come out with the

correct one under the maintained hypothesis.

Theoretically consisi~ncy can only be obtained if the

inf ini te sample is ther'e at one po'int in time.' In practice,

however, the modelling effort will have to b~ seen as a

never ending (sequenti~l) processth~t is hopefully 6on~

tinually improved - or'abaridoned - as it is confronted

with new test information. B~ this ~{mple reformulatio~

we manage to make a' virtue out of the'difficulties we

faced initially.

Although also a theoretical problem '(inflation might be due

fundamentally to a micro phenomenon that we have sim'ply

forgotten to specify) in practice we have to deal with a

numerical (estimation) problem. Which (numerical) parameter

combination, among many possible ones that satisfy our

requirements of fit, is the correct one? This is no uncommon

problem in econometrics' although the least squares method

provides a procedure to ch6ose, namely the parameter combi~'

nation that gives the best fit in terms of minimizing the

sum of squared deviations. In theory we can use that prin-
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ciple of choice also,l) although it is rather arbitrary

if we happe,n to have a cloud of para,meter combinations

of equal 20wer in the close neighbourhood of the combina

tian that happens to be picked.

This means that Dur estimation problem might be even more

crudely empirical~ namely to choose, without conventionai

rules of thu,mb" .fro~ p. :very large number of weIl def ined

combinations betweeD;which we cannot discriminate easily.

Fortunately, our experience so far has not been of tha~

kind. We have rather found it difficult to find one good

alternative that, meet our standards of goodness of fit.

Hence, we have to turn our prob~em formulation around again.

Forthose specifications, that we are, so to speak, satisfied

with in terms of their ability to trace economic development

according to our cr~teria, we haye to d~vise techniques to

check carefully that,we have not happened to come upon a

specification that is incorrect. The economic turmoil of

the last few years has turned out very u~eful in screen-

ing parameter sets. This is of course exactly what should

have been expected since ours is a true disequilibrium

model. While we find profound disequilibrium situations

explained within the model this should not be expected

from conventionai model structures. If we happen to find

several specification alternatives among which we are un

able to diseriminate, we simply need more empirical knowl-

l) Search techniques"to fit simulation' m0dels automati
cally have been developed for simple cases, see e.g.
Powell (1964 & 1965). A similar estimation procedure
is being prepared for a restricted set of parameters
of this ~odel~ See' paper b~ Elia~son & Olavi in this
conference volume. The flair of objectivity that such
a procedure would lend to the project is, however,
largely illusive. The question is whether the computer
is more effictent than we ~r~ in tracing down the para
meter set(s~ that generates acceptable model beh~viour

over histöry.: It"is 'my -firm conviction t'ha't the micro
simulation m8~hod will have a low, survival value, if
we leave too much of the thinking to the camputer.
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edge, that we donet have, in order to choose. In science,

as in decision making, it is of ten more important to see

clearly what one doesn't know than being able to account

for one's knowledge. This is the way we go about estimat

ing the parameters of the model.

There is one final problem that has to be dealt with here

before we go on. Our model is very rieh in specification.

There is now way of ensuring that all endogenous varia

bles trace history in an exemplary manner. The choice of

problems we set about to study will define what sort of

irregularities we will accept. We will return to this in

more detail in its proper context of application. Suffice

it to note here that even though we coneentrate on a'

limited set of national maero variables to ensure historie

tracking, similar although less stringent conditions will

apply to sector behaviour and at the micro level we will

see to it that known and stable cross-sectional correlation

patterns remain through simulations. For the time being

we would like to say that the model has been loaded with

numbers that makes it behave like a Swedish like economy.

a) ~~2e!~~_i2ej~~~~~~~)

This model has been designed to deal with two problems

that are not weIl handled by conventionai approaches.

These problems are:

To formulate a micro explanation for inflation

and to

study the relationships bet~een inflation, profits,

investment and growth.

The two problems obviously overlap to some extent. The

first is a typical macro problem and constitutes the care

of current economic debate against the backdrop of more

than half a decade of experience of much above normal in-
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flation on a global scale. The second problem requires a

micro approach to be tractable for analysis in ameaningful

way.

Once ready to handle these two problems, as mentioned

earlier, the model will also be capable of handling other

problems, that we will leave out here to simplify the
.. l)eXposltlon.

The inflation task requires that we identify the channels

through which foreign price impulses are transmitted

through the Swedish economy and the micro parameters that

are important for the speed and magnitude of that transmis

sion. We also have to identify domestic sources and how

they create inflation. The way in which expectations are

formed is thought to be especially important here. We also

have to identify how various inflationary processes may

affect macro behaviour in real. terms, like employment.

The labour market is of particular interest. Finally, we

want to identify the strings that can be pulled by policy

makers to affect the process. We have included the con

ven~ional fiscal and monetary weaponry in the model. More

importantly, the model ~ill offer a u~ique possibility to

experiment with e.g. the s'tructural parameters of the

labour market. Some trial experiments of that nature have

already been made although the model is not yet complete.

There will also be ~ possibility to introduce rough

schemes of wage, profit and price controls·and to study

their impact within the domain of the entire model.

There are two levels of ambition involved here.

We may be satisfied with getting a feel for the magnitudes

and direction of effects involved. We might also want to

trace time profiles of various effects more precisely. The

two dimensio~s normally cannot be kept apart as is commonly

l) See e.g. the labour market experiment described in
Eliasson (1977a).
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assumed in comparative static analysi's. We have found

through experimentation, hOwever, that same sets of param

eters have a un~que influence on long-run trends, others

on cyelieal behaviour around these trends and others again

operate both iti the long ~nd'the' shott rune We have'rised

this experienee :to devise a two stage "'estimation" proce

dure for our two problems.'

The first step is to ealibrate the model so that it traces

a ehosen set of long-term tren'ds 'of the Swedish ec~'onorny

weil, disregarding al together': the' cyclidal aspeet',. The

test variables are chosen in order 'af importance. ~~hen

the first variabie satis~ies trend requirements w~'move

on to the next trend var'iable requiring that the' e'arlier

trend fits be maintained within a rtarrow ran~e.: Tabt~ 2

gives the reference trends and tra~ing performance of

same early experimental runs. To exemplify the pröcedure

between RUNS 67 and 96 in Table 2 tiend fitting 's~arted

with total ~ndustrial prod~etion (Q) a~ test ~ariables.

Experimentatian aimed at gett'ing' it elose- to ,actual 1950

1974 growth performance with no upward or downward long

run drift in profit rnargins arid ca~acity' utilization rate~.

The next' st~p aimed at gett{ri~ the 10ng~ruri drift'in prie~

levels (industrial priees (P), wages \ (W) and CPI) in 'line

with 1950-1974 experience', while approximåt'ely prese'rving

the t~end fit of Q obtained earlier.: As ca~ be seeri fr6m

Table 2 a'number of test variables feli infö the observed

growth speetrum together by November 1976. The only' appar

ent ~eviatioh is the rate 'of unemployment. l ) ~

The second stage involves: tracing 'the'cyclical behaviour

of the same variables satisfactorily, changing the parameter

l) We are not overly concerned about that. The labour market
contains enough parameters to allow separate fine tuning~

Since an extended version (with int~rmediate goods"
public sector and: a money system} wa~ to 'be lncorpor~t~~

in the model during 1977 we have found little reason to
waste time on fine tuning the unemployment variable since
we expected new specifications todisturb part of the
calibration obtained by November 1976. ' l'
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set so that the result on trend fits is roughly maintained.

Again we, will proceed from test variable to test variable

in order of importance, requiring that earlier results

(fits) be maintained. l )

The precision requirements at this second stage are probably

quite small, since most of the cyclical features of' infla

tion seem to originate outside Sweden, by way of our exoge

nous variables. The second stage becomes important if we

want to include other problems in the fo~mulation of our

model as weil. This is only tentative within the present

project, so we leave it out fo~ the, ~ime being.

This delimitation of the level of ambition is even more

appropriate for the second problem, the relationships

between inflation, profit, investment and growth. Here

the medium-term development becomes more central together

with micro specifications. Tt is a weil recognized ex

perience that these relationships cannot be identified

in macro approaches. Lags between cause and effect are

usually long, involving,' as a rUle,-an intricate feed

back machinery between experienc~, exp~ctatiorts, planning

and technical delays. This means that macro aggregates

are a bIend of firms in different stages of development

that erase the relevant relationships whil~ a momentary

cross-section picture does not id~ntify the time dimension.

l) Two comments are in order here. First, if we so wish,
the test (or estimation) procedqre described can be
given a clear mathematiqal formulation to use as an
automatic trend and sum of squared deviations step-
wise minimization algo~itm' in a;comp~ter to search
for a parameter specification that gives the best
fit. Computer time requirements would, however, be
enormous. We are currently investigating the feasi
bility of such an application. See. the paper'by Eliasson
& Olavi on "stepwise parameter estirnation of a rniero
simulation model" in this conferenee volume.

Second, the priority orderings imposed ~ priori of
course implies the risk that seareh would lead away
from the "best fit". However, we will certainly notice
if search leads us nowhere. This is where our experience
and intuition comes into play in an important way.
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Since the model imitates the whole machinery we can bring

out the desired time and cross-sectional features as we

wish. In a way the analysis will consist in describing

what happens to a cluster of variously composed firms

when the economy is subjected to various macro happenings,

occasioned exogenously, by policy making or by inconsistent,

joint behaviour by the firms themselves. We are especially

interested in identifying the role of profits for macro

behaviour (growth) in an economy (model) populated by in

dividual firms joined together by an explicit market process.

Again, the first calibration stage, mentioned above,

(satisfactory trend tracing) is all we need to reach in

order to handle our second problem.

Let tiS now deal with the a priori inclusion of knowledge

in our model. Empirical information enters model in seven

ways:

(l) The causal or hierarchical ordering of model modules.

What depends on what and in what order (see e.g.

Figure l).

(2) Structural parameters, e.g. defining the relation

between maximum possible inyentories and sales or

trade credit extensions ass~ciated with a given

value of sales.

(3) Time response parameters, e.g. how exaetly are his

torie observations transformed into expeetations.

(4) Start-up positional data (like capacity utilization

rates) .

(5-) Start-up historie input vector (e.g. on which to

apply time reaction coefficients to generate expee

tations in EXP sector).
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(6) Macro' parameters and accounts identities l ) (e.g. in

consumption function).

(7) Exogenous inputs (like foreign prices) .

The hierarchical ordering is the first step from a

completely empty formal structure to saying something

about the world. All theory in economics has to have

something of- type (l) in it to be called economic theory.

Without the use of operational, meaningful or measurable

variables not much empirical knowledge is brought in.

Consumer preference schemes and the marginal productivity

of capital are concepts or variables that are close to

being empty since we have no good measuring instrument

or senses to touch them. We refer to the concept of a

Keyhesian model and immediately bells start to ring.

Keynesian models represent a general class of causal

orderings of economic variables that all correspond to

a measurement system (the national accounts) that we are

familiar with.

The great advantage of our model is that we bring the

hierarchical ordering very close to two excellent measure

ment systems. At the micro firm level we are dealing only

in terms of the firm's own accounting systems and at the

macro level we are truly, Keynesian. It is not necessary

to be a professional economist to assess and understand

most of the structural micro pararnekers of type (2) and

to provide the start-up historical and positional data (4)

and (5). This is def~nitely an advantage that outweighs

the loss of econometric testing potential. This informa

tion is brought in as a priori assumption. We take it

for given (true) in the causal specification.

~10st evidence brought in here is based solidly on inter

nal planning and information routines within firrns as

described by Eliasson (1976a). The specification there-

l) TO the extent possible we use outside information
from econometric studies here.
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TabJe 2 Trend compar.ison (MACHO - INDUSTRY), 2.0 yea:r:

simulations (average annual change in. percent)

~
Sweden

1950-74 RUN 67 RUN 88 RUN 96

! (24years) (July76) (Oct76) (Nov76).
.,

l) Production (Q) 4.6 2.7 3.5 5.0

2 ) Hours of labour
input (L) ~0.9 -3.9 -2.3 -2.4

3 ) Productivity
(PROD) 6.1 6.8 5.3 6.7

4 ) Value producti-
vitY (PROD x P) 10.0 11.7

5) Product price (P) 4.7 5.4 3.3 4.7

6 ) Woge level (W) 9.7 13.6 9.4 11.9

7 ) Inves~ments, cur-
rent prices (INV) . 9.5 7.7 5.4 8.3' .

8 ) Ditto,' eons tant
priccs (INV/PDUR) 4 • 3 l. l 2.7 3.8

9) Rate of unemploy-
ment (RU) 1.8 17.6 11.9 10~' O

10) Sales (S) 8. e 8.2 6.0 9.8

(R=0.4) (R=0.4) (R=0.8)

Constraints

Profit Margins (M)

Capacity utilizatlon rate (SUM} Horizontal trend ..

. ;

Nate: This table has been inserted fo~ illustratio~ only.
It makes very little sense for an outside reader
until a fGll description; of~the experimental· s~t·

up has been presented~

In the bottom row of table the simulated rates of'
change have been correlated with the real ones for
the period 1950-74.
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fore appears to be as elose as one can get to the buttorns

that are aetually being pushed in the deeision process.

The causalordering (l) is essential for the properties

at the macro level. Sueh orderings between periods re

place many time reaetion coefficients in macro models.

Struetural parameters (2), positional data (4) and historie

input data (5)· either have to be fetehed from a miero data

base (see below) or refer to the maero part of the model,

like the househ?ld expenditure systern. We are either taking

our parameters direetly from the individual deeision units

or we are using eonventional econometric techniques.

Under this model speeification scheme the estirnation prob

lem that is unique to this model is in practiee isolated

to the time response parameters under (3). Here we have

praetieally no outside knowledge to draw on except trying

out various sets of combinations and to check so that the

total model behaves as an eeonorny of our ehoiee. Were it

not for these time reaction parameters we could have said

that our whole model exereise eonsisted in analysing the

macro implications of a set of Itknown" or "measured" miero

assumptions. Confrontation with rnaero data would then have

been a second check that the numerical information had

been realistieally put tagether in the model. As we see

it now the macro information will have to be made use of

to "estimate" the time reactian parameters, until we have

.t;o~nd a way to get also that information direetly from

the firms. Before we diseuss this ealibration phase we will

introduce the micro data bases on which the model operates.

c) Data base

Two sets of data are needed; one set to operate the model

and another set to assess performance (test variables) .

The second set of test variables is partly maero statistics

from the Swedish national aceounts that will uncritieally

be said to represent Sweden and partly micro data on real

Swedish firms from various sources.
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The first set is more specific to our model. We need a

micro firm data base of at least 5 years (annual data)

and a set of positional data for the last year to get

the model started. And we need a forecast or an assump

tion (or historie data if we trace history) for the exog

enous data for the simulation period. We would also like

to be able to start simulation at a date of our choice,

which means that the micro data base should, preferably,

stretch far back in time. In practice this means that

except for the last few years, we will not ,have all the

data we need.

Model building, model calibration and data collection

must take place simultaneously. Thus much of the data

we need for model testing will not be available until

most of the calibration work has been done. This is how

we solve this dilemma.

d) ~b~_§Y~~b~~~~_~~~~2~9~~~_ee~~

Through 1976 and spring of 1977 we experimented with the

modelon historie, five year input vectors for the years

1970-74 for each firm. Fortunately, 1974 was the peak of

an inflationary profit boom in the business sector. The

simulation run then begins under conditions that are very

similar to those prevailing during the year when our

historic national accounts test data begin, namely 1950

(the Korean boom) .

To get a micro data set at an early time we had to be satis

fied with synthetic data. Until spring 1977 macro sub

industry data for 1970-74 (four subindustries) have

simply been chopped up into 50 firms, applying arandom

technique that preserves the average~ of each subindustry

and introduces known cross sectional correlation patterns.

On the basis of this start-up information we have per

formed a series of preliminary calibration experiments

according to a procedure to be described below. Occasion

ally we have included one or several real firms in a

simulation run to see what happens to them.
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The next step, that began this spring, was to prolong

the micro data base back in time, using essentially the

same synthesizing technique, to introduce a new type of

firm that only operates in inter industry markets and

to enter a purchasing and input inventory function. We

have also made it possible to enlarge the number of firms.

There are two reasons for this. We have to check stability

properties of the model when we vary start-up data by moving

back and forth,over. historic time. In addition we need

better and more precise test (historic) data to evaluate

model macro performance. The change-over to this data base

took place at a time when the new, extended versionl ) of

the model described here was ready. Several parameters of

the system have had to be recalibrated af ter this changeover

and when this is being written the model has not yet found

its way back to. a good trend tracing perforrnance of the

quality already achieved with the more primitive, earlier

version. The reason partly lies in inconsistencies between

the various official statistical data sources used to put

together a macro data bank on the industrial classifica

tian scheme used for the model. For instance, the national

accounts based break down of total industry on sub-sectors

does not seem to match the input-output rnatrix well. The

model responds irnmediately by adjusting the size of the

sectors in away that creates turbulence for several years.

The final stage is to feed the model with a set of real

firrns and to apply the same synthetizing technique on the

residual that remains between the subindustry total and

the aggregate of the real firms in each market. We are

thinking in terms of eventually having the 200 largest

Swedish firms in the model. When and whether we will reach

that ambition, or higher, depends not only on the amount

of work associated with arranging a proper data base but

also on the exact nature of interna l memory limitations

on the computer side. For various reasons this stage will

be reached very late in the project. We are now experi-

l) As compared with the simpler version described in full
detail in Eliasson (1976b).
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menting with a sample of 30 to 100 firms. We have run a

few test experiments on 350 firms. Besides making it

possible to organize model work effieiently the idea of a

synthetic data base in fact has a much greater appeal.

Future builders of models like this will certainly finu

that much r~al information that they want is missing.

Furthermore, the idea of micro-macro interaction, in our

model at least, is not to feed the model with exactly the

right micro measurements. The model operates from miero to_

macro on realistic cross seetional variations. Exactly iden~

tified firms are not needed. If we make all firms in each

sector equal, markets disappear by definition and the model

collapses into a rnore conventional, ten sector Leontief

Keynesian macro model. The maintained hypothesis is that

if the synthetic sample of firms can be seen as a sample

from a population of real firms with roughly the same

variatienai properties, then the model should exhibit the

same macro behaviour when fed with both sets. Both these

presumptions; (a) that the synthetic sample is represent

ative and (b) that the model behaves as described, will

be subjected to tests in due course. But we are of course

taking the risk of an unpleasant surprise when we reach

this stage. However, a research venture of any meaning

is risky by definition.

We are here coneerned with "estimating" the time reaetion

parameters (3) under paragraph (b) above - altogether

about 20 for each individual firm. So far we have assumed.

that they be equal for all firms. All other parameters

enter as a priori maintained hypotheses. We now need a

set of crlteria for a good "statistical fit" at the macro

level to guide our ealibration. These criteria, of course,

relate back to the precision requirements we have in deal

ing with the problems we have selected, described already

above. In eeonometrics this corresponds to ehoosing the

level of significanee and to same extent the estimation

method.
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We:need a procedure of selection that guides us towards

._a spec~~ic~tion alternative._~hat sat~sfies our ctitAria

and (NB) that is not a~ spurious .one. These.two steps are

summarized in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 . MASTER CRITERIA FOR FIT .

B. Same inter-industry-trends.

Same criteria for 5 year period.

c. Micro. No misbehaviour of obvious and substantiai

kind, if it can be identified empirieallyas mis

behavior. l ) Maintain known and stable eross-sectional

patterns over simulation.

D. Identify (time reaction) parameters that work uni

quely (or roughly so) on eyclical behaviour around

trends. (This criterion is not essentiai to handle

the two chosen .problems.)

i) Since the model has not been designed to exhibit such
behavioral features there is no other way to detect
them, if they are there, than by carefully analysing
each experiment. There is no use giving a "suspicion
list" and then limit attention to that list.
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Table 4 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE (TREND AND CYCLE FITTING)

l. Find first reference case. Assess its qualities in

terms of A above.

2 a) Perform sensitivity analysis with a view to finding

new specifications that improve performance in terms

of A.

b) Ditto with a view to investigating the numerical

properties of the model within a normaloperating

range (analysis) . Check and correct if properties

can be regarded as unrealistic.

c) For each new reference case, repeat the~whole analy

sis of 2 b) systematically. The purpose is to ensure,

each time, that thG new reference case is reallya

better specification and not a s~atistical coincidence,

and that the properties of the systern revealed by

the sensitivity analysis above, and judged to be

desirable, are present in the new reference case.

This step is impor~ant and is there to prevent us

from moving away from a relevant specification

achieved.

d) Subject model to strong shocks. Check for misbehav

iour. (Especially fast, explosive or strong contrac

tive tendencies that are generated from shocks that

are obviously extreme but just outside the range

that contains a real but rare possibility.)

Define new and better reference case. Repeat from 2.
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This is only another way of describing the estimation

"program" presented earlier. There we gave the cr.;iteria

to move from one reference case to another. Here we

describe how to find another and better reference case in

an intuitive way. In the absence of an automatic search

estimation program this trial and error procedure is the

only alternative.

As emphasized several times, there are so many dimensions

to consider in this model work that everything cannot be

handled simultaneously. What is important depends on the

problem ehoosen. Hence it is quite possible that the

efficient handling of several problems demands that

several versions (subsets) of the model be developed.

Furthermore we will have to leave some check-ups for later

consideration. Not until the macro trends (and cycles)

are satisfactorily traced (A. in Table 3) will we look

into industry trends (B. in Table 3). For some problems

we can quite weIl live with bad tracking performance at

the sub-industry level.

A final test will have to consider micro performance as

weIl. Here the test will be consistent with the idea of

the synthetic data bank. Even if we use a real firm data

bank to run the modelon we do not require that the model

traees historie development of individual firms or pre

diets their future development. This would be unreason-

able to require. l ) However, we should require that known

eross-sectional patterns are preserved'in model simulations.

For instanee, if we know that there is no or little

If we want performance of this quaIity, we would have
to build an expanded, tailor made model of the firm in
question, but fitted, as all other firms to the total
model. This is again an illustration of the faet that
eaeh problem choosen requires special model tooling.

2) And of course also in the real firm data bank if we
have one.

correlation between initial profitability rankings and

profitability rankings,.say, twenty years later but that

the distribution aeross firms remains stable, this knowl

edge should first be featured in the synthetie data bank 2 )
-l)

15
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used to run the modelon. Second, the same patterns should

be preserved in simulation runs over 20 year periods. In

fact there exist a host of weil known statistical methods

to test if simulated eross sectional patterns differ sig-

. nificantly from real ones. The problems, as usual, lie in

the availability of data.

f) Conclusions

We may say that the model we have designed is a combined

medium-term growth and cyclical model although the two

prime problems we have ehosen only require that it imitates

macro reality (Sweden) weil over the medium-term, say

five years, exhibiting a business cycle although not

necessarily a typieal Swedish business eyele. This is why

we are talking about a Swedish-like economy.

Some may say that with these "empirieal" requirements we

have not moved far above a purely theoretical inqui~y into

proble~s of inflation and growth. However, we have done

much more in so far as our numerical approach has allowed

us to say something not.only about the direetions of

change but also about the relative numerical magnitudes

involved, based on data from the Swedish economy. Let us

say that we want to study how disturbances are transmitted

through an economy. The nature of this transmission must

then be ascertained before one attempts to measure the

effects involved. This task in itself requires a substan

tial amount of empirical specification. This is also how

the ambition of the current project has been defined.

Towards the end of the projeet we also hope to be close

tOI/the following model performance; a specification that

traces a chosen set of five year macro trends in Sweden

according to A above quite well, irrespective of where

in the period 1955-1970 we begin the simulations, (if

we have the necessary start-up data), and that reproduces

a typical business cycle in all the variables in Af if

exogenous variables, including policy parameters and
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start~up data are correctly specified. For the model to

be useful as a support instrument in a forecasting context

achievement of this goal is a minimum requirement.
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EXAMPLE OF MICRO EXPERIMENT - NEW FIRM ENTRANTS IN
MARKET FOR INTERMEDIATE GOODS

Figures 6A-D have been inserted to illustrate the micro
analytical possibilities of the model.

Figures 6A and 6C relate real rates of return (RR)l) of in
dividual companies of our data base year 5 to RR in year
la in a simulation rune If all dots had been on the 45 0

line, rates of return would have been the same for each
company in the two years. We see that the scatters exhibit
the same kind of dispersing one observes in real life. This
is a result that has been obtained without recourse to any
randomization procedure within the model.

Figures 6B and 6D illustrate the correlation pattern between
annual rates of growth in output (DQ) during a 5 year period
and the average real rate of return during the same period.
Again deviations from the 45 0 line have to do with changes
in capital structure within the firm, in financing patterns
and dividend distribution practice and the timing of invest
ment during the period. If these changes are normal, one
should expect to find a fairly strong positive correlation
between average rates of return and growth in output over a
five year period (cf pp. 234 ff below~

Finally, the diagrams also illustrate a particular experiment
on the model. During the first 5 years new firms have been
entered in the intermediate g~9ds market in sizes and at a
rate typical of that industry . In figures 6A and B all new
entrants have been given average performance characteristics
of the industry, in figures 6C and D above average performpnce
characteristics. Performance is here measured as labour pro
ductivity at full capacity operations on the QFR(L) curve at
point B in Figure 3. New entrants are assumed to base their
price, wage and sales growth expectations on average, past
data for the industry. We can see that performance of the
new entrants disperses somewhat during the simulation, but
that the group as a whole still maintains its introductory
quaiity (average or superior) towards the end.

One can also notice (at least on the original drawings) that
the new entrants in the two cases (cf Figures A and e, and B
and D) displace the other firms in the scatter somewhat
differently, both within their own market (intermediate
industrial goods) and in other markets.

l)For a definition of RR see p. 257.

2)According to' data from a fortheoming IUI study on new
entrants in Swedish manufacturing.
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Figure 6E finally pietures the industrial productian effect
of the new (average, this case) entrants. Both output curves
are compared on index form with a reference case. As one can
see, the output effect is positive and slowly growing as ex
pected. One interesting thing happens in year 13 when new
capacity added for intermediate goods production suddenly
releases a bottleneck, that allows a strong, temporary in
crease in total industrial output. Furthermore, when new,
above average firms enter the market for intermediate prod
ucts there is a slight lowering of the rate of lncrease of
prices in the same market as below average performers are
forced to slow down growth or to contract output. Average
profit margins for the same market ~LC left roughly un
affected.
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4. A FORMAL REPRESENTATION OF THE MODEL

This section highlights some "analytical" features of the

so called 96-version of the Swedish micro-to-macro model.

A full and quite extensive presentation is found in

Eliasson (1976 b, chapters 2 through 8). This presentation

does not include more than the most important behavioral

and market specifications that constitute the model.

A complete technical specification is put together by

myself, Gösta Olavi and Mats Heiman, (see Eliasson-Heiman

01avi (1978), that in turn relates one-to-one to the APL

prograrrune. We have found it useful to give a full pre

sentation of the 96-version here since we have managed

to fit it into the largest (94 K) version of the IBM

5100 desk computer, and someone might be interested in

giving this version a try of his own. In this version

of the model there is no input output structure (firms

are producing value added only) and no public and money

sectors.

Figure 7 tells how the 96-version relates to the various

stages of the extended versions that have now been irn

plemented.

4.1 Targeting sector

Central to the macro properties of the model system is

the business objective function. At the corporate head

quarter level, that we are modelling, and even more so

at the macro level, we see no reason to vest other

ambitions with corporate headquarter management than

being an efficient profit making machine (see ·Eliasson

1976 a, p. 250). That is, however, by no means synonymous

to being a profit maximizing entity. Profit maximization

is practically without meaning at the "firm macro level"

at which headquarter management operates. Since we are
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Figure 7. Vintages of Swedish mlcro-to-macro..~~::l *

5 OO + ;~'loney

+ INV - FIN (only designed)

96 + input output
structure

CD0

o
350 +
public sector

500 + ~loney

(Not yet pro~r~hmed)

o

500

96

EXP
PROFIT TARG
PROD-SALES PLAN.
INV
EXPORT
INVENTORIES
LABOUR MARKET
PRODUCT MARKET

350 =

{
IMPORTS

MACRO HOUSEHOLDS

MICRO

CD Installed in the IBM 5100 Desk Computero Installed in IBM Computing Center, Stockholm

* As of April 1978 the complete model 2 with a fully integ
rated money system has been programmed and is being cali
brated. The data base now holds 30 real firms and 30 syn
thetic firms. On a consolidated basis they add up to the
corresponding sector totals in the Swedish national ac
counts system.
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modelling their behaviour, so be it also here. And both

the convenience of and reason for this approach becomes

clear from this break-down of the value growth of an

individual firm (proof follows at the end) .1)

A separable, additive targeting function

DNW +8=M3Ea- p *8+DP (DUR) *8+ (RRN-RI) *\li
~~~ '------y------/

A B C D

(la)

Headquarter GOAL Variable

1- L ~ W
Q P

DNW + 8-DCPI (lb)

(lc)

The variables are defined verballyand in

operational terms as follows:

DX will always mean the relative change in X

(i.e. AX/X) during a certain period of time.

CH will always represent the absolute change,

i.e. 6X~ dX
dt

A total assets valued at replacement costs

BW total outstanding debt

NW Net worth defined as the difference between

total assets (A) and debt (BW)

i.e. NW = A-BW

8 the rate of dividend (DIV) payout of

NW = DIV/NW

ex S/A

S sales expressed in current prices

8 Kl/A

l) .
See also Eliasson (1976 a, p. 291 ff.).
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P

W

P

CPI

- produetion equipment, valued at replacement east

rate of depreeiation of equipment l ) of type Kl

wage eost index

produet price index
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M gross profit margin in terms of sales (=5)

K2~A-Kl = other assets (inventories, given trade eredits,

cash etc)2)

~ BW/NW = the debt (BW) net worth (NW) or gearing

ratio

RI rate of interest

RRN

RRNW M~S

Kl*(P-DP)
A'

Kl*(P-DP)-Rli:BW

NW

nominal rate of
return on total
capital

nominal rate of
return on net worth

We assume here that all stock entities are valued at

replacement costs. This means that firm net worth (NW)

has been obtained by a eonsistent (residual) valuation

method. 3 ) 'It is an entirely-empirical matter whether the

deeision ~riteria derived from sueh valuation principles

are relevant, a cireumstanee that we will discuss later.

l) This requires that the following identity holds:

INV = dKl 6t+p~Kl - Kl ~ dP 8. t
dt P dt where INV is gross

investment.

2) Note that K2 is broken down into several eomponents
in the next ehapter.

3) The balanee sheet of the firm looks:

Assets

A

Total
assets

Debt

BW
NW (Residual)

Total debt
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(la) states that the relative change in firm net worth

(DNW) plus the period's dividend payout in percent of

~he same net worth (8) is the sum of four components:

(A) The profit margin (M) times the ratio between

sales and total assets (a).

(B) Calculated economic depreciation (subtracted)

(C) Inflationary (capital) gains on assetsi)

(D) The leverage contribution defined as the

difference between the nominal return to total

assets and the (average) interest rate on debt

(BW) times the debt to net worth ratio (BW/NW=~). \

It is easily demonstrated that:

RRN = A + B + C

It can furthermore be proved that:

DNW+O=(nominal return to NW) = RRNW

(Id)

(le)

One may say that (la) corresponds well with a targeting

delegation scheme of ten found in large business organ

izations (Eliasson 1976 a). B, C and D represent typical

corporate headquarter considerations that we will make

use of when the long term investment financing deeision

has been modeled (Eliasson 1976 b, p. 52 ff). A refers

directly to operational eost controi matters and can

be broken down consistently into a whole spectrum of

profit margins and cost shares at the level of individual

production lines to be used for targeting and controi

purposes. 2 ) The value growth component A in (la) is the

one that we will be co~cerned with in what follows. It

defines the prime targeting variable for short term

operational planning which constitutes the core of the

so called 96 model version.

l) There is a problem here. If realized inflationary gains
are listed under (C) the costing principle used to obtain
M has to be based on areplacement valuation of raw ma
terials and intermediate products. This is a problem we
have to face when the model is fed with real firm data.

2) Eliasson (l976a).
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We believe to be well supported by empirieal evidenee,

when assuming the following feed baek targeting scheme

for short term operational deeision making: l )

TARG(M) :=(l-R)*MHIST*(l+E)+R*TARGX(M)

o ~ [A, R] ~ l, E ~ O but small

(l. la.)

(l.lb) 2)

TARG (M) : MAX[MHIST(l+€), TARGX(M)] (l.le)

The rrofit margin history of a firm (MHIST) is eurrently

updated by (l. la). It is fed into eurrent targets, perhaps

upgraded by (l+E) according to "maintain or improve"

(MIP)standards very often met with in firms 3 ), af ter

(perhaps) having been weighted together with some externa l

referenee target like profit'performanee in a competing

firm. Targets are not always 100 pereent enforced ex ante

(see below). Ex post non satisfaetion of targets can easily

occur because of mistaken expectations. (Also see p.245).

l) Note the Algol notation (:=) "make equal to" that we
use throughout to be able to delete indices of lagged
variables.

2) TARGX(M) has not been programmed into the 96-version
of the model that is fully deseribed in the teehnical
speeifications supplement. Thus the used speeifieation
of the 96-version presumes R=O.

3) Eliasson (1976 a, p. 159).
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4.2 Expectations sector

We use a general learning feed back expectations function

developed partly and discussed in Eliasson (1974 pp.79-83).

HIST(T) := Al*HIST(T) + (l-Al) * T

HIST(DEV) .- A2 * HIST(DEV) + (1-A2) *[T-EXP(T)]

HIST(DEV2) .- A3 * HIST(DEV2) + (1-A3) * [T-EXP(T)]2

EXP I (T) • - HIST (T) + a * HIST (DEV) + f3 * v'H IST (DEV2)'

EXP(T) .- (l-R) *EXPI(T) + R"EXPX(T)

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

(2e)

where o ~ Ai' R < 1

DEV [T - EXP(T)]
2DEV2 [T - EXP(T)]

Internal expeetations on T are generated out of the firms'

own experience as determined by the conventional smoothing

formulae eombined with a quadratic learning function as

entered in (2a-d) .

a * RIST (DEV) is a correction factor for systematic

rnistakes in the past.a L O.

defines the effect of variations in ex

pectational hits whichever way they go.

Even though RIST (DEV) may average out

over time the veryexistenee of variation

is expeeted to make firms more eautious.

Renee B ~ o.

We do not believe that internal experienee is enough to

guide firms so we have made allowance for outside, external

influenees on expeetations through (2e). A firm may wateh

arnarket price indicator or the CPI or forecasts by some

one and form an outside EXPX(T) to weigh tagether with

its internal, interpreted T-experienee EXPI(T) as in (2d).

These are what we call short-term expeetations, that

stretch from year to year. There is a quarterly updating

funetion within the year as described in the Technical

Code (3.1). These functions apply to firrn prices (P),

wage eosts (W) and to sales (8), in the last ease as
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a start up datum for production p1anning (see below) .

We plan to distinguish between long-term and short-term

expectations by varying the time weights as described

by A in (2a-c). Long-term expectations are, however, not

needed until the long-term i~vestment financing sector

is introduced. This has been described in Eliasson (1976 b,

pp. 75-107). It is, however, not yet coded and prograrnmed.

Hence we do not discuss it here.

4.3 Production Sector

4.3.1 The Production Frontier

The production system consists mainly of the search

algoritms aimed at finding a TARG satisfying solution

somewhere within a feasible production frontier. This is

too complex to describe in satisfactory detail here. A

fairly complete description is found in Eliasson (1976 b,

pp. 108-148) and an exhaustive description in Eliasson

Heiman-01avi (1978); (see item (4.3)).

We begin here by defining the production possibility

frontier. In order to make this presentation reasonably

condensed we delete certain fea~ures lik~ slack formation

etc. We should note, however, that search leading to a

TARG satisfactory output solution is a quite novel speci

fication and gives the entire model systern unique and

quite realistic properties. l ) The production possibility

frontier is defined each moment in time for each firm by:

(3a)

L stands for labour input in production and QTOP is the

maximum possible output at the app1ication of an infinite

amount of labour input (see diagram 3) .

l) This is also one of the designs of the model that makes
an analytical representation hope1essly entangled and
hence numerical methods the only practicable approach.
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Capital stock is not explicit. However, investment shifts

the function QFR(L) outwards and depreciation (measured

in terms of potential output) shifts it inward, so it

enters indirectly (see below) .

A firm is always located somewhere within its QFR(L).

Determining next period's production plan means starting

from the point A each quarter calculated from EXP(S)

and searching outward along several alternative paths

until TARG(M) is satisfied. Thereafter QFR(L) is solved

for L and the firm begins to look for new labour in the

market, or lays off people as the solution advices.

QFR(L) has certain convenient properties that we make use

of. First, the planning survey of the Federation of

Swedish Industries has been designed to allow a simple

estimatian of QFR (see Virin (1976), Albrecht (1978)).

Once A and the L-coordinate of D has been obtained, QFR

can be approximated (Albrecht (1978)). From a series of

consecutive investment data we should then be able to

determine how QFR shifts because of investment.

Second,

.(

dQFR
~

-Y*L
QTOP * y * e

(3b)

clearly

and QTOP* y TEC (3c)

If we define

TEC = y ~QTOP (3d)

TEC- determines labour productivity of the last piece of

equipment to be closed down. Labour productivity is

OPTPROD
QTOP(l-e-yL )

L
(3e)
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OUTPROD signifies productivity when the firm is performing

on the frontier QFR. It is furthermore, monotonously

declining as more L is applied within each period (read:

for each given QFR) .

Actual labour productivity (=PROD) can, however, be in

creased by leaps and bounds when the firm reduces its

redundant labour by moving vertically between A "and B

(see diagram 3) or horisontally to the frontier (leftwards)

by laying off people. The first kind is what takes place

predominantly in- the early upswing phase of a business

cycle, the second in the late stages of the recession.

~~~_~~~~~~~~~y_~e~~~~~!~~

TEC is updated exogenously through DMTEC that defines the

annual increase in feasible labour productivity on a

piece of new equipment invested. Together with investment,

that brings in riew technology~ the time development of

DMTEC defines the technology constraint or the upper

limit of feasible growth in industry.-

New investment increases QTOP as described below. New

MTEC is integrated with the production system of each

firrn and stirred well to produce a new TEC feature of the

frontier as described by the harmonic average: 1 )

TEC: QTOP + CHQTOP
QTOP + CHQTOP
TEC MTEC

(3f)

l) This can also be written:

QTOP + CHQTOP _ QTOP + CHQTOP
NEWTEC - TEC MTEC

The left hand side of this expressian ~ells how much
people that would have been needed to produce QTOP+CHQTOP
if the production would have been a straight tangent to
QFR in the origin af ter investment. The right hand side
tells the same be~ore the change (QTOP/TEC) plus the same
value for the marginal addition to capacity (CHQTOP/MTEC).
One could also say that investment creatisf new, marginal
production frontier [= CHQTOP*~-exP(-~~Qi~p))] that via (3f)
blends with (3a) into a new QFR(L) .

16
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4.4 Investment function

In the model now in operation investment decisions feed

on the current profit inflow. This simple "plow back"

or "capital budgeting" explanation of investment is ad

justed in three ways:

a) build-ups of current assets associated with sales

growth (RW~CHS) and interest payments (RI~BW)

represent a mandatory claim on financial resources.

RW is a coefficient.

h) residual funds available for investment af ter (a)

are augmented or reduced by the current net borrow

ing rate. This depends on the current nominal rate

of return of the individual firm and the nominal

interest rate (RI);

DBW = CHBW = a + 6 * (RR + DP - RI)
~

c) this modified cash inflow marked for spending on

capital account is in turn adjusted downwards for

unused machinery capacity. If borrowing is negative

this means that debt is being paid off.

Thus we come out with the following formulation of the

investment function l ):

INVMAX:

INV

MxS-RW*CHS-RI*BW+[U+S(RR+DP-RI]BW

A*KORR*INVMAX

(4a)

(4b)

KORR stands for the rate of capacity utilization 2 ) and

A is a scale factor.

if (1-A*KORR) *INvr1AX < CHBW

reduce CHBW to equa1ity with 1eft hand expression.

l) This formulatian is very much based on a capital budg
eting model of investment planning derived and esti
mated on macro data in E1iasson (1969).

2) Distance AB+CD in Figure 3 measures the amount of unused
capacity.
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and distribute

as

(l-A*KORR) *INV ~1AX > O

dividends to households. l )

Note that the investment function (4a) is based more or

less directly on the separable additive targeting func

tion (la). (4a) implies that the inclination of the firm

to increase its rate of growth in total assets (and even

more so in net worth by borrowing and investing) increases

with the difference between the nominal return to total

assets (RRN=RR+DP) and the rate of interest (RI).

Real capital stock in volume terms is not explicit in the

model and we prefer to have it that way. The concept of

capital, however, cannot be avoided for obvious reasons.

It enters indirectly when investment shifts the production

frontier QFR(L) every quarter.

First, the decision to spend on INV by a firm results in

INV af ter a quarter. The additional delay between INV

and the corresponding capacity increase can be varied be

tween firms and subindustries. For the time being we are

using a 2 quarter delay between spending on investment

account and the resulting capacity increase, which is too

short for many of the firms.

Second, depreciation is defined in terms of QTOP and takes

place at a predetermined rate:

QTOP: = QTOP*(l-P) (4c)

where p is the exogenausly given rate of depreciation.

l)In the 96-version as described in Eliasson-Heiman
Olavi (1978) A*KORR: = O.
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Third, and simplifying somewhat, QTOP shifts outwards

according to:

CHQTOP: INV*INVEFF
P(DUR) (4d)

P(DUR) is the endogenously determined investment gaods
. . d l)prlce ln ex.

INVEFF is a predetermined coefficient for each firm that

relates one def1ated unit of investment to QTOP. For the

time being it is treated as a constant. We can, however,

al10w it to be updated endogenously via a current endog

enous upvaluation of production capital in the balance

sheet of the firm using P(DUR). This wou1d mean bringing

in the va1ue of capital stock explicitly, and that value

would a1so embody the extra value brought in· by DMTEC

in new investment. We can deflate that capital (stock)

value by P(DUR). Whether a stable production function

Q = f(L,K, ... ), with K so defined, exists at the firm or

the industry level, or not, is a matter that does not

concern us here. In fact, the total model would be an

ideal instrument for probing deeper into that controver

sial issue, if one so wishes.

4.5 Production solution search

We will here give a very condensed specification of the

production solution search process. A complete coding is

found in section 4.3 in Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).

A verbal and formal presentation in Eliasson (1976b,

pp. 123 ff) and partially also in Albrecht (1978, in

this volume) . Q.FR(L) and its inverse RFQ (Q) are used as

described be10w. Four algorithms (START, SAT, CHECK,

SOLVE) plus a predetermined set of SEARCH paths 1ead us

to a production and recruitment PLAN:

l) Same as final price in sector 5 in the household
chapter 4.8.
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START

PLAN (Q) :

PLAN (L) :

OPTSTO

STO

EXP(S) + OPTSTO-STO
EXP(P) CLOSE

MAX lL; RFQ(PLAN(Q))]

optimal finished goods

inventory level

actual

(Sa)

CLOSE

SAT

number of periods to close gap (OPTSTO-STO)

by varying production level.

determines whether

PLAN (L)*EXP (W) ~

l - PLAN(Q)*EX?(P) TARG(M) (Sb)

is true or false for any trial combination of PLAN (Q)

and PLAN (L) .

CHECK (optional)

ascertains that no step in SEARCH leads to less expected

profits in money terms than in position before. If decrease,

step back to earlier position and EXIT with plan l ) .

SOLVE

is a technical device used on certain sections of the

SEARCH path to find where on the QFR(L) c~rve that TARG(M)

is satisfied. A straight line represents the' points when

planned profit margins M equal TARG(M) and we look for its

intersection with QFR(L). The resulting function is

transcedental and we have to use an iterative solution

procedure. We use the Newton-Raphson method. See further

section 4.3.12 in Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).

First QFR(L) is updated by investment and the labour force

of the individual firm is corrected for retirement etc.

l)Not in 96-version of mode1 as presented in E1iasson
Heiman-Olavi (1978).
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The firm is then positioned somewhere on the vertical

line AB (Alternative I) in Figure l or at some point on

QFR(L) above B but below D (Alternative II) via START,

which calculates the first trial step in the production

planning sequence. SAT checks whether the first step taken

leads to a satisfactory profit performance ex ante. If

not, SEARCH continues until SAT, occasionally leading to

the origin in Figure 3 and a close down of operations.

How exactly firms scan their interior for satisfactory

solutions is an entirely empirical problem. The alterna

tives are so numerous that we can easily guide the firm

to all kinds of odd behaviour. For the time being firms

switch between two alternative SEARCH paths;

Alternative If which begins at a point somewhere on AB in

Figure 3 and means that redundant labour is sufficient.

Alternative II, which begins at a point on QFR(L) above

B but below D and requires more people than currently

employed to realize Plan (Q).

We think the production search procedure now to be de

scribed provides a rough representation of what is going

on in a real firrn and we believe we should abstain from

further detailing of the paths until we know more.

SEARCH1 )

Start as described above.

If PLAN (Q) > Q (B) ~

PLAN(L) > L (more people needed for PLAN(Q)) then go

to 5

If PLAN(Q)~ Q(B) ~ PLAN(L) L go to l.

l) Alternative I: (redundant labour sufficient)

If SAT at starting point A. Ex~t with PLAN(L)=L.

'l)
This is described in more detail and with further
diagrammatica1 he1p in section 4.3.1-12 in Eliasson
Heiman-01avi (1978).
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Else

2) Raise PLAN (Q) : = MIN(QFR(L) , Q) such that MAXSTO is

not exceeded. l ) This happens at Q2.

Stop (and exit) if SAT is reached with PLAN (Q)E (Q(B) ,Q2).

Else

3) At Q2, computed above, reduce L down to RFQ(Q2).

Stop (and exit) if SAT is reachede

Else

4) Reduce PLAN (Q) further down along QFR(L) until original

PLAN(Q), as determined in START (5a) l is reached, or stop

(and exit) if SAT is reached (using SOLVE) . Else go

down to 7 below, which is common for I and II alterna

tives.

5) This is alternative II: PLAN (Q) = QFR(L);

If SAT at starting p~int ~ PLAN (Q) > Q(B)~ Exit.

Else

6) Reduce Q down along QFR(L) until Q(B) at point B or

stop (and exit) if SAT is reached before (using SOLVE

device) .

Else

7) (Common for both I and II Alternatives)

Activate SLACK RESERVE

This device (described by (4.0.1), (4.1.3-4) and (4.3.7)

in E1iasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978) diagrammatically means

pivoting QFR(L) slight1y outward to a NEW QFR(L).

The size of the pivot is endogenously determined in

two steps by investment and by a short term limit

within a long term limit defined by the scale of

operations.

Move PLAN (L) down at given Q(B) stop and exit if SAT

is reached.

Else

l) MAXSTO is defined as a fixed multiple of past sales.
In (2) above MAXSTO - STO defines how much above Q(B)
production can be raised.
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8) Reduce Q down along NEW QFR(L) until zero.

Stop (and exit) if SAT is reached (using SOLVE device) .

9) If the origiri (0,0) is rcached and the firm has not

~ound a Q/L combination satisfying TARG(M) , it is

eliminated from the model, and its L is added to the

pool of unemployed.

10) At any step 1-8 above, "exit" means that search is

terminated, and that the current Q/L combination (giving

target satisfaction) is fixed as the production/recruit

ment plan for the period in question.

In general one may say that search is geared towards the

maintenance of long term rate of return requirements (cf.

proof of targeting formula pp.256 ff). Firms strive to main

tain past output levels, if compatible with targets and to

make the best use of the existing labor force. Certain short

term "floors", e.g. lay-off restrictions (see next footnote

below) slow ~own contractions in firm size in the short rune

The pivoting of QFR(L) at (7) above has been entered to

handle the case when difficulties to meet profit targets

are encountered. A number of solutions are always available

to raise productivity at the shopfloor level, although

Corporate Headquarter management will not normally be aware

of exactly how (see Eliasson 1976 a, p, 210 and pp. 234 ff).

One weIl known solution that does not require new investment

is to shut-down same low productive operations and allocate

same labour to high productive areas. Another is simply to

identify and eliminate same labour "functians" that do not

affect output in the short rune There are always plenty of

such "functians" in a large company.

One may ask why this was not done before the difficulties

were encountered. And the answer is, there was no need

since profit targets were satisfied. This may perhaps

be called an instance of non-optimal behaviour. There is

Inuch evidence that it exists in a form specified in this

model and described above (see e.g. Eliasson (1976 b),

which can be seen as a preparatory study for this model-
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ling projeet). We eould of eourse save the eoncept of

rationai behaviour in terms of optimal behaviour by

introdueing very steep eost funetions for new information

or, fast adjustments and some of the model results might

remain. This would mean ehanging our language and speci

fieation from something that is easy to understand for

those who represent our deeision makers in the model and

our data, to something that is very unfamiliar.

Tt would mean unnecessary extra mathematical exercises

and, possibly, quite erroneous properties of the model

system at some places. Finally, behaviour in our model

as specified is as rationai as it can ever be. To take

drastic action to ride through a crisis situation is a

very unpleasant thing for employees and management alike,

but normally accepted if the crisis is there. Not other

wise, however, and this is a very good reason for not

doing the utmost at every point in time.

Summing up so far, production SEARCH steps lead to a

desired reduction in the labour force or a planned expan

sion. If a reduction, lEJt us assume bere that all labour

not needed is 1aid off. If an expansion the firm enters

the labour market with

PLAN(Q,L)

and the offering wage

QFFER (W): = W+IOTA* [EXP (W) -w:I

PLAN(Q) ~ O

PLAN(Q,L) can only be realized to the extent that the firm

gets all people needed or can keep the labour it has, af ter

Labour market search.

4.6 Labour market search (wage determination)

The labour market process is eharacterised by firms in

active search for passively waiting labour of homogeneous

quality.
l) Eliasson (1977a) presents an experiment on what happens
when the new Swedish advance notice requirements before
lay-off are introduced into the model systern.
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Search follows a predetermined market sequence, firms

being ordered by the degree of expansion exhibited in

their plans.

The probability of one firm raiding another firm is

proportional to the size (labour force) of the firm being

raided.

The probability that search leads to the pool of unem

ployed is proportional to its size augmented by an exog

enously determined factor SKREPA ~ l.

SEARCH is characterized by

(A) the jntensity of search measured by the number of

search loops allowed each firm (NITER) and

(B) the intensity of response. This intensity, repres

ented by the{~} factors (see below), is the core

or the wage setting process. It can be formally

represented as:

(C) FIRM I is raiding, wanting a quantity of labour

deterrnined in the production planning sequence

(above) CHL(I) at an offering wage OFFER [ W(I)]

This is the way labour market search is organized:

(l) SEARCH ~ pool of unernployed => [PLAN(L)-L] = realized

ernployment increase at OFFER(W)

(2) elsel)

OFFER [W(I)] ~ OFFER [W(II)] *(l+y),-yE[O,l]

{

CHL ( I): = MIN [e *L ( I I), CHL ( I )] , e E [ O, l]

W(II): = W(II)+ ~ l *[W(I)-W(II)] ,E;, l E [O,],]

(3) else

CHL (I): = O

W(I): = W(I)+ ~2 ~[W(II)(1+Y)-W(I)J,E,2E[O,1]

----
l) Note that firms immediately upgrade their wage level to

the OFFER level once it has been deterrnined. We thus
delete the prefix OFFER in what follows.
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This is all there is needed to describe the market

principles at work here. For updating algoritms etc the

reader is referred to Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).

4.7 Foreignsector

Foreign connections of the economy are determined at the

micro firm levelon the export side and at the market

levelon the import side.

The export ratio (X) of the individual firrn is determined

as

CHX = f{PFOR-PDOM}
PFOR (7a)

The import ratio (IMP) of the. rnarket is deterrnined accord

ingly as

CHIMP f{PDOM-PFORl
PFOR ~

(7b)

The functions, as they, are now specified in the program,

are differentiable at all points except when PDOM=PFOR.

In principle a high or low price elasticity of foreign

trade refers to the rate of change of the X and IMP ratios

in response to the {PFOR-PDOM} differential. We are, how

ever, not dealing with constant elasticity functions.

Rather, a high elasticity means that goods are diverted

to or from domestic markets very fast, causing a drop (or

an increase) in volume supplies that forces the price to

adjust (closes the (PFOR-PDOM) differential) through volume

changes and hence curbs the volurne adjustment just started.

A low price elasticity on the other hand works more slowly

on volurnes (through X and IMP) and hence closes the gap

volumes (through X and IMP) and hence eloses the gap

(PFOR-PDOM) more slowly. This more complex machinery

makes the use of the term elastieity give rise to some

what misleading associations. Sometimes we use the term
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faster or slower, X-IMP times (TMX in (6.1.1) and TMIMP

in (7.3.1) in Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978). TMX and

'IMIMP measure the number of years (roughly) it takes

for X (or IMP) to change with as many percentage points

as (PDOM-PFOR)/PFOR.

It would in fact be much more relevant to view the drift

in export ratios over time as a result of the relative

profitability of exports and domestic sales. This would

at least be much more in keeping with the business

manager's way of phrasing himself than using convent~?nal

demand functions. Since production costs (fixed and var

iable) can be said to be roughly the same irrespective

of where the goods are sold the major discriminating

variable (besides prices on irnported input goods) are the

relative prices on exports and domestic sales. Hence (7a)

and (7b) can be said to approximate the alternative

formulation that CHX and CHIMP depend on relative profit

margins. l ) As we will take clear note of in my applica

tions paper below (How does inflation affect growth?)

the X and IMP functions are the prime transmitters of

foreign inflation to our model economy. We do think that

these clean, profitability oriented export and import share

function catch the decision machinery better at our quarter

period specification than would the conventionai approach

to add a foreign demand component like GNP of the industri

alized world. However, by abstaining from relying on proxies

to impose the business cycle on the Swedish economy we are

certainly making things more difficult for ourselves.

4.8 Household sector

Household demand is determined by a nonlinear expenditure

system where all households are assumed to be identical.

In practice this is a macro specification.

l)
For proof and further discussion, see Eliasson (1976b,
pp . 15 O f f . ) .
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The novel features here are that:

(a) expenditure shares are determined in the long run

by the growth in real income (6
3

in (8a)) .1)

(b) durable consumption is out of a stock of durable

goods, that varies with the household purchase

decisian, the price and the (fixed) rate of con

sumption {p) out of the stock. 2 )

(c) During iterations in product markets durable spend

ing can be SWAPped for saving, and vice versa

depending on the relative development of the

interest rate (RI), CPI and the rate of unemploy

ment (RU).

(d) Desired saving is aimed at maintaining a long Lun,

stable relationship between household financial

wealth and disposable income (Bd) but

(e) this desire and SWAPPING only guides households in

their spending decisions restricted by (8a). Final

household saving is determined residuaIlyas (Bg).

l) No growth in real income D(DI/CPI)=O means that residual
income is divided up in fixed proportions over time
(8 23 = constant for all i). In this case the marginal

propensi~y to spend out of :esidual.income is also 823 .
If real lncome moves over tlme and lf the consumer
price index is not independent of nominal disposable
income (which is reasonable) the analytical expression
of the marginal propensity to spend becomes much more
cumbersome.

2) According to the formula:

STO: = (l-P)*(SPE(DUR)+(l+DP)*STO)

STO stands for the stock of durable gaods in the house
hold sector.
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Household spending funetion'

3P (i) : Si (i l *SPE (il +~S 2 (il +DB-lliJ,* [DI-L: i (Si (i l *SPE (il J

S2~

a 11 S. i = l , 2 , 3 .~ O
J

Nondurable eonsumption (i=2,3,4)

SPE(i): = p(i)~[al(i)+a2(i) flw * SP(i)]
-T P(i)

(Sa)

(Sb)

when not otherwise indieated summation is always over

historie time [-T, -l]

w = weight for each year [-Tf -l ]

i 4 is service consumption

Note the distinetion between SPE ex ante, desired spend

ing, before iterations are completed eaeh period, and

SP = actual spending as in (Sa).

bl . l)Dura e consumptlon (i=5)

P~ [~+a2L:w ~ S~]
SPE= - (l+DP)*STO-DI*SWAP

P
(Se)

STO stock of durables (eurrent replacement value) that

is consumed at the rate p per year.

l) Since consumption and spending are different things
in the case of durables, formulation (8e) is not
entirely correct. We use it here for simplicity. For
details see Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).
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Household saving (i=6)

SAVH SPE(i)=(WHRA~DI-WH)+DI*SWAP (8d)

WHRA = y *WHRA+ ( l-Y ) ~~~ ,

WH household wealth

SWAP-function

SWAP = a 3JECH (RI - DCP I) +a 43fCHRU

RI nominal rate of interest

CPI consumer price index

RU unemployment rate

Adjustment mechanism

yE(O,l)

(8e)

l) Firms {EXP [P (j)]} ~ informs market

2) Households {SPE(i) c~nd. EX~P(~]}~ informs market

3) Firms {EXP [P (i)] ca:~. SP (i)} ~ informs market

cond. stands for conditional upon.

Market process: If BP intentions above provisional supp

lies, firms supply out of their inventories down to min

levels. If below, firms try to maintain prices at

"expected" levels and reduce offering prices only gradually

at a predeterrnined rate.

calculate:

4) Repeat MARKET1TER times

5) THEN {P(i)@ SP(i)} , i=t6

(1,5 )
6) SP (6) =SAVH == D1- SUM[SP (i) ]

Consumer price index

(8f)

(8g)

CP1 = L SP(i)*P(i)
L SP (i)

i l, ... 5 (8h)
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SUPPLEMENT: PROOF OF SEPARABLE ADDITIVE TARGETING FUNCTION

Assume no taxes. 1 )

Cash f10w identity
dK 2

II-RI *BW-DIV + ~~W =INV + Jt-

Definition of gross investment spen~~~3:

_ dK l dP _
INV = -at - ert * Kl + P*K 1

(A )

(B)

n Operating profits (gross), inc1usive of depreciation
RI Average rate of interest on net debt (=BW)

Kl Rep1acement va1ue of production equipment on which the
depreciation rate (p) is app1ied to obtain depreciation
(=p *K1)

Kl The corresponding volume measure, obtained by deflating Kl
with the investment goods def1ator P

K2 All other assets, same valuatian
NW Net worth residually determined from:

A= K1+ K2=BW+NW

Now reshuffle terms in (A) and insert in (B):
dP dBW dK1 dK2

n-p*Kl-RI*BW + dt* Kl =DIV - dt + dt + 'dt-
~

dA
dt

NW
RRNW

From the definition of the nominal rate of return to net worth:

n-p *K1- R1 *BW + dP *K dNW
_________d_t__l DIV + dt-

NW NW
~

8

(8 is dividend pay out rate.)

Furthermore follows:

RRNW

dP
dtn-p *1<1- p *K2

--------*~
A NW

dNvJ
dt

e+ NW
v

RR

l) For an extension of the separable, additive targeting
forrnula (l) on p. 234 with taxes inc1uded see Eliasson:
Business Economic Planning, (Wiley) 1976, pp. 293 ff. See
also Eliasson: Two Papers on Planning and Efficiency,
Economic Research Report B 13, Federation of Swedish
Industries, Stockholm, October 1976, pp. 30-31.



and dP dNW

RRNW RR *(1 + BW) - RI * BW + dt * (l + BW) e+
dt= NWNW NW P NW

since A
l + BW = l + 1JJNW NW

(1JJ = leverage factor)

Thus:
dNW dP dP

RRNW = dt
+ 8 RR + 'Rn I dt RI) * ljJ + dt

NW \ L\ T P - p

~

But:
dP

RR Il * §. - Kl dt *&S p * - - PA A A
'-y--J

M

dNW dP
•• dt + e M *§. - p *.!SJ. + dt *& + (RRN-RI) * llJ• NW A A P A

Q.E.D.

17
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ON ESTIMATlON AND OTHER PROBLEMS OF
STATISTICAL INFERENCE IN THE MICRO

SIMULATION APPROACH
Anders Klevmarken

The micro simulation approach to economic
analysis is still in the beginning of its
development. Although "numhers" are involved
in the simulations much work is largely of a
theoretical character one step away from
empirical applications. This is so partly
because of data shortage but also because there
is a need to use the simulation" approach to
learn about the properties of one~ theoretical
constructs. The ultimate goal must, however,
be to make an inference to the economy, whether
on a macro or a micro level. To do this adequate
micro data are needed as weil as a basis for the
inference.

The general principles of statistical inference
apply to the micro simulation approach as weil
as to other research in econometrics. As a matter
of fact, it is hard to find any useful alternative.
This does not exclude, however, that there are
methodological problems which are more or less
specific to this approach. In the following I
will first give a few comments on the analysis
of micro data in general and then turn to same
problems more specific to the micro simulation
approach.

Analysis of micro data, some common proölems

Micro data, and in particular longitudinal micro
data, certainly offer new possibilities to obtain
a better understanding of micro and macro
behaviour, but nothing is for free. The use of
micro data makes it necessary to solve problems
we tend to neglect at the macro level.
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l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

There is usually a large individual
variability in micro data which show up
in low R2: s . To explain this variability
we will probably have to use models which
involve more parameters than is typically
the case at an aggregate level. For
instance, an analysis of household
consurnption would not only involve
household incorne and lagged consumption
but also measures of household charac
teristics.

Partly because of the large range of
variability micro relations are frequently
non-linear which makes the statistical.
inference difficult.

Measurement errors become relatively
important. Sometimes we will work with
proxy or indicator variables which
"suggest" models with latent structures,
(c.f. Aigner & Goldberger (1977), Wold
(1973, 1974, 1975)).

There are selectivity problems in micro
data which may be difficult to handle.
In panel data in particular self
selectivity may demand a separate
treatment. One promising approach is
to incorporate the selection mechanism
into the basic model and estimate both
at the same time, (c.f. Heckman (1976),
Maddala (1977)).

Although micro data are expected to be
a rich source of information there will
most certainly remain unmeasurable
individual characteristics. In panel
data these have sometimes been taken
care of by a variance-components approach.

The relationships between cross-section,
cohort and time series data deserve
more attention. We do not only need to
know how macro activities influence micro
units and how micro units should be
aggregated to macro. Because the in
creasing demand for personal integrity
will limit our possibilities to obtain
micro data, and in particular panel
data, we will of ten also have to in
vestigate if cross-sectional data could
be used for an inference about longi
tudinal behaviour.



We already have statistical methods which can
be used to treat some of these problems, but the
new emphasis on roiero data will have to "generate"
new methods. To indicate the nature of these
methods I would ·like to give a few k-ey words:

a) Although macro theory usually has a micro
theoretical foundation it is not always good
enough for empirieal studies of micro be
haviour. Our methods will thus have to be
exploratory.

b) Because the sample size will be rela
tively large it is possible to emphasise
consistency rather than efficieney. In
traditional macro eeonometrics consistency
is a completely uninteresting property
because of the short time-series usually
available. Frequently, however, we only
know the asymptotie properties of our
estimators. For this reason I agree with
thoae who claim that one should not give
much credenee to confidenee intervals
computed in macro eeonometric models. On
the other hand, .from this does not
follow that statistieal inferenee is
useless.

c) One should also emphasize robustpess of
methods. There is usually a eonfliet
between our desire to have robust and
effieient methods. With large samples of
miero data, however, we wil~ not have
to be overly concerned about the loss in
efficiency.

d) In traditional econometrics we eoncentrate
on mean relationships, while with micro
data the distributional aspeets will be
more emphasized. For this purpose we
will probably have to develop better
statistical methods than those available
now.

e) There will be a need for methods whieh
require neither linearity nor assumptions
of particular non-linear forms, but
rather admit data to determine the
functional form of the relationships
estimated.

Problems in the micro simulation approach

Next I would like to comrnent on a few problems
which are more speeific to the miero simulation
method. The size of the models contributes to
many of the practical difficulties. It is
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important to know the properties of an estimated
model and the predictions produced by this model.
It has been suggested that these properties
could be explored by tracing out "reaction
surfaces" by alternative assumptions about model
structure and parameter values (sensitivity
analysis) • This is a good idea for small or medium
sized models or for exploring particular features but
cannot be used to evaluate a large micro simulation
model. The sources of uncertainty in the pre
dictions ar~ the same as in most other econometric
predictions. There will be genuine residual
variation as weIl as measurement errors. Par-
ameters will be unknown but estimated. Exogenous
varia~les are not known but predicted. There
will be specification errors, etc. The multiple
of these errors cannot be explored in "reaction
surfaces" because it would be unmanageable to
analyse the large amount of computer printout
required. With these large models it is not
feasible to simulate all possible implications
of a model and discover unrealistic features.
Also, such an approach would not give the
probability of the occurance of a simulated
event. For these reasons it is very important
that each detail (assumption) in the model be
tested by statistical methods. It is also
important to test the model carefully to balance
what I would like to call the " s ize law", namely
that the ves ted interest in our own model is
proportional to its size.

Large size models also make simulations expensive.
Methods have to be found which quickly trace out
the distributions for strategic variables.
Although the simulation methods will depend on
the model structure there are general, efficient
Monte Carlo methods and there are also powerful
computer languages for simulations 'like for
instance SIMULA. Experts on numerical methods
and computer simulations could undoubtedly
contribute to a more efficient use of the
computer.

Another major problem in micro simulation studies
is the lack of data. A typical feature of some
micro analytic studies is that the objective
function which is maximized (or minimized) to
obtain estimates of the micro parameters is
formulated in macro variables because micro data
are not available. For instance, with respect to
the micro parameters one might attempt to minimize
some quadratic function of the residuals between
observed and predicted GNP, consurn"ption expendi
tures, investment expenditures, rate of un
employment, rate of increase in consumer prices
etc. This procedure might easily lead inta



identification problems. To illustrate by a
simp'le example,. if we only know the sum of two
variables each of which are linearly related to
two other variables, it is not possible to
identify the two intercepts. In a more complex
model it might be difficuit to see if the model
is identified or not. If not, the search for a
maximum (minimum) may go on for ever. Even if the
model is formally identified there may be cases
analogous to multicollinearity in ordinary linear
models, i.e. the surface of the objective function
in the neighbourhood of the extremum is flat.
It might then be possible to change some parameter
values with but a very small change in the value
of the objective function.

Gunnar Eliasson in his paper "How does inflation 1)
affect growth - Experiments on the Swedish Model"
presented a slightly different data problem. He
wanted to inve,stigate if the "over shooting"
response of his model to an external shock is a
realistic feature. The problem is that so far we
have not observed such qn "over shooting" in the
economy which makes it difficult to put this
property of the model to a direct test.

First we would like to know if this particular
property is the result of the general model
structure or the particular parameter estimates
obtained. Suppose we can write the model
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MI: F (y, e) o; eES

where y is a vector of variables and e avector
of unknown parameters which belong to the set S.
These relations define our maintained hypothesis.
If F has the over shooting property for every e
in S no sample would be able to reject this
property, i.e. no test is possible. In this case
there is no support for the property and one
would like to consider a more general model
which would include Ml.

Even if there are e:s in S which do not imply
"over shooting" one might think of cases when
this pr.·operty is "almost" untestable. Suppose
our data are generated by another (stochastic)
model M2 which does not have the "over shooting"
property and that the distribution of y is such
that we with a probability close to l will
obtain estimates of e in Ml which give over
shooting, then the probability to reject this

l) See pp. 277 ff in this conference volume.
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property will be close to O. To obtain some
protection against this possibility one would
like to investigate if theoretically plausible
Tllodels different from MI wi th about the same
fit would also give the over shooting property.
If they do, some support for overshooting is
obtained.

In general I ,can see no other way to solve the
testing problem than to test each part of the
model against micro data by statistical methods.
If micro data are unavailable we will most
certainly encounter difficulties in discriminating
between model structures. Suppose our data are
generated by MI but there are many parameter
vectors § which give almost the same fit to the
observed (macro) data and some give "over
shooting" while others do not. This result
neither give support to the over shooting
property, nor rejects it. Equivalently, if one
estimate § implies overshooting hut it is
possible to find another § which gives almost
the same fit but no overshooting, then there is
no support.

Eliasson discovered the over shooting property
of his model by deterministic simulation. But
assigning the value zero to the random errors
does not always give unbiased predictions, c.f.
the case of log-normally distributed errors.
Depending on the structure of the model it might
also generate random shocks which would counteract
the over shooting. If the random errors implicit
in the behavioural relations are taken into
account by stochastic simulations one might thus
obtain different results vis a vis over shooting.

Finally I would like to comrnent on what is
called "the dynamic approach" to estimation.
Let us take the following simple example:

Yt = a + SYt-l + Et ; Et is NID(O,a 2
E)

Minimization of

T
I
l

T
L
l

gives the Ordinary Least Squares estimates which
are maximum likelihood estimates and they are
consistent, asymptotically unbiased and
asymptotically efficient. In the dynamic
approach the following residual sum of squares
is minimized
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where y~ is the first y-observation. It remains
to be shown that the estimates obtained have any
desirable properties.

If the OLS estimates are used for "dynamie
predictions", i.e. only the first y-observation
is used to start the forecasting, and if all Et
are set equal to zero, one would probably obtain
a sequence of y-predictions which deviates from
the observed series in a seemingly non-random way.
Is this result an indication of a bad model? Not
necessarily~ In a mean-square sense the prediction
was the best possible given that we only knew
the first y-value. The random nurnber generator
whieh we call the economy will generate a y-series
with all E set equal to zero only with a probability
elose to zero. The probabil~ty that our random
number generator would be able to generate the
same series of E values as generated by the
economy is also alrn0st zero. To simulate only
one future y-path thus is almost useless. What
is of interest is to sirnulate the whole distri
bution of y-paths. Our interest must then be
coneentrated on building models which yield
distributions with small variances.
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STEPWISE PA AMETER ESTIMATlON OF A MICR"O
SIMULATIO MODEL
Gunnar Eliasson and Gösta Olavi

An intuitive stepwise calibration method has
been used so far on the Swedish Micro-Macro
Model. This paper codifies this procedure
describedl}n the paper on the model already
presented at this conference as a first step
towards a more systematic, computer based
estimation procedure.

Being recursively specified through-out, the
model cannot be solved as sirnultaneous equations,
but is forwarded in time via a simulation scheme.
Since a complete set of real micro data has not
yet been made ready, we apply fully dynamic
simulations and calibrate all blocks simultaneously.
It has not yet been possible to fit endogenously
simulated micro data to i-ts "co-rrect" values, or
to do the same thing partially block by block
keeping all other blocks exogenous each time.
Exogenization of blocks and partiaI block by
block calibration in fact contradict the
essential idea of the whole model. There is so
much linkage across blocks, especially in the
micro based market processes that exogenization
of most blocks involves redesigning the model.
Hence exogenization itself should be expected
to affect macro behaviour in a not negligible
way. Consequently it will not be very helpful
in a,calibration context.

Once we get a complete set of micro firm data
we will ~lso use simulated cross sectional
patterns over time to calibrate the model
further 2 ). We want to emphasize, however, that

l) G Eliasson: A Micro Simulation Model of a National
Economy: The case of Sweden, pp179ff.

2) Some such work can be said to have been done
already. For instance, we know roughly the rate
at which the correlation between past and
current rates of return of individual firms
decreases with time. We have checked that model
simulations do not contradict this evidence. It
should be noted here that there is no randomizing
device in the model that sees to it that such
results are obtained. In this context the model
is deterministic.
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the most important empirical test of the model
has to do with getting the micro assumptions
~umerically right. (ef the discussion on
l?p. 32-51.) Here we are concerned with "estimating"
a very limited nurnber of parameters indirectly
where access to direct micro observation has not
been possible. This estimation also serves as a
complementary check at the macro level that
this "other" numerical information, that has
gone into the model, is consistent with reality.

It will be obvious from what follows, that this
paper is concerned with one side of the
estimation procedure only, namely with the
practical problem of how to obtain the "best
fit" within reasonable computer resource limits.
We do not discuss here the important problem
of the stochastical properties of the estimates
we eventually reach.

The general idea is to first calibrate the model
to produce trends for critical endogenous macro
variables over the simulation period that are
consistent with Swedish post-war development,
and then to calibrate the year-to-year historical
development. The approach in each of these two
phases is to move a selected subset of model
parameters wi thin a predetermined range" to get
successively better values of an objective
function, measuring the closeness of fit. This
two-step scheme is made possible by the fact,
noted from initial experimentation with the
model, that most model parameters can be
classified into one of two groups; one largely
operating on model trends and the other mostly
on short term cyclical behavior.

For each of the two steps, the objective function
has been chosen so as to

a) economize on computer time

b) allow the inclusion of as much a priori
knowledge'as possible

c) lead to an improved numerical specifi
cation from the chosen starting point.

The philosophy behind this two-step method is
that the complexity of micro simulation models
of the Swedish kind

(l) allows for a multitude of solutions
that satisfy the goodness of fit
criterion if scanning is unrestricted
but



Goal variables = GTR.-----------1

(2) that a priori considerations (knowledge)
allow us to limit the number of choices
considerably. We also believe

(3) that our own intuitive capabilities are
superior to mechanical, unlimited scanning
when it 'eomes to avoiding non-global optima,
but that the meehanical approach is superior
when we reach the stage of fine tuning with
little risk of going in the wrong direetion.

First we define a set of goal variables G.
and find out by way of sensitivity analysts
which parameters work on G mostly in the long
Tun (Trend ~ GTRi ) and on short run cyclical
variations (= GCL i ) .

Then we define ~ göodness of fit criterion.

To make the presentation more concrete we
introduee the ehosen set of goal variables
direetly from the model version described in
Eliasson-Heiman~Olavi (1976)1). There is no
practical way whatsoever to perform this
estimation on all maero variables and the
variables thus have had to be ehosen so as
to minimize the risk that other variables
stray off in undesired direetions. We do no~,

however, explain this choice here.

Step one: TRENDS

Trends for the following
macro entities:
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Q
L (TOT)
W
p
cpr'
SAVH

(i
(i
(i
(i
(i
(i

l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

industrial productian
total employment
wage eosts in industry
wholesale price index
eonsumer price index
household saving

(A)

Trend eriterion

Minimize MAXJGTR.model - GTR.actual
. l l
l

subject to:

(Al) M, RU, SUM E{low, high} through simulation

l) See Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).
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(A2) by varying

KSI
NITER
IOTA
ALFABW
BETABW
DMTEC
MARKET
ITER
MAXDP'
GAMMA
THETA

E{O.l, 1.O}
E{S, IS} (integer)
E{0.5, l}
S O
~ O
~ 0.1

~ l (integer)
~ O
~ O
E{O.l}

KSI

NITER

IOTA

Note that we consider correct evolution
of firms' profit margins (M), rate of
unemployment (RU) , and industrial
capacity utilization (SUM) to be so
important for calibrating the model,
that we have ehosen to enter them as
restrictions rather than to inelude them
in the objective function.

is a parameter that tells to
what extent a firm, having
performed an unsueeessful raid
for new labour on another firm,
eloses the observed wage
difference by increasing. its
own wage level. Also see
p.220 in this eonference
volume.

gives the nurnber of interactions
(searches) a firm is allowed
in the labour rnarket each
period (quarter) ..

is the fraction of the expected
wage increase that a firm
ehooses to offer directly
when entering the labour market
in search for peoplec

ALFABW and
BETABW

the rate of increase in firm
(net) borrowing is assumed to
depend linearly on the difference
between the nominal return to
total assets and the borrowing
rate. ALFABW is the intercept
and BETABW the coefficient.

l) Numbers refer to algorithms where this parameter
appears in Eliasson-Heiman-Olavi (1978).



DMTEC

MARKET-ITER

MAXDP

GAMMA

THETA

is the (exogenous) rate of
increase in productivity of
new equipment investedQ

tell~ the nurnber of producer
household price-volume iterations
in the product marketo

maximum fraction by which one
yearr~ price increases can differ
from expected values, as a
consequence of excess supply or
demand in the product market~

the relative wage improvement
'a worker demands to move to a
new job l)

maximum fraction of a firmrs
labour force that can be lost
in one raid.
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The optimum value of the objective function is
of course ze-ro; that is, it should be feasible
to track the six trends exactly under the
restrictions indicated. However, limited
resources (time and money) for the calibration
will force us to terminate the iterative process
at some point which does not produce the optimum,
but a closeness of fit which we have prespecified
as satisfactory.

Step two: CYCLES

Use the same goal variables Gi as in step one.
Let GCLij indicate the value of variable Gi in
year j of the simulation.

The objective function to be minimized is now,
(with an appropriate set (w.) of weights):

l

(B) L w. ~ L (GeL ..model - GCL .. actual)2
i l j 1J 1J

Restrictions are

(Bl) M, RU, SUM as in (Al)

(B2) Don't let achieved trends suffer more
than ± E compared with step l. Stipulate
for each GTR. that:

l

IGTR,model_GTR.actuall ~ !GTR,model_GTR.actuallste l+C
t l l step 2 l l . P

18
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In step 2, the following model parameters are
varied:

SMS
SMP
SMW
SMT
Fl
TMSTO
TMIMSTO
TMX
TMIMP
SKREPA

E{O,l}
E{O,l}
E{O,l}
E{O,l}
E{O,l}

~ °
~ °
S O
~ °
E{1,50}

SMS , SMP , SMW , SMT

Fl

TMSTO

TMIMSTO

TMX,TMIMP

SKREPA

smoothing parameters, used by
firms to make each year's
trade-off between old and
current experiences when forming
expectations for sales, prices,
wages, and profit targets,
respectively,

a smoothing parameter, used by
firms to make °quarterly adjustments
of expectations(.

a time reactian parameter, used
by firms as the time planned
for to adjust a deviation of
their finished~goods inventories
from their optimum level.

same as TMSTO, but applied to
input-gaods inventories.

time reaction parameters,
controlling the rate of change
of export/import ratios as a
response to foreign-domestic
price differentials.

a parameter regulating the
probability that a recruiting
firm will turn to the pool of
unemployed (instead of trying 
to raid other firms), and thus
affecting the time pattern of a
net increase in total employment.

To be able to calibrate a year-to-year fit, we
have been careful to ehoose, in this step, a
parameter set that mainly affects the time
response patterns of the model. Campare this with
the trend-calibrating step, where we seleeted



parameters that have a relatively stronger impact
on the long-run.profitability and growth develop
ment of simulated firms, and thus on the long
run behaviour of the entire model.

Further considerations

The above is a formalization of our ad-hoc
intuitive procedure for estimating critical
mod€l parameters. We have also told why we prefer
a user-model interåction sch~~e in a first phase,
instead of applying an outright, automatic
optimization procedure. In a later phase of the
project, when calibrations like this have
resulted in' reasonable interval estimates of the
parameters and the risk of approaching a non-global
optimum- is smaller, a computer-based algorithm should
be appropriate. With any such algorithm, our own
interactive scheme would be rnechanized inta
an iterative search process, evaluating for
each new step to be taken what changes in the
parameter set as we judge them, give the fastest
improvement in the closeness-of-fit objective
function. However, instead of directly computing
the derivatives by way of explicit formula, the
algorithm will use trial model simulations at each
point, requiring a well-defined algorithm/model
interface.

Note that with a cornputer-based optimization
algorithm, the problem formulations in the two
steps above might have to be modlfied to suit
the characteristics of the algorithm in question.
Integer-restrictions, like NITER and MARKETITER,
are awkward to all opimization schernes; and
MINMAX formulations of ten make optimizations
very time-consuming. The exact formulations will
have to be worked out in concordance with the
perforrnance of the chosen algorithm.

Nate also, that with the objective function and
the restrictions on the allowed parameter
combinations, as we have them, we cannot guarantee

,the convexity of either. This might give rise to
problems of finding the correct (global) optimum.
Usually this problem is accornodated by running
several optimizations, selecting different
starting points. That would probably be too
resource-consuming in practice in our case.
Instead we chose to base our confidence on having
found a good starting point for search - from
the beginning - namely the parameter set that
gave the best fit in the initial, intuitive
search procedure.
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HOW DOES INFLATION AFFECT GROWTH?
EXPERIMENTS ON THE SWEDISH

MICRO-TO-MACRO MODEL
Gunnar Eliasson

INFLATION AND GROWTH

l. Introduction

The absolute price level can change for various
re~sons. We of ten tend to associate a higher
growth rate with more inflation due to excess
demand phenomena internai to the economy. There
has been very little written or said on the
characteristics o~ the reverse relationship.
How does an exogenous change ("shock n

) in the
general- price level affect the rate of economic
activity? This is a very relevant passibility
for any economy engaged in extensive foreign
trade., In fact i t would be qui te odd to assume
a one to one correspondence between the rate of
economic growth on the one hand and the rate of
change in the general price levelon the other,
irrespective of the origin of growth and of
inflation.

The same comment is in fact equally applicable
to the relationship between price change and
unemployment since so many and so different
factors are at work on the two variables. The
complexity of the originating and transmitting
machinery certainly would generate an assymetrical
price-volume response pattern.

We may say that this study is an essay on
estimation. We have been through a series of
frustrations when trying to load an extended
version of the Swedish micro-macro model with
numbers that resemble Swedish conditions. Some
inconsistent pieces of empirical evidence still
remain to sort out. The very fact that we can
give an exact definition of what empirical
information we do not possess in terms of the
model should be interesting enough and conductive
to further empirical research.
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The model system operates on a market price
signalling-interpretation-decision making mode
among individual firms. At same critical in
flation rate such a market based system tends
to break down, if the inflation process is
irregular enough and the interpretative learn
ing mechanisrns are not allowed time to adjust.
Break down characteristics depend on certain
market impulse time coefficients and (NB) the
magnitude of the impulses being transmitted. We
can study the behavior of the total system
under alternative conditions and specifications
and we can check some details although empirical
evidence is distressingly scanty. The problem
is that evidence on the speed of price trans
missiun so far is not wholly consistent with a
model specification that can withstand external
price shocks of the same magnitude as those
witnessed during the Korean boom and the recent
oil crisis.

Preliminary experiments on an extended version
suggest, however, that these instability properties
will be satisfactorily reduced when we have
introduced a full public sector and a complete
taxatian system. Sometimes ån ex0genous price
increase in the foreign markets operates as a
deflationary policy measure on the economy by
reducing real incomes (as indeed the oil price
hike did to the OECD countries); sometimes not,
for instance the Korean boom where price hikes
were concentrated to typical Swedish raw
material exports. This series of experiments
will however be structured so that we obtain
the same aggregate price change on the .import
and export sides.

We have allowed some of the simulations to run
for 20 years to study the convergence properties
of the model system. For such a long time the
ceteris paribus clause is of course utterly
absurd and we expect the reader not to draw any
ernpirical conclusions from this. The idea of
this paper is to study the properties of the
model econorny of Sweden under somewhat refined
and unrealistic conditions.

Af ter we have formulated our problem more
clearly we will first study how .fast exogenous
price changes are transmitted through the model
econorny described already in an earlier paper or
mine to this seminar and in Eliasson (1976). We
will then procede to investigate the secondary
effects on economic activity levels caused by the
market disequilibria occasioned by the price trans
mission process, and finally we will tell in more
easy language what is in fact happening during the
model simulations.



2. The problem

This paper combines three observations and asks
one question.

First, never before in statistically registered
time has such an intensive spock wave of
endurable inflation encompassed so many countries
and such a large total volume of economic
activityas has been witnessed since 1968.

Second, we have found that one macro economic
property of the Swedish micro-macro economic
model is that exogenous step changes (shocks)
in the economic environment of business firms,
even if conventionally considered conductive to
growth, if large enough'in fact,are strongly
detrimental to long run,growth - if no counter
measures can be found.

One such exogenous step change that we have
investigated at length, is inflation in two
forms;

a) a once and for all (sustained) change in the
international market price of all Swedish
export goods and

b) a temporary inflation pulse.

The results we are about to report on have been
systematically maintained through several
extensions of the model. If they can be shown
to be ref lections of reallif,e phenomena and be
substantiated by more empirical evidence, they
have to mean a radical revision of our way of
looking upon inflation and what it means for a
market based industrial economy. Since we
believe there is evidence to support the
existence of the effects to be reported on but
that their magnitude has as yet to be ascertained
we should caution the reader to regard the
results as theoretical for the time being and
to be subject to further testing. l ) I should
also add that the nurnerical results repor ted on
in this paper are based on a model specification
that we are graduålly improving.

A price step impulse is transmitted through the
model econolny quite slowly and at different
rates depending upon both the size of the
initial step and the rate with which individual

l)I am currently carrying out same of this testing
work jointly with professor Hans Genberg, Institute
of International Studies, Geneva.
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export firms realloeate their supplies between
foreign and domestie markets as a result of the
new priee differentials. The initial priee
impulse'eventually overshoots in the sense that
the ensuing eonsumer priee increase becomes a
multiple of the original step impulse, before a
contractive process sets in. In those cases we
have followed the process long enough - the
eonsumerpriee effeet tends to converge towards
a priee-priee multiplier somewhere around unity
in domestic markets for industrial goods
(wholesale price index) and somewhere between
zero and two in the conswner priee end.

The overshooting mechanism feeds on the market
price signalling systern. When large, absolute
and relative price changes are transmitted
through the business sector interpretation-'
decision rules of individual firms become
temporarily faulty and generate disorderly
production, employment and investment decisions.
Since market price arbitrage is faster than
volurne adjustments the net result is less
growth in the long run if the price step is
large enough and positive, negative or reversed
back af ter a whilei and the more so the more the
economy swings off from a steady state growth
path.

Very much so this paper is concerned with the
stability properties of an open industrialized
economy when the market pricing-interpretation
decision making system that holds it together
is jolted by disturbances.

Third, the existence of a "pr ice overshooting"
property of our economy, in this case Sweden,
is an hypothesis almost intractable to direct
testing. If the overshooting lags are as long
and as unstable as ~ndicated in model simu
lations we do not have enough time series data
to ascertain them properly. As the mechanics is
a price-volume-price interaction, a conven
tionai application of a stable lag to describe
the price transmission with volurnes kept constant
will give biased results. We need a complete
macro economic model. This we have, but to be
relevant this model brings us far beyond the
capabilities of conventional econometric tech
niques. We can, however, note the following.
The overshooting property systematically re
mains af ter several extensions of the model.
The model has also been quite successful in
tracing the post-war growth patterns of Swedish
industry.



Furthermore, the overshooting property means
that a simple distributed lag regression of the
consumer price change on the exogenous input
change of foreign exogenous prices of an open
economy like Sweden should display first
positive and then negative time wei~ the
sum of the positive weights exceeding uni ty.
Some support for such a lag pr6file was reported
on in Genberg (1974). The lag length used by
Genberg was, however, arbitrarily eut off at
2 1/2 years and the properties of a polynominal
lag estimator are very sensitive to such a
priori restri6tions. Later experirnentation with
different and longer lags by Genberg and myself,
however, preserve this property. Even though we
cannot say that ·we have empirical controi of
the transmission rate time profile we believe
that the overshooting property as such is
empirically established.

The question to be posed finally is peripheral
to the paper but central to the current economic
debate in Sweden. If domestic prices and wages
overshoot export firms can counter this only by
cutting into profit margins and/or ~aising

productivity. In the madel productivity in
creases come by way of new investment reductions
in output and employment and of slack. Depending
upon the character of the disturba;lsf:~ firms
respond differently. ~ut the back s~je of the
price overshooting mechanism n6rmally is that
firms are pricing themselves out of foreign
markets in an economy s~bjected to international
import and export competition, in a vain attempt
to maintain profit targets. The more price- (or
rather profit) sensitive foreign trade the
faster exports and imports respond. Volumes
shrink, profits plunge and the ensuing impact
on investment spending brings the economy down
anta a lower·growth trend for a long time if
everything else is the same. To many observers
this seems to be exactly what has now been
going on for some years in Sweden, beginning
with the extreme profit boom of 1973/74 and
threatening to break an almost uninterrupted 55
year steady state growth record of industria1
production of close to 5 per cent. And we think
that we can observe price overshooting going on
around us.

The original export price steps associated with
the 1973/74 profit boom (and with oil) have
already been transmitted tO the CPI index more
than in full. The causal relationships in fact
seem to have been turned upside down compared
to. what we were taught in the 60ies, when
exogenous excess demand was thought to generate
first more growth and then - as a consequence 
more inflation.
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Let us see what sort of evidence a sensitivity
analysis 1 ) of the Swedish micro-macro model, de
scribed already in an earlier paper, can shed on
this peculiar issue.

3. The rate of price transmission

Figures l picture the rate of transmission of
an exogenous (a) step change in foreign prices
and (b) a pulse wave through several production
stages to the consumer price. All "price"
diagrams shown in this paper exhibit the
cumulative domestic (wholesale or CPI) inflation
effect either in per cent of the original price
step or on index form with the reference case
with no price step as the base. All activity
diagrams in the next section are of the second
index type. Five things can immediately be
observed.

First, the larger the step increase the larger
(each period) the response in the consumer
price index but the longer it takes for the
full effect to work itself through.

Second, transmission is somewhat faster to the
wholesale price index than to the consumer
price index and also in markets with relatively
high foreign trade that are immediately affected
by the first transitory growth impulse from
inflation (intermediate and investment goods
(not shown)) . The speed of transmission also
depends positively on the speed by which export
firms and importers adjust their supplies in
foreign and Swedish markets in response to
foreign domestic price differentials. This can
be ~een from a comparison of Figures lA and lB.
We may say that the high price elasticity case
of Figure lA represents a more open economy
than the low elasticity case of Figure lB. 2 )

l) This experiment series has been run on what
we call the 350 version of the model. It includes
an elaborate interindustry market and inventory
system but no tax and money systems. The govern
ment can only figure as an exogenouslY'imposed
surplus or deficit. See Figure 6 in my description
of the Swedish model in this conference volume.

2) In the high elasticity case exports increase
by half the quarterly foreign-domestic percentage
price differential the next quarter and in the
low elasticity case with 20 per cent. Part of
the story is that the higher the elasticity the
faster the price difference closes through
volume responses. However, also see Albrecht's
somewhat different way of distinguishing between
an open and a closed economy in this same model
in his paper for this conference volume.



Third, ,some overshooting displays itself through
out and is more persistent the slower supply
responses by exporters and importers. Since
this response time defines the openness of an
economy we may perhaps say that the difference
between Figures lA and lB picture the extent to
'w~ich a foreign inflationary impulse can spin
off a domestic inflationary spiral.

Fourth, in the longer run convergence is not
towards a one to one correspondence between
initial step and final change in the consumer
price ,level as is of ten conventionally assumed.
Some of the price effect may be absorbed or
reinforced by profit margins. The equilibriurn
conditions icyclical, etc.) characterizing the
point in time when the price step hits the econ
orny strongly affects the relative sizes of step
inputs· and whole sale and consumer price effects.
The ensuing investment and relative sector growth
effects may modify the transmission further.

Fifth, there is no necessary symmetry in time
response patterns between step increases and
decreases of equal magnitude. The reason is of
course that firms do not respond symmetrically
to plus and minus changes in their prices.

In Figure lA the shaded area is the cumulated
lag estimated on Swedish data by Genberg and
myself using a polynominal lag, 12 years long
assumed to add up to unity. It is one of a few
trial estimates from a project initiated by the
controversial findings of the model study re
ported on in this paper. The estimated lag
represents the average lag response of all the
ups and downs in the Swedish export price index
since 1950. We will return'to it in the next
section, but we note in passing that if supportive
at all it lends support to the faster supply
reactions on the part of exporters and importers
or for a more open economy. The econometric
results furthermore are consistent with over
shooting as well as the faster transmission to
the wholesale price index.

Figure lC finally pietures the transmission to
the consumer price index of a 10 and 20 per
cent step increase in the export price index
respectively in year 2 that is reversed back to
its beginning position in year 4 in the low
elasticity,case. We notice that the long run
CPI effect is pracically zero. '
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4. ASYHunetric activity responses

Figures 3 picture the volume (output and em
ployment) and Figure 2 the ~rofit margin
responses of a Swedish-like economy to the same
series of step changes and pulses in the export
price level the second year. Index 100 is the
chosen reference case that traces the Swedish
post war groTvVth hi.story quite well. We have
allowed one simulation (the one with +10 per
cent) to run for 30 years to ascertain the long
run convergence of repercussions generated by
the exogenous step change.

The initial profit margin effect of a foreign
price increase is upward in all cases. However,
over a 5 year period (whether up or down) the
exogenous change spins off profit margin
oscillations around a downward trend in the
case with faster export and import volume
reactions, seemingly supported by empirical
evidence. Af ter a few years the oscillation is
replaced by a smoother development that eventu
ally reverses into an upward tendency with the
profit margin deviation converging towards zero
in the 30 year rune However, ror price step
changes above +20 per cent rnarket disorder gets
out of hand and the economy shrinks substanti
ally. This property was not there in the simpler,
earlier versions of the model with no inter
industry markets and inventories. In this more
extended version we have to slow down foreign
trade price elasticities to make the economy
stable enough to withstand extreme rates of
export price change during the postwar period.
In the low elasticity case the profit margin
(Figure 2A) effect is first up from a positive
price step, then down normally, until negative.
Over the langer run total economy respanses seem
to cancel the profit effect altogether.

With lower foreign trade price elasticities the
properties of the entire model economy changes.
The positive activity (industriai growth)
effect persists at least for some years even
for large positive price steps in the case with
smaller export and import price elasticities.
On this point, when this paper is being written,
we are at a loss exactly which case or which
compromise to favour. Even though we need more
evidence to decide, the high elasticity case seems
to be the one to be preferred to allow a sufficiently
fast transmission of foreign price impulses
through the economy. However, we do not yet know



Figure lA. Export-Domestic price transmission,
with high foreign trade price elasticity
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Figure 1B, Export-Domestic price transmission,
with low foreign trade price elasticities
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Figure 1C. Export-Domestic price transmission
with temporary price step
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Note: The export price rises with 10 and 20 per cent
respectively the second year.
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Figure 2A. Effects on profit margins with low
foreign trade price elasticity
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Figure 28. Effects on profit margins, temporary
foreign price step between 2nd and
4th year
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Figure 3A. Effects on industrial production
with high foreign trade price
elasticity
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Figure 3B. Effects on industrial production
with low foreign trade price
elasticities
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Figure 3C. Effects on industrial employment,
low foreign trade price elasticities
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Figure 3D. Effects on industrial production
from temporary foreign price
step between years 2 and 4
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how exactly to adjust the market response
parameters to obtain realistic stability of the
entire economic system. Can domestic inflation
ary expectation~ of an overshooting nature
alone generate such disorder? Not really if we
consult Albrecht's simulation experiments on
the Swedish model reported on later in this
conference volume. To what extent can inflation
of domestic origin, say of a wage cost-push
nature, not caused by shocks external to the
system retard economic growth? Is there a differ
ence if the cost-push is of a steady state type
or irregular? We know that a set of not partic
ularly unrealistic, fast labour market - wage
change - job change time parameters in combina
tion with excessive expectations is capable of
creating labour market disorder that affects
growth negatively. Since fast price (wage) re
sponses in the labour market favour short term
allocative efficiency we have obviously identified
an interesting conflict between short term ef
ficiency and economic stability. This we will have
to probe deeper into. If relevant as an empirical
phenomenon a number of policy implications will
follow. Similarly, such a conflict between ef
ficiency and stability bears directly on the
relevance on much steady state theorizing in
growth economics.

Figure 3D, however, only partially supports the
conclusion that the higher foreign trade
elasticities are to be preferred. It pictures
the activity effects of a temporary foreign
price step in year 2 that is reverted back
again in year 4. This assumption is more like
the Korean price experience while the permanent
price step is similar to what we believe wilL
be the consequence of the present inflation
experienee. This simulation operates on the
lower foreign trade priee elasticity model. For
year l through 3 the response is identieal to
that pictured in Figure 3C. As soon as the
foreign price drops back again, however, bad
experienee is reeorded. The output and em
ployment effeets are negative in the long rune
So is also the profit experience of firms for
more than la years af ter the first transitory
two year period of exhilaration. The only
comfort one can derive is that this temporary
foreign inflation leaves no permanent domestic
inflation effeet (Figure lC).

5. The miero process

This is what happens in the model:

The initial profit improvement from the positive
price step spins off erroneous overexpansion in



capacity and also output. Even though the
overly optimistic expectations and initial
expansion generate wage drift and more demand
the finaloutcome proves detrimental when the
dornestic price level, af ter overshooting and
reinforced by the reversal in foreign prices,
begins to wind down again.

Firms respond by cutting back on output growth
and investment to restore profit margins. Such
measures increase productivity. However, labour
is laid off, demand growth slackens and a back
ward rnultiplier gets going. In the iong run
industrial output growth seems to stabilize on
a trend lower than that of the reference case
even though the initial profit, investment and
growth effects we~e positive.

We can compare these results with the effects
of a permanent foreign price incr2ase in Figure
3A (high elasticity case). In the +5 per cent
case recovery is fast and strong. In the +10
per cent case the net impact of inflation is
still negative but recovery is on its way after
30 years. .

As it seems, however, the economy is in an even
heal thier condi tion af ter some 15, years after a
moderate reflation than in the case with a
somewhat larger inflationary shock and it is
just about to move anta a faster growth path
towards the end of the 20 year period.

In conclusion I would like to say that for
smaller disturbances the model responds in a
weil behaved way. However, for larger disturbances
it overreacts and rnuch more so in the extended
version that we are now experimenting with (with
an elaborate interindustry delivery and inventory
system) than in the earlier, sirnpler versions.

6. Summary

What can we learn from this? How reasonable are
these results that are not forthcorning out of
conventionai Keynesian or neoclassical modeis?

The new properties of our (model) economic
systern originate in the rnisinterpretation of
market signals by business firrns in particular
when they bounce outside well-known boundaries.
The initial positive effects on business profits
amplify this rnisinterpretation and spread the
response pattern over a longer period.
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In the tougher price decrease case firms are
forced to do something about profits directly
and the situation therefore improves sooner
than in the more easygoing case with effortless
price induced pr"ofit hikes that create problems
in the longer rune The special, individual
firm, feed back, profit targeting device that
gears firms' future ambitions to past perform
ance plays an important role here. We think
this device is very realistic.

The high and low foreign trade elasticity
alternatives may be said to picture the degree
of openness of the economy. We have not been
successfu1 in "estimating" these elasticities
but we have seen that the more closed the
economy the stronger the tendency for the
consumer price to run off on its own an~)higher

than the initial foreign price impulse.

If the foreign price impulse is small enough
this might even be conductive to growth. However,
the results warn us that our market based
economies may not be such stable systems as all
of us no doubt thought during the steady state,
non inflationary 50ies and the 60ies. For large
foreign price shocks only the c10sed (low
elasticity) model alternative responds with a
stable future time path. I am very unhappy that
we are not yet ready to a110w the Government to
enter the model together with business firms,
also to misinterpret the situation and to
policy the economy accordingly.

Perhaps we can also learn that the profession
has more or less forgotten (or not observed)
the experience from the inflationary Korean
boom in the early 50ies. At that time the
initial export price hike was even larger than
during the "oil crisis" (+61 per cent 1951 in
Sweden). After this price hike followed a
prolonged period of relatively slow growth, in
Sweden at least. The impact was not as hard as
during the recent so-called oil erisis and the
reason - in terms of the model - may be that
the wage eost esealation from "overoptimistie"
price expectations on the part of business
firms was not as strong, probably due to a
substantiai rebound downward of export prices
almost immediately after 1951.

1) Also cf. Albrecht's experiments on the Swedish
model and a parailei version loaded with US data
reported on in this eonferenee volume.



Perhaps the results also tell us something
about the advisability of devaluating a currency
to solve -an immediate problem rather than
stubbornly living on with a somewhat overvalued
currency. It perhaps does if we are not ove~ly

concerned with the immediate employment effects.
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The Model

Bo Carlsson and Gösta Olavi

The purpose of this paper is to explore the
effects of varying assumptions on technical
change and the longevity of capital on the
performance of a microbased simulation model of
the Swedish economy. This model has been de
scribed in several papers l ). We shall be con
cerned here only with the block within the
larger model where the output, employment and
investment of firms are determined.

Like in all growth modeis, the assumptions re
garding the way technological change enters in
are crucial. In the particular model investi
gated here, the production function for each
firm is of the form

{
-TEC (t) ·L (t) }

Q(t) = QTOP (t)· l - e QTOP (t) ( l)

where Q(t) = potential output (value added)
QTOP(t) = the maximum level of output which

is approached asymptotically when
infinite amounts of labor are used,
given a certain level of capital
stock.

TEC(t) = state of technology
L(t) = firm employment and
t refers to the time periodo

l)
E.g. Gunnar Eliasson in collaboration with
Gösta 01avi and Mats Heirnan; A Micro Macro
Interactive Simulation Model of the Swedish
Economy. Preliminary Model Specific~tion. IUI,
Working Paper No. 7, 1976.
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The production function is illustrated in
figure l. The only factor of productian which
is explicit in this function is labor. However,
the potential output, and hence the productivity
of labor, is determined by the state of techno
logy TEC(t). The state of technology at time t
is determined by the previous period's state of
technology and the arnounts and level of produc
tivity of new capital:

TEC(t)= TEC(t-l) ·QTOP(t-l)+MTEC(t) ·6QTOP(t) (2)
QTOP(t-l)+6QTOP(t)

6QTOP(t) = INV(t) · INVEFF(t);

where
MTEC (t)

QTOP(t)

MTEC(t-l) .{l + DMTEC(j)};

QTOP(t-l) o{l-RHO(j)} + 6QTOP(t);

(3)

( 4)

(5)

INV(t) = the level of investment in the firm in
period t;

INVEFF(t) = the efficiency of newly installed
capital (obtained from another part
of the model and therefore treated
here as exogenous);

MTEC(t) = the level of labor productivity associ
ated with new capital;

DMTEC(j) = the rate of change of MTEC(t) in
sector j; exogenous;

RHO(j) the rate of capital depreciatlon in
sector j, j=1, ... ,4

l raw material processing sector
2 intermediate gaods manufacturing

sector
3 investment goods manufacturing

see tor
4 consumer goods manufacturing sector.

Hence, capital enters inta the production
function indireetly via its effects on labor
produetivity, and technological ehange can
therefore be regarded as embodied in new
capital. Note that QTOP(t), the maximum output
attained asymptotically when infinite amounts
of labor are used, is not affected by TEC(t).
However, with a better state of technology, the
curvature of the production function is in
creased so that the asymptote is approached
more quickly (ef. broken eurve in figure l).
QTOP(t) is lowered due to the depreciation of
capital and raised due to gross investment.
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Figure l. Production Function.

Output

Investment

Q (t)

..--------------------------1..... L (t)

QTOP (t) ......-------~.,,--_==:=;::===-:;~....- ...--~-..

Note: Figure from Eliasson; A Micro-Macro Interactive
8'I'ffiUlation Model of the Swedish Economy, p. 133.'-rU1
Working Paper No. 7, 1976.

It can be seen that there are three factors
which are essential to the growth of potential
output, namely the level of investment INV(t) ,
the productivity of new capital MTEC(t) , and
the rate of depreciation of capital RHO(j). The
level of investment is determined endogenously
in another block of the model; however, in the
present paper it is treated as an exogenous
variable. We will be concerned, therefore, with
only two "growth factors", the rate of change
of labor productivity associated with new
capital and the rate of depreciation of capital.
Both of these variables are regarded here as
branch specific rather than firm specific. This
is an assumption which can be changed when the
synthetic firm data which are currently used in
the model are replaced by real firm data. It
will then be possible also to let both DMTEC(j) and
RHO(j) vary over time as well as between firms.

In order to limit the system further and focus
the analysis, we also treated household demand
for .industrial goods by sector as exogenous,
even though this set of variables is determined
endogenously in the full version of the model.
The version used here has interindustry markets
and a full input/output systern but no public and
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monetary sectors. l) The tim'e period studied is
1955-75, and each simulation run covers 20 years~

Experiments with the Rates of Depreciation and
Technological Change

Two sets of experiments were carried out. In
the first set, the assumption in the original
model regarding the longevity of capital
DEPR(j) = l/RHO(j) and the rate of growth of
productivity of new investments DMTEC(j) were
changed. The purpose of this experiment was to
investigate the sensitivity of some key results
in· the model to changes of this sort.

In the second set of experiments, the idea was
to apply empirical data from other sources
regarding the rate of growth of labor pro
ductivity, i.e. the growth rate of TEC(t) , in
such away that it was possible (l) to dif
ferentiate among the four industria1 sectors in
the model and (2) to determine what rate of
change in the productivity of new capital, DMTEC(j),
wou1d be compatible with the observed differences
in TEC(t), given the i~vestments in each sector.

In the original model, the depreciation period
of capital was assurned to be 10 years for all
firms. In the first set of experiments the
depreciation period was lengthened to 2b years
and 30 years. At the same time, the assumed
rate of growth of productivity of new invest
ments, DMTEC, was allowed to vary from 3.0
percent per annum in the original model.

The combinations of assumptions made are shown
in figure 2 and the results are summarized in
figures 3-5, together with empirically observed
trends. It can be seen that the rates of growth
of labor productivity and production increase
and the rate of decline of the industriallabor
force slow down as the depreciation period is
increased. The growth effect may seem surprising
at first sight but it indicates that there is a
capacity constraint depending on the longevity
of capital which keeps down output and employment.
A longer life of equipment, ceteris paribus,
simply means that there will be more capital per
employee to work with.

It is hardly surprising that production and
labor productivity increase faster when the
rate of growth of productivity of new capital
rises. It is less obvious, however, that the
rate of decline of the industriallabor force
should not be corre1ated with the changes in

1) See Figures l and 6 in Eliasson's presentation of
The Swedish Micro-to-Macro Model, pp. 179 ff.



the productivity of new capital. Nate that
industrial employment has declined in the last

"20 years and ~hat this is reflected in all the
experiments reported here. As can be seen in
figure 5, the rate of decline in industrial
employment becomes somewhat slower as DMTEC
rises from zero to 1.5%. Then the rate of
decline increases as DMTEC continues to in
crease. Our interpretation is that, on the one
hand, higher productivity of new capital yields
a higher profit to firms, thus supporting
investment and growth in output and hence more
expansive labor recruitrnent plans. But, on the
other hand, as the productivity of new capitai
reaches beyond a certain point, the labor
requirement is reduced and hence industrial
employment decreases. This result depends on
the fact that economic growth is fully en
dogenized in the model within the capacity
constraint set by the rate at which new tech
nology (MTEC) enters in.

The conclusion from these experiments is that the
results in the model are fairly sensitive to the
changes in assumptions made here. Generally
speaking, the results seem to improve relative
to those of the original version of the model
as the depreciation period is lengthened from
10 years to 30 years, although they still leave a
good deal to be desired. The results as far as tech
nological change goes are much less cleara Therefore,
we will turn'now to a sensitivity analysis using
varlous numerical specifications of DMTEC.

Figure 2. Assumptions
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DEPR=lO

DMTEC=0.03

DEPR=20 DEPR=20 DEPR=20 DEPR=20

DMTEC=O.OO DMTEC=O.015 DMTEC=0.03 DMTEC=O.06

DEPR=30

DMTEC=O.03
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Figure 3. Rate of Growth of Labor Productivity

% anua11y

3.98

I 3.78 I 3.88 4.14 4.41 I
4.27

Empirica11y observed va1ue: 6.1%.

Figure 4. Rate of Growth of Production

% anua11y

2.64

I 2.35 I 2.90 3.06 3.14 I
3.32

Empirica11y observed va1ue: 4.6 %/year

Figure 5. Rate of Growth of Emp10yment in
Industria1 Sector

% annua11y

-1.28

I -1.38 I -0.94 -1.04 -1.22 I
-0.90

Empirica11y observed value: -0.9 %/year



Technological Change Broken Down by Sector

lri a study published recently by the Industrial
Institute for Economic and Social Research
(IUI)l), an attempt was made to estimate "total
producitivity" growth after allowance has been
made for the increase in labor and capital
inputs (the so-called residual) . This concept
is very closely related to the rate of change of
TEC(t) in our model. TEC(t) is normally deter
mined endogenously in the model, based on
assumptions on DMTEC(j) as shown abovec In the
original model, DMTEC(j) is set to 3.0 percent
per year in all four industrial sectors. The
basic idea behind the second set of experiments
was to try to "estimate" DMTEC(j) in each
sector, given TEC(t) .as obtained from the study
just mentioned, and given exogenous values on
investment. In this sense, the procedure used
here is the reverse of that normally used in
the model.

An iterative approach was used. As a starting
point, DMTEC(j) was set equal to the empirically
observed trend for TEC(t) in each sector. The
depreciation period was assumed to be 20 years.
The results are shown in the upper part of
figure 6. Under these assumptions, the result
ing trend for TEC(t) turns out to be higher
than that observed in all four sectors (cf.
bottom line in the figure). This is true
especially for the consumer goods sector~

In another iteration, the same assumptions were
made except for a longer depreciation period,
namely 35 years instead of 20 years. The results are
very similar to those of the first iteration, as
shown in the middle section of figure 6, i.e. the
l~ngth of the depreciation period beyond 20 years
does not seem to make much difference.

The assumption of a 35-year depreciation period
is based on empirical studies 2 ) which estimate
the depreciation time at 35-40 years (an average
for machine and building investments) depending
on the sector in question. The assumption of a
35-year depreciation period was retained throughout
the rest of the iterations.

l) G Eriksson, U Jakobsson and L Jansson, "Produktions
funktioner och strukturornvandlingsanalys" (ProductiGn
Functions and Analysis of Structural Change), in IU1:s
långtidsbedömning 1976. Bilagor (IUI, Stockholm 1977).

2) E.g. C O Cederbladh,"Realkapital och avskrivning"
(Real Capital and Depreciation), Urval, no 4, National
Central Bureau of Statistics. Stockholm 1971.
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In the lower section of figure 6, the results
of the final iteration are shown. It turns out
that the growth rates of the labor productivity
~ssociated with new capital which are compat
ible with the observed trends for TEC(t) are
the following: 5.6% per year in the raw materials
processing sector, 3.0% in the intermediate
goods sector, 2.6% in the investment goods
sector, and only 0.4% in the consumer goods
sector. Thus, there seems to be a substantial
reduction in the rate of growth of the labor
productivity associated with new capital as we
go from the heavy process industries to the
light consumer goods industries/i.e., the rate
of technological change seems to be reduced
considerably. This is quite plausible, given
the fact that technological change can be ex
pected to be more embodied in highly capital in
tensive industries than in industries where capi
tal plays a relatively insignificant role.

This result might indicate that the hypothesis
that technological change is embodied attri
butes too much to capital-, especially in the
consumer goods industries. It appears reason
able that technological change is more dis
embodied in relatively labar and skill inten
sive industries than in capital intensive
industries. This type of interpretation would
explain why the difference between DMTEC(j) and
the trend for TEC(t) is large in these in
dustries and small in capital intensive in
dustries. However, even if this should be true,
the fact that the rate of growth of TEC(t) is
relatively small in the consumer goods industries
would illdicate that the disembodied techno
logical change has been slow, even if all
technological change were attributed to this
factor.

It can be dernonstrated that if

DMTEC > (RHO + Net Capacity Growth),

i.e. if the rate of growth of marginal labor
productivity is higher than the sum of the rate
of depreciation and the net capacity growth,
the growth of average productivity of firms
would not be able to keep up with DMTEC but
would lag more and more behind. With RHO = 2.9%
per year (35-year depreciation), and as long as
net'capacity expands, sueh an increasing gap
would arise only at rates of growth of MTEC
substantially exceeding 2.9%. As is shown in
the lower part of figure 6, this would be most
likely to occur in the raw materials processing
sector, since that is the only sector where
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Figure 6. Results of Experiments with Varying Assumptions on

Technological Change and the Longevity of Capital

Raw Inter- Invest- Consumer
Materials mediate ment Goods
Processing Goods Goods

DMTEC = 5.9% 3.9% 3.6% 1.5%
I

Resulting trend

I

for TEC 6,1% 4.8% 4.5% 2.7%
DEPR = 20 years

I
DMTEC = 5.9% 3.9% 3.6% 1.5%

Resu1ting trend I
for TEC 5.8% 5.0% 4.5% 2.7%

DEPR = 35 years

DMTEC = 5.6% 3.0% 2.6%
I

0.4%

Resulting trend
for TEC 5.9% 3.9% 3.6% 1.5%

DEPR = 35 years

ACTUAL trend for

I

TEC 5.9% 3.9% 3.6% 1.5%
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DMTEC > 3%/year. However, even in this sector,
like in the others, the "estimated-" DMTEC is
lower than the trend for TEC in all four sectors
out especially in the consumer goods sector.
This implies that investment must have taken
place at such a high rate that the average
labor productivity has risen faster than that
of new capital, i.e. that the gap between
average and best practice technology has
diminished. This finding, if it is borne
out in further analysis, is directly opposite
to results obtained in some other IUI studies l )
which have indicated an increasing gap.

The question thus arises whether the results
in the studies cited here hold only for the
relatively homogeneous sectors for which they
were obtained or if they have more general
application. This is being analyzed in a re
search project currently going on at the IUI.
Another issue which is also the object of
further study within the same project is whether
it is true, as indicated above, that technologi
cal change has been more rapid in capital inten
sive than in labor and skill intensive industries
and how such differences could be explained at
both industry and firm level. The simulation model
used in the current paper will provide a means
of analyzing the- impact at the macro (economy
wide) level of technological and productivity
changes at the micro level.

l)
L Hjalmarsson and F F~rsund, "Technical Progress
and Structural Efficiency in Swedish Milk Pro
cessing", paper presented at the international
colloquium on Capital in the Production Function
at Paris-Nanterre, November 18-20, 1976;
Hjalmarsson and F~rsund, "Production Functions
in Swedish Particle Board Industry", paper
presented at the same conference; A Grufman,
"Technical Change in the Swedish--!:!ydro Power
Sector 1900-1975", paper presented at the IUI
Conference on Production, Technology and Struc
tural Change, in Stockholm July 1977.



-EXPECTATIONS, CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS AND
GROWTH, .. EXPERIMENrS ON THE'

SWEDISH MODEL
Jim Albrecht

This paper presents results from simulation runs
on the "micro-macro interactive simulation model
of the Swedish economy" (MOSES for short) that is
being developed by Gunnar Eliasson at IUI. These
results are based on what' we call Version 96 of
MOSES. As compared with the model presented in
this conferenc~ volume by Eliasson, the 96
Version lacks an explicit treatment of inter
mediate goods (i.e., no inter-industry markets
and no input-output matrix for each firm) and
does not have a block for an active government
sector. Yet to come in any version of the model
(as of September, 1977) are blocks for a monetary
sector and for long-term investment financing
decisions. On the other hand, the 96 Version
has been more completely calibrated and is more
thoroughly documented (in Eliasson, Heiman and
Olavi(1976) -- which I will refer to as the
"documentation n

).

1) This paper is based on simulation of the "Swedish"
model which was described in Eliassons's paper
presented at the conference. An alternative de
scription of the model, one which is both more
extensive and which describes a model more like
the one I have simulated, is given in Eliasson,
Heiman and Olavi (1976). A capsule version of the
model may be found in Eliasson (1977). These biblio
graphic notes are for the reader who is not farniliar
with the model; a self-contained paper would neces
sarily be much lengthier.

Thanks to several of the conference participants
for cornments on the first draft and to Gunnar
Eliasson and Gösta Olavi for originally explaining
the model to me. Financial support was received through
the Columbia Council for Research in the Social Sciences
and Industriens Utredningsinstitut.
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The purpose of these runs is to gain some insight
into the role of business expectations in the
cyclical fluctuation and growth of economies.
Most economists regard the view of the future
held by individual firms to be an important
determinant of the course of the macro-economy,
but our theoretical understanding of how this
determination operates is rudimentary. As is so
often the case in linking the micro- and macro
economies, we are in the position of having an
intuitive, imprecise nation that a micro
phenomenom has a significant influence on the
macro-economy without knowing how to model that
influence in a precise, abstract way.

One motivation for developing and using micro
simulation models (and this is the primary
motivation behind MOSES) is the desire to
construct better theory. This can work in two
ways. First, the discipline irnposed during
model construction by the requirement of
internal consistency and by the need to pare
away inessentials forces the model-buil~er to
organize his thinking. Second, the generation
of simulation results provides a sort of synthetic
experience to be used as a basis for induction.
Reality does not of ten provide us with ceteris
paribus experience -- too many factors are
changing simultaneously. One point of simul-
ation is to generate a synthetic reality in
which the phenomena of interest are isolated
one at a time.

An obvious problem with this techn~8ue of
creating synthetic experience is that it is
difficult for the reader to judge the extent to
which the simulation results represent a valid
distillation of reality as opposed to idiosyn
cracies of model construction. It is necessary
for the reader to have--some feeling for how
the model works, or else the simulation results
are irnpossible to judge. Therefore, the first
half of this paper gives an explanation of the
basic operation of MOSES emphasizing the
transmission of business expectations through
the model.



The second half of the paper describes the
simulation experiments and interprets their

·results. These experiments consist of modifi
cations in the mechanisms generating price,
sales and wage expectations in both an open
(Sweden-like) and a closed (US-oid) economy
and to same extent produce results"contrary to
what one rnight have expected. So, we are forced
to trace back through the model and to try to
decide to what extent these results suggest
changes in the model and to what extent they
suggest a re-thinking of our views about the
role of expectations.

The MOSES economy

The operation of the MOSES econorny is represented
by the execution of a sequence of modules, and
the completion of one sequence corresponds to
one calendar quarter. The organizätion of these
modules is pictured in Figure l.

Figure l
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The micro aspect of MOSES is its business
sector which is divided into a number of
synthetic firm-like entities. The internal
process of making decisions about production,
employment, etc 'within these firms is modeled
in detail (based on Eliasson(1976)), and the
interactions between these firms,both in the
labour market as demanders of labour, and in
the product markets as suppliers of goods, are
also specified in detail. In their internal
planning processes and in their confrontations
with one another these firms must start with
some expectations about the options they face
and they'must have same performance criteria to
guide their actions; thus, the forming of
expectations and setting of targets come first
in the module sequence.

Version 96 starts with 36 firms divided inta 4
sectors, and each of these is assigned single
valued expectations -- expressed as percent
changes -- about sales, prices and wages. For
example, the expected percent change in sales
on an annual basis for a given firm is cornputed
as

EXPIDS t = AEXPIDS t _ l + (l-A) .{DSt_l+a(DSt_l-EXPDSt_l)}

EXPDS
t

= yEXPXDS t + (l-y)EXPIDSt ,

where EXPDS t = expected annual %~ in,sales in year t,

DS t = actual annual %~ in sales in year t,

EXPIDS t = "internally generated" expected annual %~

in sales in year t,

EXPXDSt = "externally generated" expected" annual %~

in sales in year t.

If EXPXDSt is constant for all t, then this formu
latian sets EXPDSt equal to a constant plus a sum
of past actual annual percentage changes in sales
with weights declining asymptotically to zero.

Expected percent changes in wages and prices
are camputed in an analogous way. Thus, ex
plicit l-year histories for sales, prices and
wages are required to start up the model, and
longer histories are implicit in the lagged
internally generated expectations. (The routine
that initializes the internally generated ex
pectations is based on 5-year histories.)



This formulation gives a simple representatior
of several expectational phenomena. The par
ameter A (O .s A S:. l) def ines how qui;ckly the
firm reacts to changes in the economic en
vironment; thus, A is close to zero for firms
that place almost all weight on their experi
ences in year t-l and almost no weight on their
experiences in years t-2, t-3, .... etc. The
parameter a (a ~ O) characterizes the firm's
learning response -- how fast are expect~tions

adjusted to eliminate systematic biases? The
oarameter y (O ~ Y ~ 1) indicates the relative
~eight placed on external information (i.e.,
indicators other than, say, lagged sales) or,
alternatively, on pure unexplainable intuition
of the animalspirits variety. Of course, any
effects that can be generated via variations in
y can just as weIl be generated by varying the
"externally generated" expectations themselves;
and since the latter technique is more easily
interpreted, that is the one I have used.

This expectational sequence is c9mputeq at the
start of each year. However, MOSES runs on a
quarterly basis, so it is necessary to convert
expected percent changes on an annual basis
into a quarterly basis and to make allowance
for the ability of firms to change their fore
casts over the course of the year. This is done
in a simple way. In the first quarter, before
any.contrary experience has occurred, the
.expected percent change in' (say) sales for the
quarter is computed simply as

2) The expectations functions in MOSES also in
clude a variance term to pick up business
managers attitude to risk taking. (See Eliasson's
model presentation in this conference volume,
section 4.2 in chapter 2, p.p.238 ff). Due to a
misspecification I am unable to report on
simulation results using this factor in this
paper. Notice that the absence of the variance
term makes the parameter ex redundant.
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.QEXPDS
t

QEXPDS
t

EXPDS/4, and in quarters 2-4 as

QEXPDSt _ l + Os [QDS t _ l - (EXPDS/4)] ·

Here QEXPDSt = expected %~ in sales in quarter t,

EXPDS = expected %6 in sales on an annual basis,

QDS t _1 = actual %~ in sales in quarter t-l

o = sales adjustment parameter.s

Quarterly expected percent changes in wages
(QEXPDW) and in prices (QEXPDP) are computed
analogously. Given QEXPDS, QEXPDW and QEXPDP,
it is straightforward to compute the corre
sponding levels, QEXPS, QEXPW and QEXPP.

Once computed, these forecasted levels are used
in the 3 micro segments of MOSES -- internaI
production planning, the labour market confron
tation and the product market confrontation.
These segments combine each firm's expectations
and profit targets with the constraints of
technology and with the ~ction~ of other firms
to produce a final quarterly outcome.

Production planning is carried out individually
by each firm in the block PRODPLAN. Within this
block each firm chooses a preliminary planned
output, labour cornbination (Q,L). The algorithm
by which a (Q,L) plan is chosen is complicated,
but the essentials can be seen in Figure 2.

In each quarter there is a set of feasible
(Q,L) combinations (a short-run production
possibilities set) open to a given firm that is
defined by QsQTOP(l-RES) {l-exp(-GAMMA.L)}. This
feasible set is determined by the firm's past
investments as these are embodied in QTOP, RES
and GAMMA, and investment between quarters acts
to enlarge this set. In addition to the set of
feasible (Q,L) combinations, the firm has a set
of satisfactory (Q,L) combinations. The satis
ficing criterion is given by a quarterly profit
margin target (QTARGM), and this target is set
in much the same manner as are expectations;
i.e., the basic targeting is done on a yearly
basis with quarterly adjustments, and profit
margin targets adapt to experience. Given QTARGM



Figure 2
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QEXPP

Q = OTOP(1-RES) [1-exp {-GAMMA- L}]
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and price and wage expectations, a planned
(Q,L) combination is satisfactory if the
expected profit margin meets the profit margin
target; i.e, if

QTARGM ~ (QEXPP.Q - QEXPW.L) /QEXPP·Q

This is expressed in Figure 2 as

Q ~ QEXPW [ l J. A shorthand expression
L QEXPP l-QTARGM

for the satisfaction of this inequality is to
say tha~ SAT(Q,L) holds.

The problem for the firm is thus to choose a
(Q,L) plan that is both feasible and satis
factory, i.e., to choose a point within the
lens area of Figure 2. The choice algorithm
consists of a rule to specify an initial set
of (Q,L) trial points and of rules to adjust
these initial points if they are not simul
taneously feasible and satisfactory.

The firm reaches an initial trial plan in the
following way. It has inherited a labour force,
net of retirements, from the preceding quarter;
and this is taken as the initial trial level,
L. The firm then computes expected sales in
"physical units" as QEXPS';-QEXPP, and these
expected physical sales are adjusted to allow
for a range of inventory change, thus producting
a trial interval of output plans.

For a given L this interval either consists of
at least same points which are both feasible
and satisfactory (i.e., in the lens) , consists
of points which are feasible but not satisfac
tory (Region A), consists of points which are
satisfactory but not feasible (Region B), or
consists of points which are neither feasible
nor satisfactory (Region C). Overlapping is,
of course, possible.

Should the interval contain a feasible and
satisfactory (Q,L) point, then the firm's
preliminary plan is set at the minimum Q such
that SAT(Q,L) holds. If not, the adjust
ment algorithms come inta play. In Region A
the firm adjusts by planning to lay off
labour, and if it can find a simultaneously



feasibl~ and satisfactory (Q,L) point by
doing so, .then the firm's preliminary plan
is set at the minimum Q and the maximum L
such th~t SAT(Q,L) holds. In Region B the
firm adjusts by planning to hire more labour,
·and if it can find a simultaneously feasible
and satisfactory (Q,L) point by doing so,
then the firm's preliminary plan is set at
the minimum feasible Q and L. These are
simple adjustments in the sense that the firm
adheres to its initial trial output interval.

The complexities in the adjustment algorithm
arise when there is no Q in the initial interval
that is both feasible and satisfactoryat any
L. This must occur in Region C and can occur in
Regions A and 'B. The firm must either reduce
its planned output or shift its production
possibilities set by the activation of "reserve
slack" (in the form of a reduction in RES). The
mechanisms by which these adjustments are
carried out are intricate, but they are not
directly relevant to this paper.

This completes the production planning sequence.
To surnmarize, expectattönal variables influence
firms' plans in two ways. First, the ratio of
wage and .price expectations, together with
QTARGM, is used to define the set of satis
factory (b,L) plans. The intersection of the
s~t of satisfactory (Q,L) plans with the set of
feasible (Q,L) plans is the set of allowable
(Q,L) plans. Second, the actual plan chosen
within the set of allowable plans depends upon
the init~~l trial (Q,L) plan, and the initial
tri~l/output interval is computed by adjusting
QEXPS7QEXPP for a range of inventory changes.

Af ter completing its PRODPLAN sequence, each
firm has a planned' labour force and a planned
output level, but these plans may be infeasible
in the aggregate. Firms must confront one
another and interact with the consuming public
to resolve any inconsistencies.

Each firm enters the labour market with a
planned and an actual labour force; call the
discrepancy CHL. If CHL ~ O for a given firm,
then that firm begins the process of laying
off CHL workers. The mechanics of doing this
are complicated by Sweden's Åman laws from the
seventies, which require up to a 2-quarter lag
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between a layoff notification and the layoff
itself, but the essential thing is that these
firms do not desire additional labour. On the
other hand, there may be firms for whom CHL L O,
and these firms will be forced to "raid" either
another firm or the pool of unemployed. A raid
is "successful" (labour is shifted to the
raiding firm) if the wage offer of the raiding
firm sufficiently exceeds that of the raided
firm. This is where expectations enter directly
into the labour market confrontation -- the
wage offer of a firm depends upon the wage
level it expects will prevail, i.e., upon
QEXPW.

Firms first bid against each other in a stylized
labour rnarket to produce final wage levels and
employments for each firm.

To be more specific,let W be the wage paid by a
firm in the preceding quarter. Then its wage
offer is computed as WW = W + nl(QEXPW-W).

After computing a wage offer for all firms, the
firms are ranked by their relative desire for
additional labour, i.e., by CHL/L. The first
firm in this ordering chooses to raid either
the pool of unemployed or another firm, and the
choice of araiding target is determined by a
random device in which the probability of being
raided is related to the size of a potential
target's labour force.

Let i index the raider and let j index the
target. An attack is successful if WW. ~ (l+n2 )ww.,

1. J
and labour in the amount of min(n

3
L.,CHL.) is

J 1.
transferred from j to i. If j indexes the pool
of unemployed (which is of slze LU), then the
attack is always successful and min(n

3
LU,CHL

i
)

workers becorne employed in firm i. When an
attack succeeds, CHL., CHL., L. and L. are

1. J 1. J
adjusted in the obvious way, and the raided
firm adjusts its wage offer upwards by
~WW. = n4(WW~-ww.).

J 1. J

On the other hand, if the attack fails, then it
is the attacking firm that adjusts by setting



This describes the attacking procedure for the
first firm, and the ~same scenario is repeated
for firm 2, firm 3, etc. When all firms (for
whom CHL > O) have undertaken an attack, one
market iteration is completed. The process is
then continued through a pre-determined number
of iterations. The result is a wage and an em
ployment level for each firm, and thus a total
wage bill for the economy. Given the initial
vector or CHL that began the labour market
process, the aggregate wage bill is thus
determined by firms' wage expectations as
manifested through their wage offers.

The final interaction takes place in the product
The final interaction takes place in the product
rnarket between firms as suppliers and house
holds and firms a~ demanders. The process
~s specitied at the market level, i.e., price
~nd quantity adjustments are computed on a
sectoral average basis, rather than firm by
firrn. Also, it is quantity. deman·ded rather than
quantity supplied that responds to price within
each quarter. Consumers are the active agents
in the product markets, and supplies are pre
determined except for possible inventory
adjustrnents. From period to period, however,
supplies respond to prices both in domestic and
foreign markets. Thus, firms' expectations
directly affect the final product market
outcomes only through the initial prices and
quantities offered. Of course, firms' expec
tations also indirectly affect the operation of
the product markets through the total amount of
inco~e that consumers have available for
expenditure.

3) The parameters n1, ... ,nS (O~nk~l) determine

the speed of reaction to wage discrepancies in
the labour market. In addition, the randomizer
can be altered. In particular, it can be
regulated in such away that the unemployment
rate generated by the MOSES economy is close to
the observed level. The realism of the labour
market process thus ought not be judged by the
unernployment rate it produces.
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How are starting priees and' quantities set by
firms on the produet markets? At the end of the
labour market sequenee, firms may have found
themselves unable to satisfy their desires for
additional labour; eonsequently, output plans
may need revision. Planned output (Q) is then
speeified for eaeh firm as the smaller of the
originally planned output (speeified in PRODPLAN)
and the maximum output attainable with the
firm's post-labour market employment level. To
move from Q to the initialoffering of quantities
on the domestie market, it is neeessary to
subtraet off desired inventory ehanges (~STO)

and produetion for export markets. Let S =
desired domestie market sales, and let x = the
fraetion of produetion for export. Then S =
(l-x) .Q.{QEXPS/(QEXPS + QEXPP·~STO)}. The sum
of S aeross all firms in a partieular market
determines the initial quantity offered in that
seetor. 4 ) The determination of initial market
priees is also straightforward. Let j index the
firms in this market so that these firms offer
{S.} dnd expeet priees {QEXPP.} in the eurrent

J J
quarter. Then the initialoffering price in
this market is cornputed (approxirnately) as P =

LS.QEXPP./LS., i.e., as a weighted sum of price
j J J j J
expectations.

Given an initial supply (IS.) and supply priee
J

(P) on eaeh market, it remains to be seen
whether demand will earrespond. Consumers
express their willingness to alloeate their
income to each of the 4 sectors, to service
goods and to savings. A modified linear expen
diture system with habit formation is used as
a demand system, with estimates of price and
income elasticities from Dahlman and Klevmarken
(1971). In addition, there is a demand for

4) An export fraction is specified individually
for each firm, but the change in these fractions
depends upon the relative movement of domestic
and foreign prices in the previous quarter on a
market basis.



durables as investment goods by firms that is
predetermined from the previous quarter. This
constitutes the demand for firms' products,
except that it is necessary to specify the
fraction of demand that will be satisfied by
imports (IMP). This fraction is determined in
much the Same way as the export fractions are
determined; i.e., IMP is determined by the
relative movement of domestic and foreign
prices in the previous quarter on a market
basis.

An adjustment by (l-IMP) gives desired pur
chases from dornestic sources on each market
(D), and a price adjustment mechanism is
specified that tends toward the equation of
demand and supply. Letting N denote the iter
ation number, the price adjusts by

6P = (A/N) fD-LS.].
l . J

. J

This is done on each market, leading to new
market prices and new demands. The process is
then allowed to run for a fixed number of
iteratio~s.

Upon completion of the product market sequence,
the output of each firm has been specified and
divided into domestic sales, foreign sales and
inventory change (computed as aresidual, but
constrained to lie within certain bounds). A
final (but not necessarily equilibrium) price
has been computed for each market, implying an
average rate of change which can then be spread
acros~ that market's firms. Employments and
wage levels have been computed for each firm in
the labour market. Thus, profits can be computed
for each firm, and since (in the 96 Version)
investment is financed out of profits, the link
between quarters is made. Each firm's production
possibilities set is updated according to its
investments, and the entire process begins
anew.

The Simulations

The simulations were designed to address two
general types of questions. First, suppose that
some "extraneous" events cause a short term
change in business expectations; e.g., suppose
a change in government induces a "wave of
pessimism" among businessmen. Could this have
any effect on the economy, and if so, would the
effects persist over a long period of time?
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Second, suppose the mechanism by which expec
tations are generated changes in some fundamental
way. Will this change have any effect on econ
omic performance? If so, can this change in the
expectational mechanism be given a real-world
interpretation?

These questions correspond roughly to two
themes in the US business press that the
economy is faltering either because businessmen
"lack confidence'; or because the "climate is
too uncertain" for investment. One might view
the simulations reported on belowas an attempt
to make some sense of these notions, but, of
course, it is risky to use a model of the
Swedish economy as a tool for reading US news
papers. One particular hazard is the extreme
openness of the Swedish economy relative to
that of the US economy. Holding all else
constant, it seems much mQre likely that expec
tations would be capable of self-fulfillment in
an economy that is close to being "self
contained"; i.e., there is an a priori reason
to expect expectational phenomena to be more
important in the US than in Sweden.

To check on this, we have constructed a "US
oid" economy to supplement the basic Swedish
version of MOSES. This supplementary economy is
based very roughly on the US national accounts,
and it should be understood that this version
of the model does not purpoit to represent the
US. The US figures have been used only to
provide a consistent basis for creating a
relatively closed economy. Thus, two sets of
simulations were run -- simulations on the
model of the Swedish economy and simulations on
a more closed, US-oid version of the model.

Questions about short term alterations 'in
business expectations were addressed via
changes in the "externally generated" expec
tations. In the reference cases these are set
at EXPXDS = 0.07, EXPXDP = 0.Q3 and EXPXDW =
0.03 for all years. To model a short term burst
of "bullish optimism," I have doubled EXPXDS,
EXPXDP and EXPXDW in each of the first three
years; thereafter they are reset to the reference
case values. To model a short term period of
"bearish pessimism," I have set EXPXDS = EXPXDP
EXPXDW = O for years 1-3; thereafter they are



reset to the reference case values. One might
question the sense in which a temporary increase
in EXPXDW represents business optimism (or the
sense in which setting EXPXDW = O represents
pessimism), so I have also run simulati~ns in
which EXPXDS and EXPXDP are modified as 'described
above but EXPXDW = 0.03 is maintained throughout.
The results of these latter simulations are not
qualitatively different.

To examine changes in the expectational mech-'
anism-, I have tried the simple experiment of
allowing A to vary. As compared with the reference
run value of A = 0.5, simulations were run with
A'= 0.1 and A = 0.9. The smaller value of A
allows a firm to change its expectations quite
radically from year to year, whereas the larger
value of A builds in greater stability. These two
cases are the only changes in the expectational
mechanism that were considered; in particular,
a and y are left at their reference run values
of a = 0.1 and y ~ 0.5.

Thusi there are 5 basic simulations for both
the Swedish economy and the OS-oid economy -- a
reference case, the case of short term optimism

- (EXPXDS = 0.14, EXPXDP = 0.06 and EXPXDW = 0.06
for each of the first 3 years), the case of
short term pessimism (EXPXDS = EXPXDP = EXPXDW = O
f6r years 1-3), the case of A = 0.1 and the-
case of A = 0.9. Results for 20 year simuiations
are presented below. Table l gives the 20 year
trends for seleeted key macro variables for the
Swedish economy, and Table 2 gives comparable
figures for the OS-oid economy. These trends
are measured as geometric means of percentage
increase; e. g., if <4 denotes output' s ini tial
value and Q20 its terminal value, then the

trend figure for output is camputed as (Q20/Q~1/20-1.

Looking first at the Swedish economy, one can see
that the reference case produces the greatest
long-run rate of growth in output and productivity.
The cases of pessimism and A = 0.1 produce rates
of growth only slightly below those of the
reference case; however, the cases of optimism
(NB) and of A = 0.9 produce rather disasterously
sub-par rates of growth. In terms of inflation,
the reference case produces,a slightly higher
rate than any of the other simulations, hut in
general the 20 year rates of price increase do
not vary much between cases. Finally, with the
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TABLE l

Swedish economy - Key 20 year trends

O l 2 3 4

Q 4.6 3.1 4.2 2.5 3.9

PROO 7.2 5.6 7.1 6.2 6.7

p 4.8 4.6 4.8 4.5 4.8

W 11.8 10.5 12.2 7.7 12.0

S 9.5 7.8 9.0 7.1 8.8

TABLE 2

US-oid econorny - Key 20 year trends

O l 2 3 4

Q 3.6 2.4 3.8 2.7 2.8

PROO 5.6 4.2 5.8 5.4 5.2

p 4.7 4.5 4.6 4.3 4.5

W 9.8 8.9 9.8 7.8 9.9

S 8.4 6.9 8.4 7.1 7.3

Key:

Cases

O reference run
l increase in EXPXOS, EXPXOP in years 1-3
2 decrease in EXPXOS, EXPXOP in years 1-3
3 A=0.9
4 A=O.l

Variables

Q
PROO
P
W
S

real output
real Q per labor hour
price
wage
sales



exception of the case of A = 0.9, rates of wage
inflation do not differ dramatically between
cases.

The performance of the US-oid economy is roughly
similar, except that the case of pessimism produces
petter performance than the reference run and
the case of A = 0.1 produces a much inferior
performance. Rates of inflation are again
nearly identical in all simulations. This was
to be expected in the Swedish economy since the
seetorai inflation rates must be "imported" to
some degree (i.e., determined by inflation
rates in comparable foreign markets) and the
model has been fed constant exogenous rates of
foreign price increases. However, one might
have expected more independence of foreign
inflation rates in the more closed US-oid
economy.

It is also useful to look at Figures 3-6.
Figure 3 charts the course of the level of real
output for each of the four cases (optimism,
pessimism, A = 0.1 and A ~ 0.9)- relative to the
reference case level of output for the Swedish
economy with the reference case level normalized'
to 100. Figure 4 does likewise for the US-pid
economy. Figures 5 and 6 chart the course of
the price level generated by each of the 4
cases relative to that of the reference case
for the Swedish and US-oid economies, -respect
ively. It should be understood that these are
charts of relative levels. When, for example,
Fig 3 shows a decline in the A = 0.9 series,
this need not mean that output has fallen.
Rather, it may mean that output in the A = 0.9
case is rising less rapidly than in the reference
case.

Figures 3 and 4 tell similar relative output
stories. In both the Swedish and US-oid €conomies
the expectational changes have a minor short
term effect. Af ter 5 years the largest deviation
from the reference case is only +1.9% (for
pessimism) in the Swedish case and +2.5% (for
A = 0.9) in the US-oid case. However, after
7-8 years of simulation, some dramatic changes
occur. The outputs of the pessimism and A = 0.1
cases suddenly exhibit strong growth relative
to the reference case, but the cases of optimism
and A = 0.9 exhibit strong declines relative to
the reference case. Thereafter, the two economies
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Figure 3. Swedish econorny: Outputs relative to reference case W
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Figure 4. US-oid economy: Outputs relative ~o reference case
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Figure 5. Swedish economy: Price level relative to reference case w
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differ slightly. In the Swedish economy all
cases fall off gradually relative to the
reference case, whereas in the US-oid economy
the pessimism case maintains a rate of growth
comparable to that of the reference case and
the case of A 0.1 shows a serious decline.

Figures 5 and 6 show that the paths of relative
prices over time fluctuate much less than do
the paths of relative outputs. (Nate the scales
of Figs 3-4 relative to those of Figs 5-6). In
contrast to output, price fluctuation relative
to the reference case can be seen at a very
early date. The optimism case exhibits strong
price growth relative to the reference case in
the first 4-5 years, then falls off for a long
period (up to year 14 in the Swedish economy
and up to year 16 in the US-oid economy) and
finally begins to recover. The case of pessimism
is close to a mirror image of optimism, and the
cases of A = 0.1 and 0.9 are also close to
being mirror images of one another.

Interpretations

I examine the cases of A = 0.9 and 0.1 first
since the results of these simulations are
probably least difficult to reconcile with
one's intuition. The results for the cases of
optimism and pessimism are perhaps more mysterious.

Recall that A characterizes the speed at which
firms react to changes in the economic environ
ment. When A = 0.9, firrns do not change their
expectations much from year to year, but rather
rely on a langer historical perspective. One
might say that firms are behaving very cautiously
or acting as if they were very uncertain. Why
does caution breed such poor economic perform
ance in this model?

The problem is not one of caution making
businessmen unwilling to invest, thereby
eventually dragging down output. In fact,
investment (and the profits from which in
vestment is generated) are slightly larger in
the case of A = 0.9 than in the reference case.
The problem is rather that the rate of capacity
utilization is abysmally low. Firms are neither
hiring enough labour to fully utilize their
accumulated capacity nor are they utilizing the
labour that they do hire very eff~ciently. What

.happens is that at same point firms' expectations
"fall behind" reality. In setting their output
plans firms start to think in terms of an



output range that is too low. The aggregate ex
post result of these plans is a high profit
margin on a low.volume of output. This result
tends to reproduce itself in the sense that
businessmen tend to get used to very small
percentage increases in output each year while
at the same time they come to expect ever
increasing profit margins since their profit
margin targets adapt to past performance. With
A = 0.9 and with the rules of thumb for setting
output/labour plans which have been ascribed to
businessmen, firms in effect eventually behave
like very satisfied monopolists. They are
behaving this way, of course, not as optimizers,
but rather because sluggish reactians on their
parts happened to place them in a monopoly-like
position. Once in such a position, the MOSES
firms with 'adapting profit targets find the
situation 'quite satisfactory.

The case of A = 0.1 occupies the opposite end
of the spectrurn. When A = 0.1, firms react very
vigörously to short run changes. As a result
they tend to operate at very high rates of
capacity utilization but with. relatively low
profit margins. This produces a fairly strong
economic performance for 8-10 years, but
eventually a lack of profits and a concornmitant
lack of investment leads to a diminished
capacity relative to that of the reference
case. By the end of the 20 year simulation,
"effective capacity" in the A = 0.1 case is
only 2/3 of what it is in the reference case.

What do these results tell us about the economy
and what do they tell us about the model? If
one believes that investments are generated
primarily out of retained profits, then the
suggestion is that in terms of aggregate eco
nomic growth there is a happy medium between
firms having to compete vigorously for every
dollar of profit on the one hand and having too
easy a time of it on the other. If all firms
live in a hyper-competitive environment (as
generated by their quick adaptations), then too
little profit will be generated to sustain
investments; but, if profits come too easily,
then firms will lack the incentive to make the
most effective use of their capacities.

Of course, one could criticize the model for
generating these results. The case of A = 0.9
is bad for economic grawth only because firms
are able to settle inta very lazy, albeit
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profitable, conditions. The classic economic
remedy for this situation is simply to allow
for the entry of new firms, and it is hard to
~elieve that if profit margins were as large as
they are in these simulations (and some are
greater than 50%), new entrants would not be
attracted. Conceptually, it is not difficult to
modify MOSES to allow for the endogenous entry
of new firms, and a simple experiment along
these lines has in fact been undertaken. (See
pp.228-229in Eliasson's paper on the total
model in this conference volume) . The results
from the A = 0.1 simulations might be criti
cized from another perspective. The reason that
these simulations eventually showaslackening
in growth is that firms are forced to finance
all of their investments out of profits. If the
model contained a functioning monetary sector
(not yet ready) , then this might not be such a
serious problem; but it may be the case in
reality (especially in Sweden) that financial
markets are insufficiently developed to provide
more than a partial remedy.

Finally, the cases of optimism and pessimism
can be examined. The scenario that one might
have envisioned in the optimism case is as
follows. Firms start out with optimistic
expectations and accordingly plan for a high
level of output requiring substantiai employment.
They then bid aggressively for labour, thus
fulfilling their wage expectations and creating
a large total wage bill. This translates inta a
high level of disposable income, so firms'
optimistic sales expectations are fulfilled.
The pessimism case would be exactly the op-
posite pessimistic expectations feed upon
themselves to produce unhappy results.

This is, of course, nothing but a simple multi
plier story in which expectations provide the
starting impulse. Although it is difficult to
see in Figures 3-6, this story does have some
merit during the first 5-8 years. Relative to
the reference case, output, prices and wages
all rise in the optimism case. The question is
why the relative increase is so small. One
answer is that the use of the LESH-type demand
system makes it very difficult to get the
multiplier going. Using a demand system with a
heavy emphasis on habit formation makes consump
tion much less sensitive to aggregate income.



rnstead, as income goes up, savings also go
up; and in fact, savings are somewhat greater
in the optimism case for the early years than
in the reference case.

Another problem is that a significant fraction
of the increase in disposable income gets spent
on imports. Some of the multiplier effect leaks
outside the country, something that is quite
consistent with Sweden's experience.

The most serious jolt to the intuition is given
by the performances of the optimism and pessi
mism cases after years 7 or B. What explanation
can be given for the collapse of the optimism
economy? By the seventh year most of the
effects of the initial changes in the "externally
generated" expectations will have worked their
way through the expectations mechanism; i.e.,
there is almost no "lingering" optimism or
pessimism remaining through lagged expectations.
There is, however, a cou~terbalancing effect in
that the firms in the optimism' case will have
tended to err on the side of optimism for 7
years and the firms in the pessimism case will
have tended to err on the opposite side. ~his

creates some tendency at this point for the
originally optimistic firms to begin to expect
smaller percentage changes in output, and
conversely for the originally pessirnistic
firms. Whatever the cause, firms in the optimistic
case get trapped in a low output, low capacity
and low profits syndrome. This is somewhat like
the A = 0.9 case except that firms are gloomy
about price as weIl as output, so high profit
margins do not develop. Not only is this state
of ,affairs bad from the point of view of
aggregate economic performance, but firms
cannot be too happy either. It is the expression
of the satisficing criterion in terms of profit
margin targets that keeps firms from reacting
to this situation.

Again, one can ask what changes in the model
would produce more "realistic" results. One
particular addition that has the potential to
change the optimism/pessimism results is the
long term investment financing block. In this
block firms' "animal spirits" (or lack thereof)
will be capable of being translated directly
inta a device for investment financing; i.e.,
firms will be allowed to indulge in a sort of
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optimism thatis more likely to generate long
term effects. This block has been designed but
i.s not yet ready i.n the program. (See Eliasson
Heiman-Olavi (1976, chapter III).) Any of the
other obvious devices for making the multiplier
more potent, e.g., changing the demand system
or lowering import flexibility, would seem to
produce the "desired" results at the cost of
sacrificing reality.

A final comment on the simulations is to nate a
recurrent pattern. In each simulation firms
settle into an economic niche in the sense of
falling into a pattern of behaviour that they
lack sufficient incentive to change. In terms
of Figure 2 firms tend to find themselves at
approximately the same relative point in the
lens area year after year. Thus, the model
suggests that there are a number of potential
output paths which are sustainable for a
significant period of time, same of which are
definitely superior to others. It should be
understood that it is the behaviora1 rules
ascribed to firms that a1lows the possibility
of "multiple equilibria". Firms are satisficers
in the sense that they lack the information to
make "optimal" decisions and in the sense that
their goals adapt to past experience. Were
firms optimizers with perfect information,
there could be only one possible sustainable
path in this model. It is up to the reader to
decide which picture of firm behaviour he finds
most reasonable.
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THE MARKET ORIE TED INTE - NDUSTR STOCK
AND FLOW DATA AGGREGATION SCHEME USED IN

THE SWEDISH MODEL
Louise Ahlström

The objectives of the Swedish Micro-to-Macro
Model have been stated as

l. to formulate a micro explanation for
inflation and

2. to study the relationships between in
flation, profits, investment and
growth.

The model thus places heavy emphasis on the
market process and its importance for price and
income determination and growth at the macro
level. The chosen problems, however, also
relate to typical dynamie processes and hence
require that the time dimension and the cyclical
features of simulations are quite well con
trolIed empirically. For this reason an aggre
gation scheme that centers on markets and ·the
use of industrial products rather than on the
ordinary classification aCQording to the pro
duction technique and raw material base has
been necessary. We have chosen an aggregation
level with four industrial production sectors:

Raw Material Processing Industries (RAW)
Intermediate Goods Industries (IMED)
Investment and Consurner Durable Goods Industries (DUR)
Non Durable Consumption Goods Industries (NDUR)

The reason for ehoosing such a small number of
sectors is not only to keep the statistical
work input within limits and to avoid getting
bogged down in unnecessary detail. It can be
shown that this particular aggregation principle
emphasizes the variations in activity over the
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cycle as well as between industry sectors. l It
can also be claimed that this aggregation has
certain advantages over alternative ones, since
the input-output matrix obtains an easily
understood structure that has a tendency towards
a one-way delivery pattern. This in turn facili
tates a consistent projection of changes in the
input-output coefficients.

Four industrial production sectors is a small
number compared to what is normal in eontem
porary input-output models. However, in strong
eontrast to other model work - even of the
microsimulation kind - each sector (market) iD
~qs~~.)lolds a large number of individual firms.
The market processes in the modeloperate both
between and within the above four seetors. The
basic miero feature in MOSES in fact lies in
the large number of firms within each sector
and the aggregation scheme has been designed
accordingly. This also means that the capaeity
utilization data from the Annuat Planning
Survey of the Federation of Swedish Industries
can be used directly in the model. 2 On the
other hand we run into difficulties when deal
ing with macro data. We have had to develop a
market oriented classification schem~ of our
own in order to adapt the national accounts
maero statisties to our miero based sector
elassification. Also lack of some firm data
makes it neaess~ry to use industrial macro data
as substitutes. The input-output matrix is one
example where such simplifications have been
neeessary. Finally we have had to put in sub
stantial effort to overeome inconsistencies in
the data base that have crept in not only
because of our new aggregation type but also
because of inconsistencies between the various
parts of the national aecounts statistics them
selves. We have found by experience that a
consistent data base for the first period of a
simulation is imperative for a proper traeking
by the model of historie rnacro test data.

l) See Virin, O, "Industrins Utveckling 1974-
76, enligt Industriförbundets planenkät 1975/76",
Industrikonjunkturen, Våren 1976, Special Study D.

2) This planning survey covering all Swedish
firrns with more than 200 employees has in fact
been designed on the format of MOSES.

3) For a description of how macro data are eom
bined with real firm data see Eliasson, G, A Micro
Simulation Model of a National Economy, chapter 3
on estimation methods, in this conference report.



In our efforts to obtain consistency in the
data base,it has been natural to use the input
output matrix as the reference base towards
which adjustments ,are made. The input-output
matrix for the total production system in MOSES
consists of ten sectors:

l. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
(A/F/F: 1.10 + 4.10)

2. Mining and Quarrying (ORE: 1.20 + 4.20)
3. Petroleum Products Imports (OIL: 5.11)
4. Raw Material Processing Industries

(RAW: 2.10 + 5.10 excl 5.11)
5. Intermediate Goods Industries

(IMED: 2.20 + 5.20)
6. Investment and Consumer Durable Goods

Industries (DUR: 2.30 + 5.30, 2.51 +
5.51) .

7. Construction (CONSTR: 2.40 + 5.40)
8. Non Durable Consumption Goods Industries

(NDUR: 2.52 + 5.52, 2.53 + 5.53)
9. E1ectricity (EL: 3.10 + 6.10)

10. Other Services: (SERVICE: 3.20 + 6.20).

This aggregation corresponds to the general
structure related to the input-output statistics
(I/O) published by the Central Bureau of Statistics,
that is described in Table l. Of the four in
dustrial production sectors that hold individual
firms DUR and NDUR have a product content that
differs somewhat from what is conventionaI as
to the treatment of Capital Goods (2.51 + 5.51).
In the input-output matrix we have included
Consumer Capital Goods with Investment Goods,
thus referring to this group as DURables and
calling the remainder of Consumption Goods
NonDURables. The six non-industry sectors
(A/F/F, ORE, OIL, CONSTR, EL and SERVICE) are
"external sectors" to the mode.1 appearing only
as suppliers of certain goods in the conven
tionaI input-output fashion. Note here that the
I-O sectors "Construction of Buildings" and
"Letting of Dwellings and Use of Owner-Occupied
Dwellings" - rents - both go into the CONSTRuction
sector.
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In order to obtain the general classification
described in Table 1, we have constructed a
weighting matrix, based on va1ue added, by
which the a11ocation is made. Since this a11o
cation is based on macro data there is not
necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between
these data (a11ocated according to the market
defined c1assification) and data based on
industrial activities (SNI). Statistica11y the
demand and output classification hence will be
approximate when trans1ated either way. When
total va1ue added for each market defined
sector was cornpared to total value added,
obtained by assigning speqific companies to the
rnarket defined sectors, the correspondence was
very good, however.

Table 1.1 Input

r. Produced Commodities
1.00 Primary Production
1.10 Agriculture, Forestry and

Fishing
1.20 Mining and Quarrying

2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.51
2.52
2.53

Industria1 Production
Raw Material Processing
Intermediate Goods
Investment Goods
Construction inc1 Rents
Consumption Goods

Capital Goods
Food and Beverage
Other Consumer Goods

ROW

1-11
1-2

l.
2.

3-9
3.
4.
5.
6.
7-·9
7.
8.
9.

I/O

1-34
1-4

1-3
4

5-22a )

3.00 Services
3.10 Electricity
3.20 Other Services excl Rents

10-11
10.
11.

23-34a )
24
23-34 a
excl 24 )

a) The sectors 25, 31 and 32 ,are inc1uded in Industrial
Production and exc1uded from Services.
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II. Primary Commodities 12-30 36-42
exc1 13, 16-18 45-48b }

4.00 Primary Production Imports 12+14 (1-4)
4.10 Agricu1tura1, Forestry and

Fish Products 12 (1-3)
4.11 AgriculturaI Products 13 (l)
4.20 Mineral Products excl Crude

Oil 14 (exc1 Crude Oi1) (4)

5.00
5.10
5.11

5.12
5.13
5.20
5.30
5.40
5.50
5.51
5.52
5.53

Industria1 Production Imports 15+(~9-24} (5-22)
Raw Material Processing Imports 15

Petroleum Products Imports '
incl Crude Oil 16(inc1 Crude Oil}
Ferrous Meta1 Imports 17
Non Ferrous Meta1 Imports 18

Intermediate Goods Imports 19
Investment Goods Imports 20
Construction Material Imports 21
Consumption Goods Imports 22-24

Capital Goods Imports 22
Food and Beverage Imports 23
Other Consumer Goods Imports 24

6.00 Imports of Services
6.10 Electricity Imports
6.20 Other Imports of Services

7.00 Duties, Taxes, Subsidie~ etc
7.10 Commodity Taxes and Subsidies,

Duties etc
7.20 Non Commodity Indirect Taxes

and Subsidies

8.00 Value Added (SNR)
8.10 Wages
8.20 Profits and Depreciation

9.00 Total Input

25-26
25
26

27-28

27

28

29-30
29
30

1-30 excl
13, 16-18

(23-34) a}
(24)
(23-34 a
exc1 24) )

37-42, 45-47

37-42

45-47

48
49
50

51

a} The sectors 25, 31 and 32 are inc1uded in Industria1
Production and exc1uded from Services.

b) Numbers within parenthesis refer to imports (table 5b
in SCB Statistica1 Reports.1972:44).
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Table 1.2 Output

Column

I. Use \\~ithin Prod. Systern 1-11
1.00 Primary Production 1-2
l.la Agriculture, Forestry and

Fishing l.
1.20 Mining and Quarrying 2.

2.00 Industrial Production 3-9
2.10 Raw Material Processing 3.
2.20 Intermediate Goods 4.
2.30 Investment Goods 5.
2.40 Construction Ma~erial 6.
2.50 Consumption Goods 7-9
2.51 Capital Goods 7.
2.52 Food and Beverage 8.
2.53 Other Consurner Goods 9.

3.00 Services 10-11
3.10 Electricity 10.
3.20 Other Services 11.

II. Final Consumption 12-16
4.00 Public Consumption" 12
5.00 Private Consumption 13
6.00 Gross Investments 14
7.00 Charige in Stocks 15
8.00 Exports 16

9.00 Total Output 1-16

I/O

1-34
1-4

1-3
4

5-22a )

23-34a )
24
23-34 excl

24 a )

37-41
37
38
39
40
41

43

a) The sectors 25, 31 and 32 are included in Industrial
Production and excluded from Services.

Since the MOSES aggregation scheme centers on
markets and the use of lndustrial products the
input-output structure does not differentiate
between imports and produced cornmodities.
Instead import shares obtained from macro
National Accounts time series data are varied
over time for the four industria1 production
sectors. The same proportion of imports regard
less of sector origin is assumed. The input
output structure is specified in basic values
("ungefärlig produktionskostnad") and thus
makes use of available information on trade
margins. Since our input-output matrix is
specified in basic values it has been necessary
to adjust all macro time series brought into
the data base to this value level in order to



obtain consistency in the "initialization" 
the start~up of a simulation. A not insigni
ficant amount of data are compiled from in
dustriai statistics or other macro statistics
which are not readily obtainable in basic
values. This has created problems which have
forced us to make a number of simplifying
assumptions. On a number of occasions we have
for instance assumed the same growth pattern
for our variables specified in basic values as
for time series valued at purchaser's prices.
This implies that trade margins and co~modity

indirect taxes are growing ~roportionately..It
is likewise assumed that ma~gins and indirect
taxes are identical for all inputs into each
production system sector or final demand cate
gory regardless of sector origin. On the other
hand-we have managed to avoid problems with
secondary production by using a commodity by
commodity specification. 1 )

The iriput-output coefficients of one cell in
the input-output matrix are allocated to each
firm in that particular market. The coeffi
cients of each firm are kept constant over time
in the model (for the time being we use 1968
figures - see Table 2.1). Since individual firms
within and between markets meet with success
and failure very differently in the model they
also grow at very different rates. Thus the
macro input-output coefficients vary endo
genously over time. Here we have had to assume,
however, that price increases are the same for
products from the four industrial production
sectors regardless of which sector they are
sold to as inputs or as final demand. The
average spending shares for the five final
demand categories - GOVernmenT, Household
CONSumption, INVestments, Change in Stocks
(6STO) and EXports - are shown in Table 2.2.

The use of 1968 I/O coefficients each year clearly
means introducing an inconsistency in the macro
data basic systen even though the macro coefficients
will vary because of the way they are used in indi
vidual firms. This assumption will have to be re
laxed in the future. Until we have got the necessary
statistical information to allow time dependent
I/O- coefficients, however, we will have to be satis
fied with the fixed coefficient ass~ption.

l) For a detailed discussion of alternative
methods in input-output analysis, see Höglund, B
and Werin, L, The Production System of the Swedish
Econorny, An Input-Output Study, IUl, 1964.
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Finally, it should be pointed out how the
input-output structure is used in MOSES. The
model is not solved by inverting the input
output matrix in the traditional way. For the
four industrial production sectors the pro
duction volume is determined in the business
system block while the corresponding input
output coefficients determine the amount of
inputs needed to make this level of production
possible. At both ends of these sectors, that
is at both ends of each individual firm, there
are buffer stocks to even out production flows.
For the remaining six "external sectors" on the
other hand the input-output rnatrix is operating
as in a conventionaI rnacro input-output model
complemented with a Keynesian demand system.



TABLE 2.1
~N~U! QU~P~T_C2E~F!C!E~T_~T~I~, 1968

AIPlp ORE OIL FAW lMED DUR CONSTR NDUR EL SERVICE TOTAL
A/P/P .02 .00 .00 .07 .06 .01 .01 .22 .00 .00 .~~
ORE .00 .07 .00 .06 .01 .00 .01 .00 .00 .00 .01
OIL .01 .01 .00 .07 .01 .00 .00 .00 .03 :01 .01
RAW .01 .02 .00 .18 .87 .10 .05 .02 .01 .01 .05
IMED .03 .02 .00 .07 .14 .08 .03 .06 .00 .02 .05
DUR . 02 . 04 . OO . 04 . 07· . 18 . 06 . O2 ~ OO . O2 . 05
CONSTR .07 .02 .00 .03 .03 .04 .11 .02 .09 .07 .06
NDUR .09 .01 .00 .03 .08 .03 .02 .22 .01 .. 05 ~07

EL .01 .03 .00 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01
SERVICE .08 .05 .00 .09 .06 .06 .09 .06 .03 .16 .10
TAXES .06 .09 .00 .03 .02 .03 .04 .00.03 .01 .02
VA .60 .64 .00 .32 .42 .46 .56 .37 .82 .66 .53
TOTAL 1.00 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

TABLE 2.2
~~~G~ ~P~NQI~G_S~A~~, 1968

A/F/F
ORE
OIL
RAW
lMED
DUR
CONSTR
NDUR
EL
SERVICE
TAXES
TOTAL

GOVT
.01
.00
.02
.01
.11
.23
.21
.17
.03
.29
.08

1.00

CONS
.03
.00
.01
.01
.03
.04
.19
.20
.01
.33
.15

1.00

INV
.00
.00
.00
.00
.04
.20
.69
.01
.00
.02
.03

1.00

STO
.19
.01
.00
.21
.03
.24
.08
.29
.00
.02
.04

1.00

EXP
.03
.03
.01
.15
.18
.28
.07
.09
.00
.16
.01

1.00

TOTAL
.06
.01
.01
.07
.09
.14
.25
.15
.02
.25
.08

1.00 v.J
~
v.J
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IS THERE AN EFFICIENT LEVEL OF UNEM
PLOYMENT? SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

ON ALABOR MARKET MODEL
Donald A. Nichois

" .•.. the power of modern computing
equipment may weIl restare the
numerical exarr~le to a position of
honor among tools of analysis in
regard to problems too difficult
for a more general solution."

T.C. Koopmans

l. Introduction

Solow says "The art of successful theorising is to
make the' inevitable simplifying assumptions in such
way that the final. results are not very sensitive."l
Unfortunately, for a variety of labor market problems,
the results seem to be exceptionally sensitive to the
kinds of assu~ptions economists usually make. Thus,
at present, labor market economists are finding
great difficulty in choosing a set of assumptions
which will reduce their problems to a mathematically
tractable level without affecting significantly the
conclusions that can be drawn about several important
phenomena. Specifications that are simple enough to
yield results do not seem to be able to lend insight
into many questions of great importance.

For many problems, this shortcoming of conventionaI
theory may be no more than an annoyance. But for
other problems, and in particular, for the explanation
of unemployment, the use of supply and demand, or any
other apparatus that treats laborers identically,
merely side-steps the problem. Unfortunately, we cannot
at this date model heterogeneity in a very tractable
way.

The simulation model I report on in this paper is in
tended to shed light on this question. This model
uses a very simple specification of hiring, firing,
quit, and wage decisions that are applied to 1000
workers of differing abilities. These decisions con
stitute alabor market that has certain realistic
characteristics not seen in previous models.

l Solow (1956), p.65.
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Specifically, in this paper I can answer the following
questions: (l) Is there a non-zero rate of unemploy
ment which maximizes steady state GNP? (2) Does an
economy with cyclically fluctuating unemployment
rate have a higher or lower GNP onaverage than one
with the same average, but constant, unemployment
rate? (3) How does the equilibrium unemployment
rate depend on the structure of the labor market?

The model I will describe is a pilot model whose
purpose is to explore in the abstract the relations
between certain economic concepts which can be re
lated only with great difficulty using analytic
techniques. Therefore, the quantitative results I
derive are of little interest; it is the qualitative
dependencies that I wish to isolate.

The macro-economic issues were described in the
volume by Phelps et al. (1970) which explored the
link between inflation and unemployment. Various
factors must be considered when describing that
link, and a large literature nowexists on each.
Holt and David (1966), in a seminar paper, had
first described the links between turnover and
unemployment, thereby giving an empirical founda
tion to the dynamic concept of frictional unemploy
ment. Recently, estimates of many aspects of these
comp1ex hypotheses have appeared in several issues
of the Brookings Papers, most notab1y the work of
Hall (1970, 1972), Gordon (1971, 1973), and Perry
(1970, 1972). The ernphasis in this 1iterature has
been macro-economic in the sense that its purpose
has been to improve our understanding of the effect
of macro-economic policy on inflation and unemploy
ment.

Various institutional theories have also grown up
to explain other labor market phenomena not easily
described by neoclassical theory. These include the
work of Thurow and Lucas (1972), Piore and Doeringer
(1971), and the more radical market segmentation
theories of Reich, Gordon and Edwards (1973). Feld
stein (1973) also examined the effect of a group of
institutional forces on the equilibrium unemploy
ment rate.

The reader of this literature cannot fail to be im
pressed with the difficu1ty of the problems being
considered, and the inadequacy of existing theory
to give concise, satisfactory answers to the import
ant questions being asked.



2. An overview of the model

There are 1000 workers in the simulation who differ
from each other by a single normally distributed
characteristic called talent. There are ten firms,
each of which produces output according to a pro
duction function that uses ten different labor
skill~ as inputs. Skills differ from each other
only in the level of talent that they require.
Different workers will be able to contribute dif
fere~t amounts of each skill with high talent
workers being able to outproduce low talent
workers in all skills. The.functional dependency
is nonlinear so that high talent individuals
have a comparative advantage at high skill jobs.
There is no skill-specific training that workers
must have.

Thus there are 100 different jobs (firm-skill
combinations) that a worker might acquire,
each with its own wage rate. Workers attempt
to get the best jobs they can -- those with
the highest wage rates -- while firms attempt
to hire the best workers they can -- those
with the most talent. The heart of the simula
tion is the set of rules which governs the
search processes that are carried out in each
time period in order to match workers and jobs.

Each worker, if employed, decides whether or
not to quit. He makes this decision af ter con
sidering the unemployment rate, the wages
available on his present job and elsewhere,
and his own talent relative to that of his co
workers. If he quits; he determines an asking
wage and becomes unemployed. Re seeks work
'in the skill classification above the one he
left. If unemployed at the outset of the period,
he lowers his asking wage by five percent, and
decides whether or not to lower his skill-clas
sification and search for less d~sirable jobs.

Firms exarnine their employees and fire those
workers whose production is less than eighty
percent of the wage being paid at that level.
The heterogeneity of the labor force implies
that each worker will have a different marginal
product at each job. It is marginal in the
sense that the production is calculated taking
as given the allocation of the other workers
to their jobs within that firm.

Firms then search the unemployed for workers
who have a level of talent that is high enough
to make them productive at the job in question.
The search is carried out for each job in order
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according to the wage rate being offered, with
the high wage jobs getting the first crack. The
unemployed are classified by skill, and only those
classed one above, at, or one below the skill listing
of the jobs are searched. An offer is made to any un
employed worker discovered through this process whose
talent is sufficiently large that his marginal prod
uct will exceed the wage at the job in question. A
worker accepts the first job offer which has a wage
in excess of his asking wage. These hire, fire, and
quit decisions determine a new allocation of workers
to jobs which is maintained until the next period.
The only behavior or importance that is not con
tained in this sequence is that which determines
wage rates. Firms determine wage offers in a rather
complex manner that is described more fully below.
Here, we need only note that wages are increased
when they are less than the marginal product of
the worst worker on the job, and decreased when
they are greater.

Aggregate demand can be simulated by changing the
demand for the output of all firms. This demand is
an important element of the demand for labor. These
output demand functions can also be subjected to
random shocks in order to create the need for labor
turnover. This is the only stochastic force which
I have used in this paper.

Labor characteristics

The single characteristic, TALENT, which distin
guishes workers from each other is normally distri
buted with a mean of 1.0 and standard deviation of
.15. 1 Specifically, each worker is assigned a
level of talent according to the following implicit
function

K-l/2 TALENT (K)
l

1/2(x-l\
(l) f \.15) dx,1000 e

-00 .15 V 2n

where workers are indexed K = (l, 1000) .

TALENT is transferred into the various labor SKILLS
by a set of nonlinear functions. SKlLLS are indexed
by the letter l. The quantity of the I-th SKILL in
put that the K-th worker can produce is determined
by (2).

l lnitially, l intended to use the variable I.Q.
instead of talent. l.Q:s initially had a mean of
100 and a standard deviation of 15. While my col
leagues cautioned me that I.Q. and productive
ability are not identical and therefore a differ
ent variable name was in order, I kept the original
dimensions and occasionally made references to I.Q.



(2) SK1LL(1,K) = LOC [TALENT (K) + .68 - .08*1J

Thus in the most demanding ski11 c1ass, (1=10), it
takes a 1evel of talent greater than 1.12 for
a worker to be productive whi1e in the 1east
demanding ski1l class, a leve1 of talent greater
than .4 is required.

Equation (2) guarantees diminishing returns to
talent in any skill classification, and it
guarantees high talent individuals a compara
tive advantage at high talent jobs. Since the
functions for each skill classification differ
from each other by a constant, it will be true
that the ratio of the output of a specific
skill of a high talent individual to that of
a low talent individual will be higher the
higher the skill elassification. It is easily
seen why the logarithmic form of these equations
guarantees that high talent individuals will
have a eomparative advantage at high skill jobs.
This should guarantee the existence of a unique
optimal alloeation of men to jobs in the absence
of stoehastie disturbanees and market frietions.

The supp1y and demand systern

Eaeh of the ten dtfferent firms in the economy
faces a separate demand curve for its output
and must produce that output using a Cobb-Douglas
production function defined over the ten labor
skill -classes.

Thus there are 100 different jobs that a worker
might acquire. He can also be unemployed, and
when he is, he remains attached to one of the
ten different skill classifications. Because
the production functions are Cobb-Doublas, each
firrn has a strong incentive to hire some labor
at each skill classification.

Demand curves are assurned to be rectangular
hyperbolae.

(3) OUTPUT (J) = B(J)/PR1CE(J)

Random shocks when used, enter in the form of
changes in the eons tants B(J). Changes in aggre
gate demand are simulated by increasing all the
B(J) sirnultaneously.

23
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These three equations complete the environment
within whieh decisions are to be made. The en
vironment is technically very simple, yet it leads
to difficult decisions because of the problems in
trodueed by heterogeneous labor.

Allocation of workers to the correct jobs

While the number of decisions to be made in this
model are small, the environrnent within whieh these
decisions are to be made is complex. Since each
worker is different and since each firm has at
any point in time a work force of differing com
position, the marginal product of a particular
worker may vary dramatically from firm to firm
even at the same skill classifieation. A very
lengthy search procedure for both workers and
firms would be neeessary if a state of perfect
knowledge were to be attained in whieh each work
er worked in that job at which his productivity
was highest.

Some simple rules of behavior that are generally
eonsistent with profit and utility maximization
in the long run are now applied.

Each of the 100 firm-skill job classifieations
has an individually determined wage rate. Workers
examine these rates and determine·whether they
feel they can improve their income by quitting
their present job and looking for a different one.
This ealculation is made by eomparing two numbers,
one to represent the costs of search and possible
unemployment, the other to represent the expected
income gain to be attained once the job switch
has been completed. Since all hiring is done from
the pool of unemployed workers, it is necessary
for a worker first to quit before he can attain
a better job. However, it is possible for a worker
to accept employment in the same time period in
which he had quit.

The costs of unemployrnent are assumed by the work
er to be his present wage rate, WAGE(I,J), multi
plied by the present unemployment rate for workers
in the skill class in question with a constant
added to the unemployrnent rate and another eons tant
multiplying the whole expression. These constants
are to be varied to determine their effeet on the
labor market's adjustment to equilibrium. The ex
pression denotes the cost of being unemployed for
one time period (the present wage rate) multiplied



.by terms which represent the probability of
being unemployed and the expected duration of
that unemployment.

The benefits to be gained from switehing jobs
are estimated to be equal to the differenee in
wage rates between the present job and that paid
on average at the next higher elassifieation
multiplied times the differenee in talent between
the worker in question and the average of his eo
work.ers multiplied by a eonstant. The worker is
assumed to feel underpaid only if he feels he is
better than his eo-workers. The eons tant in this
expression serves two purposes. It eonverts tal
ent into mantime periods, and it multiplies the

'resulting expression by the nurnber of time peri
ods the new job is expeeted to be held. The ef
feet "of the eonstant is to determine the talent
djfferential necessary to make quitting profit
able.

Onee the worker quits, he seeks work in the job
elassifieation immediately above the one he just
left. His asking wage is set equal to a we~ghted

averageof his old wage and the average wage paid
at the new elassifieation. .

Fired workers must also determine an asking wage.
It is a fixed pereentage of the wage on the job
they just left. Fired workers seek work in the
job classification below the one they just left.

Eaeh period, all those unemployed who do not find
work lo~er tbeir asking wa~es by five percent.
When the asking wage falls to be equal to the
average. wage paid in the next lower skill elassi
fieation, the worker drops to that classification.
There is no other worker behavior.

The behavior of firms

The firms must deterrnine employment and the wage
rates at eaeh skill elassification. Each worker
at a given firm in a given skill elass earns the
same wage. Thus the firrn must determine how much
to pay a diverse group of employees, and it must
take account of several factors when making this
decision.

- The firm realizes that workers' talents oiffer
and that it can generally hire better workers by
paying higher wage rates.
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- The firm realizes that its best present work
ers will quit if wages are too low.

- The firm knows that it is easier to hire and
retain workers when unemployment rates are high.

- For a given labor force, the firm obviously
makes higher profits the lower are the wages it
pays.

- The firm wishes to hire anyone whose marginal
product exceeds the real wage.

At present, I determine wages in the following
fashion. The worst worker employed in a partic
ular skill class is the marginal worker. He is
denoted K(1,J). His marginal product is attrib
uted to the skill class.

(4) MPL(1,J) = .1*PR1CE(J)xOUTPUT(J)*SK1LL_

[I,~ (I, J) ] /SK1LLS (I, J)

Note that this marginal product is defined per
worker while output is a function of skill units.
Thus a term appears in (4) in addition to the
marginal product of an additional unit of skill;
this term converts skill units into workers. It
is equal to the number of units of skill possess
ed by the worst worker in the relevant skill
class currently employed by the firm. 1

If the marginal product exceeds the wage being
paid, the firm attempts to expand ernployment in
that skill class while it attempts to contract
in the opposite case. When the firm is expanding,
wages are determined according to (5).

(5) WAGE(I,J) = (.2 + .6xU(I,J))*~JAGE(1,J)

+ (.8 - .6xU(1,J)):XMPL(1,J)

where U(I,J) is a measure of unemployment or
the availability of labor relative to the size
of the firm

l Note also that the use of the Cobb-Douglas
production function and the unitary elastic
output demand curv simplify this formula a
great deal.



U(I,J) = UNEMP.(I)/[UNEMP(I) + N(I,J)]

There are some further constraints on the rate
at which' wages can go up which are merely de
sign~d to prevent awkwa~d results during unusual
periods of turmoil (such as the period oE adjust
ment to the initial random allocation of workers) .
These constraints pre~ent real wage rates from
going up more than 25 percent per period uniess
the firm's wage would still be below the average
asking wage of the unemployed in that class.

For contraCtlOn, tne wage equatlOn is (6) which
rnerely reverses the weights used in (5)

(6) WAGE(I,J) = (.2 + .6~U(I,Jll*MPL(I,J)

+ (.8 - .6*U(I,Jll*WAGE(I,J)

Once the firm has chosen a set of wage rates,
the rest of its behavior is simple. Firms hire
those unemployed workers whose marginal products
exceed the real wage of the relevant labor clas
sification, who are looking for work at that clas
sification, and whose asking wage is less than
the firm's offer. They search for these workers
in the pool of unemployed, and, generally, offer
work to the most talented workers first. As each
worker is hired, he reduces the marginal product
of a unit of labor at that classification.

A worker is fired if his marginal product is less
than 80 percent of the real wage he is to be paid.
This requirement is checked imrnediately before and
af ter the firm searches for new workers in the
given skill class.

Behavior is simulated in the following manner.
At the beginning, workers are assigned job classi~

fications according to a pseudo-random process. l
The initial wage offers are supplied exogenously
and various behavioral parameters are assigned.

The program then enters the basic loop which de
termines a complete time period of behavior.

l Pseudo-random numbers are numbers that appear
to be random for statistical purposes, but are in
fact generated by a deterrninistic process. Since
the process can be replicated, it is possible to
use the same set of random numbers for successive
experiments.
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Then come the behavioral decisions wh~ch form
the heart of the model. First, workers decide
whether or not to quit, and once they become
unemployed, they determine an asking wage. In
subsequent time periods, those already unemployed
determine whether or not to drop to a lower skill
class. There nowexists a pool of unemployed with
fixed wage demands in each skill class, and a set
of firms with a stock of employees and fixed wage
offers. At this point, market clearing behavior
occurs.

The 100 jobs, each denoting a firm and skill clas
sification, are considered in order according to
wage offers, highest first. The firm fires workers
whose marginal products are less than 80 percent
of the wage rate. These workers immediately join
the unemployed of the next lowest skill class.
The unemployed in the relevant skill classes are
then searched to see if job offers should be made.
These classes include the ones imrnediately above
and below that of the job in question, as well as
its own class. When an unemployed worker is found
to have a marginal product in excess of the real
wage, he is offered a job. He accepts if the wage
offer equals or exceeds his asking wage. If any
hiring is done, it reduces the marginal product
of labor in the class in question, and it is
again necessary to determine that the workers'
marginal products are at least 80 percent of the
real wage.

3. Behavior of the Model: A preliminary check

When presenting a theoretical model, one lists
the assurnptions that have been made in order to
simplify the complex real world. These assump
tions usually restrict the breadth of the model
sufficiently that a cornplete description of its
behavior is then possible. The difficult choices
that must be made are those concerning the assurnp
tions, and these are made prior to the analysis.

Simulations, however, yield an extensive and rich
set of data output that are too numerous to re
port completely. In order to make any sense from
this complex collection of numbers, it is neces
sary to use at this stage some of the conventions
and assurnptions that are usually made at the out
set as part of the ordinary routine of the art
of theorizing.

The first behavior I report on concerns the ad
justment of the model to the initial random allo-



cation of workers in the absence of any addition
al shocks. Can the model take this random alloca
tion and sort them into a new allocation at which
no turnover exists? How close is this final allo
cation to the optimum? By examining the behavior
of the model when confronted with this problem,
a rough idea of the efficiency of the search pro
cedure and in indication of the stability of the
equilibrium can be gained. This problem was also
the one used while debugging the program. At the
outset,' turnover is very high as workers with high
levels of talent quit the low skill jobs and work
ers with low levels of talent are fired from the
high skill jobs. Fires in the first three periods
alone are almost half the labor force, while quits
are about one-fourth.

Unemployment averages more than a fourth of the
labor force for the first nine time periods. But
gradually, as the table shows, it declines
steadily until it becomes less than one
percent.

The allocation of workers that results is far
more efficient than the random one that appeared
at the outset. Real GNP is '13.016 in period l with
one quarter of the labor force unemployed. In pe
riod 39, GNP is 20,892, which represents an in
crease of 21 percent per employed worker and 61
percent overall. This understates the increase
since GNP even in period l has benefited from a
great deal of turnover. The initial allocation
would have produced a much lower level of GNP
even with zero unemployment. This is due to the
fact that many of the low talent workers have a
negative effect on output when they are assigned
to high skill jobs. This experiment does indicate
that the model will approach an· equilibrium even
when it begins with a badly allocated labor force.
The stability, however, is not very rob~st in the
near neighborhood of the equilibrium. Even af ter
199 periods with no shocks, there is still some
turnover in the model though it is very minor.

4. The effect of random shocks on unemployment

For all subsequent experiments, it was decided to
use as the initial allocation, the one that result
ed af ter 19 periods in the previous experiment.
Much of the churning that occurs in those early
periods gets replicated exactly for all other ex
periments, and it is so large that it swamps turn
over due to other sources. Thus there is little
to be learned from running these periods again
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Table l.

Unemploy-
Period Quits Hires Fires ment Real GNP

.-
l 170 254 331 247 13.016
2 55 143 107 266 14.126
3 24 60 58 288 14.410
4 13 40 13 274 14.697
5 11 20 6 271 15.164
6 18 40 4 253 15.792
7 5 24 3 237 16.119
8 2 25 7 221 16.430
9 l 21 2 203 16.764

10 .o 22 3 184 17.470
11 26 51 O 159 18.094
12 18 53 14 138 18.061
13 6 41 7 110 18.785
14 8 19 8 107 18.952
15 39 61 5 90 19.200
16 23 62 10 61 19.741
17 31 44 Il 59 19.744
18 17 30 12 58 19.751
19 34 56 3 39 20.022
20
21 35 63 14 25 20.472
22 45 64 14 20 20.473
23 17 25 7 19 20.551
24 8 10 2 19 20.557
25 7 Il O 15 20.678
26 10 13 O 12 20.762
27 17 19 l Il 20.801
28 22 17 2 18 20.530
29 Il 20 2 Il 20.792
30 14 18 4 Il 20.802
31 16 13 2 16 20.699
32 12 20 2 10 20.748
33 3 7 5 11 20.778
34 O 3 3 Il 20.792
35 4 5 O 10 20.809
36 3 5 2 10 20.889
37 2 6 3 9 20.924
38 2 5 2 8 20.928
39 8 Il O 5 20.892

-------------_..__._~.__. ---_. -_._-_.. ~._-.-. -'-'-'--~-'-"-".""-'-'---'-'--'."_.' .......- ._" _. __.. _._--~ ...._-_._-



and again. Accord~ngly, for the remaining experi
ments, time period 21 is the first to be reported
while 39 is the last.

The previous simulation showed that in the absence
of disturbances, the model will settie down to an
equilibrium at which turnover is minimal. In order
to generate turnover, it was decided to subject the
model to a continuing stream of shocks. These were
applied to the firrn's output demand functions ac~

cording to equation (3). Remember that the output
demand functions are rectangular hyperbolae, and
that the initial value of the constant level of
~ales is 10.0.

This constant, B(J), is multiplied each time period
by a shock which shifts the demand function perma
nently.

As expected, turnover (hiring) increases as the
shocks get larger. The next to last column in
Table 2 shows this. The reason for this is simply
that the shocks cause firrns to grow and contract
which necessitates hiring and firing. Unemployment
increases with turnover for most sequences of
shocks. Real GNP reaches a maximum for some level
of shocks, since the allocation of workers to jobs
is improved, as firms are forced to hire and fire,
the worst misallocations get corrected since under
placed workers' are the first to quit and overplaced
workers are the first to get fired. Thus a moderate
amount of turnover improves the job-worker match.
On the other hand, it may take a few time periods
for the model to adjust completely to a major shock.
With a continuing stream of large shocks, the market
is perpetually in the process of adjusting, and the
short run misallocations that result eventually ex
ceed in importance the long-run benefits gained by .
stirring up the dead wood. Thus there appears to be
an optimum size to the shocks in this model though
it is difficult to be precise about its level since
it varies with the particular sequence of random
shocks used.

An interesting relationship between unemployment
and output emerges here. For smalllevels of shocks,
both variables increase with the size of the shocks.
This is a confirmation of the importance of turnover
for efficiency. While one of the costs of turnover
is a high unernployment rate, one of the benefits is
an efficient allocation of labor. Over same ranges,
the benefits can outweigh the costs so that real GNP
can be larger despite the higher unemployment rate
if turnover is high.
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Table 2. The Effect of Random Shocks of Different
Size on Unemployment Equilibrium

._-----------------
Size
of
shock
.SDEV)

O
.05
.10
.11
.12
.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20
.25

Real
GNP Quits Fires
414-.7--"2=-4-3--- 65
419.4 453 146
421.8 482 163
419.9 474 154
420.0 547 202
422.4 560 224
419.8 544 230
419.8 579 252
418.3 588 247
421.2 579 266
419.5 595 301
419.7 565 337
417.9 597 362
417.3 608 544

Hires
339
622
664
649
772
814
799
863
863
866
921
928
978

1166

Unemploy-
me_~t .. _

259
390
446
498
523
441
510
482
467
507
593
601
577
877

The figures in Columns 2 through 6 represent sums
of the values of the variables for the entire 19
periods of each simulation.

5. Conclusions

What can we learn from results of this kind? Certain
ly the model is not a replication of the U.S. eeonomy.
Henee, the quantitative results must be ignored. But
I find the qualitative results to be very interesting.

(l) Even in a model with arbitrarily ehosen parameter
values for quit, hire, fire and wage deeisions, there
appears to be a eost to violating individuals' expec
tations about the rate of inflation.

(2) There exists, for every alternative specification
examined, a positive level of unemployment associated
with the maximum level of output. That is, there ex
ists a rate of frictional unemployrnent whieh is effi
eient in the macro-economic sense.

Mueh remains to be done to guarantee that these re
sults are not due to some unknown peeuliar speeifi
cation. My intention when building the model was to
choose those funetional forms which were least likely
to generate problems of nonexistenee, nonuniqueness,
or instability of equilibrium and to keep the number
of equations to a minimum. Cobb-Douglas' production
functions, for example, probably behave more "regu
larly" than real world funetions do. Tt is hoped,



then, that the possibilities for strange results
have been kept to a minimum. There is no way to
guarantee tbat, of course, but the use of a small
number of weIl behaved inputs have usually yielded
weIl behaved outputs in other contexts.
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GDM, A COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM FOR
SIMULATING MICRO-ORIENTED

MACRO-ECONOMIC MODELS
Ebbe Yndgaard

l. The basic problems and purpose of the GDM
project

For the economist as weIl as the sculptor, one
basic problem "is to remove redundant material;
the construction of economic models to a great
extent is a question of removing irrelevant or
misleading assumptions and/or data. In practice
this is performed by testing theories against
empirical evidence. This way of looking at the
problem of model construction has been the guide
line for the GDM-project, which is not (yet) an
economic model, but a more general computer sys
tem for simulating a broad variety of micro
founded econorny-wide models, varying according
to the specification of the assurnptions which
are necessary to identify just one model.

The GDM-system is built as a modular system
where each"rnodule represents an exchangeable
part of a complete economic model; e.g. the be
havioral: assumptions as to investment determi
nation constitute a module, which could be spe
cified in various ways according to relevance
and user preference. However, for reference
purposes the system includes a default/standard
economic model.

2. The default GDM-model

space l ) does not allow us a full description of
the basic GDM-model; therefore we shall confine
ourselves to a very broad sketch of the main
elements of the model, emphasizing same of its
main characteristics.

l) For a full description the reader is referred
to Yndgaard (1978).
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The single period

The model represents a sequential economy in
the sense that a solution is established for
each period. As is further explained below,
the GDM-system reproduces a series of conse
cutive temporary equilibria, which are mutual
ly interdependent and consistent.During a
single period, four categories of economic
agents are active, viz., private households,
private firms, a public sector, and a foreign
sector.

The micro-unit-decision system of the default
model most naturally classifies GDM as a Walras
Arrow-Debreu economy, i.e., the households
supply labor (directly) and investment goods
(indirectly) and money.

It is worth emphasizing that labor supply is
heterogeneous, so that each individual has pro
ductive abilities which vary according to jobs
(sectors/firms). Furthermore, the laborlmarket
is disaggregated so that a minimum real )wage
rate per employed person is specified for each
production sector; however, individual wages
vary according to abilities; all employed per
sons achieve at least the minimum wage rate of
the employing sector.

The dispersion according to abilities, as in
Nichol's paper (in this conference volume) ,
and minimum sectoral wages per employed indi
vidual implies explicit personal (wage-) in
come distributions (very much like observed
distributions). This part of the model has
strong similarities with Roy (1950).

The primary roles of the private firms/sectors,
each producing ·one good only, as usual are,
firstly to supply commodities for consumption,
investment, interrnediate products, and exports
and secondly to demand capital and labor ser
vices, intermediate products, and imports;
finance is obtained from private households,
foreign and public sectors. In general, credit
is included between all agents of the economy;

l) In the default version an automatic price
indexation of wages takes place (as in Denmark) .



all transactions are explicitly treated and
saved for up-dating of individual historical
records. The production structure consists of
sectoral production functions with two arguments,
labor services and capital services, remunerated
by wages and dividends respectively. Intermediate
products are calculated according to a fixed
coefficient matrix (Leontief) and include im
ported interrnediate products (e.g. oil).

In the default version the basic behavioral as
sumptions are utility and profit maximization
for individual households and finns (sectors),
respectively ..

The instrUments of the public sector include
direct personal and indirect taxes, varying
according to sectors, tariffs, dividend pay
ments from the private sector, monetary supply,
transfer payments to unemployed, stipends for
students, public investment and consumption etc.

The foreign sector delivers various imported
goods for intermediate, investrnent or direct
consumptian purposes. The sectoral export de
mand functions reflect international competi
tiveness; in the default version the rate-of
exchange is fixed.

A sequence of econornies

It is hoped that the last section has revealed
that the structure of the default version of
GDM has many similarities with a single period
Walras-Arrow-Debreu econorny. Between periods,
i.e. through time, a long series of up-datings
takes place for both price consistency purposes
and according to specific assurnptions about the
dynamic elements of the economy to be represent
ed by the system.

The up-datings of the first type include revi
sion of capital stocks with investment goods
(in new techniques) net of depreciation, dis
tribution of capital gains and losses, inven
tory stocks of final goods, inheritance of
wealth between persons leaving and entering
the labor force, etc. .

The second type of up-dating stems from the
behavioral assumptions; labor abilities are
up-graded due to job-training and degraded
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due to age-effects; wage-rates may be redefined
according to, say, a Phillips-curve theory;
inflationary expectations may be respecified
on the basis of the results from the last pe
riod etc. According to the specification of
this set of assumptions the sequence of econo
mies will vary, reproducing as one extreme a
multisectoral golden-age system with a constant
degree of employment and a constant balance be
tween sectors; for a fixed rate-of-exchange a
ruinous sequence with galopping inflation, a
rapidly growing deficit on the balance-of
payment and a rapidly growing degree of u'n
employrnent could be set up as another example.

In short, the dynamic properties of the system
depend on the specification of the assumptions.
The exchange of assumptions in the GDM-system
takes flace by using logieal (switch) varia
bles. l The applieation of various eombinations
of switehes from a reasonable set enables us to
reproduce thousands of different eeonomie re
gimes; henee, an identifieation of the eeonom
ie model is extremely diffieult.

Usually the endeavors of applied eeonomists
have been restricted to identifying partial
meehanisms when analysing disaggregated
(micro-) problems; what we have tried is to
establish an instrument for integrating sueh
partiai models into a simultaneous complete
framework. However, the GDM-project has not
revealed the eeonomy; hopefully we have
established a fruitful instrument which
might ease our endeavors in the direetion
of this ultimate goal, in itself probably
moving through time.

3. Adjustment processes of GDM; solutions
'and equilibria

~eferring to the figure, let Yll be an initial
vector comprising all - in general not mutually

l) E.g., if the variable EXODEV = TRUE the rate
of-exehange will remain fixed; on the other hand,
if EXODEV = FALSE an automatic de-/revaluation
meehamism is aetivated, until the absolute de
fieit/surplus on the balanee-of-payments is
brought within prespeeified limits.
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consistent and realizable ~ priori values of
all endogenous variables for period one, cal
culated as the result of all agents reacting
to all relevant historical values as if a pre
liminary set of the common endogenous-Variables
were solution values; typically the comrncn en
dogenous variablesl)comprise prices, the rate
of interest etc. The resulting signalled re
actions from all agents are not realizable,
e.g., total demand of a specific good may
exceed total supply, including available
stocks of the commodity in question. Keeping
the historical (lagged) values fixed and also
the exogenous, simultaneous variables ~l' the
box, called adjustment process l (ADP l), re-

PERIOD 1
---- SUBPERIOD 1

...........
~ (y 2) ~

HISTORY

" rI
i- "'--~------..J1'----------......~__;...-'""'I···~

( ()( ) "-;

----------------------------.----------...... t

subperiod interpretation of adaptation, cfr. text.

l) The common endogenous variables are true,
simultaneous variables; once given, all other
endogenous variables may be calculated recur
sively.

24
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defines the common endogenous variables ac
cording to som~ reactlon paradigm, e.g.,
raising the relative price of the commodity
just mentioned, etc.

The first (iterative) adjustment process
leads to a redefinition of Yl and changes
it into Y21 , still for fixed ~istorical and
simultaneous, exogenous variables. Now let
the interaction between adjustment processes
and recursively determined redefinitions of
agents' reactions continue in an iterative
process, until all tensions are within cer
tain prespecified tolerances. If this process
converges, we end up in a limit value for Y'l
the solution corresponding to the predeter~l
mined (historical and simultaneous, exogenous)
variables, assigned to period one. 1 (The sol
ution algorithm, denoted the separable signal
algorithm (SSA) , described in Yndgaard (1978)
will converge under rather broad assumptions
and rests on an application of the Brouwer/
Kakutani fix-point theorems) .

In the default version of GDM the endogenous
macro market (common to all agents) variables
are the relative commodity prices (the abso
lute level of prices is predetermined for the
single period, but not necessarily predeter
mined in dynamic versions of the system),
the firms' interpretation of the marginal
product of labor (for details see Yndgaard
(1978)), and the rate of interest. The rate
of-exchange is fixed in the standard version.

The adjustment process cannot normally be as
signed any economic interpretation; it is a
pure iterative·technicai solution algorithm
leading to one (not necessarily unique, de
pending on assumptions and the width of the
solution tolerance interval) solution, cor
responding to the predetermined variables.
Now, a comment as to principle is relevant;
the adjustment process may, however, be inter
preted as reflections of real economic phenom
~ in time; in fact that is what the new

l) Due to discontinuities, created by hiring/
firing one 'finite' person at a time, the solu
tion will always exhibit some slack.



micro-simulation models do; the tensions left in
Y21' say, are definitive then and must be ab
sorbed somewhere in the system; buffer mecha
nisrns must exist; in the GDM-model unplanned
stocks' changes are the main buffers. The SSA
algorithm operates on both relative prices,
labor markets' conditions, the rate of interest
etc. If we interpret the single adaptive steps
of the implicit tatonnement mechanism, the real
ized values in Y therefore will depend on the
relative speed 01:1 the various adaption mecha
nisms; reacting to tensions in the system.
While in the standard version of GDM we would
call lim YO

I
a solution, the new micro-simula

tion model~ would interpret Y
Z1

as a solution/
realized values for the subperlod. The extreme
ly difficult problem of empirically verifying
the single steps of the adjustment process has
prevented us - at this stage - from the inter
pretion indicated, however. We feel that really
serious autonomy problems are involved here.

Basically the difference in methodology between
our model and the micro-simulation models con
sists of a redefinition of the predetermined
variables already after the end of the sub
period, corresponding to YZ1 ; i.e. the dif
ference in the models hinges on the relation
between the speed of the endogenous adaption
process and the speed at which significant
changes of the relevant exogenous variables
and the relevant redefinition of historical
values occur.

In the longer run the sequence of solutions (Y.
t

)
may constitute a dynamie equilibrium, e.g. of
the golden-age type, again under proper as
sumptions.

4. GDM-applications

On a purely synthetic data basis the GDM
system may be used for theoretical explora
tions of a long series of mixed assumptionsj
theories; the system has proved very effec
tive to this end.

Both comparative-static and comparative
dynamic analyses are easily performed be
tween various economic regimes. Some examples
may illustrate the power of the system; from
the comparative-static class of analyses at
one extreme: comparison of solutions to econ
omies with pure but different quantity signals
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(fix-price models of the Clower-Dreze-Benassy
Malinvaud type, i.e. economies with a relative
ly low price-adaption speed in comparison to
quantity signal-adaption speed), comparison of
the type just mentioned under different assump
tions as to the mechanism determining the rate
of interest. At the other end of the spectrum:
effects on personal income distributions from
variations in the scheme for price-indexation of
wages, effects of relative changes of minimum
wages, increased labor mobility etc.

The comparative-dynamic type includes, e.g.,
analyses of: vertical Phillips-curve models
and other monetaristic theories; various in
flation theories; the interaction between em
ployrnent, technical progress, investrnent pro
grarnmes and foreign trade (rate of exchange
policy) etc., etc. In short, the possibilities
are legion. However, even though "theoretical"
expiorations on synthetical systems are of ten
fruitful exercises from an applied point of
view, we are left with the basic identifica
tion problem: what is currently the most re
alistic model of a specific economy?l)we con
sider the choice of time period and estimation
of the relative -speed of adaptation parameters
really difficult ones, due primarily to ob
servability problems. We must postulate that
any realization of economic variables in a
measurement on a process in motion, i.e. in
disequilibrium in a broad sense, and we are
lacking both experience in this respect and
relevant observations. The basic problems
stem from the fact that the predetermined
variables are changing significantly at a
speed which is so high that the endogenous
tensions do not bring about a final solution
before the next set of conditions rules.

1) Naturally the broad definition of identi
fication includes estimation of all relevant
parameters (or calibration).
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A SOCIOPOLITICAL DECISlON AND I DICA
TOR SYSTEM FOR THE FEDERAL REPUB·

.LIC OF GERMANY AN OVERVIEW OF
SPES

Ralph Brennecke

The label SPES l is an acronym based on the title
~ocioEolitical D§cision and Indicator ~ystem. Within
the SPES-Project economic and statistical scientists
as well as sociologists of the Universities of Frankfur
and Mannheim are working on a foundation of social
politics. We understand social politics as an active
part of public policy in a broader sense. Our research,
however, is concentrated on special parts of public
politicalaspects in the Federal Republic of Germany.

l) Within the decision system, effects, side-effects
and interdependencies of specific public political
measures are examined. The basis of this examination
is the development of a simulation system which is
representative for the Federal Republic of Germany.
The system is divided into modules for population,
education and mobility, labour force participation,
ineome, ineome maintenanee and transfers, tises of
ineome, health, housing and modes of traffic. The
deeision system eonneets these modules with each
other and with maero-eeonomie systems.

2) Within the indieator system the goals of political
aetivities and their sueeess are examined. The goal
variables of the deeision system are part of the mor
eomplex goal eatalogue of the indieator system.

The indieator system is divided inta three parts, the
first of whieh is a system of goal dimensions of eaeh
of the subjeet seopes. Second, eaeh goal dimension is
rneasured by speeifie social indicators and third, the
system eontains the time series of all indieators,

l The SPES-indieator system has reeently been publisheo
in a eomprehensive book with the translated title:
Conditions of Life in the Federal Republie of Germany
(Zapf, 1978). This book is the result of our investi
gations with respeet to the goal areas of the modules
mentioned above. In addition, there are reports on
social status and on participation within the Republie.
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most of them from 1950 to 19750 (Figure l explains,
for example, part V of the indicator system: con
sumption.)

The major part of the indicators has to be calculated
within the decision system. In order to do this, as
weIl as for the microsimulation, a data base is'
necessary which contains the essential character
istics or attributes of individuals and households.

For this purpose the members of the SPES-Project have
constructed two merge files called Integrated Micro
data File (IMDAF) for 1962 and 1969. The IMDAFs are
based on the income and spending cross-section samples
(EVS) of 1962 and 1969, the microcensus -- both of
them are issued by the Federal Statistical Office -
and on information from the tax statistics. The EVS
contains information about approximately 48,000 house
holds and their individuals. Unfortunately this data
base is not representative with respect to the German
population and to high income families. We therefore
have constructed additional households by using the
information mentioned above (Kortmann, 1977).

Compared with smaller data bases, there is suffi
cient information in IMDAF with its total of 68,000
households to analyse small groups like poor people
or old people in one-person householdso This data
base is called startfile in the following.

The structure of the decision and indicator system
is reflected in Figure 2. By following the scheme
of economic policy of Fox and Tinbergen we have sym
bolized policy decisions and instruments by boxes.
In analogy with the goal variables of Tinbergen, the
box 'social indicators' symbolizes the goal dimen
sions and the indicators used to measure states and
changes in these dimensions.

The system itself is composed of two connected parts:
the microanalytic and macroeconomic simulation sys
tems. The technical part of the macroeconomic system
has been developed by our group and allows the simu
lation and linking of various econometric models in
an efficient manner. However, we did not develop
macroeconomic models of our own, but rather use the
models of Krelle, Llideke, Hansen and Westphal, etc.

The economic and social processes of the microana
lytic simulator can also be seen in Figure 2. The
simulation starts by using the IMDAF, called start
file. The characteristics of one household are read
into the transformation circuit, beginning with the
population modules and the cross-reference procedure
and continuing with education, etc.
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Figure l. Summary of Part V of the SPES-Indicator* Systern 1976. Consurnption

Values

goal dimension No. SPES-Indicator 1976 Measure 1~5 1960 1965 1970 1975

1. level f growth 95 private consu.ption per capita OM 2507 3304 4042 4921 5582
of income

96 Private consu.pti on growth rate, % 9,2 6,9 5,4 7,3 2,6
per capita

97 Tax rate on pr; vate consulllpti on % (9)

98 private energy consullption per capita Tsd.kWh 12,2 16,5 18,5

99 protein consulllption per day and per capita 9 ~ 80 80 81 83

100 Dail y dOllesti c work per househ old h 10,5 10,1 8,8

101 i\verage lef sure tile h 2,7 2,9 3,2 3,5

1~ Rate of vacation travellers % 26,4 33,9 37,5

103 Rate of household with telephone % 8,3 19,9 46,8

1~ Rate of household with deep frozers % 2,0 18,5 52,2

1~ Rate of household with dish·washing lachine % 1,1 2,1 9,5

2. Consulption SIeurity 106 Aver. fungible property (Iothly eons. a) 3,2 7,3 7,7 10,3
and stability multiple)

107 Consulpti on securi ty costs f %of GNP % 35,3 40,1

3. Freedol! of 108 Share of non·restitutive incola . % 33,9 38,8 43,3 47,6 54,7
expenditure ehoi ces

1~ Share of i ncolt of consulpti on t 88,9 88,~ 85,6 85,2

110 Share of incoII not for reproduetion % 30,0 31,7 33,2 39,9

111 Saving ratio of private households % 13,4 15,0 15,9 16,6 14,6

4. InequaHty in 112 Gi ni i ndn private consu~pti on .) 0,2'18
consulpti on 113 Lov.st Quintile consulption share a)% 8,2

114 Hi ghest 5 %eonsUlpti on share .)% 12,3

5. Poverty f n 115 Households spending 70% for neccessitie$ a~ 23,4

consulpti on 116
Hous8hold. with less than 10% direetionary

a~ 5,3
incole

* The name of the SPES-Indicators come to a comprornise between an abbreviation and a
definit~on~ The definition of the indicators which are labeled with a) is very complex.

Source:' Wolfgang Zapf, Applied Social Reporting: A Social Indicators Systern for
West German Society, SPES-Workingpaper No. 70, Frankfurt 1977, p. 9.
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As an example, I would like to describe in more detail
the population module and the cross-reference proce
dure. Figure 3 symbolizes the basic structure of
this module. After having read the characteristics
of one household, the ages of all persons are modified.
Secondly the probabilities of death, divorces, house
hold independency of adult children, and marriages
are determined.

The technical reorganisation of the characteristics
with respect to the results follows. Af ter that a
separate computation of the characteristics of mar
riageable men and women is effected. These attributes
are written into the cross-reference-file and, depend
ing on splitting parameters, the characteristics of
the next household are being read. In the case of
non-marriage the probability of births is simulated
and in some cases the characteristics of new born
(zero years old) children are determined.

Now the additional transformation process follows
according to Figure 2. The simulation of school and
university processes is effected within the education
module. For persons at work, a possible ehange of
employment is generated. Having determined this,
various members of the household receive faetor in
come dependent on their age, their profession and the
maeroeeonomie development.

The ineome maintenanee and transfers module has sever
al funetions. Transfer payments, e.g., pensions, are
calculated, but also unemployment relief, additional
social payments, etc. The total income sum is subject
to the tax system. The payments for health, old age
and unemployment-insurance are likewise computed by
this module. The net income of the household now
established can be used for simulating the distribu
tion and uses of income. We are working on a method
of calculating the expenditures together with other
modules for durable commodities, e.g. cars and re
frigerators.

The remaining, modules deal with specific questions,
especially with regard to the development of the
social indicators within the years. The uses of med
ical facilities are simulated in the health module,
the housing module places the criteria of population
maintenance with living space of different levels at
our disposal. Purchases and expenditures of cars are
simulated in the traffic module.
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Upon transformation of the characteristics of the
household the result is stored into the resultfile.
Af ter this it is determined - as illustrated in
Figure 3 - whether new households are founded by
grown-up children, and in this case the attributes
of the new household are calculated. These character
istic combinations are transmitted through the trans
formation circuit.

Af ter all processes resulting from the characteris
tics of the household including the storage into the
resultfile have been concluded, the attributes of a
new household are read. This sequence continues until
all attributes of all households of the startfile
have finished the transformation process. Now a com
plete cross-reference-file is available which can be
used for the construction of new households by mar
riages. As stated above, for each new household the
probability of births and the transformation af all
other variables are simulated (compare Figure 2,
right 'circui t). Here i t is checked whether the newly
weds remain with their parents or if they establish
a new household. Therefore, the characteristics of
two or three households have to pass the transforma
tion circuit. Upon finalisation of the cross-reference
process, the result-file contains a new fictive ran
dom sample of the year t+l which can be used for
evaluation and as a new startfile.

We hope that the system in its essential parts will
be finished by the end of 1978. Later on the following
work has to be done: the integration of a new data
base (the IMDAF of 1973), the further development of
those modules which up to now could only be con
structed incompletely, and the continuous application
of the systern. Moreover we have planned to investi
gate whether subjective social indicators, for in
stance satisfaction measurements, can be integrated
into the simulation process. T~ese problems, however,
include a research perspective of approximately 10
years.
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THE SWARTHMORE PRODUCT ALLOCA
TION SIMULATION MODEL-

A REPORT ON SPASM
Frederic L. Pryor

A. Purpose and Progress

This mlcro-analytic simulation model was designed to
investigate the determinants of instability in rela
tively competitive cornmodity markets. For most uses
the model does not encompass the entire economy but
rather focuses on particular subsectors, intro
ducing events from the rest of the economy either
explicitlyor in terms of random shocks to particular
functions or variables. l

Three phases of work on the model were planned. In
the first phase, a considerable number of alterna-
tive specifications of the model were investigated
to determine in what manner they would influence the
functioning of the model.and results obtained. The
se60nd phase involved linking a series of such mar
ket models together into a miniature.economy to
investigate particular problems of interaction. Such
experiments focused primarily on the impact of vari
ous types of trade barriers. The third phase of the
project involves calibrating the model to fit an
actual commodity market and then using the model to
investigate a series of policy questions regarding
this market.

B. The Model

l. An Overall View

The key decision-making units of the model are pro
ducers and buyers. The financial sector is introduced
by specifying certain financial constraints on pro-
~uction levels and by specifying certain conditions
for obtaining credit by the two sets of actors.

l Work on the model in 1977-78 was financed by the
U.S. National Science Foundation; computer expenses
were born in part by the Institut univertaire de
hautes etudes internationales and the Universite de
Geneve.
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The government sector is introduced by specifying
taxes and trade barriers.

For each decision-making unit, financial accounts
are kept. In addition, each decision-making unit is
constrained by prespecified technologies. Further,
the various decision-making units can be given dif
ferent decision rules. A vast number of different
types of markets can be specified and alarger num
ber of experiments can be performed.

A central focus of the experiments that were ac
tually made was the investigat~on of the impact of
risk upon the aggregate behavior of the market. This
was carried out by specifying the firms as utility
maximizing units with a utility function that al
lowed possible fluctuations of profits to become a

. key aspect in the decision-making process. Such a
focus distinguishes the model from most other rnicro
analytic simulation models which represent relatively
determinant processes.

2. Technical Aspects

The simulation model is embodied in a computer program
written in FORTRAN that consists of about 2,000 cards.
The program is designed to be easily adapted to any
kind of standard computer and to require a core of
less than 32,000. Most runs have cost less than
$5.00; expenses mount when the number of participants
in the market or the number of markets or the corn
plexity of the search routines are increased. The
program is highly modularized to permit changes to
be made easily. Special software has been written
that includes random number routines, special input
routines, and a variety of routines to calculate
various statistics for analysing the results.

3. The Supply Side of the Model

On the supply side, the individual firm faces avector
ot input prices and knows the basic parameters of its
production function; however, such a production rela
tionship can be subjected to random shocks so that
actual production falls only within some confidence
interval. Since production takes a certain number of
(prespecified) periods, the producers must prediet
the price in that future period; this is done with
the aid of a price expectations formula plus infor
mation about how successful such predictions have
been in the past. Given the predicted price and pro-
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duction level, the confidence limits around both of
them, and a function relating profits to utility,
the producers try to select a level of production
to maximize expected utility.

Given the utility o~ the long run average profits
(or losses) , the firms also invest or disinvest, a
process that takes a certain time to take effect.
Rather than prediet what the price will be, the
model can be altered so that the firms can set their
own prices and engage in a type of search for the
ideal price. In addition, the maximization of
utility can be extended 6ver a longer time horizon
so that the firms store inventories to sell in
future periods. The 'objective function of the firm
cap also be easily changed so that instead of maxi
mizing expected utility of profits, they can maxi
mize expected utility of profits!worker or expected
utility of profits given the constraint that workers
cannot be fired, or some other maximand. Producer
parameters of risk, as weIl as other production
parameters and other constants, can also easily be
changed.

4. The Demand Side of the Market

The individual consumers are given a demand function
which can be quite simple or which can be a multi
period function. They can also be made to engage in
various types of commodity speculation. They can
either be programmed to accept whatever is the ruling
market or, if producers offer different prices, to
search for the lowest price and follow different
stopping rules.

5. Price Setting

The model features a number of price-setting mecha
nisms. A standard excess-demand function can be chosen,
which changes the price in the next period according
to the difference in this period between the quantity
placed on the market and the quantity demanded at
the current market price; such a mechanism means that,
at any one period, the market may not clear. Other
mechanisms based on inventory behavior or cost mark
ups or various types of pricing decision-rules by
producers can also be seleeted by the simulator.
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6. Other Features

If desired, afutures market can be added to the
model so that the demand and supply of commodity
futures can influence the current price. In addition,
the commodity market can be linked with others so
that a complete miniature economy (including alabor
market) can be operated. These kinds of experiments,
however, become quite costly.

c. Results

Given the fact that an enormous number of experiments
were run on the model, it is difficult to summarize
the results concisely~ Since the model has not been
calibratedon actual data, most of the results are in
the form of theoretical propositions: Given condi
tions A, B, ... Z, markets will be more unstable (or
have higher long run prices, or have longer eyeles,
etc.) if M occurs, rather than MI. Several examples
will have to suffice:

l. Much of the blood spilled by theoretical econo
mists concerning the "best" price anticipations
rule has been in vain; none is clearly superior
in terms of profits. However, the predominant
rule used will strongly influence the stability
of the market. (This result was obtained by
having, all firms but one use a given rule and
havi~g the maverick firm use a variety of rules.

2. An increase in risk may lead to an increase
(rather than the commonly predicted decreas~) of
the capital/labor ratio; further, changes in the'
risk entering in the model by random shocks to the
production function or to the demand function
greatly differ in the influence on the model with
respect to cyclical behavior.

3. Consumer speculation concerning the price has
relatively little impact on the results since off
setting behaviors of the production and consumer
sides are induced; however, consumer speculation
regarding quantities is highly destabilizing.

4. Consumer search behavior great ly influences the
perceived elasticity of demand by producers and,
in turn, the manner in which they respond. Thus,
different search rules by consumers lead to very
different aggregate market behaviors.
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5. By examining the behavior of inventories and
unfilled demand, we can determine in a number of
cases whether firms are engaging in eos t-plus
pricing (in contrast to pricing rules that em
phasize excess demand or inventory behavior) .

Some of the results of the experiments performed
have relevance to policy making. For instance:

a. If one compares the impact of various types of
barriers to international trade, e.g., a tariff,
a production subsidy, a quantitative restriction,
or a variable levy (a sliding scale tariff used
extensively by Sweden), each of which has the
same static tariff equivalent, one finds that
the variable levy leads to the greatest misal
location of resources and, in addition, induces
the greatest destabilization of production and
trade of the partner nations.

b. Constraints regarding the firing of workers lead
to more stabilized markets under most circum
stances.

c. Sales taxes have almost no influence on the
dynamics of prices.

D. Additional Remarks about the Model

Without calibrating the model to an actual market,
one must be extremely cautious in applying any kind
of policy results of the model to a real life situa
tion. Nevertheless, the model has proved useful, at
least to the author, in generating a number of pro
positions that can be econometrically tested (many
of these are presented in the articles I have sub
mitted for publication) and, equally importantly,
clarifying the interrelations of a complex market
model, especially with respect to the impact. of risk.
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Under this heading we have entered some of the discussion during the

main seminar and notably on the theme of estimation of micro simulation

modeis. In that sense this part of the proceedings has been edited. To

organize the layout we have also rearranged the ordering of comments to

obtain a better clustering of themes. Finally each discussant has been

given the opportunity to modify and elucidate the preliminary write ups of

their statements. Some discussants have also been asked directly to

expand on particularly interesting remarks. 1

The final discussion, summing up the IUI-IBM Sweäen Micro Si

mulation Seminar in Stockholm centered around the following issues:

- What are micro simulation models supposed to be good for?

- For whom are they built?

- How to do it?

• Ambition/Costs

• Strategy for building models

• Estimation
- What minimum Micro/Macro relationships are needed (optimal

aggregation)?

- How should a micro unit be specified and described?

- What is the role of expectations and plans in micro modeis?

EXPECTAT ONS

Bergmann: Reading Jim Albrecht's paper, I feel we would like to have

expectations included also in our model. But before we can do that, we

need to know more about how expectations are formed and used in

decision making in actualfirms. How cogent is the process to form them,

and what methodology has been used to feature expectations in the

Swedish model? How much do people trust their own expectations?

Albrecht: In the Swedish model the way firms make up their plans, how

expectations enter plans and how plans are realized is modelled on the

basis of Eliasson's large study on how more than 60 business firms actually

1 The editing has been done by Jim Albrecht (University of Columbia), Louise Ahlström
(IUI), Gunnar Eliasson (IUI) and Gösta Olavi (IBM Sweden) on the basis of notes taken
during the discussion.

All participants in the symposium are listed at the end of this part.
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plan. I don't think many model projects have been proceeded by a 6 year

pilot study like that. How exactly businessmen interpret their historie

environment to envisian their future is of course a very difficult task.

Albert (Hart) and I have been on it for same time now and we can say tha1

it is difficult to estimate expectations functions on those few expectation~

data that we have.

Hart: Economists know too little about how businessmen (and house·

holds) use ex ante data, and how they form their expectations on the basi~

of history or ad hoc experiences etc. I think the minimum requirement fOI

a theory (or model) to carry the pretentious label "dynamic" is that ex

ante (expectations) and ex post be made explicit and that we allow for the

presence of mistakes. One feature of the Swedish model, which I don't see

elsewhere, is that it handles decision units (firms). This makes it very

natural to enter expectations.

Bergmann: I am wondering whether serious use of expectations is ever

very prevalent within the firm.

Eliasson: It depends on what you mean with expectations. Decision

makers always interpret their environment before they decide. These

interpretations concern the future and are based on the past and the

current state of affairs in some sense. Let us call it expectations, even

though the decision maker may not be numerically aware of them. I think

this is what Albert (Hart) means, and I believe he is very right. The

question is whether we can enlighten each other's minds by modelling the

mind of the decision maker by introducing in turn a concept that is hardly

measurable. I think so, and this is not the first time this happens in

economic theory.

Ruist: Maybe we could use methods from the behavioral sciences. I

believe economists and econometricians are too introverted in their

academic pursuits.

Pryor: The micro simulation technique is well suited to open up an

interface to other disciplines such as psychology, sociology, or even

politics. I agree with Ruist.

elower: Expectations add to the complexity of a model with few justifying

gains. Another feature often left out of modeis, and most times for less

reason, is an explicit treatment offlow as opposed to stock variables. Since

we will seldom be able to measure expectations we might as weIl drop the
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concept and connect the history directly with the decision.

Bergmann (supported by Hart): There are some areas where expectations

are very important, such as firms' investment decisions. How should we

handle them empirically?

Hart (on Clower): "The decision" is modelled in terms of a gap between

actual and "desired" levels of the stock variable. The desired level is not

an observable in the ex post data-book, and gets replaced by proxies of

Rube Goldberg character. But the ex ante data book includes observa

tions of desired levels in the form of capacity-targets 4 years out. To "drop

the concept" of expectations is to abandon the observable key variable of

investment theory.

ESTIMATlON

Bergmann: Large-scale microsimulated models present the builders with

two estimation problems:

1) We need computation procedures which search efficiently for

parameter values which will optimize our chosen objective function, say

the sum of squared errors, and that also fit a normal research budget.

2) We need methods to interpret the parameter estimates stochastical

ly.

I would tend to give item (1) the highest priority. Knowing the

stochastic characteristics of an estimator is cold comfort, if you can 't

compute it. This is one reason. Secondly, I have never been able to give

much credence to the confidence intervals computed in ordinary linear

modeIs. What eJo they mean if you know that the proper specification is

something entirely different?

Another problem relates to the size of the system. Should we fit the

parameters of each piece of a system separately or should we try to fit all of

the parameters simultaneously? The former would be analogous to the

single equation, ordinary least squares methodology in conventionai

modeIs; the second would be analogous to a simultaneous equations

approach.

Bentzel: To find such routines is certainly an important research task, but I

have a feeling that what we need in the first place, is something else. To me

it seems necessary to start with forming a firm theoretical base of the

estimation procedure and I must say that I have great difficulties seeing
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how this will be possible without specifying the models in a stochastic

manner. If we look at the history of the traditional econometric approach

we must admit that an enormous scientific progress was made by the

introduction of stochastic model formulations and by the introduction of

assumptions concerning the residuals as a theoretical base for the

estimation of parameters. Isn't it necessary to go the same way also with

the microbased modeis?

Without a firm theoretical base for our estimation procedure we don't

know what we are doing. And we don't know anything about the statistical

properties of the estimates. And we don't know anything about the

probability properties of the forecasts we are producing. Isn't it absolutely

fundamental to have knowledge about these properties? And how can you

handle the identification problem if you are not working with stochastic

modeis?

elower: The first and essentiai task is to get the assumptions right. That

includes much more than getting the parameters numerically right. The

ordering of your entire model comes before estimation. How are you

going to interpret that stochastically? You enter it as part of your

maintained hypothesis instead.

Albrecht: I think it is going a little bit too far by requiring that a stochastic

interpretation of the parameter estimates be possible. Scientific inference

does not restrict us to such a narrow range of possibilities. Literature is full

of alternatives. A general requirement, however, is that we know what we

are doing and that we are able to tell others how, so that they are able to

try it themselves. In the case of micro simulation models this will demand

of the others to put in a sizeable mental effort. If the model has got

something to tell you, it is, however, worth it. The merit of the

conventionai econometric approach is that it is quite simple, everywhere

taught and weIl known. I don't believe, however, if you sean applied

econometric research that the stochastic side of the method is generally

taken by far as seriouslyas Bentzel demands today of Barbara.

SfjJrensen: At this conference, too much traditional knowledge has been

discarded. Price/volume interactions are still an important part of

economics. Empirical production and consumption studies still have a

value, etc.

Klevmarken: We aim at an empirical stability of our mode1s, and hence a

sound empirical base is needed. Orcutt suggests that we should choose to
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analyse units such that we could observe the treatment - response

mechanism. I suppose that these units may in most cases be the same as

the decision making units. I tend to agree, but if you would ask who is

treating and who is responding some ambiguities and difficulties to obtain

operational definitions will certainly remain. I believe it is true to say that

we are still in the beginning of the art of model building. Furthermore, one

has to know something about the properties of the observed variables we

want to relate in order to obtain stable structures. j\fter all, considering all

the efforts put into aggregate studies, we probably know more about the

behavior of aggregate variables than about single households, firms

etc.

Orcutt: An important advantage of microanalytic modeling is that it

permits us to use understanding and relationships which can be subjected

to testing at the microlevel to draw implications at the macrolevel.

Effective testing of hypotheses about micro-behavioral entities is

enormously facilitated by the rapid growth of panel and cross sectional

data relating to microunit behavior. The development of computers and

computer techniques has made it feasible to effectively use the emerging

microunit data base for testing and estimation. These computer-oriented

developments have also made it possible to solve and use microanalytic

models by means of simulation - Monte Carlo techniques. The most basic

long-run impact on economic science of microanalytical modeling will be,

in my opinion, on the encouragement given to microunit data collection

and their use for hypotheses testing.

Since microanalytic system modeIs do generate implications at the

macrolevel, it will continue to be important to do whatever testing is

possible at the macro level as well as at intermediate and micro leveis.

Bergmann: I don't know what S0rensen means with discarding traditional

knowledge. I think we have been very concerned throughout the

conference with getting as much empirical knowledge as possible into our

modeis. That knowledge has to be gathered from past research. The point

is that when we modify some of the behavioral specifications of the model

which the micro simulation technique allows, some new properties

(results) mayemerge. This is indeed very interesting and should teach us

something, for instance, that traditional knowledge may be wrong.

Brennecke: There is a need for collecting aspirations and other

intangibles, as weIl as for "hard" data.

77
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THEO ETICAL OR EMPIRICAL MODELS?

Bergmann: In my eyes, one interesting aspect of the Swedish MOSES

model is the ability to go in and study a few companies from the inside 

that is the strength of the model. Its micro units are proper decision

units.

Eliasson: Once you find numbers in a model, people seem to think you are

doing empirical research in contrast to theory, and vice versa. How valid is

a "Ntimerical example using synthetic data" as empirical work? I think

Don Nichols had a quotation of Koopmans with that question phrased as a

proposition on the front page of his paper.

With our model, we could say that we graduaIly move from a very

generally specified set of numerical examples (a theory) to an empirical

model, as the calibration proceeds. And the micro approach enables us to

get very close to the basic behavioral assumptions at the micro level and to

measure and assess them without crude and remote methods of

econometrics at the macro level. Bob Clower is of course very right. The

validity of your model rests on your ability to get the assumptions right,

rather than fitting ones model, although - I should add - fitting your

model might be one of several indirect checks on your assumptions. What

we are doing is investigating the implications of a set of micro assumptions

that we think we know. If the implications at the macro level also match

observations weIl it is fine, but the second step in testing. Our particular

problem is that we have a few micro parameters that it will take a long time

and a lot of effort to measure properly. Until then we will have to do with

crude approximations or assumptions.

There is another misconception that I want to rectify. Even if some want

to model reality to the level of minute details, and to forecast details, I do

not believe that this should be a prime concern of micro based models or

any models concerned with the entire macro economy. We should abstain

from the impossible ambition to build "AIl-purpose-models" with all

possible detail entered. A good theoryor model is based on the basic

behavioral relationships that handle the chosen problem, and little more.

What we can capture in our micro- macro model is the dynamics of the

market process at the micro level and how market information signals are

interpreted by decision makers. If we desire to understand the decentra

lized capitalistic system at work, I think we have to capture one of its most

salient features - the market. We believe that the market process is

important for macro behavior and especially the interaction over time
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between prices and activity leveis. We are, however, not at all interested

in predicting micro or seetorai detail.

Ahlström: I certainly agree that the effort involved in compiling the data

bases and (NB!) the reliability and internai consistency of the numbers

should be emphasized.

Hart: I think the Swedish model could be a very useful tool in sorting out

what is relevant and what is not relevant in received theory - perhaps even

better than extensive empirical research, due to the inability to get hold of

empirical data. It seems as if this model has a very general specification

from micro to macro and contains a number of those disequilibrium

features that we consider important today. It also seems to be able to

generate any output one may desire, and there seems to be a considerable

amount of empirical knowledge built into the model even though we have

not yet reached consensus as how to assess that knowledge.

Orcutt: What level of detail? There is no reason why a micro model should

be more complex than a model or hypothesis at the macro level. The

(micro) data bank can be very detailed and complex, stillleaving room for

a fairly simple model speci[ication. I think Eliasson and Bergmann will

have difficulties in discriminating between different behavioral theories, if

testing is primarily restricted to the macro level. They will meet problems

similar to those of multi-col1inearities in traditional modeis. Instead, it is

necessary to find a way to do most of the needed testing on the pieces of a

model, that is to perform the testing at the micro level.

Eliasson: I agree with Guy (Orcutt) there. Perhaps we are criticising each

other for what others are doing.

However. Can't we skip that ridiculous distinction bet\veen theory and

empirieism that we seem to carryaround? What is economic theory

without empirical knowledge built into it? Nonprofessional mathematics

without context, I would say.

Klevmarken: I agree with·Professor Orcutt that macro data contain much

less information than we would like to have. We sometimes have

difficulties to diseriminate between modeis. I have recently completed a

comparative study of complete systems of demand functions on aggregate

data which showed that different models gave vastly different income and

price elasticities but they only showed small differences in fit. I believe this

is an experience which is not too uncommon, and it seems to be something
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we have to reckon with in micro simulation modeis .

.In aggregate studies we badly need all the a priori information we can

get, for instance of the kind listed in the beginning of Guy Orcutt's paper.

In passing I wouid, however, like to object to the statement that these

assumptions would be necessary for a macro study. They are not necessary

but sometimes desirable.

Ståhl: What level of detail? More complexity can make a model more

realistic, but will make model verification very intricate - big computer

programs are bound to contain programming errors. AIso, the problems

with round-off errors increase when model complexity is increased.

Pryor: Yes, but the micr~ approach has the advantage that it allows for

easy separation of the program into independent modules, which can be

verified separately. I think we should try to be clear abo~t whether we talk

about the detailed knowledge we put in as assumption or use to test our

assumptions on the one hand and the detail we take out as predictions on

the other. The first is' the important advantage of the microsimulation

method, the second is the potential danger we should stay away from.

Brennecke: Different firms, for instance, behave differently. The task in

micro simulation is to weigh these behavioral schemes together - a shaky

procedure. And how is it possible to test the validity of the result?

Common sense judgment will always have to enter inta the model

predictions in an important way. I think we should accept that as being

normal and not necessarily bad and be very explicit about it. Micro

simulation models offer unique ways of being very clear about the

importance ofa priori assumptions. Furthermore - don't forget that - this

problem is probably as large and more difficult to handle in large scale

macro modelling.

OPTIMAL AGGREGATION

Klevmarken: Orcutt suggests that in macro' studies we are analysing

"unique entities" and that "hypotheses about entities that must be treated

as u'nique are so close to being untestable as to be useless or even

dangerous for prediction of policy responses". I share the view that it

would probably be useless to try to forecast or test hypotheses about

unique entities like for instance one single household or one particular

firm. As Iunderstand it this is not the purpose of micro simulation
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modelling - at least not the Swedish model that I have had the opportunity

to look at. Iunderstand that economists have had same difficulties to

model the behavior of the central bank, and I also distrust attempts to

explain for instance the negotiated wage increase whi~h is the outcome of

central negotiations with only a few persons involved. We do not have the

tools for that in economics and econometrics. We have to be content with

studies of group behavior. The best we can hope to do is to say something

about distributions of micro units.

Olavi: Does that mean that if we tell our model MOSES to generate a

scatter of individual model firm rates of return year 1 on the same rates of

return year 5 or 10 (as we have done) and compare them with a similar

scatter for real firms, then one could device a test fC?r the modeis' ability to

generate realistic "micro variation" over time?

Klevmarken: That may be another way of saying the same thing. If I may

go on with what I was just discussing, I have to admitthat I do not quite

understand why Guy Orcutt says that macro studies are studies of "unique

entities". We do not analyse the treatment and reaction of one dog but the

sum of the treatments and reactions of many dags. It is true that we lose

information by the aggregation process, but sometimes it is possible to

extract useful information from macro data. After having heard the

presentation of yesterdays papers, one might say that the criticism for

analysing unique entities and treating aggregates as unique entities is

more valid for same micro simulation studies.

This brings me to the problem of optimal aggregation. There are at least

four considerations which might help us to choose the level of

aggregation. Let me use the blackboard:

1) The purpose of the study

2) The empirical stability of relationship at different leveIs of aggrega-

tion

3) Considerations of statistical efficiency

4) Considerations of project economy.

Suppose we have a very simple micro model:

(1) Yit = (Xi +BiXit + Eit ; i=l . .. n, (=1 ...T.

If we want to analyse the distribution of Y we would probably need each

micro relation or at least information about the distribution of the micro
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parameters but if we want to predict macro behavior we can derive the

relation for Yl'

This relation seems to indicate that we need to know all micro Xvalues

and all micro B values to predict Yl'

However, this is not so because relation (2) can be rewritten in the

following form:

(3) Yl == fr + Cov (BiXit) + BXt + E t.

This relation shows that all we need to know is the average values for Y

and X and the covariance of the micro parameters B and the micro values

of X and, furthermore, if this covariance is a constant all we need is macro

information. Thus, we do not need the micro relations to predict Y.
Aggregate data are in this sense sufficient. Orcutt may object that the

micro relations you are working with are much more complex and cannot

be reduced. I would lIke to ask if you have tried~ Some aggregation might

help to reduce the dimension of your model. If analytic solutions are

difficult to obtain, simulations might trace out the macro relation and

suggest a convenient approximation formula. Of course, the simulation

approach cannot be u~ed until you have some rough idea of the ,

magnitudes of your macro parameters.

Unfortunately this is not the whole story. The estimates of the macro

parameters based on macro data may have large variances and more

efficient estimates might be obtained from the micro relations. It depends,

for instance, on the interrelation of the micro X variables.

If n is large one might group the micro relations into subgroups and

estimate the analog of (2) or (3) for each group. The grouping should be

done in such away that we obtain only a small loss in efficiency and at the

same time a protection against specification errors. This was one of Guy

Orcutt's major points. He suggested that we should match micro

observations with simular characteristics to pairs of observations. One

might of course go one step further and group more than two

observations.

Eliasson: I am not wholly convinced that (as many have advocated here

today) a preferred procedure should be to test the behavior of each micro
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model module at a time. If we are talking about estimating individual

micro unit behavioral relations on micro unit data there is no disagree

ment. This is one great advantage of the micro-macro modelling

approach.

However, with enough dynamic feedback, as we at least have, some

modules of the system (like say, the investment financing module) will

nevertheless perform oddly at the macro level and you will have to make

some adjustments. This is an experience all large scale model builders

have. At least in our case we do not think it is practical to isolate one

module at atime by "exogenization" and calibrate it. The modules are not

"autonomous", and they shouldnot be if you have arealistic model. Our

experience is that you cannot make small changes in one module of the

system without creating disturbances elsewhere. There definitely is a

point in testing the model at the macro level as Barbara also does. The

point is that you need a reasonable method to test the whole system

simultaneously at that level, since the micro information you have put in

(even though of a higher grade than what the macro people use) is still not

perfect and so far as a rule quite incomplete.

Bentzel: One question I have to Barbara Bergmann and also to Eliasson

and Olavi, who suggest the same thing in their paper on estimation: Why

do you use the sum of squares as your loss function? Since you have not

formulated your model in stochastic terms you cannot motivate your

choice by the combination of normal distribution and maximum

likelihood. And what sum of squares are you thinking on? Is it the sum of

squares of percentage errors of different variables? If it is, I can't see the

rationale for such a loss function. And this CLuestion raises another

question. Looking at a micro simulation model which simulates simul

taneously a number of variables x, y, z etc, is it then meaningful to

introduce a loss function as same type of function of the errors of the

different variables? Isn't it so that such a model is intended to give answers

to a number of different questions and that there is a separate loss function

associated with each one of these questions? And, more generally , is it

really up to the model builder to construct a loss function? Isn 't that a task

for the users of the model?

Olavi: I think Bentzel has got a point there with our choice of loss

function. It is quite arbitrary. We have been traditional.

Bergmann: Bentzel has given us a very wise lecture on what one should do
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to stick to clean and well received procedure. I have taken note of all and

what is not already there will be there in our final text. However, and I

think Bentzel's final words are significant, there may be different loss

functions for different users of the model. Different recipients of ones

wisdom might want different numbers on the same structure or even

different models and each problem needs its own toois.

I think we modelbuilders are running the risk of trying to do too much

with one model, perhaps. But if there are no good all-purpose-models, as

someone phrased it, neither is there one single estimation and inference

method.
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MICRO SIMULATION SEMINAR

Stockholm September 19-22, 1977

(Original program)

Session A
Chairman: R Clower, UCLA, USA

Al The Transaction Model of the
United States

A2 Microanalytic Modeling and
Simulation

A3 A Microsimulation Model
of a National Economy

B 'Bergmann, University of
Maryland, USA

G Orcutt, A Glaser,
Yale University, USA

GEliasson, IUI, Sweden

September 20, Tuesday

Session B
Chairman: D Nichols, US Department of Labor, USA

Bl Hypothesis Formulation
Testing and Estimation

B2 Choices of Strategy in
Assigning Parameter Values
in a Microsimulated Model

B3 Stepwise Parameter Estimation
of Micro Simulation Models

G Orcutt,
Yale University, USA

B Bergmann, University of
Maryland, USA

GEliasson, IUI, Sweden
GOlavi, IBM, Sweden

September 21, Wednesday

Session C
Chairman: B Bergmann, University of Maryland, USA

Cl The Equilibrium Level of D Nichols, US Department
Unemployment: A Simulation of Labor, USA

C2 Simulating the Distribution
of Wealth - a Progress Report

e3 How does Inflation Affect
Growth - Experiment on the
Swedish Model

Demonstration of Swedish Model

G Orcutt, S Franklin, Yale
University, USA
J. Smith, Pennsylvania
University, USA

GEliasson, IUI, Sweden

GOlavi, IBM, Sweden

Session D
Chairman, A Hart t Columbia University, USA

Dl Microanalytic Simulation and
the Study of Comparative
Economic Systems

D2 Expectations, Cyclical
Fluctuations and Growth,
Experiments on the Swedish
Model

F Pryor, Swarthmore College,
USA -

J Albrecht, Columbia
University, USA



September 22, Thursday

Session E
Chairman: G Orcutt, Yale University,

El Banks and Financial Inter-
mediaries in the Micro
Simulated Transaction
Model of the US Economy

Special Project Reports

E2 A Description of the
Aggregation Scheme Used in
the Swedish Model

E3 The Sociopolitical Decision
and Indicator System for the
Federal Republic of Germany;
A Review

E4 The Gomputer Aided Planning
System for the German Federal
Student-aid PROGRAM

ES Estimating the Rate of
Technological Growth in
the Swedish Model

E6 MICS- A Micro Simulation
Model for Wage-earner
Households

E7 Computerisation of Micro
Founded Macro Econometric
Models

E8 General Discussion

End of program
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R Bennett, University
of Maryland, USA
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R Brennecke, Frankfurt,
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B Carlsson, IUI, Sweden
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Publications in English

1980

Micro Simulation - Modeis, Methods and Applications (eds. B.
Bergmann, G. Eliasson, G. Orcutt). IUI Conference Reports
1980: 1. 409 pp.

Generalised Farrell Measures of Efficiency. An Application to
Milk Processing in Swedish Dairy Plants. Finn R. F0rsund and Len
,nart Hjalmarsson. Booklet No. lOS. 22 pp.

1979

The Multinational Operations of Swedish Firms. An Analysis
of Determinants and Effects. Birgitta Swedenborg. 287 pp.

A Comparative Studyof Complete Systems of Demand
Functions. Anders Klevmarken . Booklet No. 101. 27 pp.

Publications in Swedish*

1980

Kalkyler för 8O-talet (Modeling the Eighties). Special Studies for
the IUI Medium-Term Survey 1979. Vol. 2. Bengt-Christer Ysander
et al. 299 pp.

Inkomstbildning i en blandekonomi. (Income Formation in a
Mixed Economy). Bengt-Christer Ysander. Booklet No. 104.25 pp.

Teoretisk analys av reformerad bruttobeskattning (Theoreti
cal Analysis o1'a Tax on Capitailncome). Göran Normann. Booklet
No. 103. 25 pp.

Industrins utlandsproduktion och export (Foreign Manufactu
ring and Exports). Birgitta Swedenborg. Booklet No. 102. 41 pp.

Utrikeshandel, inflation och arbetsmarknad (Foreign Trade,
Inflation and the Labor Market). Special Studies for the IUI
Medium-Term Survey 1979. Vol. 1. B. Axell, S. Gustafsson, B.
Holmiund, E. Ch. Horwitz. 199 pp.

* Almost all studies in Swedish are publiahed with a short sum
mary in English. A list of all books published with titles in English
can be obtained from the Institute on 'request.

All the publications can be ordered from Industriens Utrednings
institut. Grevgatan 34, 5 tr, S-114 53 Stockholm, Sweden.
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